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PREFACE
The Small Collections from Fort Shalmaneser is the fifth in the School's series, Ivories from Nimrud,
a series dedicated to the task of publishing the huge numbers of ivories found by the British School of
Archaeology in Iraq during their excavations at Nimrud from 1949 to 1963. The first two volumes
published groups of material assembled either by style, Ivories from Nimrud /, Ivories in Assyrian
Style, or by function, Ivories from Nimrud II, Equestrian Bridle-Harness Ornaments. The last two
covered collections of ivories found in a single location, Ivories from Nimrud Ill, Furniture from SW
7, Fort Shalmaneser, and Ivories from Nimrud IV, Ivories from SW 37, Fort Shalmaneser. These
recorded the ivories found in two of the great storage magazines in the South West Quadrant.
The present volume continues publication according to provenance but is not confined to ivories found
in one room. Instead, small collections of ivories, or single examples, are recorded according to their
find-places throughout the Fort to try to make an assessment of their position in the palace before
the final assault and looting. It is for this reason that Assyrian style ivories, already published in
I.N. II, have been republished in their proper contexts.
Three fascicules still remain to be published. Two of these will complete coverage of the ivories from
Fort Shalmaneser: one will record the collection from the remaining magazine in the South West
Quadrant, SW 11/12, while the second will cover ivories from T 10 in the Throne Room block. The
final volume will be dedicated to ivories found on the acropolis.
The preparation of this volume has required a number of visits to Iraq, and our warmest thanks are
given to Dr. Mu'ayyad Sa'id Damerji, Director General of the Directorate for Antiquities and
Heritage, for his cooperation and help.

Barbara Parker Mallowan
Editor
The Nimrud Ivory Project

Vll

vm

FOREWORD
This fascicule is the fifth in the Ivories from Nimrud series, which are devoted to publishing the huge
quantities of ivories found by the British School of Archaeology in Iraq during their excavations at
Nimrud from 1949 to 1963. In an ideal world, publication of the ivories still requires another three
fascicules, two to complete publication of the ivories found in the Fort Shalmaneser, with the large
collections found in the two storerooms, SW ll/l2 and T I 0, and the third to record the ivories found
in the palaces, temples and private houses of the Akropolis. Work has begun on the first of these,
l.N. VI, Ivories ji·om SW 11112 .
Acknowledgments
The fact that there is only one name on the cover of this book gives an entirely false impression, for
archaeology is above all a collective effort. Not only is the initial excavation undertaken by a team,
but the consequent labours of conservation, recording and photography again rely on the labours of
many. So equally does the production of a final publication. I should like to begin by thanking the
British School of Archaeology in Iraq, the late Sir Max Mallowan, who introduced me to the Nimrud
ivories , David Oates, the Chairman and the School's director in the field for the excavation of Fort
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specifically like to thank Dr. Bahija Khalil , Sd. Abd-ul Qadir al Tikriti, Sd. Burhan Chilmiran, Dr~
Munir Taha, Sda. Rasmiya Rashid, Lihadh al Rawi , and Manhal Jabbar, Director of the Mosul
Museum , among the many who have helped me, not least of whom was the indomitable Abid in his
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who kindly shed light on the vexed problem of identifying some of the animals drawn on the ivories.

IX

Some eighty examples belong to the Intermediate tradition, which combines elements from both
the North Syrian and Phoenician traditions. Designs tend to be fairly cramped within the panel and
to employ a North Syrian vigour, while remaining more reliant on motifs of Egyptian origin than is
typical of North Syrian examples. Within this sample a number of distinctive style groups can be
recognized. The two principal groups are the 'Wig and Wing', see for instance, Nos. 110 and 406,
and the 'Crown and Scale' groups (e.g. Nos. 240-3 and 328-30). 'Wig and Wing' ivories are closely
linked to examples found in the Nabu Temple at Khorsabad and can probably be dated to the late
eighth century.
The most numerous group within the Phoenician tradition is the elegant, openwork and colourful
panels of the 'Ornate Group'. A young male, either winged or unwinged, seems to be the preferred
subject, although animal and floral motifs are also employed. Typical examples include Nos. 177, 224
and 479-82. This group can be identified not only by its distinctive and aesthetically pleasing style
but also by technical features. The latter include the use of double frames and the method of inlaying,
particularly of the wigs. These are formed of raised pegs of ivory which held cylinders of glass or
ivory set on a frit bedding.
The remarkable set of statuettes carved fully in the round, Nos. 298-303, found in Room NE 2
and belonging the the 'NE 2 Group', have long been recognized as outstanding among the Nimrud
ivories. Other examples belonging to the group are the fragmentary heroes, Nos. 293 and 297.
Also Phoenician in style is the Egyptianizing group, identified both by the much more varied
range of designs, which are closely linked to those of Egypt, as well as by the shape of the panels
and, once again, by the inlay technique with its employment of large, shaped inlays. Although
distinctive, this group is not numerous. Only six examples including Nos. 291-2 and 313 are
included in the ivories of this fascicule.
Ivories from Nimrud V provides a wealth of information about the use and distribution of different
types of ivory, as well as enabling new schools to be defined or others enlarged. It is now possible
to suggest that one North Syrian school of ivory carving, the 'Flame and Frond' group, may have
been located at Bit Bahiani and that production may have ceased by the mid to late ninth century,
while the centre producing ivories of the 'Wig and Wing' school would have been sited further west
with production continuing at least until the late eighth century. It is to be hoped that greater
geographical and chronological precision can be achieved with the continuing programme of cataloguing and publication.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
This volume has a different focus from the last two fascicules in the Ivories from Nimrud series.
These recorded the assemblages found in two store rooms in the S.W. Quadrant of Fort
Shalmaneser; I.N. III, the rows of chairs stacked in Room SW 7, and I.N. IV, the hundreds of
fragments found throughout the fill in Room SW 37. The aim of this volume is to record those ivories
from the Fort which do not form part of the four principal collections, I each of which was found in a
large store room, and to publish the smaller groups of ivories, as well as those found scattered singly
or in small numbers throughout the Fort. These were found in a wide range of locations, in
residential suites and barrack-rooms, in workrooms, gateways and corridors.

The Ivories and Their Distribution
Some five hundred ivories are catalogued in this volume, the majority of which belong to three
collections. One hundred ivories were found in the principal suite in the Residency, that is the rooms
around Court S 6, together with another seventy from the ivories heaped up for burning in the nearby
store room, S 10. The rooms of the rab ekalli's suite in the S.E. Courtyard produced about ninety
pieces, many broken and burnt. This group may include the small but fine collection from NE 2
(eleven ivories), as well as those in the gate-chamber, SE 13 (six pieces). Finally, more than ninety
ivories were found in a workshop in the N.W. Courtyard, Room NW 21. Of the smaller, but still
significant, groups, twenty-three ivories were found in Room NW 15, and seven pieces were found in
both Rooms NE 59 and NE 50. Collections of mainly Assyrian style material were found in Rooms
SE 8-9, the secondary entrance from the S.E. Courtyard to the Residency (eight ivories in Assyrian
style out of fourteen), and in Room NW 5 (eight out of eight).
These groups are interesting for a variety of reasons. Some, found in residential suites, may have
been those actually being used by the inhabitants of the Fort at the time of its destruction and might
therefore reflect their owners' personal preferences. The two most important residential suites in
Fort Shalmaneser were the principal suite or sets of rooms opening off Court S 6 in the Residency,
and the set of rooms belonging to the rab ekalli. All the ivories from the Residency, rather than just
those in the principal suite, presumably belonged to the royal household and may reflect the personal
choice of the royal occupant or occupants, while those in the rab ekalli's suite may have been
selected by the 'palace manager' in charge of the Fort in the final years of its life.
The distribution of the different types and styles of ivories is significant, because location may
indicate both where pieces were used and which ones might have belonged together. For instance,
Assyrian style ivories were found in the principal suite and in rooms adjacent to the review dais in
1 The four main collections from Fort Shalmaneser were found in .Rooms SW 7, SW 11/12 and SW 37 of the S.W. Quadrant
and Room T 10 of the Throne Room block.

the S.E. Courtyard, i.e. in places where they may have been used. None were found in the
magazines of the S.W. Quadrant, which were used for storing consignments of booty or tribute.
Examining the second option, it is possible that, when certain ivories are regularly found together,
their association may reflect their original arrangement as parts of a single decorative scheme. This
may be an additional strand of evidence in assembling style-groups and may reinforce the standard
criteria of style and technique.

Spread of Ivories
Since the Fort was comprehensively sacked and looted, and then reoccupied by squatters, the
presence of ivories in a set of rooms does not necessarily indicate their original site. However, the
looter's aim was to remove the valuable overlays - energy would not have been wasted on
unnecessary transfers of bulky material from room to room. Therefore, it seems reasonable to
assume that ivories would have been thrown down either where they were found, or nearby. Such an
hypothesis can be checked against a group of material whose unity is easier to establish than
ivories, such as tablets belonging to an archive. Most of the rab ekalli's archive was found in his
suite, in Rooms SE 1, 10 and 11. However, five tablets were found elsewhere, one in the adjacent
Room NE 2, and four some distance away in Room SE 8.2 There was, therefore, an obvious spread
from the 'centre' to the 'periphery': most tablets were found in the 'centre', but a proportion was
scattered both near and slightly further away. We can expect a similar situation to apply to the
tv ones.
Terminology
Before we begin discussing the various traditions, schools, workshops, hands, etc., it is necessary to
attempt to clarify what is meant by these terms. The word 'set' is applied to collections of panels or
plaques which are similar in style, subject and technique and which probably formed part of the
decorative scheme of a single object. The criteria used to assemble sets are 'hard' : there has to be a
considerable degree of similarity between the component parts. It can be assumed that a set would
have been made in a single 'workshop'. A workshop would have consisted of a number of craftsmen,
probably with varying tasks . Some would have prepared the more mundane wooden parts of the
piece, while others worked on the ivory elements, or the colouring and gilding. While a set would
have been made in a single workshop, it does not follow that the ivories were carved by the same
'hand'. The definition of specific hands is a complex task and attempting to identify the work of a
hand, whether a master or not, particularly when considering the broken state of many of the ivories
published here, is perhaps premature. Relatively little attention is, therefore, paid to this problem,
although relevant comments will occasionally be found, for instance in the entries on Nos. 454 and
455, two panels from a set of four found in Room NW 15. The considerable disparity in competence
and minor variations in stylization between the two makes their carving by one craftsman
implausible.
The sets are gathered into larger 'style-groups',3 which means precisely what it says. It
describes a group of material which is similar in style and technique. Whether such a group was the
product of a single workshop, or a series of workshops, is currently impossible to answer. We need
to establish coherent groups, examine the range and quantity of material within such a group, and
ideally find a location for its production before we can attempt to make such a decision. The words
'group' or 'school' are sometimes used as alternatives to style-group.

2 C.T.N. III, pp. 4-9.
3 A term suggested by Michael Roaf, to whom I am grateful.
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Establishing style-groups necessarily becomes more subjective, or less 'hard', than assembling
sets, for there are fewer direct points of comparison. It is, for instance, difficult to make a direct
comparison between the heroes and griffins of Nos. 240, 241 and 328 and the sphinx panels Nos.
243, 329 and 330, all of which probably formed parts of the 'Crown and Scale' style-group: additional
strands of evidence have to be employed. These include diagnostic visual features, proportions,
composition, use of field, techniques of carving, framing and fixing and the ever-subjective style. And
provenance may also be a guide, for if panels with 'Crown and Scale' heroes and griffins are regularly
found with sphinx panels carved in a similar style and technique, it is possible that they formed parts
of the same decorative scheme.
Although the larger groups assembled in Chapter Three are necessarily more subjective than the
simple sets, nevertheless the aim has been to err on the side of caution. It is preferable to form
smaller groups, which new evidence may later suggest should be united, than to form looser
groupings that later have to be broken down and reassembled. For instance, the 'Crown and Scale'
group discussed on pp. 32-3 below incorporates two I.N. IV groups.
Names such as 'Crown and Scale' or 'Wig and Wing' are given as an aid to visual memory. These
names focus on one or two diagnostic features. However, it should be stressed that the names are
no more than a convenient mnemonic and have been chosen because many - but not all - pieces
exhibit these features. Furthermore, it should be noted that such diagnostics are only a few of the
factors suggesting the grouping: they do not necessarily appear on every piece, either because of
workshop variability or because of an uneven state of preservation.
It is probable that each style-group, provided that it is correctly identified, represents the output
of a single 'centre of production', presumably a major city with a considerable elite base. It has, for
instance, been suggested that the 'Flame and Frond' school served as the visual language of the
Aramaean state of Bit Bahiani.4 This school, represented in this fascicule by Nos. 205 and 454-8, is
particularly easy to recognize because of its unique and distinctive musculature, among other factors.
It had a rich and varied output and employed a variety of techniques. This range should be kept in
mind when considering the possible output of other centres. For instance, although the 'Crown and
Scale' style-group might be regarded as the visual language of a particular city-state or minor kingdom, the ivories assembled here will not reflect that centre's range, because the types of ivories
found in Fort Shalmaneser are limited in scope. They consist mostly of furniture panels, and there
are few small, easily portable objects, for these were probably carried away by the looters.
Finally, the term 'tradition' is intended to indicate the organization of the various style-groups into
larger, looser groupings representing related work of more than one centre of production, all of which
were located within one region. The division of ivory carving into three main traditions - the
Assyrian, the North Syrian and the· Phoenician - has long been accepted and still holds good in
general for the majority of the Nimrud ivories.5 However, it has been recognized in recent years that
the picture is considerably more complex. It is now accepted that ivory carving was a major industry,
one closely linked with wood working. Every centre had to have wood working workshops, just as
they required metal and ceramic workshops. What differentiates run-of-the-mill, domestic wood
4 Herrmann, Iraq Ll.
5 In an attempt to avoid too specific a geographic or ethnic basis, it was suggested in I.N . IV, p. 6, that the term 'North
Syrian' be replaced by 'northern tradition', and 'Phoenician' by 'southern tradition', with 'Intermediate' covering ivories
combining influences from both. These terms have not gained general acceptance in the five years since the publication of
I.N. IV. Even though the term 'Phoenician' is particularly unfortunate, it is now thought preferable to return to the old
terminology. So 'North Syrian Tradition' covers those style-groups typically 'North Syrian', while 'Phoenician Tradition'
covers examples of that genre, and 'Intermediate Tradition' describes those style-groups sharing attributes of both. The
alternative term for Intermediate material , 'South Syrian', first suggested by Professor Winter (Winter, Iraq XLIII) , is
not used, because it is too area-specific, and we cannot yet be certain where each of the Intermediate schools was located.
)
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working and that using expensive materials, such as hard woods and ivory, is patronage. We can,
however, expect every major centre to have had an elite wood/ivory working workshop, producing
artefacts for the king or governor and other high officials.
This model of a multiplicity of centres agrees both with what we know of the history of the Levant
in the early first millennium, with its numerous small kingdoms, and with the evidence of the many
style-groups or schools of carving which can be established within the North Syrian and Phoenician
traditions: at least half a dozen can be defined within each, and more await definition.
It is also possible to isolate new traditions of carving. The easiest of these to establish - from a
Nimrud point of view- is the Intermediate Tradition, which comprises a number of style-groups. Not
surprisingly, there were many more than these four traditions of ivory carving flourishing in the early
first millennium in Western Asia. Not only are some ivories from Nimrud markedly different in style
from those belonging to the established traditions, but there are also ivories found at other centres
such as Gordion, Altin Tepe and Hasanlu. These centres had their own flourishing and independent
traditions of wood and ivory carving.

Arrangement of the Commentary
The ivories recorded in this fascicule come from a variety of locations, so Chapter Two is devoted to
describing the rooms where they were found and commenting on their principal characteristics. For
instance, many ivories from the rooms of the principal suite in the Residency are Assyrian in style
and may reflect the relatively 'official' nature of these rooms. Chapter Three looks at the various
style-groups, arranged by tradition; first the Assyrian tradition, then the other three - the North
Syrian, Intermediate and Phoenician. Chapter Four attempts to establish such conclusions as can be
drawn from this rather disparate collection of material.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE IVORIES IN CONTEXT
The Fort and its History
Fort Shalmaneser is the only example of a late Assyrian ekal masharti or review palace, of which the
plan is more or less complete. Only relatively small areas of the other later review palaces, built by
Sargon at Dur Sharrukin and Sennacherib and Esarhaddon at Nineveh, 1 have been excavated to
date.
Fort Shalmaneser was divided into a number of distinct areas (Fig. 1). Area T, the Throne Room
block, contained the State Apartments and is the least excavated area of the Fort, because of the
depth of deposit still filling these great halls. As the translation of the texts found in Room S 10 has
demonstrated, Area S, the Residency, contained the queen's household, which was organized by the
shakintu, or 'female official (of the queen's house of the Review Palace)'. 2 The S.E. Courtyard, with
a throne dais set in the western wall, served as the review area, and the rab ekalli or 'palace
manager' had a set of rooms in the N.W. corner, again identified by textual evidence.3 The rooms
around the N.E. and S:E. Courtyards were used both as living accommodation and as workshops,
while the rooms of the S.W. Quadrant were principally used as store rooms.
The Fort would have shared the history of other royal buildings at Kalhu. It was built by
Shalmaneser III and was completed by c. 846 B.C., the date on the throne dais found in the Throne
Room, T 1. It would have continued in use as the ekal masharti, while Kalhu remained the capital of
the Assyrian empire, during which time it would presumably have served as a depository for booty.
However, when the capital was transferred to Dur Sharrukin c. 710 and , shortly thereafter, to
Nineveh, the status of Kalhu and of the Fort declined. This diminished status is attested by changes
within the building, such as the conversion of workshops into living units or storerooms and the
throne room probably ceasing to be used. This decline was reversed by Esarhaddon (680-669), to
whose reign a number of alterations and refurbishments can be attributed. These would not,
however, have restored Fort Shalmaneser to its earlier status, for Esarhaddon had his own ekal
masharti at Nineveh. Occupation of the Fort continued until the last years of the Assyrian empire,
as attested by texts currently dated to the final decade, which have been found in the Residency and
the rab ekalli's suite.4
The Fort flourished, therefore, for about 140 years from the mid-ninth century to c. 710 and had a
brief renaissance of only a few years in the early seventh century. It is during these years that we

I G. Turner, 'Tell Nebi Yunus: The Ekal Masharti of Nineveh', Iraq XXXII, I970, pp.68- 85 . Nebi Yunus is currently being
excavated by Manhal Jabbar, Director of the Mosul Museum, the Iraq Department of Antiquities.
2 C.T.N. III, pp. I and 9-14.
3 Ibid. , pp. I and 4-9.
4 Ibid., pp. 4-10.
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can expect ivories and other luxury goods, 'spoil of the foe of every kind',5 to have been deposited in
the Fort, the majority probably dating from c. 850 to 710 rather than from the reign of Esarhaddon,
although some material certainly belongs to this later phase.6 Objects found in the residential suites
would have continued in use until the sack of Kalhu, although many were probably heirlooms by this
time. For instance, many of the Assyrian style ivories found in the principal suite in the Residency
are ninth century in style.
The events during the final years of the Fort's life are hard to determine. It was sacked and looted
at least once. But it was not sacked by a single, well-organized imperial power able to list and
remove all the 'treasures of the palace' in the Assyrian manner. Instead, it fell to an alliance of
forces, which probably lacked a coherent overall command and which almost certainly lacked the
organizational skills necessary to undertake an efficient division of the loot and to arrange for its
transportation to the relevant imperial treasuries. Readily portable and marketable valuables such
as gold, silver, copper and bronze, and perhaps smaller ivory items such as fly-whisks,? were taken
by the looters. However, it seems probable that the transport of more cumbersome and heavy
valuables, like furniture, was beyond the desires or resources of the attacking forces. It was
smashed, stripped of its thin gold overlays and left behind. Sometimes, as in Room S 10, the broken
ivories were heaped up and set alight.& After the sack, or more correctly, series of sacks, Fort
Shalmaneser was not immediately abandoned and left empty. Usable rooms were reoccupied by
squatters, who probably picked through the ruins in search of anything of value. But they
themselves often had to leave hurriedly in the uncertain conditions prevailing in Assyria in the years
following the fall of the empire.9
The following pages briefly describe where the ivories were found. The descriptions of the rooms
are based on the preliminary reports in Iraq. To this is added an account of the various types of
ivories found in each room. The arrangement followed is that of the catalogue, beginning with the
Residency, continuing with the relevant rooms around the three courtyards, the South East, North
East and North West Quadrants, and ending with the few ivories found in the South West Quadrant,
omitting those in the three main storage magazines, Rooms SW 7, 11/12 and 37.

THE RESIDENCY
The excavation of this area began in the second half of the 1957 season and continued in 1958 and
1960. Preliminary reports appeared in Iraq,lO and a synopsis was given in Mallowan, Nimrud & Its
Remains.ll
The Residency texts were found in Room S 10.12 These prove that the queen
maintained a household inside the Review Palace. This was run for her by her housekeeper, the

5 Oates, Iraq XXI , p. 123.
6 For instance, No. 178, the half-scarab of Taharqa, and the inscribed alabaster vase found in SE II, ibid., p. I08.
7 No fan-handles or fly-whisks, and remarkably few small ivory objects were found in the Fort.
8 Ibid., p. I20.
9 John Curtis, Excavations at Qasrij Cliff and Khirhet Qasrij (London, 1989), pp. 51-4.
10 XXI, pp. 114-23, and XXIII, pp. 5-11. .
II N. & R. II, pp. 431-7.
12 C.T.N. III, pp. 9-14.
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shakintu, the 'female official (of the queen's household of the Review Palace of Kalhu)', helped by her
scribe.
The Principal Suite
The complex of rooms leading off Court S 6 formed the principal suite within the Residency and the
Fort (see Fig. 1 on p. 6 for the complete plan). This was a secure unit, sealed by elaborately bolted
doors at the north end of Corridor D and at the entrances to Corridor E. The accommodation
consisted of a reception suite with an unexcavated ante-chamber, S 7, leading into a painted room, S
5, itself equipped with a small retiring room and bathroom, S 4 and S 3, at the west end. Two
residential suites occupied the west end of Court S 6. The larger one consisted of two halls, S 17
and S 30, with a retiring room and bathroom. The other had two, slightly smaller rooms, S 16 and S
28, and a bathroom. This spacious unit with its reception and residential suites was well defended,
yet had easy access to ceremonial areas of the Fort, Courtyard S and the Throne Room block or the
S.E. Courtyard, as well as to the postern gate. It must have been used by the most important
occupant of the Fort.

Fig. 2. The Residency. Ivories were found only in the Numbered Rooms .
The reception room, S 5, was equipped with stone tram-lines and niches or air-vents in the north
and south walls. The walls were painted with a frieze of Assyrian courtiers with bands of floral and
geometric decoration above.l3 When first uncovered, the presence of a bearded figure facing the
approaching courtiers could just be made out on the North wall opposite the door.14 To the west
was the smaller room, S 4, with a bathroom, S 3, beyond. The gypsum doorsill between S 4 and S 3
bore an inscription dated to the year 844 B.C..
·Many ivories were found in S 4 and 5, principally in S 5. The majority are incised ivories,
Assyrian in style, many of which form coherent sets; see, for instance, Nos. 1-36 (Plates 1-4). The
13 Oates, Iraq XXI, Pl. 28a.
14 Ibid., p. 119.
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designs include a variety of motifs such as files of courtiers and tributaries, winged genies, ostriches,
deer, bovids and equids. Many other incised ivories (Plates 4-11 ), decorated with geometric (Nos.
37-40 and 61-70) and floral motifs (Nos. 48 and 56-9), were also found inS 4/5. They are similar in
technique, and this, as well as their presence in the same room, suggests that they also may have
been carved by an Assyrian craftsman, see pp. 26-7. They may have been used to frame panels
decorated with narrative scenes - ivory versions of the wall frieze with the courtiers below a floral
and geometric band. A lightly modelled band, No. 60, with a lotus and bud frieze may also be the
work of an Assyrian carver.
The silhouette of an Assyrian courtier, No. 1, may indicate that the floral silhouettes, Nos. 49-54,
were also Assyrian in execution. Silhouettes of genies and courtiers, Nos. 180, 184, 220, 223, were
found elsewhere in the Fort, and it seems probable that these silhouettes or inlays can be regarded
as a standard Assyrian decorative technique, see p. 26 below.
The fine set of openwork, floral panels, Nos. 41-6, are fully carved on both sides. The only other
known example of this complex design was found at Khorsabad.l5 Although they are different from
the generally accepted Assyrian genre, it is possible that these panels were also carved by Assyrian
craftsmen, both because of the Assyrian love of such complex floral motifs and because so many of
the ivories found in S 4/5 are Assyrian in style.
Finally, hemi-cylinders, such as Nos. 74-82, used to finish a piece of furniture, all had Aramaic
fitter's marks, as does No. 84 from S 3. The presence of these marks does not preclude their
manufacture in Assyria, for similar letters have been observed on some glazed bricks recently
discovered in Room T 20 of the Throne Room block. Since a cuneiform inscription on the front of
these bricks gave the name of the founder of the Fort, Shalmaneser III, the use of Aramaic in
Assyria has now been proven to go back to the mid-ninth century. As John Curtis says, these bricks
are 'the earliest certainly attested usage of Aramaic in Assyria by 150 years'.l6 Their importance for
the dating of the Nimrud ivories is considerable, for not only do they prove that Aramaic was being
used in Assyria at this time, but they also prove that, even at this early date, it was sufficiently
common to be used as an identifying mark by craftsmen.
It now seems, therefore, at the least a strong possibility that all the ivories found in Rooms S 3-5
were the work of Assyrian craftsmen. If this suggestion is correct, then it implies a much wider
repertoire for the Assyrian craftsman than previously assumed. Furthermore, the presence of
Assyrian craftsmanship - and perhaps only of Assyrian craftsmanship - in this, the reception room of
the principal suite of the Residency, is itself important for our understanding of the use of Assyrian
art.
Ivories were found in both the residential sets of rooms on the west side of Court S 6. Room S 16
of the smaller set was paved and had a second unpaved room of similar size, S 28, and a smaller
bathroom, S 29, beyond. 'As so often in palatial Assyrian apartments, these rooms do not seem to
have been maintained in later years in the luxury for which they were designed. In the bathroom ... a
low mud-brick bench was built across the east end against the wall, and a similar ill-aligned
structure, perhaps the stub of a partition wall, protrudes from the west wall of the adjoining room. ...
The second suite ... was even larger, comprising two long reception rooms, S 17 and S 30, and a
bathroom with ante-chamber, S 18-19 .... there was inS 17-19 more specific evidence than we have
found elsewhere of the period of squatter occupation.' 17

15 Khorsabad II, No. 63, p. 97, Pl. 55.
16 John Curtis, 'New Excavations at Nimrud', British Museum Magazine, Summer 1990, p. II.
17 Oates, Iraq XXI, pp. 115-6.
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Most of the ivories were, once again, Assyrian in style, Nos. 87-9 from S 16 (Plate 13), and Nos.
91-4 from Room S 30 (Plates 14 and 16). Other ivories included the magnificent, human-headed
sphinx, No. 95 (Plates 15-16), found on the floor near the east door of S 30, which may belong to the
Intermediate 'Wig and Wing' School, and a unique fragment, No. 90 (Plate 13), from S 16 with a
version of the hero and beast motif, possibly belonging to the Phoenician 'Ornate Group'.
The south side of Court S 6 was occupied by the rear wall of Room S 10, a room which could only
be entered from Corridor E.l 8 The floor at the east end of Corridor E was covered with ash and
rubbish . A varied collection of ivories was found there (Plate 17), including part of a tusk carved
with files of bulls, No. 96, the 'Ornate Group' fragment, No. 97, and some fragments of a frieze with
unusual Hathor-heads, No. 98.

The Storeroom, Room S 10
In the later years of the Fort's life the door leading to S 10 from Corridor E was reduced in size by
the addition of a secondary wall. This left a narrow entrance only about 1.50 m. high 19 giving access
to a room measuring some 13.5 x 5 m. 'The marks of a fierce blaze were apparent on the walls, and
the south wall had buckled until its face overhung the floor at a dangerous angle, supported only by
the cohesion of the brickwork and the mass of burnt debris which filled the whole room to a depth of
1.50 m. In this debris was a quantity of fragments of charred ivory so vast that we could only carry
out the most essential work of cleaning and sorting them on the dig, and were forced to leave the
task of reconstituting the bulk of the material ... to be carried out in the laboratory.'20 Many objects,
including tablets belonging to the housekeeper's archive, were found in the debris. The latest dated
tablets contained the name of the eponym for 615 B.C., Sin-alik-pani,21 suggesting that S 10
remained in use until the final sack of the Fort, with the blaze presumably marking the end of the
imperial stage of the Fort's life. The size of the door, and the quantity of material found within the
room, suggest that S 10 was used as a storeroom or treasury - at any rate at this late date. It would
have been conveniently sited as a storeroom to service the rooms of the principal suite.
The S 10 ivories were all burnt, the degree of burning varying from a whitish shade, through
cream, coffee and dark brown to greys and black, and most are broken. They are varied in style and
subject and belong to different groups. However, one of the most obvious factors, in contrast to the
ivories found in rooms of the principal suite, is the paucity or absence of pieces in the Assyrian style.
One of the more popular motifs is that of the 'lady at the window', of which there are thirteen
examples, Nos. 102-14 (Plates 18-21). Seven of these, Nos. 102-8, belong to a set of beautifully
carved, openwork panels. Their hair falls in curling ringlets on either side of their finely carved faces
and is bound with a slender fillet with a central flower. As usual, variations in the faces make it
evident that a number of hands carved the panels. It is not yet possible to attribute this set to a
specific school, although it is probable that the panels belong to the Phoenician tradition. The
remaining five examples are varied and may belong to the North Syrian and Intermediate traditions.
The openwork panel, No. 109, shows the lady's head apparently resting on the balustrade. Her
chubby face suggests that she may belong to the 'Round-cheeked and Ringletted' group. The lady of
No. 110 is essentially identical to a set of panels found at Khorsabad22 and forms part of the elegant,

18 Ibid., Pl. 24b.

19 Ibid., pp. 119-21, and N.& R. II, p. 434-7 and fi g. 360.
20 Oates, Iraq XXI , p. 120.
21 C.T.N. III , p. 10.
22 Khorsabad II, nos. 29-36, Pis. 51-2.
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Intermediate 'Wig and Wing' group, while the insets, Nos. 111-2, also Intermediate, are paralleled at
Arslan Tash.23
The winged youths, Nos. 115-8 (Plates 20-1), belong to another Intermediate group, the 'Crown
and Scale' group, as is shown by the form of the crown and the wing-scales.
It is their occurrence in the same room, as well as similarities of style and technique, that
suggests that a range of material from S 10 belongs to the Intermediate 'Collar and Crown' group.
Examples include No. 125 (Plate 24 ), a fragment with opposed sphinxes almost identical to
examples from SW 37;24 the fine, although poorly preserved, couchant sphinxes, Nos. 123-4 (Plate
22); the tall panels decorated with registers of men saluting trees, Nos. 119-20 (Plates 22-5); and
the file of bulls, No. 126 (Plate 25), which is framed by a guilloche border, identical to those on Nos.
119-20.
.
The cows and calves, Nos. 132-6 (Plate 28), can be compared to some from Room SW 37,25 and
the tightly-twining, fronded plant on the edge of No. 132 can be paralleled at Arslan Tash, although
the Arslan Tash cattle have slightly heavier bodies.26 These panels were probably all carved in the
same school, although it is hard, at present, to be certain to which tradition the school belongs. The
Intermediate Tradition seems the most likely. Also paralleled at Arslan Tash is the unique No. 127
(Plate 26), a large panel with a curving side showing a winged, human-headed sphinx.27
The finest small object found in S 10 is an elegant palette, No. 140 (Plate 30), with a circular
cosmetic dish at one end and a typically Phoenician design of a sphinx and stylized tree at the other.
Among other small objects probably belonging to the Phoenician tradition and found in S 10 are the
shattered remains of a circular stand for goblets, Nos. 141-4 (Plate 30), made up from trapezoidal
plaques.28 Other fragmentary plaques, Nos. 145-50 (Plate 31), may be parts of small boxes, stands
or containers. Also of interest is an unusual floral plaque carved in high relief, No. 155 (Plate 32),
and the fragment of a winged disc, No. 161 (Plate 33).
The remaining pieces from S 10 are very broken and include champ-leve fragments, Nos. 159-60
(Plate 33), some of the common, running palmette panels, Nos. 156-7 (Plate 32), fragments of
human statuettes, Nos. 162-7, and a .feline statuette, No. 168 (Plate 34).
The majority of the ivories found in the Residency came from the principal suite, that is the rooms
opening off CourtS 6, or the S 10 store: only a few ivories were found elsewhere. These included
one each from Rooms S 74, S 20 and S 22, Nos. 171-3 (Plate 35). Occasional ivories were found in
the partially excavated areas next to the west wall, No. 176 in S 53, and two, Nos. 174-5, in S 48
(Plate 35). The finest discovery was the winged boy belonging to the 'Ornate Group', No. 177
(Plates 36-7), from X 3, to the west of the principal suite and possibly forming an extension to it. A
few fragments, Nos. 179-83 (Plate 38), were found in Room C 7 and a 'corridor S. of Room SW 12',
presumably Rooms C 3-5. Finally the famous half-scarab of Taharqa, No. 178 (Plate 38) was found
20 em. below the surface near the West Wall.
The first impression resulting from a study of the ivories from the Residency is how thoroughly
this part of the Fort must have been looted - if indeed it was a furnished, functioning royal residence
at the time of the collapse of empire. All that survives are the remains of a few smashed pieces of

23
24
25
26
27
28

Arslan Tash, nos. 52-4, Pl. XXXV.
I.N. IV, nos. 623-34.
I.N. IV, nos. 744-45 and se~ also the bulls of nos. 748-58.
Arslan Tash, Pis. XXXVII-XLII.
Almost identical to the fragments in Arslan Tash, Pl. XXXII, nos. 37-8.
For a discussion of this type of object, see I.N. IV, fig . I, p. 9.
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furniture, mostly Assyrian in style, in the principal suite and of assorted groups, non-Assyrian in
style, in the S I 0 store.

THE SOUTH EAST COURTYARD
Entrance to the Residency
Originally, access to the Residency from the S.E. Courtyard was direct: a door led from the
Courtyard into Room S I (see Fig. I on p. 6).29 Later this door was blocked,30 and access re-routed
via Rooms SE 8 and 9 and a new door into S 1. Room SE 8 became the outer guard-room for the
Residency, and a stock of arrow-heads was found stored in a jar in the floor. This change may have
been linked to the placing of the outdoor throne dais in the S. E. Courtyard. Rooms SE 8 and 9
continued to serve as the entrance to the Residency after the sack, for a patched brick pavement was
found fanning out from the courtyard door some 30--40 em. above the original pavement.3I

Fig 3. The S.E. Quadrant: Ivories were found only in the Numbered Rooms.
The principal group of ivories found in SE 8 and 9, Nos. 184-91 (Plates 39--40), was an important
series of narrative scenes in the incised Assyrian style. These included a unique banquet scene, No.
185 (Plate 39), a fragment with battlements, No. 189, processions of tributaries, Nos. 186-8, and a
29 The excavation of rooms around the S.E. Courtyard was essentially completed in the 1957 and 1958 seasons and recorded
in Oates, Iraq XXI, pp. 106-14, seep. 114 for changes to the entrance to the Residency and for Rooms SE 8 and 9.
30 Ibid., Pl. XXXb.
31 Ibid., p. 114 and Pl. XXVIIa.
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file of cattle, No. 190. There was also a winged genie silhouette, No. 184 (Plate 39). These pieces
may have been used to decorate a throne, one stored adjacent to the dais in the S.E. Courtyard.
Apart from this relatively coherent group, there are only a few varied fragments, Nos. 193-7 (Plates
40-1). One is a fine fragment of an animal contest scene, No. 195, probably belonging to the North
Syrian tradition, and there is an unusual Egyptianizing piece showing a scarab beetle, flanked by Bes
figures, No. 197.

The Barrack Room, SE 5
Some Assyrian style fragments, Nos. 198-9 (Plate 42), were found in Room SE 5, a barrack-room
and bathroom. These had probably been cast there during the sack and may have 'spread' from the
SE 8 and 9 Assyrian group. Two other fragments, Nos. 200 and 201 (Plate 42), belong to the
'Ornate Group'. The original floor of SE 5 'had small patches of brickwork, presumably designed to
support the butt ends of wooden pillars holding up the roof. Two such patches, side by side, suggest
that the roof had been renewed at least once.'32
The Rab Ekalli's Suite
The rab ekalli's suite occupied a set of rooms in the north-west comer of the S.E. Courtyard and
consisted of 'a large room with a small ante-chamber and bathroom attached (SE 1-3), a second
slightly shorter chamber ... opening directly on to the courtyard (SE 10), and a small room, also with
its own entrance and a stairway leading to the upper storey (SE 11-12). That this was a single
suite despite the lack of internal communication between the rooms is shown by its more palatial
character, expressed in the traces of painting on the walls of SE 1-3 and the ornamental reveals on
the doorways of SE 10 and 11. '33
Various alterations had been made to the suite: a brick bench and storage bin was added to the
bathroom, SE 1; the doorway to SE 3 was enlarged and a seat set in it for a doorkeeper. In the
words of the excavator, 'It seems, in fact, as if these rooms on the courtyard level had lost their
former status; certainly we have evidence that the occupant of the suite now kept his records, and at
least some of his valuables, on the upper floor. We cannot ascertain the exact extent of the upper
chambers, but some indication is given by the distribution of the debris, which cascaded into the
rooms below when fire ravaged this corner of the courtyard during the sack of the fortress. SE 3
does not seem to have been affected, and contained only the usual accumulation of broken brick,
indicating that the roof beams had been removed and the walls left to decay. .. . SE 1 ... produced
burnt ivories and charred wood from a depth of 50 em. below the surface down to floor level, and this
material must clearly have fallen from above. There were a few charred fragments in SE 2, and the
whole of the floor of SE 10 was covered in burnt debris to a depth of over a metre. The collapse here
seems to have taken place in two stages, separated by a brief period in which the first layer of
rubbish was levelled off about 35 em. above the original floor, and a mud-brick bench built on it by
squatters who took shelter in the ruins until a second collapse rendered the room finally
uninhabitable. The common origin of the two layers of debris is demonstrated by the discovery of
two fragments of the same ivory plaque, one on the original floor and its mate in the accumulation
overlying the squatter level [No. 250, Plate 48]. The result of the blaze showed, too, on the
stairway and in the small room at its foot , SE 11, which had been used as a kitchen, and contained a
wide range of cooking and drinking vessels, as well as a set of stone duck-weights in an alcove

32 Ibid., p. 113.
33 Ibid., p. I 08.
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under the stairs, a broken stone lion-weight (ND 7879) inscribed with the name of Shalmaneser III,
and a badly calcined alabaster vase (ND 8159) bearing the inscription 'Palace of Esarhaddon'.'3 4
The rab ekalli's archive, found in his suite and in Rooms NE 2 and SE 8 and 9, covers a period of
more than twenty-five years, from the limmu Mushallim-Ashur (642) to Nabu-tapputu-alik (617),
and includes three other limmus.35 As in the Residency, the date of the texts, the vase with
Esarhaddon's inscription, and the evidence of the fire which raged in the rooms along the north wall
of Rooms SE 1-2 and 10-13, agree in suggesting that the material found in these rooms was in use
until the sack of the Fort.
Most of the ivories came from Room SE 10 and the bathroom SE 1, although a few were found in
SE 2 and 3 and one in SE 11. The ivories, mostly burnt and fragmentary, are varied in character.
Only a few Assyrian style fragments were found , and it could be that these had 'spread' from
elsewhere, perhaps from Rooms SE 8 and 9. They comprise an incised genie from SE 1, No. 202
(Plate 43), two silhouettes from SE 2 and 3, Nos. 220 and 223 (Plate 46), and a panel with kneeling
bulls, No. 229 (Plate 47), from SE 10. Nos. 203--4 and 221 (Plates 43 and 46) may have belonged to
an Assyrian style statuette. The half-oval moulding with rosettes, No. 287 (Plate 52), may have
adorned an Assyrian style piece of furniture: also possibly Assyrian style is the hexagonal piece
decorated with rosettes and lozenges, No. 288.
The remaining material is fragmentary and varied, with pieces belonging to schools of the North
Syrian, Intermediate and Phoenician traditions. The range can be easily demonstrated by comparing
the bold head of a sphinx, No. 205 (Plate 43), which may belong to the 'Flame and Frond' school of
the North Syrian tradition, to the 'Ornate Group' kneeling boy, No. 224 (Plate 46), or the
Egyptianizing wedjat eye, No. 225 (Plate 46). Turning to schools of the Intermediate tradition, there
are examples from both the 'Crown and Scale' and the 'Wig and Wing' groups. One of the most
coherent groups found in the rab ekalli's suite belongs to the 'Crown and Scale' school and was found
in SE 10. In addition to the hero and griffin panels, Nos. 240-1 (Plate 49), there is the sphinx of No.
243, and the frontal figure of No. 244 (Plate 48). A similar group was found in Room NE 59 (Plate
68). Another possible 'Crown and Scale' piece is the lion head from SE 1, No. 206 (Plate 44). The
sphinxes of Nos. 219 and 226 (Plates 45-6) are fragmentary examples of the 'Wig and Wing' group,
much better represented in NW 21 and NW 15.
The trapezoidal plaques of Nos. 230-5 (Plate 47) can be compared with examples from S 10, Nos.
141--4 (Plate 30), and SW 37.36 These plaques probably belong to the Phoenician tradition, as do
the couchant sphinxes of No. 250 (Plate 48), which also find parallels with material from SW 37.37
The SW 37 panels were linked with 'excised eye' cattle and the 'triple flower' group.38
One of the finest pieces from the rab ekalli's suite was the 'Ornate Group' kneeling boy, No. 224
(Plate 46), mentioned above, which can be matched by ivories from SW 37.39 The other 'Ornate
Group' fragment, No. 208, can also be paralleled by pieces found in SW 7, SW 37 and SW 12.40
More fragments belonging to this group were found in the nearby barrack-room SE 5 and in NE 59.

34 Loc. cit.
35 C.T.N. III, pp. 4-9.
36 /.N. IV, nos. 34-7, 49-51 and 53.
37 Ibid, nos. 645-53.
38 Ibid., p. 18.
39 It is almost identical to ibid., nos. 1081-4.
40 For the SW 7 example see l.N. III , no. 88, for similar pieces from SW 37, see /.N. IV, nos. 1032-4, and for one from SW
12 see N. & R. II, p. 548, fig. 480.
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The Egyptianizing No. 225 (Plate 46), already referred to, is similar to examples from SW 37 41
and Samaria.42 The pair of Egyptianizing panels, Nos. 291-2 (Plates 54-5), from the gateway SE
13, may have 'spread' from the rab-ekalli's suite and can also be compared to panels from SW 37. 43
Also possibly Egyptianizing is the incised fragment, No. 239 (Plate 48), from SE 10. Some lady at
the window fragments, Nos. 251-8 (Plate 50), can be compared to those from S 10, Nos. 102-12
(Plates 18-20), while the variant form of the lady at the window theme, Nos. 259-62 (Plate 51),
where the lady is omitted, finds a parallel in No. 437 (Plate 89) from the other major collection, that
found in Room NW 21.
Looked at as a whole - as far as this is possible with such a fragmentary collection of material - it
can be seen that most pieces belong to schools of either the Intermediate or Phoenician traditions.
There are a few Assyrian style pieces and only one ivory, No. 205 (Plate 43), which can be
attributed to a North Syrian school. There is a similar dearth of North Syrian material in the
Residency. This is not surprising, since these suites remained in use until the sack of the Fort, long
after the North Syrian schools had ceased production.

The Gate-Chamber, SE 13
The gate-chambers, Rooms NE 3 and SE 13, formed the principal entrance to the S.E. Courtyard. 44
The doorway measured some four metres in width, wide enough for chariots and wagons, and the
marks of their studded wheels can still be seen on the surface of the bituminized roadway. 45 Room
SE 13 had been heavily burnt and was filled to a depth of almost a metre with broken brick and
charcoal. The roof had been destroyed by the fire, and the few ivories found in the debris had
probably been discarded there by looters.46
As already mentioned, the Egyptianizing panels, Nos. 291-2 (Plates 54-5), could have 'spread'
from the rab-ekalli's suite, while the beautifully carved 'hero' of the hero and lion, No. 293 (Plate 54),
can be paralleled by No. 297 (Plate 55) from Room NE 2 and may have spread from that room. The
lion, No. 294 (Plate 54), may also have formed part of this set.

THE NORTH EAST COURTYARD
The east side of the Fort was first explored in 1957/8, while the south and west sides of the N .E.
Courtyard were excavated in 1960 with work continuing in 1961.47 No major collection of ivories
was found: the most important group came from Room NE 2, and a few more from the adjacent small
room, NE 1. These are described first. Then follow those found on the east side of the courtyard,
those from Room NE 6 and Court NE 9, Room NE 26 and Court NE 35. From the west side, small
groups of ivories were found in NE 50 and NE 59. A few fragments were found in NE 18 and one
fragment in the courtyard itself.

41
42
43
44
45

Ibid., nos. 1035-36 and 1039-40, and nos.984--Q.
Samaria, Pl. III, 2.
/.N. IV, nos. 1003-6.
Oates, Iraq XXIII, Pl. Va.
Oates, Iraq XXI, p. 107.
46 Ibid., pp.108-9.
47 Ibid., p. 101; XXIII, pp. 11-14 and XXIV, pp. 13-20.
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Rooms NE 2 and 1
A wider door than standard led from the N.E. Courtyard into Room NE 2. The small adjacent room
NE 1 initially appeared 'to have been designed as a bathroom, even to the insertion of a relieving
arch in its south wall to accommodate a drain', although this drain was never laid.48 The south wall
of NE 2, adjacent to the rab ekalli's suite, had been severely burnt, presumably in the fire that
ravaged those rooms. There was no direct access to the rab ekalli's suite, and tablets from his
archive found in NE 2 were presumed to have dropped from the floor above. Tablets from the archive
consisted of a horse list of the time of Sargon and a version of the Esarhaddon cylinder. An oval
label in Babylonian script, 49 dated to the eleventh year of Merodach-Baladan (709 B.C.), was found
in the surface soil.

Fig. 4. The N.E. Quadrant. Ivories were found only in the Numbered Rooms.
Although it is possible that some of the ivories found in NE 2 may have fallen from the upper
storey, the superb statuettes, Nos. 298-303, were found in and below the easternmost of two arched
niches built into the south wall and must be assumed to have been exhibited there.50 The three
burnt pieces, Nos. 301-3 (Plates 59-61), were found in the debris below the niche, while the other
48 Ibid.,p. 12, PI. VIc.
49 C.T.N. III. p. 137.
50 Oates, Iraq XXIII, Pl. VIa.
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three, Nos. 298-300 (Plates 56-8), remained in the niche. These belong to the Phoenician 'N.E. 2
Group', as does the fine No. 297 (Plate 55).
The remaining ivories from NE 2 and the adjacent NE I are varied in style and subject. The North
Syrian female head, No. 304 (Plate 56), belongs to a group well known from earlier discoveries in the
Burnt Palace51 and from the famous 'Ugly Sister' from Well NN of the North West Palace.5 2 The
same female type can be seen on the recently discovered bronze frontlet from Samos.53 Also North
Syrian is the magnificent, long panel with an animal contest frieze, Nos. 308-9 (Plates 62-5). When
complete, this probably measured nearly a metre in length. It can be compared with examples from
SW 37 and may belong to the 'drilled eye' group.54
The Intermediate tradition is represented by the poorly preserved, winged male figures, No. 306
(Plate 55), probably belonging to the 'Crown and Scale' group, while the small, rather crude version
of squatting figures grasping notched palm branches, No. 305 (Plate 57), is a provincial example of a
typical Egyptianizing motif.
The standard of ivories found in these two rooms is remarkably high. The quality of the rab
ekalli's ivories, found in the adjacent set of rooms, is also high. Despite the lack of obvious linkage
at ground level, the rab ekalli's rooms could have extended over both NE 2 and 1 and SE 13. The
possibility should be borne in mind that these ivories may have formed part of a collection belonging
to this important official.

Room NE 6 and Courts NE 9 and NE 35
Only one ivory, a crescentic moulding, No. 312 (Plate 67), was found in NE 6, which once had been
'an apartment of ... pretensions to luxury, since it was provided with a small ante-chamber and bathroom, NE 7 and 8.' Later it was linked with the complex of rooms around the small court NE 9, which
appear, from the size of the main bathroom SE 21, to have been the residence of an important
officiai.55 A fragment of an Egyptianizing boat scene, No. 313 (Plate 66), was found in Court NE 9
and a single worn panel fragment, No. 320 (Plate 67), in Court NE 35.
Room NE 26
Excavation began in the 1957/8 seasons, when the Expedition was searching for the inner face of the
city wall. The walls of the room survived only some 50 em. above floor level. During this preliminary
search some of the limestone tablets with the Town Wall inscription of Assur-nasir-pal II were
found, together with a damaged text of Shalmaneser IIJ.56 Shell plaques and bronze discs recovered
at that time proved on further examination in 1960 to be parts of furniture stored there. The
excavator considered that the room was a 'repository of miscellaneous furniture. The pieces stored
here were not, naturally, as valuable as those collected in the magazines; for the most part they
were decorated with inlay of incised shell rather than ivory, and their most conspicuous surviving
elements were the heavy bronze sheathing of their legs and feet, the latter often in the form of bulls'
hooves or lions' paws .... One object, a single-ended couch with bronze sheathing and inlay of ivory
and shell, the components of which collapsed in such good order that we were able to record nearly
all the evidence necessary for its reconstruction.57 At the top of the photograph58 can be seen the
51 See for instance Barnett, C.N.I., Pis. LXX-LXXV.
52 N. & R. I, fig. 73.
53 Kyreileis, Athenische Mitteilungen 103, pp. 37-75, Pis. 9-15.
54 I.N. IV, pp. 17-8.
55 Oates, Iraq XXIII, p. I 3, Pl. Vb.
56 Oates, Iraq XXI, p. I 00.
57 Oates, Iraq XXIII, Pl. VIlla.
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curved metal arm-rail, with the pairs of rosettes, which were originally affixed through the wooden
arm below. Behind it lie segments of the tubular casing which adorned the rear leg. In front is a
voluted metal moulding which served as a capital for the front leg. In the foreground are the two
rows of ivory plaques, each decorated with a simple excised cross, which bordered the front and side
of the seat [none of these are recorded in this fascicule], and to the right two groups of shell inlay,
which probably adorned the panels forming the seat and backrest.'59
Eight ivories were found in NE 26 during the 1960 season: five of these are small, trapezoidal
plaques, Nos. 314-8 (Plate 66), three of which belong to the same set. The other three, No. 319
(Plate 66) are irregular fragments with a floral design worked in champ-leve.
Room NE 50
NE 50 in the north west comer probably remained in use as a workroom to the end of the Fort's
life. 60 Finds included the Kurba'il statue of Shalmaneser III, an iron saw and eight fragmentary
ivories, as well as part of an important archive of tablets, also found in NE 48 and 49.61 Some of the
texts confirm the excavator's suggestion that NE 50 was a workshop, for they included lists of
quantities of metals and chariot parts, as well as an inventory of dismantled items.62
The best-known of the ivories found in this room is the openwork panel with a winged genie, No.
321 (Plate 67), a rather crude version of an eighth century Assyrian motif. There are two faces from
statues, Nos. 322-3 (Plate 67), the fleshy face of one of which is Assyrian in style. A fragment with
an elaborate Egyptian crown, No. 324, and a few plain pieces, Nos. 325-7, were also recovered.
Room NE 59
NE 59, next to the gateway linking the N.E. and N.W. courtyards, was originally a workroom but
was later 'converted to living quarters, by the insertion of a small bathroom, NE 58, at the north end.
The photograph published in Iraq XXIV, Plate VIIb, shows this room from the south, after the
removal of a part of the secondary, plastered floor had revealed the original pavement, and the mudbrick stub of the workbench: the doorway leading to the bathroom is at the far end of the room. In
general these conversions seem to mark a stage when Fort Shalmaneser ceased to be used as a
major repair depot'. 63
The ivories found in this suite are of high quality, and five of the seven are similar to ones found in
the rab ekalli's suite. There is a significant group of 'Crown and Scale' panels, including the 'hero
and griffin' and sphinx, Nos. 328-9 (Plate 68), which are almost identical to Nos. 240-1 and No. 243
respectively, as well as the sphinx, No. 330. Two other pieces, the face-mask and the openwork
fragment, Nos. 334 and 333 (Plate 69), belong to the 'Ornate Group', also represented in the rab
ekalli's suite. The last two panels depict a pair of rather crudely carved griffins, typically
Intermediate in style, and a browsing stag, Nos. 331-2 (Plate 69).
Finally 'Ornate Group' fragments, Nos. 335--44 (Plate 70), were found in a workshop, NE 18, and
part of a cloisonne version of the winged disc, No. 346 (Plate 70), in the N.E. Courtyard itself.

58 Ibid., Plate VIIIb. See also J.E. Reade. 'Nimrud' in John Curtis, ed., Fifty Years of Mesopotamian Discovery (London,
1982), colour plate Sa.
59 Oates, Iraq XXIII, p. 14.
60 Oates, Iraq XXIV, pp. 16-17.
61 Ibid., p. 20, and C.T.N., pp. 16-18.
62 C.T.N. III, p 17.
63 Oates, Iraq XXIV, p. 15.
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THE NORTH WEST COURTYARD
Work on the rooms of the North West Courtyard began in the 1958 season, although most were not
excavated until 1961.64 The principal collection of ivories was found in Room NW 21, although
significant groups came from Rooms NW 5 and NW 15.

RoomNW 5
NW 5, next to the gate-chamber, NE 57, had been used as a workshop before being turned into a
living unit by the addition of a bathroom, NW 4. The small collection of ivories found in this room
were all Assyrian in style and consist of fragments from panels with kneeling goats, Nos. 351-2 and
354 (Plates 72-3), as well as arms from statuettes, Nos. 347-50 (Plate 71).

Fig. 5. The N.W. Quadrant. Ivories were found only in the Numbered Rooms.
Room NW 21
The three long rooms occupying the north end of the North West Courtyard, NW 20-22, were repair
shops and stores. They had 'unusually large entrances, about three metres wide, and on the west
jamb of the doorway of NW 22 we found the stub of an arch consisting of two rings of radiating
voussoirs, from which we calculated that the crown of the arch was originally about 3.40 m. above
floor level. This suggests that NW 20, the workshop, and NW 21-22, which lacked the workshop
furnishings and were presumably stores, were intended to accommodate large objects and even
vehicles. An interesting point of design is the provision for a porch in front of each of these south-

64 Oates, Iraq XX! , pp. 101-2, and XXIV , pp. 4--15.
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facing doors, supported on projecting piers on either side of the entry and obviously intended to
shield the interior from the midday sun.'65
A fine and varied collection of more than 60 ivories was found in NW 21. These included Assyrian
style fragments with kneeling goats, No. 355 (Plate 73), almost identical to No. 352 from NW 5.
Other incised panels, such as Nos. 356-61 (Plates 73-4), may also have been produced in an
Assyrian workshop. However, the outstanding feature of the NW 21 collection is not these
fragments in Assyrian style, but sets of panels with either the familiar 'browsing stag' motif, Nos.
368-80 (Plates 76-9) or the 'cow and calf design, Nos. 381-9 (Plates 80-1). These panels were
almost certainly made in the same centre, if not in the same workshop, and may once have decorated
a single piece of furniture. The bull, No. 390, and stag, No. 391 (Plate 82), although similar in
subject, are technically and stylistically different and must have been made in a different centre.
Finally, the file of massive bulls, Nos. 362-7 (Plate 75), can be compared to some from Room SW
37.66
Much of the remaining material from NW 21 belongs to Intermediate schools, the 'Wig and Wing'
group, Nos. 402 and 406-10 (Plates 84-5) and 438-41 (Plate 89), the 'Crown and Scale' group, Nos.
393-8 and 401 (Plates 83-4), and some finely carved fragments Nos. 415-24 (Plate 87), which can
be compared with one from SW 37.67 No. 437 (Plate 89) is similar to Nos. 259-62 from the rabekalli's suite. The rest of the material is fragmentary. The winged disc, No. 436 (Plate 88), was
originally probably part of a chairback. Finally, the openwork fragments, Nos. 426-8 (Plate 86),
probably belong to the 'Ornate Group'.
Rooms NW 18 and 19
NW 18 and 19, north of the West Gate, were used as workshops before being converted to stores.
The benches 'had been cut down to floor level to enlarge the available floor space, and usually the
wall sockets and patchwork pavements had been concealed beneath a coating of new plaster. NW
19 had been used as a granary for a time after its conversion, and we found grain impressions in the
secondary floor plaster overlying the pavement and the stub of the workbench at the north end of the
room; at the time of the final sack it was evidently a pottery store, for it yielded fragments of a
number of bowls and lamps, as well as more than a hundred potstands'.68 Only four ivories were
found in the two rooms: a pair of uraei, Nos. 450-1, in NW 19; an Assyrian style plaque, No. 452,
and a trapezoidal plaque with pseudo-hieroglyphs, No. 453 (Plate 90), in NW 18.
Room NW 15
NW 15 in the south-west corner measured approximately 20 m. in length, and the walls still stood to
a height of 24 courses. The tops of the walls had crashed into the chamber and filled it nearly to the
modern ground level. The floor was of beaten mud. Although barren of evidence to show its original
function, the room produced some good antiquities, including fine sets of ivories. About 60 em. above
the level of the floor the brickwork in the fill was mixed with fragments of ivory, Egyptian blue and a
smashed skull. In the debris on and just above the floor there were good metal objects, including a
quantity of iron weapons and tools and a horse-bit, as well as a bronze pommel and bronze armour

6S Ibid., pp.l4-15.
66 I.N. IV, nos. 258-67.
67 Ibid., no. 622.
68 Ibid., p. 15.
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scales. 69 A small clay label inscribed 'Palace of Sin-shar-ishkun' (ND 6228) was found near the
ivories.70
There were three sets of ivories. These consisted of the four superb 'Flame and Frond' panels,
Nos. 454-7 (Plates 92-5), a fine set of openwork 'lady at the window' panels, Nos. 467-70 (Plate
96), and a set of elegant griffins, Nos. 459-66 (Plates 96-7), both the latter probably belonging to
the 'Wig and Wing' group. The broken 'Ornate Group' griffin, No. 471 (Plate 98), had presumably
spread from the nearby gateway SW 2.
Room NW 14
NW14, between NW 15 and SW 2, was used as a magazine, with rows of storage jars set in a low
mud-brick platform at the east end. The west end and the entrance were partly paved with bricks
measuring 36 em. square. Only two objects, an iron arrow-head (ND 6120) and a fragment of an
ivory stylized tree, No. 478 (Plate 98), were found in the mud-brick fill of the room.?'

THE SOUTH WEST QUADRANT

Fig . 6. The S. W. Quadrant. Ivories were found only in the Numbered Rooms.

Only a few ivories, apart from the three main collections stored in the magazines of Rooms SW 7,
SW 37 and SW 11/12, have been found in this Quadrant. However, relatively few rooms were
excavated. Of these only SW I failed to produce an ivory. Small groups were found in the gatechamber SW 2, and in Room SW 6 in the north east corner. The remaining ivories, occurring in ones
69 N. & R . II, p. 404, Oates, Iraq XXI , p.l 02.
70 Loc. cit.
71 Oates, Iraq XX! , p. 102.
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or twos, must have been scattered in the sack and were found in Rooms SW 3, SW 21, 'west of SW
7' and SW 8 and 9.72
The Gate-Chamber SW 2
SW 2 served as a watering point: jars set in a mud-brick baulk were linked with bitumen spouts on
the outside of the baulk.73 The ivories found in this through-way belong to the 'Ornate Group' and
consist of typical examples such as the openwork panels Nos. 479-82 (Plate 99), as well as the
little lion mask, No. 483.
Rooms SW 3, SW 6, W. of SW 7, SW 8 and SW 9
SW 3 and 4 was originally one long room, which was later divided to provide living quarters, SW 3
becoming the bathroom. This was paved with bricks of two sizes, 44 em. square over most of the
floor and 35 em. square near the drain. Some of the smaller variety were marked with a stamp
bearing the device of a lion in relief, which probably dates the alteration to the time of Esarhaddon.
Only one ivory (currently not located), some bronze rosettes and a small shell ornament (ND 6431)
were recovered.74 Only a small area of the adjacent Room SW 21, was cleared. One of the two
fragments, Nos. 484-5 (Plate 101), belongs to the 'Ornate Group'.

Room SW 6 was a wine store: there were large storage jars at both ends of the room, as well as
an archive of tablets dating to the eighth century _75 Found in debris, probably having fallen from an
upper storey, were a few ivories, including the chairleg, No. 486 (Plate 100), and some floral
elements, mostly running palmette panels, Nos. 487-95 (Plates 101-2), perhaps elements of one
piece of furniture.
Finally the fine 'Ornate Group' panel, No. 496 (Plate 103) was found 'West of SW 7'. A few
fragments were found in Room SW 8, and a head, No. 497 (Plate 103), in Room SW 9, rooms which
'had no features of especial interest and were virtually empty'.76 The remaining ivories listed in the
catalogue came from miscellaneous locations or the dump.

72 Ibid., pp. 102-7.
73 Loc. cit.
74 Ibid., p. 103.
75 Ibid., p. 104: C.T.N. III, p. 23.
76 Oates, Iraq XXI, p. 107.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE PRINCIPAL SCHOOLS OF IVORY CARVING
The aim of this chapter is to comment on the style-groups gathered together in this fascicule. The
reassembling of style-groups or schools from the wide range of material found at Nimrud is one of the
most difficult but rewarding problems of ivory studies. As noted in the introductory chapters to
Ivories from Nimrud IV, I it is easy to assemble sets of plaques or panels carved with the same
subject. These were used to decorate many items, both large and small. Such sets, like the bulls of
Nos. 362-7 (Plate 75), are uncontentious and are collected in the catalogue. It is also simple to
group together sets decorated in the same style and with the same subjects, as was undertaken for
material from SW 37 such as the 'scaley wing' or 'triple flower' groups.2 It is, however, more difficult
to group material carved with a variety of subjects, unless the panels are found in a relatively
complete state like the chair-backs from in Room SW 7.3 Some of these are made up from panels of
different shapes and subjects. The famous chairback, ND 7904, for instance, consists of no less than
five types of panel:4 the centre is a winged lady 'framed' by panels with men in cut-away coats. The
panels of the side-posts are a different shape, although they again show men in cut-away coats:
however, these walk on a scale pattern representing hilly or rough ground. The long panels at the
top and bottom illustrate either a North Syrian version of the winged disc or the famous hunting
scene. Chairback No. 2 also has panels with men in cut-away coats in the. centre, but these are
framed by stylized trees, while the sideposts show men in different dress.s There are, therefore, six
different subjects and three different shapes of panel in just these two chairbacks, both of which were
made in the same centre if not the same workshop. Had these pieces not been found in situ, but
scattered and broken like the ivories from SW 37, it would have been difficult to recreate their
decorative schemes with certainty.
Matching panels are not always used: the design sometimes tells a story, as is well illustrated in
the art of Assyria. Narrative scenes were also employed by other traditions, as can be seen on two
magnificent and stylistically very different pieces found by the Iraq Directorate of Antiquities and
Heritage in Well AJ of the North West Palace. One of these is a 'Flame and Frond' pyxis of the
North Syrian tradition with its banquet and offering scenes; the other is the Egyptianizing cylinder
showing the Pharaoh in his war-crown defeating an enemy and a pair of goddesses in Hathor

I
2
3
4
5

Chapter 2, pp. 9-25.
Ibid., pp. 13-5.
LN. III.
Ibid., no. I, Pis. 1-V.
Ibid., no. 2, PI. VI-XI.
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crowns. 6 While there is a narrative element in ivory decoration, it is evident from the thousands of
fragments recovered from Nimrud that most ivories were used in sets.
Various strands of evidence can be used to collect ivories into style-groups across the subjects.
One obvious aid is distinctive stylization, such as the musculature of the 'Flame and Frond' group.?
However, musculature is not the only factor uniting this group. Other elements include techniques
common just to that school, such as pegged inlays, the technical evidence reinforcing the stylistic.
Location may also be a factor. Ivories found in the same room which share style and technique but
are decorated with different subjects may have formed parts of the same piece. If this pattern of
association can be repeated, then the possibility that they belong to the same style-group is
reinforced.
Reassembling style-groups is a long-term project. Each published collection of material adds new
data, making it possible to create larger groupings. The superb Well AJ ivories, for instance,
dramatically widened the range of material known from two North Syrian schools, the 'Flame and
Frond'S and the 'Round-cheeked and Ringletted',9 among others. Evidence from the current fascicule
has suggested that two groups established in /.N. IV should be amalgamated, see below. Clearly it
would have been better to have realized initially that these groups belonged together!
It still,
however, seems preferable to establish reasonably 'hard' groups which can be linked later, as and
when new evidence emerges, rather than 'soft' ones, possibly erroneously put together, which may
then have to be re-arranged.
Most of the ivories recorded in this fascicule belong to the four main Mesopotamian/Levantine
traditions represented at Nimrud, the Assyrian, North Syrian, Intermediate and Phoenician: they are
discussed below in that order.

The Assyrian Tradition
Distribution
The distribution of Assyrian style ivories, particularly of those decorated with narrative scenes, is
significant. The majority were found in areas with specific official or royal connections. They were
found in throne rooms, in storerooms adjacent to throne rooms, in the vicinity of throne daises or in
royal or ceremonial suites. In Fort Shalmaneser, the majority came from T 10, a furniture store
conveniently sited between the main throne room, T 1, and the reception suites in the T wing.l o
Significant groups of Assyrian style ivories were found in the rooms of the principal suite in the
Residency, Rooms S 4-5, S 16 and S 30, and in Room SE 9, adjacent to the throne dais in the S.E.
Courtyard. Groups with animal friezes rather than narrative scenes . were found in Rooms NW 21
and NW 5. In the North West Palace, Assyrian style ivories were found in the throne room B and
adjacent areas, and some fine examples were thrown down Well AJ.ll More were recovered from
the reception room of the Nabu Temple, SEB II, and from the Palace of Adad-Nirari III, PD 5,
although a few were found in a late level in the private houses.l2

6 Fuad Safar and Muyasser Sa'id al Iraqi, Ivories from Nimrud (1987), hereafter Well AJ Ivories, Nos. 9 and 12.
7 Herrmann, Iraq LI, pp. 85-109.
8 Well AJ Ivories, Nos. 6-7, 9-11 , and 15.
9 Ibid., Nos. 1, 21, and 29.
10 /.N. II, p. 56, Appendix I, Index of Find-places.
11 Well AJ Ivories , nos. 33 and 79 (modelled), 49-53 (incised) and the two handles, Nos. 90 and 91.
12 /.N. II, p. 56.
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This distribution may be an indication of the primacy of Assyrian art for the principal items of
furniture. Nevertheless the actual volume of Assyrian style ivories compared to those of other
styles found throughout the site is relatively small. There were simply not enough surviving ivories
to have decorated many items of furniture, certainly not enough to furnish royal suites. It therefore
seems probable that ivory was relatively little used on Assyrian furniture, which was frequently
decorated with bronze or with a combination of bronze and ivory. La yard discovered the remains of
just such a throne in the North West Palace.l3
Although the proportion of Assyrian style ivories is not high when compared to the volume of
ivories recovered from the Fort as a whole, their numbers in this catalogue are significant. Some 74
catalogue entries cover typical Assyrian pieces, such as the narrative scenes, animal friezes,
statuary, etc.,l4 while at least another 37 piecesl5 can be added if floral and geometric pieces are
included. This total of 111 pieces out of 509 entries makes it numerically the major group. However,
it should be borne in mind that catalogue entries are not concerned with complete objects, but with
fragments, and many fragments might have been incorporated into a single piece of furniture: for
instance, the fragments from S 5-4, which make up the bulk of our total, may have decorated only one
or two items.

Techniques
The range of techniques employed by the Assyrian carver is considerable. It covers simple
incision, light modelling, openwork panels, statuary and silhouettes. Best known, of course, are the
narrative scenes lightly incised or modelled on thin panels of ivory - and the use of these thin panels
with lightly scratched backs is itself distinctive. Equally distinctive is their relatively crude fixing
with ivory dowels or bronze nails, set into prepared hollows at irregular intervals and at the joins.
None of the lightly-modelled versions of narrative scenes are represented in the ivories studied in
this fascicule, although such pieces were found in Fort Shalmaneser, occurring in T 10 and T 20,16 as
well, of course, as elsewhere at Nimrud, in the North West Palace and the Nabu Temple.17 There
are, however, both modelled and incised ivories with designs of kneeling cervids, Nos . 351-2 (Plate
72). Modelled ivories are worked on similar thin pieces of ivory and are fixed in the same way as
incised versions. The use of these two techniques on Assyrian style ivories is well known, having
been fully documented in I.N. II. There is no reason to believe that they were not contemporary. For
instance, buckets carried by genies on sculptures from the N.W. Palace were decorated with
miniature versions of the sculpture, and these miniature versions might be either modelled or
incised. IS Their position in the room may have been an important factor in the choice of technique, for
buckets with modelled versions of the scene tend to be reserved for the best figures in important
positions.l9 It may be significant that modelled narrative scenes were only found in Area T of Fort
Shalmaneser, in storerooms conveniently sited for the Throne Room and the reception rooms in the T
wmg.
13 A.H. Layard, Discoveries in the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon (London, 1853), pp. 198-200. See also the couch found in
Room NE 26 of Fort Shalmaneser, J.E. Reade, 'Nimrud', in J.E. Curtis, ed., Fijiy Years of Mesopotamian Discovery,
colour plate Sa.
14 Nos. 1-36,85, 87-9, 91-4, 162-4, 180, 184-91 , 198-9, 202-4, 220-1 , 223,229, 321-2, 351-5, 452 and 500.
15 Nos. 37-68, 155, 356-61 .
l6 A single panel found in the 1989 excavations by the British Museum in Room T 20, Fort Shalmaneser, J.E. Curtis, 'New
Excavations at Nimrud' , British Museum Maga zine, Summer 1990, p. II.
17 Published in /.N. II.
l8 S.M. Paley, King of the World , Ashur-nasir-pallf of Assyria 883-859 B.C. (New York, 1976), p. 112.
19 I should like to thank Dr. J .E. Reade for this observation.
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The winged genie of No. 321 (Plate 67) is an example of another Assyrian technique, that of
openwork panels, while ivory statuary has long been known from the superbly carved fragments
discovered by Hormuzd Rassam at Balawat, BM 117925.20 To these can now be added a number of
fragments from Fort Shalmaneser, for instance Nos. 203--4 and 221 (Plates 43 and 46) from the rab
ekalli's suite, as well as Nos. 322-3 (Plate 67) and Nos. 347-50 (Plate 71). These statuettes
were almost certainly made of wood and ivory and would have been partially covered with gold foil.
Other Assyrian style pieces carved in the round, such as elaborate handles for fans or fly-whisks,
although not represented in this fascicule, were found in Well AJ.21
The use of silhouette figures is yet another Assyrian technique. Five silhouettes or inlays were
found in Fort Shalmaneser. Like the panels, these were both incised, Nos. 1, 184 and 220 (Plates 1,
39 and 46), and modelled, Nos. 180 and 223 (Plates 38 and 46). Silhouettes were not only figural.
The floral inlays, Nos. 49-54 (Plates 6-7), can also probably be considered to be Assyrian work.
Such silhouettes were also worked in shell: the famous couch from NE 26 was decorated with shell
floral silhouettes, as well as shell and bronze openwork plaques.22
Colour
Assyrian style ivories and statuary were coloured with stains and with gold foil. The designs on
many incised, Assyrian style ivories are today almost invisible - at the least requiring a strong,
raking light to bring it up. Originally, however, most were coloured, indeed probably brightly
coloured. Traces of colour can still be seen on a few pieces, and another indication of the use of
colour may be variation in shading after burning with formerly coloured areas turning a different
shade, see, for instance, Nos. 270-80 (Plates 51-2). Traces of colour are still visible on Nos. 12,
26-7, 35, 39--40, 56 and 67 (Plates 2-5, 9 and 11), and a faint yellow tone can be observed on the
legs and frames of Nos. 12 and 35 (Plates 2 and 4). This suggests that design and frame were
coloured and set against a plain background. Minute fragments of gold foil survive on the incised No.
87 (Plate 13) and on a modelled example from Well AJ.23 Statuary was also coloured: traces can be
seen on the hair, eye and eyebrow and bracelet on the fragments, Nos. 162 and 163 (Plate 34).
There is, however, as yet no evidence that inlays of glass or stone were used: indeed the ivory is so
thin in section that it would have been hard to prepare deep enough cloisons to hold inlays.
Ivories from other schools and traditions were coloured in the same way. For instance, gold foil
overlay, when surviving, occurs on frames and designs, as can be seen on No. 121 (Plate 23).
Looking at the better-preserved Well AJ ivories, gold can be seen on frames and designs, as well, of
course, as on cloison walls.24
Range of Subjects and Styles
Many narrative scenes and animal friezes are obviously Assyrian in style. However, it is unlikely
that the Assyrian repertoire was limited to such a narrow range. Indeed, looking at any Assyrian
decorative scheme, it is immediately obvious that a wide repertoire of motifs was employed,
including geometric and floral motifs. We may be justified in using distinctive technical elements
such as the use of thin plaques, light incision or low relief modelling, light striations of the backs and
fixing by ivory pins or bronze nails, to identify other pieces as products of Assyrian workshops.

20 Barnett, C.N.I., PI. CXXVII.

21 Welt A./Ivories, nos. 89-90.
22 N. & R. II, pp. 396-9: and Pl. 8a in Curtis, ed., Fifty Years of Mesopotamian Discovery.

23 Welt AJ Ivories, No. 79.
24 For colour photographs, see Turin Catalogue, pp. 326, 330-2 and 334.
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Perhaps the most obvious candidates are those with modelled or incised floral designs, such as Nos.
48 (Plate 6), 58-60 (Plate 8) and 361 (Plate 74), or those with geometric motifs, Nos. 37-8 with the
related Nos. 39-40 (Plates 4-5), 61-71 (Plates 10-11) and 356-9 (Plates 73-4). Equally, the
elaborate, incised floral panel, No. 360 (Plate 74), with its modelled variation, No. 155 (Plate 32),
may belong to an Assyrian oeuvre. Then, remembering the silhouettes, Nos. 49-54 (Plates 6-7)
may also be thought of as Assyrian in style.
While there were common conventions, there was also a degree of variety, as can be seen by
comparing the bulls of Nos. 28-9 (Plate 3), 92-3 (Plate 14) and 229 (Plate 47). No. 28 is carved
with considerable assurance but simply, agreeing with the style of the panels of Nos. 10-27. An
entirely different impression is given by Nos. 29 and 92-3, where the bulls are shown with a mass of
musculature. Yet a third variation can be seen on the kneeling bulls of No. 229: although only
partially preserved, they have more in common with Nos. 29 and 92-3 than No. 28.
Turning to location, it is worth looking at the assemblage of ivories found in the reception room of
the principal suite, S 5 and the small S 4. Nos. 1-35 are straight-forward Assyrian designs, while
Nos. 36-40 and 48-68 with their floral and geometric motifs probably also belong to the Assyrian
oeuvre. This essentially leaves only the elegant set of openwork, floral trees, Nos. 41-6 (Plates 68), from S 5. Fragments from a similar panel were found in Residence Kat Khorsabad,25 where two
versions on solid panels were also recovered. 26 A somewhat similar design occurs on solid panels
from SW 3727 and SW 12.28 Since Assyrian working practices include openwork panels, it may be
that this set of ivories is also Assyrian in origin. Even though definitive proof is lacking, the
possibility should be borne in mind, both because of the Assyrian penchant for elaborate, stylized
floral motifs and because so many ivories found in S 4-5 are Assyrian in style. It may be that all the
ivories in this important reception room were made by Assyrian craftsmen.
The Date of the lvories29
The narrative scenes found in the principal suite and in the entrance to the Residency are the easiest
to date. They are typically ninth century in style and content, and many details can be compared with
the art of Assur-nasir-pal II and Shalmaneser III.30 It seems reasonable to suppose that the Fort
was equipped with official furniture when it was built by Shalmaneser III. The animal friezes and the
floral and geometric ivories worked in the same technique, can also probably be assigned to the ninth
century.
The openwork group, on the other hand, should probably be assigned to the eighth century. The
genie, No. 321 (Plate 67), is worked in an entirely different way to genies on our ninth century
friezes, compare, for instance, No. 452 (Plate 90). Instead of the ninth century cloak and skirt, he
lacks a cloak and wears a tasselled skirt similar to some on the sculptures of Sargon II.3 I It is
possible that the floral set, Nos. 41-6 (Plates 6-8), form part of this later openwork group. Not only
is the technique common, but the papyrus flower shown on the convoluted tree was only introduced
to Assyrian art in the eighth century and thus reinforces a late date for the group, as does the fact
that the best parallel for the set was found at Khorsabad. Two other pieces which may belong to this
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Khorsahad II, no. 63, Pl. 55, p. 97.
Ibid. , nos. 60-1, Pl. 55, p. 97.
/.N. IV, nos. 219 and 801-2.
N. & R. II, p. 553, fig. 492.
29 This section is based on suggestions made by Dr. Julian Reade.
30 As has long been recognized and accepted, see, for instance, I.N. II, p. I.
3 I Pauline Albenda, The Palace of Sargon , King of Assyria , Monumental Wall Reliefs at Dur Sharrukin, from Original
Drawings made at the time of their Discovery in 1843-/844 hy Botta and Flandin (Paris, 1986), Pis. 15a and 53-4.
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late group are the incised and stained floral panel, No. 360 (Plate 74), and its modelled version, No.
155 (Plate 32). Assyrian carvers may only have begun to work in this new technique, so different
from their traditional methods, in the eighth century after considerable exposure to Western fashion.

The Assyrian Craftsman
The evidence from Fort Shalmaneser indicates the variety of ivory work undertaken by the Assyrian
craftsman. He employed the standard range of techniques, carving panels and silhouettes on thin
slices of ivory, either modelled or incised, as well as openwork panels and statuettes. Most of these
would have been coloured and/or gilded, although there is no evidence of any inlaid work. Although
the Assyrian carver is perfectly competent in his use of ivory, he gives little impression of having a
'feel' for the material or of being able fully to exploit its virtues. This is surprising since his
craftsmanship is of such a high order in other media. There are two possible explanations. One may
be that ivory working is a joiner's craft - ivory works like a hard wood. It is still hard to work, even
when using modern steel tools rather than the hardened bronze available to the ancient craftsman.
And, as the Annals so frequently tell us, hard wood had to be collected from the Lebanon. It would
not be surprising if the best ivory working were to come from areas with an indigenous tradition of
wood carving, a tradition based on ready access to high quality timber. Since the Assyrian craftsman
used his ivory so sparingly, this may be an indication of problems of supply. Few panels in other
styles are carved on quite such thin pieces of ivory, and the choice of silhouette inlays, so far found
only at Nimrud, is further proof of a marked desire for economy.
Fashion may be another factor accounting for their apparent lack of sympathy with the material
and for the relatively small proportion of Assyrian style ivories recovered. As mentioned above,
Assyrian furniture was probably more usually made of wood and bronze. It is likely that ivory was
relatively rarely employed, and that, when it was, was often combined with bronze. It may well be
that the Assyrians, who were superb metal-smiths, simply preferred furniture decorated with bronze
or other precious metals.

The North Syrian Tradition
Relatively few examples of ivories belonging to the North Syrian tradition have been found in the
rooms examined in this fascicule - only seventeen pieces32 in all. The most numerous group belongs
to the 'Flame and Frond' school,33 with four superb panels, Nos. 454-7 (Plates 92-5), their
associated guilloche strips, No. 458, and the remarkable head of a sphinx, No. 205 (Plate 43). Other
possible products of this workshop are the back of a female head from a statuette, No. 173 (Plate
35), and the NE 2 head, No. 304 (Plate 56), which has recently been convincingly compared with a
bronze frontlet from the Heraion at Samos.34 The faces and particularly the hairstyles of the Samos
ladies are the same as No. 304 and can also be seen on a head carved in the round from the Nabu
Temple. 35 Although the ringlets are missing, the same smooth hair with a central parting occurs on
the 'Ugly Sister', NO 2549,36 who wears a necklace similar to the Samos women. Finally the
animals on the minute contest frieze around the edge of the frontlet37 may have markings similar to
those of the 'Flame and Frond' workshop: shoulder pads, lines along the backs, and flame markings
32
33
34
35
36
37

Nos. 96, 109, 137, 139, 171, 173, 195-6,205,304,308-9 and 454-8.
Herrmann, ibid.
Kyrieleis, Athenische Mitteilungen 103, pp. 37-75.
N. & R. I, p. 254, fig. 224.
Ibid., fig. 73.
Kyrieleis, ibid., Pis. 12-14.
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on the hindquarters. There is little doubt that No. 304 belongs to the 'North Syrian' tradition,
although some uncertainty remains as to whether it and the Samos frontlet were products of the
'Flame and Frond' school.
Contest scenes are usually considered to be a typically North Syrian motif, and there are some
five panels or panel fragments with such scenes. The finest examples are Nos. 308 and 309 (Plates
62-5) from NE 1. Together, these measure some 1.3 m. in length and are decorated with a complex,
continuous design of battling animals. Unlike 'Flame and Frond' animals, there is an almost total
absence of musculature: indeed the body markings are relatively minimal. The most distinctive
technical feature seems to be the animals' eyes: the bulls' eyes are circular with a drilled centre and
a short pair of lines at the sides, while the griffins' and lions' are more oval in form, again with a
drilled centre. The best parallels to this piece are contest scenes from Room SW 37.38 For No. 309,
note the similar frontal representations of the lions' heads with I.N. IV, No. 673, and compare I.N.
IV, No. 667, with the part of No. 308 shown at the top of Plate 64. These SW 37 pieces were
assigned to the 'drilled eye' group.39 The same method of carving the eye and similar serrations at
the base of the bulls' horns can be seen on two browsing bull panels from SW 37, 40 and a similar eye
on the unusual, openwork fragment, No. 139 (Plate 29), with a hunting dog in full gallop. Both the
eyes and the method of striating the griffins' curls of No. 308 (Plate 65, second from top) are similar
to more SW 37 fragments,41 which may also belong to this group.
Turning to Room SW 7, we can see the same 'drilled eye' on the bulls of the famous hunting
scene, ND 7904,42 and perhaps on the browsing bulls of ND 6372/3,43 although these lack the
marked eyebrows of the NE 1 pieces: this may be a workshop variation. If the bulls of the hunting
scene on the SW 7 chairback do indeed belong to the 'drilled eye' group, then the 'Classic SW 7' 44
group and the 'drilled eye' group can be united. However, further study and perhaps more evidence is
required to substantiate this.
A contest scene in a different style can be seen on the fragmentary panel, No. 195 (Plate 41 ).
Only the body of a massive bull and the head of a griffin survive, too little to be able to attribute it to
any particular group. Once again, there are few body markings.
Still on the subject of bulls, the furniture element, No. 96 (Plate 17), is decorated with two
registers of bulls advancing round a cylinder. The same subject can be seen on a set of curving
plaques from NW 21, Nos. 362-7 (Plate 75), which, when made up, would have had a similar
diameter to No. 96, as would some SW 37 bull plaques.45 Openwork versions of circular elements
with striding bulls, again with similar diameters, were found in Well AJ:46 these were attached to
circular frames, one decorated with rectangular, pegged inlays like those of No. 96, the other with a
guilloche band. Fragments from another openwork, circular element with bull silhouettes were found
in the Town Wall Houses,47 while curving bull silhouettes48 were also found in SW 37. It seems
38 /.N. IV, No. 667-73, particularly Nos. 667 and 773.
39 Ibid., pp. 17-8.
40 Ibid., Nos. 728-9.

41 Ibid., Nos. I 137-42.
42 !. N. III, Pis. I and III.
43 Ibid., No. 104, Pl. CV.
44 As defined in /.N. III, pp. 36-8, but now slightly modified in 'The Nimrud Ivories, 2, A Survey of the Traditions', in the
forthcoming Festschrift for E. Strommenger, ed. B. Hrouda, Mainz, 1992.
45 !.N. IV, Nos. 258-67.
46 Well A./ Ivories, Nos. 13 and 14, IM 79517 and IM 795 18.
47 N. & R. I, p. 192, figs. 125-6, ND 3587 and 3586.
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probable that these circular elements, whether openwork or solid, were used to veneer some
element of furniture, probably the legs, rather than being made up into circular containers as
previously suggested.
The popular subject of the lady at the window was almost certainly employed in all three Western
traditions, although it is not always possible to assign examples to their specific tradition. One
panel, No. 109 (Plate 19), may belong to the North Syrian tradition, possibly to the 'Round-cheeked
and Ringletted' group: compare the head with plaques from SW 37. 4 9 Other North Syrian pieces
include the browsing stags of No. 137 (Plate 29), which is partially similar to an Arslan Tash
example, 50 and the bust of a lady, No. 171 (Plate 35), found in S 48.
The examples listed above are obviously North Syrian in style. It is possible that a few more
pieces may belong to the tradition. However, we need not expect a total higher than, say, twenty to
twenty-five pieces at the most. This small number contrasts sharply with those from the other
traditions; over a hundred for the Assyrian tradition, and more than eighty for each of the other two,
the Intermediate and Phoenician. Since many ivories catalogued in this fascicule were probably still
in use in the Fort in its final years, the paucity of North Syrian material reinforces the theory, put
forward some years ago by Professor Irene Winter,51 that North Syrian workshops had been out of
production for some time by the late seventh century, possibly as a result of the absorption of these
kingdoms into the Assyrian empire. It seems reasonable to assume that independent production of ·
luxury items would have ceased with the demise of political power. By the late seventh century in
Nimrud it may be that only a few heirloom pieces survived.

The Intermediate Tradition
Ivories belonging to schools of the Intermediate tradition exhibit influences from both the North
Syrian and Phoenician traditions. The design of a typical Intermediate panel fills the surface in a
North Syrian manner, while employing a greater range of debased Egyptianizing motifs than would
be seen on a true North Syrian piece. This combination is, for instance, evident on the hero and
griffin panels, Nos. 240-1 and 328 (Plates 49 and 68): the design almost bursts out of the panel, yet
there are a number of degenerate Egyptianizing motifs, such as the Egyptian double crown and the
collars and aprons of the griffins.
Intermediate pieces are well represented in this fascicule, with a total of some eighty-three
pieces, the bulk of which belong to two schools, the 'Wig and Wing' with twenty-eight examples and
the 'Crown and Scale' with about twenty. There are two smaller groups, the 'Collar and Crown' (7)
and the 'Finely-Worked' group (1 0), as well as those attributed only to the tradition (17).
The Wig and Wing' Group52
The ivories found in the Nabu Temple at Khorsabad, all of which belong to the 'Wig and Wing' group,
are a small and coherent group, which can be paralleled by ivories in this fascicule. For instance, No.
48 /.N . IV, nos. 268-77.
49 Ibid., Nos. 888-919, particularly 902 and 904--6.
50 Arslan Tash, PI. XXXVI, No. 61.
51 Irene J. Winter, North Syria in the Early First Millennium B .C., with special reference to Ivory Carving, Ph.D. thesis,
Columbia University, New York, 1973: 'Phoenician and North Syrian Carving in Historical Context, Questions of
Style and Distribution', Iraq XXXVIII (1976), pp. 1-22.
52 No. 95 from S 30; No. 110 from S 10; Nos. 207,219 and 226 from the rab ekalli's suite; Nos. 399-400,402,406-7,40910,438-41 from NW 21; and Nos. 459-70 from NW 15.
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110 (Plate 20) is essentially identical to the Khorsabad ladies at the window53 and, were Nimrud not
so far from Khorsabad, could have formed part of the same set. The Nabu Temple ivories consist
principally of two types of panel, ladies at the window and sphinxes with heads turned frontally.54
The fine, though unfortunately fragmentary, sphinx, No. 406 (Plate 85), is a good example of the
Nabu Temple type of relatively stocky sphinx. Its face, represented frontally, is integral with the
panel and is crowned with a version of the disc and uraei crown placed upon a braided wig rather
than the usual headcloth. The locks of the wig are tied with double bands: this tying of the locks,
either with double or single bands, is typical of the group although it is not a standard feature. The
chest is outlined with a narrow band, lightly striated. The uraeus, pendant from the chest, is shown
frontally to match the view of the sphinx's head. The wing-scales are not outlined, and the wings
curve upwards gracefully. There is some modelling of the forelegs and the haunches. Other
examples from the Fort include Nos. 219 (Plate 45), 226 (Plate 46), 407 and 409-10 (Plate 85), as
well as some from SW 37.55 The Khorsabad and Nimrud sphinxes share the stocky bodies, curving
wings, modelling of the forelegs and haunches, and, when preserved, tightly curling tails. There is
some variation in whether the locks of the wigs are tied. Khorsabad Nos. 43, 46 and 51 have their
chests outlined in a similar manner to our No. 406. These sphinxes can also be compared to the
famous Arslan Tash panel with a pair of sphinxes.56 Curving wings and tightly curled tails are both
diagnostics. Other relevant fragments from Arslan Tash include two heads of sphinxes.57
Two remarkable and unique sphinxes, the beautiful No. 95 (Plate 15) from S 30 and ND 11125
from T 10, may also belong to the 'Wig and Wing' group. The sphinx of No. 95 crowds the panel, and
the crown is a bizarre adaptation of an Egyptian original, with the double crown being lavishly
decorated with ribs and chevrons, as well as with atef plumes. The uraeus pendant from the chest is
represented frontally, to match the frontal position of the sphinx's head and collar. There is some
modelling of the forelegs and haunches, the wings curve upward, and the tail is tightly curled. In
addition, like our other sphinxes, many of the elements are outlined with raised ribs. ND 1112558
was found in T 10, that storeroom of extraordinary pieces, and shows the head and forequarters only
of a massive sphinx, with head turned outwards. The brow is covered by a fringe of vertical curls:
the rest of the hair or the wig is arranged in locks, regularly tied, and it is bearded. Like No. 95, the
eyes and eyebrows are deeply excised for inlay. It shares an unusual feature with Khorsabad sphinx
No. 42 of wearing two usekh collars instead of the usual one: one is represented frontally and a
second, mostly obscured by the frontal version, underneath!
Turning to the ladies at the window, the remarkable similarity of No. 110 (Plate 20) to examples
from Khorsabad59 has already been mentioned: compare the faces, the double-tying of the locks, the
windows with their outlined frames, and the unusual form of the column capitals supporting the
balustrade. 60 Despite the absence of this line around the frames, it is probable that Nos. 467-70
(Plate 97) from NW 15 form part of this group: compare their locks and faces to the sphinx of No.
226 (Plate 46) and to the finer SW 37 sphinxes, I.N. IV, Nos. 534-6. More 'Wig and Wing' ladies
53 Khorsabad II, Pis. 51-2, Nos. 29-36.
54 Ibid., Pis. 51-6.
55 I.N. IV, nos. 534-41.
56 Ars/an Tash, Pl. XXVII, 22.
57 Ibid., Pl. XXXI, Nos. 35 and 36.
58 N. & R. II, p. 579, fig . 538.
59 Compare also I.N. IV, nos. 538-41 with Khorsabad II, Pis. 51-2, Nos. 29-36.
60 See also the fragments, Nos. 438-41.
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were found by Layard in the North West Palace, and they, incidentally, wear necklaces similar to
that worn by the sphinx, No. 406.61
The third type of panel with winged youths from the Nabu
Temple can also be compared to fragments from NW 21.62 There is, therefore, a remarkably strong
and coherent link between our Fort Shalmaneser ivories and those from the N abu Temple at
Khorsabad.
Similarities in the framing, tenoning and positioning of the fitters' marks, and the carving of the
eyes between the NW 15 ladies at the window, Nos. 467-70, and the delicate griffin panels from the
same room, Nos. 459-66 (Plates 96-7), raise the possibility that the griffins were also members of
this group. This suggestion is strengthened by the gracefully curving wings of the griffins and by the
paired lines on the chest, presumably representing an usekh collar as on the Arslan Tash sphinxes.63
No. 402 (Plate 84), a man clutching a bird, may also belong to this group, for his locks are tied in the
usual way, although too small an area of the panel survives for its attribution to be certain.
Ivories of this attractive and competent group are well represented at Nimrud. In the Fort, they
have been found in the Residency, the rab ekalli's suite, Rooms NW 21 and NW 15, in two storerooms of the Fort, SW 37 and T 10, as well as possibly in SW 12, although this collection is still
largely unstudied, and in the North West Palace. Their parallels with Khorsabad, particularly with
the Nabu Temple group, suggest that they should be associated with Sargon and dated to the eighth
century.

The 'Crown and Scale' School
This school is built up from two groups identified in I.N. IV, one, the 'scaley wing' sphinxes, the
other, a small group which includes hero and griffin panels.64 The sphinx panels are easy to identify
because of the 'unusual, semi-circular scales at the bases of the wings'.65 As characteristic of the
group as the wing scales are the degenerate forms of the crowns. The double crown of Upper and
Lower Egypt, for instance,
is changed into something that looks like a bun on a dish:66 the White
I
Crown is laid more or less flat on top of the head with a sharply curving end at the front, enclosing a
cone-shaped element, the original Red Crown. Equally distinctive is the head-dress of Harakhte or
Sekhmet, consisting of the sun-disc encircled by the royal uraeus. The disc is oval in form, usually
with an outlining rim, and the single uraeus becomes a pair, flanking and enclosing the disc, their
bodies joined to form a continuous curving line over the top of the disc, as can be clearly seen on No.
329 (Plate 68).67 Because the crowns are as good an indicator of the group as the wing scales, a
new name, the 'Crown and Scale' school, has been chosen for this Intermediate group.
In addition to the crowns and wing scales, other features and variables help to identify the group.
The figures are relatively stocky, and musculature is not usually indicated. Instead, the emphasis is
on the decorative elements of crown, collar and apron. Wings may be feathered or left plain.68 Both
modelled panels and ones highlighted with coloured inlays form parts of the group. 69 The inlays
6 1 Barnett, C.N.I., PI. IV, nos. C 12-15. See also nos. C 16 (with striated and tied locks), and the poorly preserved C 20 and
C 21 on PI. V.
62 Compare Nos. 399-400 (Plate 83) with Khorsabad II, PI. 52, nos. 38-40.
63 Ibid., PI. 27, no. 22.
64 Ibid., pp. 12 and 15.
I
65 Ibid., p. 15, Nos. 475-95 anq 1127-9.
66 For instance, ibid., No. 477.
67 The ~un--disc and uraeus crown of the 'Wig and Wing' and the 'Crown and Scale' groups are similar. Other factors do,
however, separate the groups.
68 Compare, for instance, the Jiain wings of ibid., Nos. 476-80, with the feathered versions on ibid., Nos. 481-96.
69 For plain versions, see ibid., nos. 475-95, for inlaid, nos. 1127-9: in the current catalogue, compare Nos. 243 and 329
with No. 330 (Plates 49 and 68).
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were set in prepared cloisons, probably on a frit bedding: there is no sign of pegging. Another
feature typical of the group is that, when sphinxes are shown frontally as in Nos. 243 (Plate 49) and
329, the faces are carved separately and attached by keyhole slots 70 or dowels, 71 as opposed to
being carved in one like the sphinxes of the preceding group. The backs of the panels, such as Nos.
328-9 (Plate 68), have bevelled edges. The frames are plain and distinctly carved. Tenons tend to
extend either most of the length of the panel and to be relatively high, often with a sloping edge,72 or
to consist of short tenons, sometimes linked by a shallower ledge.73
Some twenty 'Crown and Scale' pieces 74 can be recognized in this assemblage, and like the 'Wig
and Wing' pieces, they come from a few, well-defined locations. The two most coherent groups were
found in SE 10 and NE 59 and include the sphinx panels, Nos. 243 and 329 (Plates 49 and 68), which
are almost identical to !.N. IV, No. 1127, and the ram-headed sphinx, No. 330, with its parallel to
I.N . IV, No. 480. Other panels from SE 10 include Nos. 240-2 (Plate 49). It is the form of the
crowns, and the framing and tenoning of the three panels that suggest they form part of the same
group, the disc and uraei crown of No. 242, and the flattened version of the Egyptian double crown of
Nos. 240 and 241. The fragmentary No. 24275 is a vital link in enabling us to unite the sphinxes and
the hero and griffin panels: the method of carving the clothing is similar on Nos. 242 and 240-1, and
the crowned and wigged head of No. 242 can be compared to the heads of the sphinxes.76
Reinforcing the evidence of style and technique is the regular occurrence of hero and griffin panels
with 'Crown and Scale' sphinxes, in SW 37, SE 10 and NE 59, Nos. 328-30 (Plate 68). Equally
significant are the similarities in the carving of the backs of Nos. 328-9, with similar tenoning and
bevelling of the edges.
'Crown and Scale' criteria can be identified on other panels with different subjects. Both crown
and wing scales can be seen on the winged youths of Nos. 115-8 (Plates 20-1) from Room S 10,
while the bevelled backs and the crowns of Nos. 393-8 (Plate 83) from NW 21 suggest that these
panels belong to the group, even though the ribs outlining the wing-scales are not worked. Finally, it
is the crown and the wig of No. 401 (Plate 84), the wig and the collar of No. 99 (Plate 17) and the
crown of the splendid lion's head, No. 206 (Plate 44), that suggest that these too are 'Crown and
Scale' pieces.
The 'Crown and Scale' group is, therefore, well represented in Fort Shalmaneser. In addition to
those already mentioned, numerous examples were found in SW 11/1277 and T 10. However, this
group does not seem to occur anywhere else.
The 'Collar and Crown' Group
This group is represented by only seven pieces, all from S 10.78 One of these, No. 125 (Plate 24), is
similar to the 'sharply curved collar' group from SW 37.79 Compare the crowns of No. 125 with the
SW 37 panels, Nos. 462-3, and the panel fragment itself with No. 623. The SW 37 group was

70 No. 329 and /.N. IV, no. 1127.
71 No. 243 and ibid., nos. 481-3 and 490.
72 Ibid., Nos. 480-2.
73 For instance, Nos. 328-9 and ibid., Nos. 477 and 1127.
74 No. 99 from Corridor E; Nos. 115-8 from S 10; No. 206 from SE I; Nos. 240-3 from SE 10; Nos. 328-30 from NE 59;
and Nos. 393-8 and 40 I from NW 21.
75 Another version of this panel occurs in T 10 (unpublished).
76 For example, /.N. IV, no. 490.
77 Large numbers of sets of openwork sphinx panels were found in SW 12, most of which are unpublished: for an example,
seeN. & R. II, ND 12134, p. 518, fig. 424.
78 Nos. 119-21 and 122--6.
79 /.N. IV, p. 15, nos. 519-23,623-34 and 461-3.
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assembled because of their style, atypical crowns and unusually curved collars. However, the
collars do not occur on all the sphinxes80 and are not diagnostic of the group as a whole but only of
one or two sets. Other diagnostics include the aberrant crowns, the fine detail evident on l .N. IV,
Nos. 462-3, and the taller proportions of the sphinxes: the group has been renamed the 'Collar and
Crown' group.
Other panels from S 10 assigned to the 'Collar and Crown' group are Nos. 119-21 , 123--4 and 126
(Plates 22-5). Similarities between the sphinxes of No. 125 and the bulls of No. 126 (Plate 25)
include the carving of the large, round, excised eyes and the curving eyebrows, as well as general
details of style and technique. No. 126 is framed with guilloche bands, and guilloche bands also
frame the remarkable pair of panels, Nos. 119 and 120, as well as the fragment from the corner of a
panel, No. 121. Nos. 119 and 120, with their additional framing bands of uraei, can be compared with
the SW 37 panels, Nos. 338--41. These were grouped with the SW 37 panels, Nos. 297-302, 351-2
and 361-3, which are distinguished by fine features and pointed oval eyes excised for inlay. Despite
heavy restoration, similar features and eyes can be seen on surviving areas, such as the figure on
the bottom right of No. 119 and parts of No. 120. These may belong to the 'Collar and Crown' group,
perhaps with the finely worked, although heavily restored, pair of couchant sphinxes, Nos. 123--4.81
Two Intermediate groups are represented only by a few fragments in this fascicule. One is
distinguished by exceptionally fine work and may be related to two panels from SW 37.82 The other
consists of fragments of one or two sphinxes carved on unusually large panels of thin ivory, Nos. 127
and 128 (Plates 26-7). These find their closest parallel with fragments from Arslan Tash.83 Ivories
like these obviously belong to the Intermediate tradition, as do seventeen more decorated with a
range of subjects and found throughout the Fort.84 They include two insets, Nos. 111-2 (Plate 20),
from typical lady at the window panels, which can be paralleled at Arslan Tash. 85 Nos. 172 (Plate
35) and 179 (Plate 38) are more insets with female heads represented frontally. Nos. 151--4 (Plate
31) are versions of the familiar 'circling women' motif known from SW 37.86 The winged youths of
No. 306 (Plate 55) are obviously Intermediate, although their poor state of preservation makes it
impracticable to place them more precisely. The opposed sphinxes of No. 331 (Plate 69) are
paralleled in SW 37,87 while too little survives of the sphinxes, Nos. 129 (Plate 27), 193 (Plate 40)
and 244-5 (Plate 48), to place them in a group, although the degenerate crowns and headcloths/wigs
are Intermediate in style. Finally, the unique, seated sphinx of No. 411 (Plate 85) is well worked
and well preserved, apart from the missing head. Its unusual frame occurs on a few SW 37 panels.88

The Phoenician Tradition
Some eighty-six Phoenician ivories were found in the rooms covered in this fascicule. The largest
group was the attractive and easily recognizable 'Ornate Group', with its strong use of colour and
80 Ibid., nos. 519-23, 623-34.
81 For examples of this type from SW 37, see ibid., nos. 298-302.
82 Nos. 281 (Plate 53) from SE l 0 and 416-24 (Plate 87) from NW 21 : cf. I.N. IV, nos. 620 and 622.
83 Arslan Tash, Pl. XXXII, nos. 37 and 38.
84 Nos. lll-2, 127-9,151-4,172,179, 193,244--5,306, 331 and44l.
85 Compare ibid., Pis. XXXIV-V, nos. 45-51 and nos. 52- 55.
86 /.N. IV, nos. 55-70.
87 Ibid., no. 619.
88 Ibid., nos. 297-302.
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characteristic double frames. In all some thirty-one were found, scattered fairly evenly through the
rooms, although many are only fragments. The other two recognizable groups are smaller: the ten
pieces of the 'NE 2 Group' are of exceptionally high quality and were found only in NE 2 and the
adjacent gateway, SE 13, while there are seven examples of the distinctive Egyptianizing school
from rooms of the S.E. and N.E. Quadrants. Quite the largest number, nearly forty, are Phoenician in
style but are not attributed to a specific school.
The 'Ornate Group'89
Most of the aesthetically-pleasing panels of the 'Ornate Group' occurred singly except for some
fragments from NE 18, Nos. 335-45 (Plate 70), and four outstanding panels from Room SW 2, Nos.
479-82 (Plate 99). 'Ornate Group' panels are easy to recognize: the figures are well proportioned
and well placed in the panel. Only a limited selection of motifs derived from Egypt are employed:
these tend to be more accurate than those shown by schools of the Intermediate Tradition, although
there is still considerable deviation from Egyptian norms. For instance, the Egyptian double crown
may be shown on a wig instead of the headcloth,90 or part of the crown itself may be inlaid, No. 224
(Plate 46). The panels are openwork and have double frames, held in place by tenons. The majority
are highlighted with cloisonne work, although modelled examples do exist. The inlays are either a
monochrome blue or polychrome and are set on frit beddings. Three sub-groups were recognized in
examples found in Room SW 37:91
1. Figures decorated with monochrome, blue inlays;

2. Figures decorated with polychrome inlays; and
3. Figures decorated with polychrome inlays, set in a floral background.
It is not always possible to decide to which of these sub-groups the 'Ornate Group' panels in this
fascicule belong, because of their state of preservation. However, sufficient evidence survives to
suggest that all three sub-groups are represented. 92
As characteristic of the group as the cloisonne work and the framing is the method of representing
the wigs. Indeed, this method may be unique to the group and is a useful diagnostic. Alternate
cylinders of ivory and blue frit were set between raised ivory pegs, which themselves would have
been covered with gold foil (see, for instance, No. 177 on Plate 37). These 'pegged wigs' can be seen
on openwork panels and on small sculptures, such as the mask, No. 334 (Plate 69). It is the
presence of the pegged wig on the mask, and on masks and statuettes of 'Pharaoh' figures from SW
37,93 which suggests that these pieces probably form parts of the 'Ornate Group'.
There is considerable repetition of the relatively limited repertoire of designs. Although other
motifs are used, the overwhelming impression is that the young male is the preferred subject, both
as a statuette and on panels. He may wear the Egyptian double crown,94 some other form of
Egyptian crown, a falcon headdress,95 or just a wig.96 He is sometimes winged:97 he may have a
89 No. 90 from S 16; No. 97 from Corridor E; No. 177 from Trench X; Nos. 200-1 from SE 5; No. 208 from SE 1; No.
224 from SE 3; Nos. 333-4 from NE 59; Nos. 335-46 from NE 18; No. 471 from NW 15, Nos. 479-82 from SW2; No.
484 from SW 21; No. 496 from W. of SW 7; and Nos. 502 and 504, unprovenanced.
90 See, for example, J.N. IV, nos. 1057-8.
91 Ibid., pp. 20-1, nos. 1049-105.
92 Group 1, monochrome inlays, possibly Nos. 224 and 333; Group 2, polychrome inlays, Nos. 177, 200, 335-45, 471,
probably 479-82 and possibly 496; Group 3, polychrome inlays and floral background, Nos. 90 and 484.
93 Ibid., nos. 1286-90 and 1292-4.
94 Ibid., nos. 1057-8, 1060-1, 1082-1.
95 No. 496, Plate 103.
96 Nos. 177 and 480, Plates 37 and 99.
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bird perched between his wings:98 and the motif of a youth shown as a hero slaying a griffin occurs
in SW 37.99 The divide between the Phoenician and Intermediate Traditions, and between 'Ornate
Group' and 'Crown and Scale' group panels, is made clear by comparing their respective versions of
this motif. The 'Ornate Group' version Ioo shows the youth striding along, twisting the griffin's head
without effort, while the griffin walks decorously beside him: this is in marked contrast to the
struggle shown on the 'Crown and Scale' panels, Nos. 240-1 (Plate 49), where the griffin, in flight, is
pinned to the ground.
Other 'Ornate Group' motifs include griffins, IOI sphinxes, I02 and stylized trees, I03 as well as an
elegant example of the familiar cow and calf motif. I04 There are also parts of two of the strangely
shaped, concave pieces with curving sides, I05 which are so well represented in SW 37 .I 06
Egyptianizing
Ivories described in /.N. IV as Egyptianizingi07 are those which are 'heavily indebted to Egyptian
traditions and iconography and are essentially different in character from the others found in SW 37.
The subjects depicted are much more complicated, with complete scenes being carved on a single
panel, and there is little of the repetition so typical of other ivories'. Most Egyptianizing ivories were
highlighted with colour, although some were monochrome. In /.N. IV, these ivories were catalogued
according to the decorative technique employed, either modelled, 108 cloisonne, 109 or a specific form of
cloisonne called 'alternate inlay'.IIO However, as has become apparent since that time, such division
is rarely valid. Whether or not colour in the form of glass inlays was employed seems to have been a
matter of choice a propos the individual piece: there is no reason to believe that similar scenes,
coloured or monochrome, were not contemporary and were not made in the same centre. III
What does seem to be a technical diagnostic of the group is the form of the inlays. The wigs of
Egyptianizing ivories are inlaid with a single, shaped piece of inlay, 112 as opposed to the pegged
wigs of the 'Ornate Group' .113 Other elements also consist of shaped pieces rather than being built
up from sections; see, for instance, Horus locks,II4 the eyes of wedjat eyes,II5 or the bodies of
scarab beetles.II6 The use of such inlays is, of course, a technique employed by Egyptian jewellers

97 Nos. 177,333,335-41, Plates 37 and 69-70.
98 No. 177, Plate 37.
99 No. 224, Plate 46: and ibid., no. 1051 and N. & R. II, fig. 485.
100 Loc. cit.
101 Nos. 342,471 and 484, Plates 70, 98 and 101.
102 No. 200, Plate 42.
103 Nos. 201,344,427 and 481-2, Plates 42, 70, 86 and 99.
104 No. 479, Plate 99.
105 Nos. 97 and 426, Plates 17 and 86.
106 Ibid., Section XVII, pp. 22-3, nos. 1251-70.
107 Ibid., pp. 19-20 and nos . 952-1048.
108 Ibid., nos. 952-73.
109 Ibid., nos. 974-1004.
I 10 Ibid., nos. 1005-48.
III Compare, for instance, ibid., nos. 968-70 with nos. 1015-17.
112 Ibid., nos. 991-2, 995, 997-8, etc.
113 Ibid., nos. 1043, 1049-51, 1056-9, 1062, 1086, 1089-92, 1095--6, etc.
114 Ibid., nos. 994--6.
115 Ibid., nos. 984-5.
116 Ibid., no. 991.
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and wood workers from the early second millennium.117 Indeed shaped inlays are often represented
in museums, divorced from their original contexts.118 It seems probable that the technique of
'cloisonne' in ivory working is more closely related to that of the jeweller than the wood-worker,
because of the suppression of so much of the ivory content in the finished object.
Only six Egyptianizing panels were found, four from the S.E. Quadrant, one in NE 9 and one from
the dump. The kneeling figures with notched palm branches, Nos. 291-2 (Plates 54-5) from SE 13,
are unusual in appearing to be a pair of panels with identical designs. It is a feature of Egyptianizing
panels that designs are usually unique. No. 305 (Plate 57) is a provincial version of this scene. No.
225, a wedjat eye on a nub sign (Plate 46), was found in SE 3, while another wedjat eye, No. 501
(Plate 103), was found on the dump. The NE 9 fragment, No. 313 (Plate 66), shows a Pharaoh figure
kneeling in a boat with papyrus prows.
No. 178 (Plate 38), the .final piece to be discussed in this section, was made in Egypt and only
reached Nimrud in the seventh century. This is a scarab carved for the Pharaoh. Only half survives,
but the name of Taharqa (c. 690-664), who was defeated by Esarhaddon (680-669), is clear. The
context is, however, not helpful as it was found just below the surface near the West Wall of the
Fort.

The 'NE 2 Group'
The most important pieces from the small collection found in Room NE 2 are arguably the finest
ivories found in Fort Shalmaneser. They consist of a set of six magnificent figures carved fully in the
round, Nos. 298-303 (Plates 56-61), which were found fixed in and fallen to the ground below the
east niche in the south wall of that room. Their original location in NE 2 is therefore certain. The
men each lead an animal and carry another on their shoulders. Four of them have Negroid features
and short curly hair and wear knee-length kilts, while the other two are Asiatic with long hair and
wear calf-length, open overskirts.
The only pieces comparable in standard to these beautiful figures are a fragment, again from Room
NE 2, showing a hunter or hero, No. 297 (Plate 55), together with identical fragments of a hunter and
a lion, No. 293 (Plate 54), from the SE 13 gateway.119 Another lion's head from SE 13, No. 294,
may also belong to the group. Like the six statutettes, these pieces are superbly carved in the
round. Despite different subjects, the similar technique and location makes it probable that the
statuettes and the heroes were made in the same centre: compare the carving of the eyes and
eyebrows, the hair of the Asiatics and the hunters and the bold patterning on the clothing.
The hairstyle of Nos. 293 and 297 is unusual and can be compared to that on two fragments from
SW 37, which show heroes fighting griffins.120 Other common features include the form of the faces
and the method of carving the eyes and eyebrows. It is a possibility that these panel fragments also
form part of the same style-group. In /.N. IV, these fragments were grouped with two trapezoidal
plaques, again showing heroes fighting beasts - in this case a winged hero fighting a lion and
another despatching a griffin.121 It may be that these pieces were all made in the same workshop,
11 7 For jewellery, C. Andrews, Ancient Egyptian Jewellery (London, 1990), figs. 99, 112-15, 119, etc.: for inlays in wood,
Hugh Tait (ed.), Five Thousand Years of Glass (London, 1991 ), p. 36, fig. 376 for second millennium inlays and ibid., p.
54, for examples from the Persian period.
118 RobertS. Bianchi, 'Those ubiquitous glass inlays from Pharaonic Egypt: suggestions about their functions and dates',
Journal of Glass Studies 25, 1983, pp. 29-35. I am indebted to James Romano for drawing my attention to this article.
11 9 This parallel was first pointed out by Professor Invemizzi, Turin catalogue, no. 165, p. 394.
120 /.N. IV, nos. 1117-8.
121 Ibid., nos. 78-9 and seep. 21. The method of rendering the mountain scale pattern and the hero's skirt of no. 79 can be
paralleled on the fragmentary no. 84, which may also belong to this group, despite a different hair-style.
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although this hypothesis should be treated with caution until there is further evidence to reinforce the
link.
Other Phoenician Piecesl22
Pieces belonging to the Phoenician oeuvre from S 10 and Corridor E include the remarkable palette
No.l40 (Plate 30) and the unusual Hathor heads of Nos. 98 and 101 (Plate 17). Generally
Phoenician in style are plaques,123 many of which are similar to those from SW 37: for instance Nos.
141-4 can be compared to the SW 37 plaques, Nos. 85-6, and in style and framing to SW 37, No. 53.
The SE 10 plaques, Nos. 230-5 , with double frames at top and bottom, find parallels with SW 37,
Nos. 34-7 and 49-51. The pseudo-hieroglyphs of No. 453 and the scarab beetles and cartouches of
Nos. 314-7 also find parallels among the SW 37 corpus: No. 453 with I.N. IV, Nos. 200-7, while
Nos. 314-5 are smaller versions of I.N. IV, Nos. 187-8.
Subjects
The ivory worker's repertoire was relatively limited. Many of the same motifs were employed across
the area. As Winter has written, 'there seems to have been a common pool of motives and themes
in the ninth-eighth centuries B.C. shared by most of the Levantine cultures, who similarly shared
many cultural and religious traditions.' 124 Some, like sphinxes, are ubiquitous. Equally, others
appear to be confined to the schools of one tradition, for instance animal contest scenes to the North
Syrian tradition. These standard formulae were, of course, carved in many different styles,
depending on their place of origin. It is, however, sometimes difficult to assign them to their
traditions because of insufficient points of comparison. The following paragraphs look at subjects as
subjects, for instance collecting all representations of one design so that they can be compared and
contrasted, one against the other. Attribution at least to a tradition is then often obvious. For
instance, examples of the lady at the window motif have already been assigned to each of the three
Western traditions - the chubby lady of No. 109 (Plate 19) to the North Syrian tradition; Nos. 110
and 467-70 (Plates 20 and 97) to the Intermediate 'Wig and Wing' group and Nos. 111-2 (Plate 20)
generally to the Intermediate tradition; and the well-proportioned ladies of Nos. 102-8 (Plate 18-19)
to the Phoenician tradition.
Cattle and Stags
Files of cattle were another popular motif. The 'Ornate Group' panel, No. 479 (Plate 99), provides a
starting point as a typical Phoenician example, while the bulls from the fragmentary No. 126 (Plate
25) have been attributed to the Intermediate 'Collar and Crown' group, and the bulls of Nos. 96 and
195 (Plate 17 and 41) to the North Syrian tradition. Finally, the file of cattle and sheep of No. 190
(Plate 39) is an Assyrian style interpretation of the motif. While these examples are easy to
attribute, others are more questionable. If the cows from NW 21, Nos. 381-9 (Plates 80-1), are
compared with the 'Ornate Group' No. 479 (Plate 99), it is immediately obvious that they are
heavier, shorter and stockier. The musculature is heavier, the ear is differently sited and the calves'
tails curl over in a semi-circle as opposed to being relatively upright') The upper frame is attached
directly to the cow's back instead of the cow being placed in a field of papyrus, and fixing is by keyhole slots rather than tenoning. The stags, Nos. 368-80 (Plates 76-9), which form part of the same

122 No. 98 from Corridor E; Nos. 101-8, 140-50, 159 and 161 from S 10; Nos. 181-3 from S. of SW 12; Nos. 230-7 and
250 from SE 1; and Nos. 314-8 from NE 26.

123 Nos. 141-50 (Plates 30-1) from S 10; Nos. 230-5 (Plate 47) from SE 5; Nos. 314-8 (Plate 66) from NE 26; and No.
453 (Plate 90) from NW 18.

124 Winter, Iraq XLIII, p. 105.
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group, share proportions and features such as excised eyes and serrations at the bases of their
horns, as well as less subjective factors like untenoned rails at the top and bottom, and striated
backs with keyhole slots. Aramaic marks are usually placed underneath the flat bottom frames,
although an 'aleph is incised over the striations on the haunch of No. 375.
The S 10 cows, Nos. 132-6 (Plate 28), are longer and leaner than those from NW 21: their eyes
are not excised, the calves' tails curl over down their haunches, and a plant of two twisted fronds
grows in front of the cow. However, as usual, the most obvious difference can be observed in the
fixing and the backs. The panels are held in position by a rail at the bottom, but there is no rail at the
top. Instead there are two tenon slots cut down into the back of the cow. Although the backs of
Nos. 132-3 are obscured by the modern mounting, the fragments, Nos. 134-6, all carry Aramaic
fitter's marks, incised on the backs not on the frames. They are similar in style and proportions, in
the unusual method of fixing and the fitter's marks on the backs to Nos. 744-5 from SW 37. The SW
37 bulls, Nos. 748-58, also belong to this group: the longer, leaner proportions of their bodies are
similar, and, apart from the use of keyhole slots rather than slots cut into the top of the body, there
are again frames at the bottom and fitter's marks on the backs. No. 332 (Plate 69) from NE 59 is
poorly preserved, with much of the surface degraded. Its fixing, with a single bottom rail and keyhole
slot, resembles the S 10 panels, and it may - or may not - belong to the same group. This group
can be compared to panels from Arslan Tash.125 Similar features include frames at the bottom, the
curling calves' tails and the twisting plants of Nos. 63 and 67.126 While the NW 21 and S 10 panels
obviously belong to different schools, it is as yet difficult to be certain to which tradition they belong,
although the Intermediate tradition seems the most likely.
The bull and stag of Nos. 390-1 (Plate 82) are more problematic, perhaps having a more North
Syrian feel than the Intermediate S 10 and NW 21 beasts. They share a similar method of fixing to
the S 10 panels, with rails at the bottom and keyhole slots, and there are fitter's marks on the bottom
of the rail of No. 391 in the NW 21 manner. However, they are heavier of body than either, and more
musculature is indicated - lines outlining the tendons on the fore and hindlegs and markings on the
upper back of the stag. The stag's antlers are also different, double rather than single.
Quite different again is the stag of No. 138 (Plate 29) from S 10, which can be compared with the
SW 37 fragment, No. 580. Both of these may once have belonged to the graceful, openwork 'stag
amongst the fronds' panels, of which a nearly complete example was found in Well AJ 12 7 and a
fragment with twining branches from a similar panel at Arslan Tash.128 Also similar to an Arslan
Tash example129 is yet another type of stag, the heavily burnt panel No. 137 with its pairs of
opposed stags, browsing on plants.

125 Arslan Tash, Pis. XXXVII-IX, Nos. 63, 67 and 70.
126 Also on some crudely carved, solid panels from Arslan Tash, ibid. Pl. XLI.
127 Well AJ Ivories, No. 22, Pl. 71.
128 Arslan Tash, Pl. XLV, No. 99.
129 Ibid., Pl. XXXVI, No. 61.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUDING REMARKS

What is decisively different about the ivories published in this fascicule is the presence of Assyrian
style ivories, which form no less than a fifth of the total. This can be contrasted to their virtual
absence in the magazines in the S.W. Quadrant, where huge quantities of booty were stored. Not
only are Assyrian ivories numerically the largest group, but also the distribution of ivories decorated
with Assyrian narrative scenes is of considerable significance. These are essentially only found in
the principal suite in the Residency and in SE 9, adjacent to the throne dais in the S.E. Courtyard,
both high status areas. Narrative scenes are also found in T 10, a store well sited for the Throne
Room Block, and near Room B of the North West Palace and in the reception room of the Nabu
Temple on the Acropolis.
Ancient art had a prophylactic and propagandist raison d'etre, and this distribution of Assyrian
style ivories in formal areas may indicate that the Assyrian king, when acting in an official capacity,
chose to use furniture embellished with designs symbolizing the conquering power of Assyria, rather
than that decorated with the art of the cities and states he had defeated. The significance of elite art
is demonstrated by the frequent references in the Annals to booty seized on campaign and brought
back to Assyria. These refer to the 'treasure of his Palace', 'all kinds of treasures from his palace in
great abundance', 'the wealth he had treasured up'. Such wealth was an essential attribute of
kingship. To be royal it was necessary to be surrounded by the positive outward evidence of your
wealth and power. Removing such symbols reinforced the defeat and humiliation inflicted on an
enemy: as Assur-bani-pal comments on the capture of Susa - 'all movable furniture of his palaces,
on which he sat and lay, from which he ate and drank, (in which) he bathed and was anointed ... I
carried off to Assyria'.! Without such attributes a king, even if he escaped death or the ignominy of
capture, had lost the vitally important, outward signs and symbols of his majesty.
However, not enough furniture decorated in the Assyrian manner has survived to have furnished
many royal suites of rooms, even if we allow for the total destruction of a proportion. Although the
Assyrian style may have been de rigueur for state furniture, nevertheless the assemblages of ivories
found in the Residency, the rab ekalli's suite and in T 10 make it evident that furniture from all over
the empire was in use. Looking at the assemblages found in Fort Shalmaneser as a whole, it is
noteworthy that most surviving ivories belong to pieces of furniture. There are very few small
objects, such as fly-whisks, mirrors or pyxides. It is probable that small, portable objects were
carried off when Nimrud itself was looted, while the furniture was, in the main, smashed and
abandoned.
I D.D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records II, 509.
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Although mostly in a broken state, the ivories found at Nimrud are a unique source for the art of
the early centuries of the first millennium. They were a luxury product, decorated with a carefully
chosen repertoire of motifs, principally for the palace. This repertoire consisted, in the main, of a
limited number of images, mythical and actual, of humans and animals, on their own, associated with
plants or engaged in combat, as well as floral and geometric motifs. Much of this decoration would
have been applied for a purpose, that of protecting the owner from the forces of evil. It possessed
powerful magic force.
While similar subjects were used by craftsmen across the area, there are marked differences in
the styles in which a subject was represented. These probably reflect the different 'state arts' of the
numerous kingdoms ruling in the area. It seems probable that each power, either large or small, had
its own distinctive visual language or state art, which was almost certainly considered to be the
signature of that power. As is well known from Assyria, state art was applied to all media requiring
decoration, both large and small scale: it can be seen on wall reliefs, paintings and glazed brick
panels, on artefacts of gold, silver, bronze or ivory, on seals, textiles and ceramics. Assyrian art
was the artistic symbol of the Assyrian king and thus of Assyrian power.
Such a visual language was not confined to the imperial powers but was employed by any state
with aspirations to grandeur. Tell Halaf or Bit Bahiani was only a minor Aramaean kingdom, yet the
stelae decorating the old temple of the Weather God and Kapara's palace were decorated in a
distinctive style, which can also be found on gold plaques and ivories found on the site. This style,
the 'Flame and Frond' style, can be considered to be the state art or visual language of Bit Bahiani.
If this hypothesis is accepted, then not only is the location of one school of ivory carving defined, but
so also is the probable time span within which the ivories were produced. Bit Bahiani was definitely
absorbed into the Assyrian empire by the end of the ninth century and was probably incorporated
into it fifty years earlier during the expansion of Shalmaneser III. Although the exact year when
Assyrian control over Bit Bahiani was established is not certain, we can assume that production of
luxury goods designed for the Aramaean court would have ceased with the Assyrian take-over.
'Flame and Frond' ivories found at Nimrud, including the superb panels, Nos. 454-7 from NW 15,
were presumably once either given as tribute or seized as booty.
Because of its proximity to Assyria, Bit Bahiani would have been one of the earlier centres
incorporated into the Assyrian empire. Its take-over, probably during the reign of Shalmaneser III,
provides a useful date for the end of production of one school of ivories, probably in the mid-ninth
century and certainly no later than the end of that century. Another important Aramaean centre
absorbed by Shalmaneser III was Bit Adini, Kar Shalmaneser, although it is not yet possible to link
this site with a specific school of ivory carving: ivories are, however, listed among the booty seized
from the site. 2
The expansion and reorganization of the empire initiated by Tiglath Pileser III and Sargon II
resulted in the absorption of many more centres, each of which would probably have had their own
distinctive artistic styles prior to their take-over. Ivory production would probably also have
diminished or ceased in those centres still on the periphery of the Assyrian empire, for their
economies would have been weakened both by Assyrian demands for tribute and by the necessity of
increased military expenditure. All in all it seems reasonable to accept that the floruit of the ivory
industry in the Levant was over by the end of the eighth century. A late eighth century terminus
ante quem for the deposition of the bulk of the ivories at Kalhu is also probable, because of the move
of the Assyrian capital from Kalhu to Dur Sharrukin c. 710 B.C., with all that that meant for the
status of the site.
2 Ibid., I, 475.
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The ekal masharti of Dur Sharrukin has only been partially excavated, and not many ivories have
been found elsewhere on the site apart from a fine group from the Nabu Temple and a few in
Residence K. The Nabu Temple ivories can be paralleled by pieces from Nimrud belonging to the
Intermediate 'Wig and Wing' school and thus provide a late eighth century context for at least one
Intermediate school. It is possible that by this time all North Syrian centres, as well as many
Intermediate centres, would have ceased production, for they are likely to have been located within
areas which had been absorbed into the greatly expanded Assyrian empire. Phoenician centres, on
the other hand, were probably still able to maintain an element of autonomy, although how
prosperous they were at this date is uncertain. The Phoenicians were, of course, able to move west
to escape Assyrian interference.
With the exception of the 'Flame and Frond' school, it is not yet possible to suggest where the
different schools were located. It seems probable that the Egyptianizing school would have been
sited either within Egypt itself, although this is disputed by Egyptologists because of deviations
from the Egyptian canon, or in an area directly influenced by it. The presence of the Taharqa scarab,
No. 178, among other Egyptian imports found in Kalhu, proves that material manufactured in seventh
century Egypt was still being brought to Kalhu. Within these two extremes, it might be possible in
time to determine the location of other schools. Once location is decided, it should also be possible
to establish the probable periods of production.
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NOTES ON THE CATALOGUE
The ivories are described ,according to their find-places. Ivories from the Residency are listed first:
next follow the ivories from rooms around the reception courtyards, the South East, the North East
and the North West quadrants. At the end are the few found in rooms of the S.W. Quadrant other
than those in the three ivory magazines, SW 7, SW 11/12 and SW 37, and those lacking a
provenance.
Within each room pieces are grouped in sets and arranged according to style. Those in the
distinctive Assyrian style are listed first, followed by the most numerous sets, or best preserved
pieces, and ending with assorted fragments.
Method of Description
The first two lines give the catalogue number, the expedition field number, the location, the plate
number, the present location of the ivory and the museum number where known. The second section
covers technical information, such as the shape and state of preservation, comments on technique,
description of the frames, methods of fixing and the back of the ivory. If the back is not mentioned, it
has either not been possible to examine it, or it is not sufficiently well preserved. Any fitter's marks
are described by Mr. Alan Millard and are inserted between the technical description and the line
giving the dimensions. The latter are necessarily approximate. Measurements of fragments tend to
vary slightly each time they are taken, and it has not always been possible to verify field
measurements. The thickness of the ivory is recorded when extant or possible.
The third section describes the design, and the fourth section, when present, comments on
parallels either within Nimrud or elsewhere. Professor Kenneth Kitchen covers Egyptianizing
elements, indicated by [K.A.K.].
Each ivory is illustrated, the majority at approximately actual size. When the piece is too large
for the page, the illustration is reduced, usually to half-size, and the scale indicated. When there is a
specific feature, such as a fitter's mark, striations or tool-marks, the backs are also reproduced, again
usually at actual size.
Terminology
The word 'plaque' is used for ivories made up into small objects, such as stands, boxes or pyxides.
Plaques are always solid and may b~ trapezoidal or rectangular in form. The majority have striated
backs, deliberately roughened for fixing to their wooden backings with adhesives: they do not have
tenons. A 'panel', on the other hand, probably once formed part of a piece of furniture and might be
either openwork or solid. Many were held in place by tenons, and their backs are usually smooth,
lacking the deliberate striations of pieces fixed with adhesive. However, workshop practices and
methods of fixing varied: some panels were fixed by tenons, by keyhole slots or by dowels; others
had mitred edges, which were slotted into place; others again were glued into position in the same
way as plaques. The Assyrian method of fixing was unique. Pieces were held principally by ivory
dowels or bronze nails, which pierced the ivory at irregular intervals: these pins were reinforced by
adhesive.
The word 'set' is applied to collections of panels or plaques which are similar in style, subject and
technique and which probably formed part of the decorative scheme of a single object.
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of his sword can be seen behind him. The second courtier is
clean-shaven, raises a fan or fly-whisk and has a cloth over
his left shoulder. Lower register: three Assyrian
courtiers, the first and last bearded, the central figure
clean-shaven, face left. All have their hands clasped in
front of them .

THE RESIDENCY

Nos. 2-6 probably formed part of a set: Nos . 3-6
obviously tell part of the same story, with the Assyrian
official of No. 3 introducing the delegation of turbaned
tributaries, illustrated on Nos. 4-6. The tributaries are
wearing western dress, probably originating in an area
from Hatay to Palestine. The king, if represented, would
have faced right in No. 2, whereas Nos. 3-6 require a king
facing left. See pp. 24-7 above.
Found 2.20 m. below the surface, as were Nos. 4 and 5.
l.N. II, no. 13, p. 20, Pl. VI.

Fig. 2 . The Residency: Ivories were found only in the
numbered rooms

3. ND 8011: RoomS 4/5

Fragment from the upper edge of a long panel, sides,
bottom, and top right comer broken off. Design incised.
Frame at top. Remains of dowel hole at left.
H. as preserved 2.0 em. L. 5.9 em. Th. 0.3 em.

THE PRINCIPAL SUITE, ROOMS S 5/4
Assyrian Style Narrative Scenes

1. ND 7667: RoomS 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 1

Three figures, two Assyrian courtiers and one tributary,
advance to the right. They once formed part of a
procession. Their lower bodies and the face of the leading
Assyrian are not preserved. The first Assyrian holds his
bow over his right shoulder, his left arm is lowered in
front of him, the hand grasping something no longer
preserved: the second Assyrian, the usher, is beardless and
has his right arm raised behind him in the gesture of
introduction. Part of his voluted scabbard can be seen. The
bearded tributary wears a floppy hat or turban and, as far as
can be seen, a short-sleeved, shawled garment, similar to
those worn by the men of Nos. 4-6. He has both hands
raised, thumbs pointing upwards, a gesture of submission
or respect.

Fragment of silhouette or inlay, bottom broken off.
Incised.
H. 3.9 em. W. 1.0 em. Th. 0.5 em.
A beardless Assyrian courtier, facing to the right, hands
clasped in front of him. Lower body not preserved. He is
wearing a sleeved robe with a shawl. The sleeve is
decorated with a triangle and dot pattern.
A number of silhouettes, mostly fragmentary, have been
found in Fort Shalmaneser. Two of these, Nos. 184 and
220, are incised like No. I, while the others, Nos. 180 and
223, are modelled. Seep. 26 above.
I.N. II, no. 33, p. 23, Pl. XII .

2. ND 7745: RoomS 4

Plate 1

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Nos. 3-6 presumably once formed parts of a panel or
panels showing the familiar scene of a group of tributaries
bringing gifts to the Assyrian king. The tributaries are
wearing western dress. Nos. 3-6 probably formed part of
the same set as No. 2.
I.N. II, no 78, p. 32, Pl. XXIV.

Plate 1

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragmentary, vertical, rectangular panel. Top left and
right, and bottom right corners restored in wax . Design
incised, arranged in two registers. Frame at top in the form
of a row of turretted battlements: one complete turret
survives, and parts of two others. Wide plain frame
between registers and narrow plain borders around designs.
Panel pierced by dowel holes, D. 0.3 em., one surviving at
top and three between registers.
H. 9.3 em. W. 4.1 em. Th. 0.3 em.

4. ND 7744: RoomS 4
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 1

Fragmentary, long panel, right side broken off, fragments
missing from edges and surface. Design incised. Frame at
top and bottom. Held in place by wide dowel holes,
arranged in groups of three vertically and singly, D. 0.4 em.
H. 3.9 em. L. 8.9 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Top register: only two of the three Assyrian courtiers
once filling this register are preserved. Both face to the
right. The leading courtier is bearded: part of the scabbard

Four bearded tributaries advance to the right. They wear
floppy hats or turbans, shawled garments with short
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Found 2.20 m. below the surface.
N. & R. II, p. 588, fig. 569. l.N. II, no. 84, p. 33, Pl. XXV.

sleeves and fringed hems, sloping from knee to ankle, or
alternatively a sari/toga-type of garment, and boots with
upturned toes. The shawl end of the leading figure, the
front of whom is not preserved, is exceptionally wide and
long. The second and third men are supporting a long pole
on their shoulders and steadying it with their right hands.
Slung on the pole is an ornate piece of furniture, a bed or a
backless chair. It has one upward-curving end, elaborate
legs and a stretcher with voluted ornaments. In their left
hands they carry a two-handled cauldron and a bucket. The
fourth man carries a handled bucket with a rounded base in
his left hand: his right arm is not preserved.

6. ND 8011: RoomS 4/5

Fragment from the upper edge of a long panel, sides,
bottom and much of top edge broken off. Design incised.
Frame along top.
H. as preserved 2.0 em. L. 5.0 em. Th. 0.3 em.
Only the upper bodies of two bearded figures, advancing
right, survive. As far as can be seen, they are similarly
dressed to the tributaries of Nos. 3-5. The leading
tributary has his hands in the same position as those of
second figure of No. 5 and may also be carrying some
fragile object, while the second has a sack or skin slung
over his shoulder.

See comment on Nos. 2 and 3. The bed or backless chair
carried on a pole has, with its upward-curving end, the
form of a bed but appears to be rather short. Equally, it is
rather long for a chair, and the curving end is atypical. An
early representation of an Assyrian bed occurs on the
reliefs of Room B of the North West Palace, where it is
being ferried across the river: BM 124543, Barnett,
Assyrian Sculpture, Pl. 22, top right. This has a similar
curving end and elaborate legs but a plain stretcher. The
form of the legs and stretcher of Assur-nasir-pal's stool on
BM 124564-6 (Barnett, ibid., Pl. 8) are similar to those on
the ivory panel, but there the seat is flat and ends in hull's
head terminals. For chairs with and without backs see also
No. 185. Ninth century beds and stools are illustrated on
the Balawat gates: King, Balmvat Gates, Pis. XX, LII,
LXIV, and LXXIII. For similar cauldrons and buckets see
No. 5.

See comments on Nos. 2-5.
l.N. II, no. 78, p. 32, Pl. XXIV.

7. ND 8013: Room S 4

Plate 1

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from vertical panel, top and bottom broken off,
fragments missing from sides and surface. Some surface
pitting. Design incised. In two registers. Plain frame at
sides, elaborate frame between registers, consisting of a
guilloche design, framed above and below by rows of
voluted palmettes.
H. as preserved 5.4 em. W. 4.8 em. Th. 0.5 em.

This panel was found 2.20 m. below the surface.
N. & R. II, p. 588, fig. 569. l.N. II, no. 84, p. 33, Pl. XXV.

5. ND 7744: RoomS 4

Plate 1

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Of the upper register, only two sandalled feet and the toes
of a second figure advancing left survive. Of the lower
register, all that survives is the bearded head of a man,
facing left and wearing the horned crown, surmounted by a
bud. He probably depicted a winged genie.

Plate 1

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragmentary, long panel, right side broken off, most of
left side missing, as well as smaller fragments from edges
and surface. Design incised. Frame at top and bottom.
Held in place by wide dowel holes, arranged in groups of
three: only one dowel hole survives of the left-hand
group.
H. 3.9 em. L. 13.5 em. Th. 0.3 em.

For a complete example of the genie, see No. 452. Nos. 7
and 8-9 may have formed parts of a pair of vertical panels
with genies facing to left and right respectively. The
circular centres of the guilloche band of No. 7 are
unusually heavy and can be compared with those of No. 88
from Room S 16.
l.N. II, no. 180, p. 49, Pl. XLI.

Six tributaries advance to the right: only traces survive of
the leading figure and only the upper half of the sixth.
They are similarly dressed to the tributaries of Nos. 3 and
4, and the leading figures of Nos. 4 and 5 wear similar long
shawls. The second tributary balances a large, cone-like
object between his hands; the third and sixth carry sacks
over one shoulder, the third and fifth hold two-handled
cauldrons in their left hands, the fourth tributary carries
two buckets, and the sixth also holds a bucket. The fifth,
in addition to his cauldron, holds aloft a chalice. The
buckets and cauldrons are similar to those on No. 4.
See comment on Nos. 2-4. A tributary on an Assur-nasirpal relief found in the S.W. Palace carries a partially
similar object to that of Tributary 2. Barnett and Falkner,
The Sculptures ofTiglath-Pileser Ill, Pl. CXXIV.

8. ND 8013: RoomS 4

Plate 1

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from left of vertical panel, top, right side and
bottom broken off. Design incised. Plain frame at left,
trace of elaborate frame at top consisting of part of a
guilloche design, a double line and a pendant, voluted
palmette, cf. Nos. 9 and 7. Back, smooth.
H. as preserved 11.5 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.5 em.
One upward-curving wing and most of the longer,
downward-curving wing survive, together with part of the
shawl-end of a figure facing right.
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12. ND 8024: Room S 5

Nos. 8 and 9 may have formed parts of the same vertical
panel, once showing a winged genie. This may have formed
a pair with No. 7, see above.
I.N. II, no. 180, p. 49, Pl. XLI.

9. ND 8013: Room S 4

Fragmentary, trapezoidal plaque, fragments from bottom
left and centre broken off. Design incised. Traces of the
original staining survive: the body of the ostrich and the
upper border are glossier and yellower than the rest of the
plaque. Frame at top and bottom. Back flat.
H. 3.7 em. W. at top 5.3 em. W. at base 3.5 em. Th. 0.2 em.

Plate 1

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from panel, top cut, right side and bottom
broken off. Design incised. Plain frame at left, elaborate
frame at top consisting of a guilloche design within double
lines with voluted palmettes above and below, those at the
top cut.
H. as preserved 3.6 em. W. as preserved 3.1 em. Th. 0.4 em.

An ostrich with spread wings running left. Part of a set
with Nos. 10-17.
I.N. II, no. 148, p. 44, Pl. XXXVI.

13. ND 8006: Room S 4

Fragmentary, trapezoidal plaque, top right and bottom
left comers broken off, made up in wax. Design incised.
Frame at top and bottom: trace of frame at upper left side.
Back flat.
H. 3.5 em. W. at top as restored 5.2 em. W. at base as
restored 3.5 em. Th. 0.15 em.

Nos. 8 and 9 may have formed parts of the same vertical
panel, once showing a winged genie, see above.
I.N. II, no. 180, p. 49, Pl. XLI.

An ostrich with spread wings running left. Part of a set
with Nos. 10-17.
I.N. II, no. 147, p. 44, Pl. XXXVI.

Assyrian Style Plaques with Birds

Plate 2

14. ND 8006: Room S 4

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 2

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Trapezoidal plaque, with curving top and bottom edges,
wider at top than bottom. Fragments from centre and
centre bottom missing, restored in wax. Design incised.
Frame on all four sides. Small dowel holes, D. 0.2 em.,
half way down sides, wider dowel hole, D. 0.4 em., below
leading wing. Back flat.
H. 3.5 em. W. at top 5.0 em. W. at base 3.4 em. Th. 0.2 em.

Top of trapezoidal plaque. Design incised. Frame at top
and left side. Back flat.
H. as preserved 1.5 em. W. 5.0 em. Th. 0.2 em.
The head, neck and wing-tips of an ostrich with spread
wings running left. Part of a set with Nos. 10-17.
I.N. II, no. 150, p. 44, Pl. XXXVI.

An ostrich with spread wings running left.

15. ND 8006: Room S 4

Plate 2

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

All the birds of this set of eight, Nos. 10-17, run to the
left. For similar ostriches as embroidery see Layard,
Mons. I, Pis. L 1, LIII 2; Budge, A.S.B.M., Pl. XLIII 5,
XLVII 1.

Bottom of trapezoidal plaque. Design incised. Frame at
sides and bottom. Back flat.
H. as preserved 1.6 em. W. at base 3.5 em. Th. 0.2 em.

N. & R. II, pp. 588-90, fig. 564. I.N. II, no. 149, p. 44, Pl.

The legs of an ostrich running left. Part of a set with Nos.
10-17.
I.N. II, no. 152, p. 44, Pl. XXXVI.

XXXVI.

11. ND 7751: Room S 4/5

Plate 2

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

All that survives of the design is the tip of one upwardcurving wing and traces of the hat of a figure facing right:
of this hat, probably a homed crown, only part of the bud
at the top and the line at the back survive.

10. ND 8006: Room S 4

Plate 2

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 2

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

16. ND 8006: Room S 4

Plate 2

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragmentary, trapezoidal plaque, top left corner broken
off. Surface pitted. Design incised. Frame at top and
bottom. Back flat.
H. 3.8 em. W. as preserved 5.3 em. Th. 0.2 em.

Fragment from top of plaque, edges and bottom broken
off. Design incised. Frame at top. Back flat.
H. as preserved 2.0 em. W. as preserved 1.9 em. Th. 0.2 em.

An ostrich with spread wings running left, one of a set
with Nos. 10-17. Made up from two fragments, one found
in S 4, the other in S 5.
I.N. II, no. 151, p. 44, Pl. XXXVI.

The head, neck, much of the leading wing and the base of the
second wing of an ostrich running left. Part of a set with
Nos. 10-17.
I.N. II, no. 154, p. 45, Pl. XXXVI.
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17. ND 8006: RoomS 4
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

another sub-group. Related to these are the equids of Nos.
25-7, the bull of No. 28, and the sheep of No. 89 from S 16.
All share a common shape and simple naturalistic drawing.
The ostrich plaques, Nos. 10-17, also form part of this
group, see above.

Plate 2

Fragment from top of plaque, sides and bottom broken off.
Design incised. Frame at top. Back flat and smooth.
H. as preserved 1.9 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em. Th. 0.2 em.

For similar cervids on embroideries see Layard, Mons. I,
Pl. XLIV 4, and Budge, A .S.B .M., Pl. LII 4.
N. & R. II, pp. 588-90, fig. 561. I.N. II, no. 142, p. 43, Pl.
XXXV.

Only the head and neck, and part of the leading wing of an
ostrich running left survives. Part of a set with Nos. 1017.
I.N. II, no. 155, p. 45, Pl. XXXVI.
18. ND 8006: Room S 4
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

21. ND 7973b: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 2

Fragmentary, curved trapezoidal plaque, right side and
fragments from top and bottom broken off, made up in
wax. Design incised. Frame at top, vertically in centre and
at bottom. Back flat.
H. 3.7 em. W. as preserved at top 9. em. Th. 0.2 em.

Part of a plaque, a truncated oval in form, with one sharply
curving side and one straight edge. The straight edge is cut
by half a dowel hole. Fragments missing from top right.
Design incised. Frame around outer edge. Back flat.
H. as preserved 3.4 em. W. 2.0 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Two cervids, separated by a double vertical line, advance
left. The leading one, a spotted deer, probably a fallow
deer, with lowered head (lower neck and jaw restored), is
more or less complete. Only part of the hom of the second,
a bezoar/ibex, survives.

The tail, part of the wing-tip and part of the curving neck
and head of a bird (vulture?) facing right.
No. 18 and 19 are a pair of plaques. For a complete version
see I.N. II, no. 157, from TW 53, and discussion on ibid.,p.
45.
I.N. II, no. 159, p. 45, Pl. XXXVI.
19. ND 8006: Room S 4
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 3

One of a pair of plaques with No. 20, see above.
N. & R . II, pp. 588-90, fig. 562. I.N. II, no. 143, p. 43, Pl.
XXXV.

Plate 2

22. ND 7973b: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment from top of plaque, a truncated oval in form .
Surface pitted. Design incised. Frame along edge at top.
Back flat.
H. as preserved 1.2 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em. Th. 0.4 em.

Plate 3

Fragmentary, curved trapezoidal plaque, many fragments
missing, particularly from centre and bottom, made up in
wax. Design incised. Frame at top, vertically in centre and
at bottom. Back flat.
H. 3.6 em. W. at top as restored 10.0 em. Th. 0.2 em.

Only the head and one wing-tip of a bird to the right
survive. For a better-preserved example, see No.l8.
I.N. II, no. 153, p. 45, Pl. XXXVI.
Assyrian Style Plaques with Cervids

Two gazelles with lowered heads advancing left. They are
separated by two vertical lines.

20. ND 7973a: Room S 4/5
Plate 3
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA
59.107.23

The gazelles of Nos. 22-4 are probably goitred gazelles,
see No. 23. They form a set with Nos. 20-1, see above.
I.N. II, no. 146, p. 44, Pl. XXXV.

Curved trapezoidal plaque, wider at top than bottom,
fragmentary, left side broken off, right side damaged,
restored in wax. Design incised. Frame at top, right side
(left not preserved), vertically in centre and at bottom.
Back flat.
H. 3.7 em. W. at top as restored 15.2 em. Th. 0.2-0.3 em.

23. ND 8023: Room S 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 3

Fragment from plaque, left side broken off, fragments
missing from right and top. Design incised. Frame at top,
sides and bottom. The frame on the left is probably part of
the central frame, cf. Nos. 20-2. Back flat.
H. 3.5 em. W. 4.3 em. Th. 0.2 em.

Two cervids, separated by a double vertical line, advancing
left, their heads lowered. In the lead, a spotted deer,
probably a fallow deer, his head restored; behind a
bezoar/ibex.

A male goitred gazelle with lowered head advancing left.
Nos. 22-4 form a set with Nos. 20-1, see above. The
drawing of No. 23 is bold: compare Nos. 28 and 35.
I.N. II, no. 144, p. 43, Pl. XXXV .

The plaques of Nos. 20-4 form a set, with Nos. 20-1
forming a pair within it, and the rather shorter Nos. 22-4
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24. ND 7973: Room S 4/5

Plate 3

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from trapezoidal plaque, top and left side
broken off, made up in wax. Design incised. Frame at right
side and bottom. Dowel hole, D. 0.3 em., in centre. Back
flat.
H. as preseiVed 2.8 em. W. as preseiVed 4.2 em. Th. 0.2 em.

Upper fragment: only the ears of the leading equid and the
head and forelegs of the second survive from a design
originally showing two equids advancing right, see No. 25.
The lower fragment shows the forelegs of the two equids.
Nos. 25-7 form a set, see above.
l.N. II, no. 130, p. 42, Pl. XXXIV.

Assyrian Style Plaques with Bulls
A goitred gazelle with lowered head advancing left. Much
of the head and hom is not preseiVed.

28. ND 8023: Room S 5

Plate 3

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Nos. 22--4 form a set with Nos. 20-1, see above.

Fragment from bottom left of a curved plaque, top and
right side broken off. Design incised. Frame at left side
and bottom. Back flat.
H. as preseiVed 3.9 em. W . as preseiVed 4.5 em. Th. 0.2 em.

l.N. II, no. 145, p. 43, Pl. XXXV.

Assyrian Style Plaques with Equids
Plate 2

Only part of the body and the hindquarters of a bull
advancing right survive.

Curved trapezoidal plaque. Design incised. Frame at top
and bottom. Back flat.
H. 3.9 em. W . at top 7.6 em. W. at base 6.0 em. Th. 0.2 em.

The drawing is bold, like the gazelle of No. 23, found with
it, and the lion of No. 35. Related to No. 28 are the
ostriches of Nos. I 0-17 , the cervids of Nos. 20--4, the
equids of Nos. 25-7 and the sheep of No. 89, see above.
l.N. II, no. 113, p. 39, Pl. XXXII.

25. ND 7666: Room S 4
Nicholson Museum, Sydney, 59.07

Two equids, advancing right, the hindquarters of the
leading one overlapping the forequarters of the second.

29. ND 8167: RoomS 5
Nos. 25-7 form a set. Related in style to this group are the
cervids of Nos . 20--4, the bull of No. 28, the sheep of No.
89 and the ostrich plaques of Nos. I 0-17.
N. & R. II, pp. 588-90, fig. 564. l.N. II, no. 129, p. 41, Pl.
XXXIV .

26. ND 7975: Room S 4/5

Metropolitan Mu seum of Art,
59.107.21

New

York,

Plate 3
MMA

Plaque, trapezoidal in form, top edge restored, fragment
missing from bottom. Pierced by a wide dowel hole, D. 0.4
em., in the centre and a smaller one at the top left. Design
incised. Back flat.
H. as restored 4.0 em. W . at top as restored 5.4 em. W. at
base 4.7 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Plate 2

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Top right corner of plaque, left side and bottom broken
off. Design incised. Frame at top and right side. The
background is whiter than the figures and borders,
suggesting that the piece was originally stained. Back flat.
H. as preseiVed 2.3 em . W. as preseiVed c. 3.7 em. Th. 0.15
em.

A bull , kneeling to the left. The muscle stylization is
elaborate, most of the surface being decorated .
The style is different from the preceding plaques but is
similar to the winged bull s of Nos. 92 and 93 from S 30.
N. & R. II, pp. 588-90, fig . 566. l.N. II , no. 126, p. 41, Pl.
XXXIII.

Only the head and body of the leading equid, and the head of
the second, survive from a design originally showing two
equids advancing right, see Nos. 25 and 27.
l.N. II , no. 128, p. 41, Pl. XXXIV.

Assyrian Style Panels with Sheep

30. ND 7978: Room S 5

Plate 4

Iraq Museum , Baghdad

27. ND 7975: Room S 4/5

Plate 2

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment from a long panel , sides and bottom broken off,
fragment missing from top edge. Design incised . Frame
along top. Back flat.
H. as prese1ved 2.5 em. W. as prese1ved 8.2 em.

Two fragments from a plaque , from top right and bottom
right respectively . Surface pitted. Design incised. Frame
at top , right side and bottom. The background is whiter
than the figures and borders, suggesting that the piece was
originally stained. Back flat.
H. of upper fragment as preserved 1.2 em . W. as preserved
4.3 em. Th . 0.2 em . H. of lower fragment as preserved 1.3
em. W. as preseiVed 3.3 em . Th . 0.2 em.

The panel once showed a pair of sheep kneeling on either
side of a stylized plant. The plant, bottom not preserved ,
consists of a central, wavy stem with twining sta lks
ending in pomegranates. Of the sheep on the left, only the
head and forequarters survive, while the opposing animal is
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more complete, lacking only parts of its legs and tail. The
horns are ridged and spiralling, there is a toothed marking
down the neck, the shoulder is outlined, and the ribs are
encased in horizontal bands.

and bottom. Pierced by a dowel hole, D. 0.3 em., at bottom
left. Back flat.
H. 3.7 em. W. 4.1 em. Th. 0.4 em.
A male animal, possibly a sheep, advances left. Head only
partially preserved and turned back. Trace of hom. The
shoulder is outlined, there is an inverted U on the foreleg,
and the ribs are encased between bands.

Nos. 30-2 presumably formed parts of one or more similar
panels . The musculature is similar to No. 33. The
fragments can be compared to Nos. 352 and 355 from NW
5 and NW 21. On these panels the sheep kneel by voluted
palmette plants instead of the pomegranates of No. 30. A
modelled version, No. 351 from NW 5, shows sheep
flanking voluted pomegranate and bud plants.
I.N. II, no. 139, p. 43, Pl. XXXIV.
31. ND 7978: Room S 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Compare the musculature with Nos. 30-2, 352 and 355.
I.N. II, no. I 24, p. 41, Pl. XXXIII.

Assyrian Style Panel with Gazelle
34. ND 7977: RoomS 4
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 4

Two fragments of a panel, broken at sides, made up in wax.
Design incised. Pierced by a dowel hole, D. 0.4 em. Back
flat.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. as restored 6.5 em. W. as
preserved of main fragment 4.8 em. Small fragment at left
2.0 x 0.6 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Two adjoining fragments from a long panel, sides and
bottom broken off. Design incised. Frame along top.
Remains of two dowel holes on right side. Back flat.
H. as preserved 2.5 em. W. as preserved 7.9 em. Th. 0.3 em.
Only a few branches and pomegranates survive of the
central plant, although the kneeling sheep on either side are
relatively well preserved. The hindquarters and legs of the
sheep on the left are missing; of that on the right, the
chest, forelegs and lower hindlegs are not preserved. The
sheep have ridged and spiralling horns, outlined shoulders
and elaborate musculature of the body.

All that survives is a plant, the petals of which are
decorated with chevrons, and, beside it on the right, the
head of a gazelle.
See Nos. 30-2 for a similar design, and Nos. 352 and 355
for similar plants. The chevron decoration of the petals is a
typically ninth century feature, see, for instance, the floral
elements on the trees on the sculptures of Assur-nasir-pal
II, Budge, A.S.B.M. , Pis. XI, XXXVIII, XL, XLII-XLV,
and on the garment designs, ibid., Pis. XLIX, LI-LIII. See
also the glazed brick panel of Shalmaneser III, J.E. Reade,
'A Glazed Brick Panel from Nimrud', Iraq XXV (1963),
Pl. IX.
l.N. II, no. 141, p. 43, Pl. XXXIV.

Nos. 30-2 presumably formed parts of one or more similar
panels, see above. The musculature can be compared to No.
30, although the toothing down the neck is omitted, and
the upper rib band of the sheep on the right is not outlined.
l.N. II, no. 139, p. 43, Pl. XXXIV. _
32. ND 7978: Room S 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 4

Plate 4

Assyrian Style Fragment with a Lion
Two fragments , tops and sides broken off. Design incised.
Frames along bottom. Backs flat.
a. All that survives is the lower neck, body, forelegs and
leading hindleg of a sheep kneeling to the left, and one
flower from the central plant.
H. as preserved 1.6 em. W. as preserved 3.4 em.
b. Only the lower hindlegs, presumably from a sheep
kneeling to the right, are preserved. Remains of dowel
hole at left.
H. as preserved I. I em. W. as preserved 1.8 em.

35. ND 8013: Room S 4
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment from bottom of panel, top and left side broken
off, surface missing from right. Design incised. Frame at
bottom. Clear traces of yellow stain survive on the
animal's body and the frame. Back flat and plain.
H. as preserved I .8 em. W. as preserved 5.4 em. Th. 0.2 em.
Only the two forelegs and the toes of the leading hindleg
of an animal advancing right survive. The feathers at the
elbow and the form of the paws suggest that it may have
been a lion.

Nos. 30-2 presumably formed parts of one or more similar
panels, see above.
l.N. II, no. 139, p. 43, Pl. XXXIV.
33. ND 8013: RoomS 4
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 2

The drawing is bold, like that of Nos. 23 and 28.

Plate 4

Assyrian Style Floral Design

Fragmentary panel or plaque, top and right side not
preserved, made up in wax. Design incised. Frame at left

36. ND 7974: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plate 4

Truncated oval element with a voluted palmette flower,
pierced by a dowel hole, D. 0.3 em. Design incised. Frame
around edges. Back smooth.
H. 1.6 em. W. 1.5 em. Th. 0.3 em.

pieces may have been made up into a single element, some
32-33 em. in length, consisting of four patterned sections
between borders. The combination of diamond patterns
between quadruple borders also occurs on No. 38, fragments of veneer.

The flower is typically ninth century in style, see No. 34
above.

40. ND 7586: Room S 4

Plate 4

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62677
A long, curving element, a truncated oval in section with a
flat base. Design incised with traces of staining. The
curving sides are decorated with a diamond pattern
arranged in diagonal lines and divided in two by a wide
border decorated with four pairs of incised lines. The ends
are striated, as is the base, which is perforated by three deep
rectangular tenons.
L. 13.5 em. H. 2.6 em. W. 2.4 em.

Geometric Designs, probably Assyrian Style

37. ND 7969: Room S 4/5

Plate 5

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Three fragments. Incised design, probably originally
stained. The design is framed by a guilloche border within
plain frames and consists of an interlocking series of
stepped lozenges.
a. L. as preserved c. 4.5 em. H. as preserved c. 2.7 em.
b. L. as preserved 3.3 em. H. as preserved 1.3 em.
c. L. as preserved 3.2 em. H. as preserved 1.9 em.

38. ND 7969: Room S 4/5

Probably part of No. 39, see above. See also No. 84.

Floral Panels, possibly Assyrian Style

41. ND 7671: Room S 5

Plate 5

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Openwork, rectangular, tenoned panel, in good condition.
Fragments missing from top tenon, left edge and surface.
Fully carved on front and back. Plain frame on all four
sides. Tenons extend width of panel at top and bottom.
H. with tenons 7.6 em. H. of panel 6.2 em. W. 7.6 em. Th.
1.1 em.

Collection of six fragments. Incised design. Frame at top,
a guilloche border within plain frames; frame at right,
four pairs of vertical lines. The design consists of a
diamond pattern, arranged in diagonal lines.
a. L. as preserved 4.2 em. H. as preserved 2.8 em.
b. L. as preserved 2.6 em. H. as preserved 1.5 em.
c. L. as preserved 1.9 em. H. as preserved 0.8 em.
d. L. as preserved 4. 7 em. H. as preserved 1.1 em.
e. L. as preserved 2.2 em. H. as preserved 1.1 em.
f. L. as preserved 2.5 em. H. as preserved 1.0 em.

This fragile, openwork design , carved on both sides, shows
an unusual plant, consisting of five stems 'growing' from
the centre bottom . The three central stems are tied
together: one develops into the trunk of a stylized tree,
the other two curve downwards, ending in voluted
palmette flowers. The outer pair of stems curve upwards
and end in papyrus flowers. Flowers grow from the
volutes of the central trunk, two from the top, ending in
voluted palmette flowers in the top corners, and six from
the central volute. These six stalks curve both up and
down and form an interlacing pattern with other stalks.
All end in flowers , either voluted palmette, papyrus or
pomegranate flowers.

A similar diamond design within borders recurs on the
curved elements, Nos. 39-40, which presumably formed
parts of the same object.

39. ND 7587: Room S 4

Plate 6

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61889

Plate 5

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
A long element, a truncated oval in section with a flat
base. Design incised: originally stained, faint traces of
colour survive. The curving surface is decorated with a
diamond pattern arranged in diagonal lines. The patterned
areas are divided in two by a wide, central border decorated
with four pairs of incised lines and framed at both ends
with similar borders. The truncated oval ends are striated,
as is the base, which is perforated by two deep rectangular
tenon slots measuring 2.2 x 0.6 and 1.6 x 0.6 respectively.
In the centre of the base, a fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark, 'aleph .
L. 16.6 em. H. 2.7 em. W. 2.4 em.

No. 41 is one of a set of six, Nos. 41-6. Fragments from
similar panels were found in SE I 0, No. 286, and in
Residence K at Khorsabad (Khorsabad II, Pl. 55, No. 63).
Partially similar, solid versions of the design were found
in SW 37 (I.N. IV, nos. 219 and 801-2) and SW 12 (NO
11027, N. & R. II, p. 553, fig. 492), as well as at Khorsabad,
(Khorsahad II, Nos. 60 and 61 , Pl. 55, p. 97).
The presence of these panels in this important reception
room, where the majority of the ivories found are worked
in the Assyrian style, may suggest that Nos . 41-6 were
also the work of Assyrian craftsmen, see p. 27 above .

No . 40 is identical except for the absence of decorated
borders at the ends. No . 84, which also carries an 'aleph
mark and which was found in the adjoining room , S 3,
probably formed one of these borders. Indeed the three

Found 2.0 m. below surface.
N . & R. II, pp. 506-7, fig. 411.
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back. Plain frame on four sides, tenons extend width of
panel as preserved.
H. with tenons 7.5 em. H. ofpanel6.2 em. W. 7.8 em. Th.
1.1 em.

42. ND 7668: Room S 5
Plate 7
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA
59.107.9a & b
Openwork, rectangular, tenoned panel, fragmentary. Most
of top tenon and some of the twining stalks and flowers
broken off, many surface fragments missing. Preservation
poor. Restored in wax. Fully carved on front and back.
Plain frame on all four sides. Tenons extend width of
panel at top and bottom.
H. with tenons 7.5 em. H. of panel 6.2 em. W. 7.8 em. Th.
1.1 em.

This fragile, openwork design, much of which is missing,
shows an unusual plant, consisting of five stems 'growing'
from the centre bottom of the panel. It is identical to No.
41, see above, and is one of a set of six.
46. ND 7675: Room S 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 8

This fragile, openwork design shows an unusual plant,
consisting of five stems 'growing' from the centre bottom
of the panel. It is identical to No. 41, see above, and is one
of a set of six.
N. & R. II, p. 562, fig. 505.

Fragment from the centre of an openwork, tenoned panel
similar to the preceding five panels, carved front and back.
Plain frames and tenons at top and bottom.
H. with tenons 7.6 em. H. of panel 6.3 em. W. as preserved
3.0 em. Th. 1.1 em.

43. ND 7669: Room S 5
Plate 6
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, ROM 961.13.3

All that survives is the central, multi-stemmed 'trunk' and
the bases of the twining branches of an unusual plant,
identical to that described in No. 41. See above.

Openwork, rectangular, tenoned panel, fragmentary. Some
of the twining stalks and flowers broken off, many surface
fragments missing, restored in wax. Fully carved on front
and back. Plain frame on all four sides. Tenons extend
width of panel at top, only partially preserved, and
bottom.
H. with tenons 7.5 em. H. of panel 6.2 em. W. 7.8 em. Th.
1.1 em.

47. ND 7673: RoomS 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment from top right or bottom left corner of a panel
similar to the preceding six, Nos. 41-6, to one of which it
probably belonged. All that survives is part of the frame
and tenon and one voluted palmette flower, carved front
and back.
H. as preserved 2.2 em. W. as preserved 2.2 em.

This fragile, openwork design shows an unusual plant,
consisting of five stems 'growing' from the centre bottom
of the panel. It is identical to No. 41, see above, and is one
of a set of six.
44. ND 7670: Room S 5
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, AM 1959.208

Floral Designs and Inlays, possihly Assyrian Style

Plate 7

48. ND 8174: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Openwork, rectangular, tenoned panel , fragmentary. Top
tenon, frame and many of the floral elements at the top not
preserved, restored in wax. Some surface fragments
missing, surface discoloured. Fully carved on front and
back. Plain frame on three sides, top restored. Bottom
tenon extends width of panel.
H. as restored 8.0 em. H. of panel as restored 6.3 em. W.
7.8 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Plate 6

Rectangular plaque, possibly the lid of a box, fragments
missing from right side and bottom. Incised design. Frame
of two incised lines at left. Two squares, formed of pairs
of lines, are set side by side: each contains a rosette. The
left side is mitred to enable it to be slid into position.
Back, light, horizontal striations.
H. 2.9 em. W. 6.4 em. Th. 0.3 em.
49. ND 7974: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

This fragile, openwork design shows an unusual plant,
consisting of five stems 'growing' from the centre bottom
of the panel. It is identical to No. 41 , see above, and is one
of a set of six.
45. ND 7673: Room S 4
Iraq Museum , Baghdad, IM 62196 (Erbil)

Plate 9

Plate 6

A nearly square piece of inlay with a rosette pattern. Sides
slightly mitred , so that the reverse is smaller than the
obverse. Back smooth.
Obverse: 1.0 x 0.9 em. Reverse: 0.9 x 0.8 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Plate 7

SO. ND 7974: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Openwork. rectangular, tenoned panel, fragmentary.
Fragments of top and bottom tenons and frames and many
floral elements not preserved. Some surface fragments
missing. surface discoloured. Fully carved on front and

Plate 6

A piece of inlay, originally nearly square, one edge broken
off. Decorated with a rosette pattern . Sides slightly
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mitred so that the reverse is smaller than the obverse. Back
smooth.
H. 0.9 em. W. as preserved 0.7 em. Th. 0.5 em.

51. ND 7974: Room S 5

Plate 6

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Two silhouette elements or pieces of inlay, shaped like
pomegranates and containing rosettes. Back smooth. 1.7 x
1.3 x 0.5 em.; 2.0 x 1.3 x 0.3 em.

52. ND 8168: Room S 5

58. ND 8004: Room S 4/5

Plate 7

Long panel, fragmentary , restored in wax, many fragments
missing: only partially illustrated. Design incised. In
four registers, double frames separate the registers and at
base. Top, running frieze of alternate voluted palmette
flowers and buds. Second and fourth registers, running
guilloche design with drilled centres. Third register,
plain.
L. as restored 52.5 em. H. 7.0 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Two silhouette elements, shaped like pomegranates and
containing rosettes. The complete example measures 1.9 x
1.6 em. Two petals and some surface fragments are missing
from the other, which measures 1.9 x 1.5 em.

Plate 7

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

59. ND 7970: Room S 4

Fragment of panel, left side broken off, fragments from
top right and left and surface missing. Some brown-black
speckling. Incised design. Back lightly striated.
L. as preserved 5.4 em. H. 2.7 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Plate 7

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Two drop-shaped elements with incised diamond patterns.
Sides slightly mitred, so reverse smaller than obverse.
Back smooth. The complete example on the right measures
2.0 x 1.4 x 0.5 em. The other, with a broken tip, measures
1.5 x 1.1 x 0.4 em.

A festoon with a central lotus flower flanked by buds.
Left bud only partially preserved, tips of some lotus
petals and second bud missing.
For similar designs , see No. 489 and I.N. IV, Nos. 1230-3
for examples from SW 37.

These elements might be the petals from a rosette.

55. ND 8168: Room S 5

60. ND 8012: Room S 4?

Plate 7

Four fragments from a long panel or panels, lightly
modelled and decorated with a deep border showing a lotus
and bud frieze. On some fragments, traces survive of a
guilloche design above. Back striated.
a. Plate 8, bottom right, 9.9 x 2.1 x. 0.25 em.
b. Plate 9, bottom left, 5.2 x 1.5 x 0.25 em. :
c. Plate 9, bottom centre, 3.6 x 2.5 x 0.25 em.
d. Plate 9, bottom right, 9.3 x 1.9 x 0.25 em.

A knob engraved with a whorl. D. 1.8 em.

Plate 9

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Three fragments from panels of uncertain form with
curving or sloping edges. Design incised. Frames outline
the edges. Within the design area are incised rosettes,
originally stained. Backs, criss-cross striations.
a. The curving edges narrow slightly to the left. Five
rosettes survive with traces of two more.
L. as preserved 12.5 em. H. 2.7 em. Th. 0.4 em.
b. Only a fragment of a relatively wide panel, with frames
at the sides, and part of one rosette.
L. as preserved 7.5 em. H. as preserved 1.7 em. Th. 0.4 em.
c. Only one edge with its frame and parts of two ros'ettes
survive. The piece is blackened.
L. as preserved 5.8 em. H. as preserved 1.2 em. Th. 0.4 em.

57. ND 7972: Room S 4/5

Plates 8-9

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

56. ND 8174: RoomS 4/5

Plate 8

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Silhouette element in the form of a lotus flower, set on a
base with incised diamonds. 1.8 x 1.9 em.

54. ND 7974: Room S 4/5

Plate 8

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62765

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

53. ND 8168: Room S 5

Fragments from a curved plaque, presumably originally
circular in form . Design incised. Frame around outer edge.
The design consists of the outer petals of a large rosette:
the inner design is missing. The petals may have been
stained. A series of small dowel holes perforate the outer
rim every two petals, while larger drill holes perforate
some petals.
Largest fragment c. 7.2 x 3.8 em.

Geometric Designs, possibly Assyrian Style

61. ND 8019: Room S 4

Plate 10

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Collection of fragments decorated with guilloche
patterns. Incised design .
a. Plain frame along one edge , other edges broken off.
Double guilloche design. 1.7 x 1.9 x 0.3 em.
b: Plain ·frame along one edge , other edges broken off.
Double guilloche design. 3.5 x 1.9 x 0.3 em.
c; Plain frame along one edge, sides broken off, no frame on
lower edge. Double guilloche design. 3.2 x 2.3 x 0.3 em.

Plate 9

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
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d. Fragment, one edge without frame, the other three
broken off. Double guilloche design. 4.0 x 1.4 x 0.3 em.
e. Fragment, one edge without frame, other three broken
off. Only single guilloche pattern preserved. 2.3 x 1.1 x
0.3cm.
f. Fragment with frame along one edge, others broken off.
Part of single guilloche design with deeply drilled centres.
2.4 x 1.2 x 0.3 em.
g. Fragment with frame along one edge, others not
preserved. Traces of double guilloche design. I.9 x 1.3 x
0.3 em.
62. ND 7969: Room S 4/5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment from a strip, broken at sides. Design incised.
Frame at top and bottom. Design of linked diamonds, only
parts of two of which survive. Back, five short vertical
strokes. 1.6 x 1.7 x 0.2 em.
66. ND 7976: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment from strip, broken at top and sides. Design
incised. Frame at top and bottom. Design of linked
diamonds, only parts of two of which survive. Trace of
dowel hole. 2.9 x 0.8 x 0.3 em.

Plate 10

Three Rectangular Panels
67. ND 7974: RoomS 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Collection of fragments decorated with a guilloche
pattern. Used as framing. Backs striated.
a. Wide border with two incised lines, at top only. 3.4 x
1.7 x 0.3 em.
b. Plain frame above and below. 7.5 x 1.2 x 0.2 em.
c. Plain frame above and below. 4.3 x 1.2 x 0.2 em.
d. Plain frame above. 4.2 x 1.1 em.
e. No borders. Centres of guilloches deeply drilled. 2.4 x
l.Ocm.
f. Wide border above with incised lines, plain frame below.
4.2 x 1.4 x 0.3 em.
g. Plain frame above and below. 4.4 x 1.2 x 0.2 em.
h. Plain frame above and below. 4.1 x 1.3 em.
63. ND 7976: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

68. ND 7974: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 11

Two rectangular plaques with slightly curved surfaces and
flat backs. They are decorated with two pairs of incised
frames: the area between was probably stained, see No. 67,
although no trace survives today. Backs striated, with
fitter's marks.
a. Fitter's mark: zayin, eighth century Aramaic form.
H. 3.4 em. W. 2.2 em. Th. 0.5 em.
b. Fitter's mark: he.
H. 3.3 em. W. 2.7 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Plate 10

69. ND 7976: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 11

Small rectangular plaque, top left corner missing, with
three incised frames. 1.6 x 1.4 em.
70. ND 7976: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 10

Plate 10

Five fragments from a long, lightly curved strip or strips.
Incised design . Single or double frame at edges, divided
into compartments by pairs of vertical lines. These
compartments each contain a small, incised rectangle,
originally stained. The fragments were fixed to their
backing by a varied number of dowels, D. 0. 2 em.
a. Triangular fragment missing from top. Two dowel
holes and remains of third in top edge. 5.8 x 1.0 x 0.3 em.
b. Left side broken. Four dowel holes. 6.6 x 1.2 x 0.2 em.
c. Left side broken, fragment missing from bottom. One
dowel hole. 6.6 x 1. 1 x 0.2 em.
d. Two fragments, sides broken, fragment missing from
bottom of piece on right. 3.0 x 1.0 x 0.3 em. 1.7 x 1.0 x 0.2
em.

Three fragments from a strip or strips. Design incised.
Frame at top and bottom. A series of linked diamonds,
each diamond containing two smaller diamonds. The strip
was fixed to its backing by dowels. Back, faint traces of
marks.
a. Broken at right. Dowel survives in situ. 2.5 x 1.5 x 0.3
em.
b. Broken at left and top. 2.9 x 1.3 x 0.2 em.
c. Two dowel holes survive, D. 0. 2 em. Back, two short
vertical strokes. 1.6 x 1.7 x 0.2 em.
65. ND 7976: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 11

Rectangular plaque with a slightly curved surface and flat
back. It is decorated with two pairs of incised frames: the
area between the frames is stained a faint yellow . Back,
criss-cross striations, with fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark, 'aleph.
H. 5.2 em. W. 2.0 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Panel, fragmentary, sides and fragments from top and
bottom missing. Design incised. A series of linked
diamonds, each diamond containing two smaller diamonds.
The frame at top and bottom consists of two pairs of
incised lines with between them, at intervals, five vertical
lines. The panel was fixed to its backing by dowels, one of
which survives in situ, but only the hole, D. 0.3 em.,
survives of a second. Back, a series of marks on the back
suggests that the piece was re-used, the original carving
having been mostly removed.
H. 2.1 em. L. as preserved 8.3 em. Th. 0.3 em.
64. ND 7976: Room S 4/5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 10

Plate 10
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71. ND 7974: Room S 4/5

76. ND 7971: Room S 4/5

Plate 10

Plate 12

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Two pegs, nails or dowels with rounded heads.
D. 0.6 em. L. 1.0 em. and D. 0.5 em. L. 0.8 em.

Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at right. Some edge fragments
missing, surface poorly preserved. Base flat, with one
dowel socket, D. 0.3 em., and traces of a second. Fitter's
mark between sockets.
Fitter's mark: stroke, taw.
L. 4.5 em. W. 1.7 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Papyrus Columns

72. ND 7968: Room S 4/5

Plate 11

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Five openwork columns with papyrus head capitals and
cornices, one virtually complete, the others fragmentary.
Tenons at top and bottom, as preserved.
a. Virtually complete. 9.3 x 1.4 em.
b. Bottom broken off. 6.2 x 1.4 em.
c. Top and bottom broken off. 6.0 x 1.4 em.
d. Top broken off. 6.7 x 1.4 em.
e. Two fragments, one from bottom, one from centre.
H. as preserved 2.6 and 2.9 em. W. 1.3 em.

Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at right. Some edge fragments
missing . Base flat, with two dowel sockets, D . 0.3 em.
Fitter's mark between sockets.
Fitter's mark: stroke, mem (?) if inverted.
L. 4.4 em. W. 1.6 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Part of Lion Statuette

78. ND 7971: RoomS 4/5

73. ND 8193: Room S 5

77. ND 7971: Room S 4/5

Plate 11

Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at right. Base flat, with two dowel
sockets, D. 0.3 em. Fitter's mark between sockets.
Fitter's mark: stroke, ?
L. 5.3 em. W. 1.6 em. Th. 1.2 em. Dowel D. 0.4 em.

Forelegs and lower chest only of a lion represented
frontally, carved in high relief. The lion is standing on a
pedestal. The details of the curly mane are modelled.
Surface pitted, with some surface fragments missing. Top
sloping with short rectangular tenon protruding. Bottom
sloping forwards. Back flat, with keyhole slot. Fitter's
mark beside slot.
Fitter's mark: taw.
H. 6.5 em. W. 4.0 em. Th. 1.8 em.

79. ND 7971: Room S 4/5

Plate 12

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at right. Base flat, with two dowel
sockets, D. 0.3 em. Fitter's mark between sockets.
Fitter's mark: resh .
L. 4.3 em. W. 1.5 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Hemi-cylindrical headings

Plate 12

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

80. ND 7971: RoomS 4/5

Plate 12

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at right. Some edge fragments
missing, surface pitted. Base flat, with two dowel sockets,
D. 0.3 em . Fitter's mark between sockets.
Fitter's mark : shin , stroke.
L. 5.0 em. W. 1.6 em. Th. 1.1 em.

75. ND 7971: Room S 4/5

Plate 12

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

74. ND 7971: Room S 4/5

Plate 12

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at centre. Base flat, with two
dowel sockets, D. 0.3 em. Fitter's mark between sockets.
Fitter's mark: yodh, stroke.
L. 6.0 em. W. 1.5 em. Th. 1.2 em. Dowel D. 0.4 em.

Plate 12
81. ND 7971: RoomS 4/5

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 12

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at right. Fragments missing from
top, side and surface. Base flat , with one dowel socket, D.
0.3 em., and traces of a second. Fitter's mark between
sockets.
Fitter's mark: stroke, gimel.
L. 4.3 em. W. 1.7 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at right. Many surface and edge
fragments missing. Base flat, with two dowel sockets, D.
0.3 em. Fitter's mark between sockets.
Fitter's mark: stroke, he.
L. 4.9 em. W. 1.7 em.

82. ND 7971: RoomS 4/5

Millard , Iraq XXIV, p. 50. W. Rollig, Neue Ephemeris
ji"ir Semitische Epigraphik 2, 1974, pp. 58-9, no. 66.

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plate 12

Hemi-cylindrical beading, decorated on curving surface
with four incised lines at each end. Surface pitted. Base
flat, with two dowel sockets, D. 0.3 em. Fitter's mark
between sockets.
Fitter's mark: stroke, waw, horizontal strokes.
L. 5.9 em. W. 1.7 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Fragment from openwork panel, worked on both sides, one
side inlaid, the other modelled. The fragment comes from
a large, openwork panel of a stylized tree. All that
survives are parts of two voluted branches and a palmette
flower touching the lower branch.
H. as preserved 5.0 em. W. as preserved 3.3 em. Th. 0.6 em.
A similar fragment, unpublished, was found in SW 12.

THE PRINCIPAL SUITE, ROOMS 3
83. ND 9542: Room S 3

From the east side.

Plate 12

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

THE PRINCIPAL SUITE, ROOMS 16

Curved rectangular plaque. Some surface fragments
missing. The plaque is plain except for a wide frame of
four incised lines on all four sides. Grooves at corners of
frames.
H. 2.8 em. L. 4.4 em. Th. 0.5 em.

84. ND 8088: Room S 3

Assyrian Style Scenes

87. ND 7752: Room S 16

Three fragments from a vertical, rectangular panel. Design
incised. In three registers: elaborate frame at top and
between registers, consisting of a guilloche band framed
above and below by double lines and rows of voluted
palmette plants, themselves within double lines; plain
double frame at base. Traces of gold overlay.

Plate 12

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
An oval element with a nearly flat base and flat sides. The
curving face is decorated with two pairs of incised lines
and framed by incised lines. The flat sides are striated,
with a fitter's mark on one side. The base has a square,
central tenon slot.
Fitter's mark: 'aleph.
H. 2.5 em. W. 2.1 em. Th. 1.4 em.

Top fragment: only part of the voluted palmette frame
survives.
H. as preserved 2.0 em. W. as preserved 0.8 em.
Central fragment, in two registers, separated by a
guilloche and voluted palmette frame. Upper register:
only one tributary, advancing left, and the heel of the one
in front, survive. He wears a floppy hat, knee-length,
fringed garment and long boots with upturned toes. He
carries a handled pitcher with a pointed base, only partially
preserved. Lower register: remains of two tributaries,
similarly dressed, advance to the left. They carry
rectangular objects on their shoulders.
H. as preserved 11.0 em. W. as preserved 2.6 em.

Probably part of a long rail with Nos. 39 and 40, see
comment on No. 39. Found on the floor.

THE PRINCIPAL SUITE, CORRIDOR D
85. ND 7643: Corridor D

Plate 13

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Bottom fragment: at the top, part of the ornate frame;
below, two tributaries, with slightly longer skirts,
advancing left, carry sacks over their shoulders.
H. as preserved 6.3 em. W. as preserved 3.2 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Sphinx fragment, carved in the round, details indicated on
both sides. Burnt light and dark grey. Top and back broken
off, some surface fragments missing. The couchant, humanheaded sphinx is set on a plain pedestal. It has long, heavy,
shoulder-length hair framing the face. There are markings
on chest and wings. The front paws can be seen in front of
the chest, and the back right paw is also preserved. Small
dowel hole, D. 0.2 em., at top, and damaged, rectangular
cavity in upper body behind hair for fitment.
H. 3.1 em. L. as preserved 3.0 em .. Th. 1.3 em.

For relevant fragments but with the tributaries dressed
differently, see Nos. 3-6. Jehu's delegation on the Black
Obelisk is similarly dressed and carries similar pitchers,
Layard, Mons., PI. LV, Barnett, Assyrian Sculpture, PI. 49
below. I am grateful to Dr. Reade for this, and many other
observations.

Probably part of a caryatid. A partially similar piece from
Assur can be seen in the Vorderasiatisches Museum in
Berlin.

From the floor.
I.N. II, no. 75, p. 31, Pl. XXIII.

88. ND 8017: RoomS 16

Found on the pavement.

86. ND 8211: Corridor D

Plate 13

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 13

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 13

Two fragments from left side of panel, probably
originally a vertical panel. Design incised.

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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a. No original edges. Remains of ornate frame at top
consisting of a guilloche band with pendant voluted
palmettes. All that survives of the design is the back of
the head of a bearded figure facing right, armed with bow,
quiver and spiked shield, only the upper parts of which are
preserved. He probably represents an Assyrian royal
bodyguard, standing behind the king. The heavy circle of
the guilloche can be compared to No.7.
H. as preserved 5.3 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em. Th. 0.4 em.
b. Fragment from left side. All that survives is part of the
elaborate frame at the top, con sisting of a trace of a
guilloche band, a pair of incised lines and part of a pendant
voluted palmette. At left side, incised frame.
H. as preserved 4.0 em. W . as preserved 1.5 em. Th. 0.4 em.
l.N. II, no. 26, p. 22, Pl. X.

89. ND 7747: RoomS 16

Plate 13

Found in the west door, 20 em. above the floor
N. & R. II, p. 586, fig. 557.

THE PRINCIPAL SUITE, ROOMS 30
Assyrian Style Narrative Scenes

91. ND 7743: Room S 30

Plate 14

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 60.145.1
Fragment of vertical panel, top, right side and bottom not
preserved. Incised design. In two registers . An ornate
frame separates the registers, consisting of a guilloche
band with a frieze of pomegranates and buds below, the
whole within paired lines . Remains of dowel holes at top
and bottom.
H. as preserved 10.7 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Upper register: the bottom of a robe and the sandalled feet
of a courtier to the left. The garment is fringed and
elaborately decorated with a triangle and dot design.
Lower register: the front of a clean-shaven courtier,
preserved to his thighs, facing left. He is wearing a triplearmed earring, a sleeved robe with a decorated panel down
the front, and a shawl. On his wrist, a rosette bracelet. His
hands are clasped in front of him.

Two fragments from a curved, trapezoidal plaque. Design
incised. Frame at top and bottom, double frame vertically
in centre.
Main fragment, left side broken off, shows the front of a
sheep advancing right.
H. 3.9 em. W. as preserved 4.9 em. Th. 0.2 em.
Second fragment from centre bottom: top and sides broken
off. Only part of the central frame and the horn of a second
sheep survive.
H. as preserved 3.3 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em.

No. 92 may have formed the bottom of this panel. Nos . 92
and 93 are a pair.
Found 2.70 m . below surface, east wall.
I.N. II, no. I 0, p. 19, Pl. VI.

The design would have consisted of two sheep, each in a
separate compartment. For similar designs, see Nos. 20-4
and comment on No. 20.

92. ND 8020: Room S 30
Found 2.10 m. below the surface m the door between
Corridor D and S 16.
I.N. II, no. 132, p. 42, Pl. XXXIV .

Fragment from a vertical panel , top broken off, sides
damaged, poorly preserved. Incised design. Frame above
bottom register consists of a guilloche band between
paired lines.
H. as preserved 4.5 em. W. as preserved 4.4 em. Th. 0.3 em.

The 'Ornate Group'

90. ND 7672: Room S 16

Plate 14

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 13

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

A winged bull , head missing, advances to the left.

Fragment, no original edges . Cloisonne: the eye was
excised for inlay and the floral background was inlaid. No
traces of colour survive, although traces of gold remain in
the cloisons. Back, poorly preserved.
H. as preserved 5.7 em. W. as preserved 3.0 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Nos. 91 and 92 may have formed parts of the same panel,
while Nos. 92-3 are a pair.
Found on the tloor.
I.N. II, no. 123, p. 41 , PI. XXXIII.

93. ND 8018: Room S 30

All that survives is the head and part of the upper body of a
male figure facing left. He is wearing a high hat, built up
helmet-fashion in five horizontal rows of circles. His
chest also appears to be decorated with cloisonne work. He
holds a spear, and the feature below the spear may be a
lion's paw. The scene is set in an inlaid, floral background.

Plate 14

Nicholson Museum, Sydney, 59.06
Fragment from bottom of a vertical panel, top and centre
broken off, sides damaged, made up in wax. Incised design .
In two registers: frame between registers , a guilloche
band between paired lines. Pierced by three wide dowel
holes, two in the lower section of the panel , one higher up
to the right.
H. as preserved 8.2 em . W. as preservecl4.2 em .

A unique fragment , probably another version of the hero
slaying a beast. This fragment probably belongs to the
'Omate Group', see pp. 35-6 above.
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In two registers. Above: all that survives are traces of a
pair of sandalled feet pointing right. Below: a winged
bull, advancing right. The muscle stylization is elaborate,
most of the surface being decorated.

side of the Red Crown, itself heavily decorated with
vertical bands of chevrons. The tails of the headcloth
overlap the usekh collar, which is decorated with a row of
droplets and a frieze of papyrus flowers. The face is
carefully modelled. The large eyes were excised for inlay,
the relatively fine eyebrows were also once inlaid. The
large ears, poorly preserved, are shown flat against the
headcloth. The cheeks are broad and well-rounded. The
nose, mouth and chin are carefully modelled. An uraeus,
represented frontally and crowned with a sun-disc, is
suspended from the chest. The sphinx wears an apron,
decorated with vertical rows of chevrons. The wings curve
upwards gracefully. The musculature on the heavy body is
lightly modelled, and the tail is tightly curled. A plant
with voluted palmette flowers grows from between the
sphinx's legs and flowers both above and below him. The
stems are not indicated on the back.

This fragment forms a pair with Nos. 91 and 92. The
musculature of the bull can be compared with No. 29.
N. & R. II, pp. 588-90, fig. 566. l.N. II, no. 122, p. 40, Pl.
XXXIII.
Assyrian Style Panel with Cervids
94. ND 7742: RoomS 30
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 16

Rectangular panel, right side broken off. Design incised.
Frame along top and bottom. Pierced by wide dowel hole,
D. 0.4 em., towards the left. Back, faint, horizontal
striations.
H. 2.3 em. W. as preserved I0. 7 em. Th. 0.4 em.

This magnificent and unique piece is boldly carved in high
relief. It may form part of the 'Wig and Wing' group, see
pp. 30-2 above.

Cervids kneel on either side of stylized plants. All that
survives, from left to right, is half a stylized plant
consisting of the curving stems of alternate buds and
pomegranates, a male fallow deer, kneeling to the left, a
complete stylized plant and the hindquarters only of a
second, male cervid, obviously different from the first,
kneeling to the right. He has an upturned tail and fringed
hindquarters. He lacks the spots of the fallow deer, which
is in the process of growing antlers.

Found on the floor on the north side of the East Door.
N. &. R. II, p. 560, 562-4, colour plate IX, fig. 504.

Room S 30, not found
ND 8029: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragments of floral capitals, length of largest piece c. 5.7
em. Large nail heads, originally fixed by bitumen, were
driven through each half of the capital.

Compare the bulls of No. 229 and a modelled version with
sheep, No. 351. Examples of animals kneeling by different
plants include Nos .. 30-2, 34, 352 and 355.

THE PRINCIPAL SUITE, CORRIDOR E

Found 2.70 m. below surface by east wall.
I.N. II, no. 140, p. 43, Pl. XXXIV.

Buffs in the North Syrian Tradition
Wig and Wing' Sphinx
95. ND 7559: Room S 30
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61882

Plate 17
96. ND 7560: Corridor E
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, ROM 961.13.2

Plates 14-6

Fragment from a cylindrical moulding, sides and bottom
broken off. Top edge and many surface fragments missing.
Burnt black. Carved in high relief. Remains of two
registers survive: wide frames at top and between
registers. Cloisonne: the segmented frames were inlaid:
there were fine peg-holes in the centres of the excised
rectangles.
Top, striated with fitter's mark, not
illustrated. Back, not preserved.
Fitter's mark, 'aleph.
H. as preserved 14.1 em. W. as preserved 10.8 em. Th. 3.1
em. D. c. 12.0 em.

Openwork tenoned panel, carved in high relief. Some
surface fragments missing. Frame, 1.4 em. wide, curves
round from top left to bottom right of panel and continues
along base: no frame at left. The frame is decorated with a
guilloche pattern and was overlaid with gold, traces of
which survive at the top right and bottom left. There is a
reddish stain on the underside of the gold. Eyes deeply
excised for inlay. Two short tenons on curving frame at
top. Bottom tenons, if originally present, not preserved.
Back, poorly preserved, originally smooth and essentially
flat apart from some shaping of haunch, leading hindleg
and tail, see Plate 16.
H. of panel 18.5 em. W. 15. I em. Max. Th. 3.6 em. Th. of
panel 2.3 em.

Both registers show a procession of bulls, who follow
each other closely. The horn of the following bull
overlaps the hindquarters of the bull in front. Top
register: the hindquarters of one bull, and most of a second
bull survive. The outer legs were carved in the round.
Lower register: as above, although the outer legs do not
survive.

Winged, human-headed, male sphinx, advancing left, head
represented frontally. The sphinx wears a degenerate
version of the Egyptian double crown, with plumes on each
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This moulding is related to an openwork version found in
the Private Houses on the Akropolis, (N. & R. I, p. 192, fig .
125, ND 3582 and ND 3586). Similar bulls to ND 3586
were found in SW 37 (l.N . IV, nos. 268-77). For solid
rather than openwork versions, carved on curved plaques
instead of a solid cylinder, see Nos. 362-7 and I.N. IV, nos.
258-66. Ibid., Plate-56 shows similar pieces from SW 12
made up into a circle. It is at least a possibility that these
curving bulls, whether openwork or on solid plaques, were
used to decorate furniture legs. The pegged inlays of No.
96 suggest that the bulls may belong to the North Syrian
tradition, see p. 29 above.

Two fragments from a curving panel, broken at sides, the
larger one in the Metropolitan Museum, the other in
Sydney. Surface fragments missing. Burnt. Cloisonne:
the hair, eyes, eyebrows and collars were inlaid. Traces of
inlay remain in the hair. Top edge, lightly striated, remains
of dowel hole, D. 0.7 em., cut into thickness of ivory at
right. Bottom edge: dowel hole, D. 0.4 em., cut into
thickness of ivory. Back, poorly preserved, originally
smooth.
H. 2.6 em. L. as preserved 7.2 em. Th. 0.8-1.3 em. D. c. 8.0
em.
H. 2.7 em. L. as preserved 4.0 em.

Found 2 m. below the surface.
N. & R. II, p. 437,585, fig. 551.

Series of heads of Hathor, conjoined in frieze form: two
complete heads, and three partially preserved at the sides,
survive. In Egypt they would alternate with other motifs,
not be run in a continuous strip as done here. The
supposedly bovine ears are not so realistic as in Egyptian
examples, too pointed. Contrast good Egyptian heads, e.g.
at Bubastis (Naville, Bubastis, 1891 , pl. XI), or Sinai
(Petrie, Researches in Sinai, 1906, p. 80, fig. 95). Likewise
the cross-binding across the bottom ends of the wig
impinges on the terminal curls. The small mouth and
close-set eyes all seem non-Egyptian for Hathor. Iplaid
collars can be seen under the chin and between the curls.

The 'Ornate Group'
97. ND 7585: Corridor E
Plate 17
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA
59.107.16
Fragment from a strongly concave, unusually shaped panel,
no original edges. Many surface fragments missing, some
surface pitting. Burnt. Cloisonne: the sidelock, collar and
floral elements were inlaid. Back, not preserved.
H. as preserved 11.0 em. W. as preserved 3.9 em. Th. 1.3 em.

[K.A.K.]

Fragment from a panel showing a child squatting on a
lotus, the scene once enclosed within the enlarged, curving
branches of a stylized tree. The child, squatting to the
right, has his left arm flexed, the hand held up to his
mouth: his right arm is also flexed, the hand on his chest
holding the stem of a flail? over his right shoulder. The
crown is poorly preserved: all that survives is the base and
one curving hom of a crown composed of a pair of horns.
The child has the sidelock of childhood and wears the
usekh collar. Of the voluted tree all that survives is part
of the double volutes which supported the enclosing
branches, the lotus flanked by two buds on which the child
squats, and the stalks of further flowers growing from the
volutes. Traces in the field beside the child suggest that he
was shown in a field of flowers.

An unusual piece. See No. 101 from S I 0 for a modelled
version of the same design.
Found 2 m. below the surface.
N. & R. II, pp. 437, 578-9, fig. 540.
'Crown and Scale' Fragment

99. ND 7644: Corridor E
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM I 17580

Plate 17

Fragment, top, sides and most of bottom broken off. Some
surface fragments missing. In high relief. Burnt black.
Cloisonne: the droplets on the collar were inlaid. Back,
flat with tenon slot, damaged.
H. as preserved 4.6 em. W. as preserved 5.7 em. Th. I .7 em.

For other examples of this type of ivory from SW 37 see
/.N. IV, nos. 1251--65. Similar children can be seen on ibid.,

Nos. 1260-4. Some of these are set in a floral background,
ibid. Nos. 1260-2. The griffins of ibid., Nos. 1254 and
1257-9 also have elegant floral backgrounds. The angle of
the branches of the double volute supporting the enlarged
branches suggests that these originally consisted of pairs
of crossing branches, as in ibid., Nos. 1257 and 1265. For a
brief comment on this unusual group of ivories, see ibid.,
pp. 22-3. No. 97 belongs to the 'Ornate Group' , see pp. 356 above.
N. & R. II, pp. 532-3, fig. 528.

Head, full-face, wearing a wig and usekh collar. Trace of
crown on head, probably a sun disc and uraei crown.
Similar to Nos. 242-3 from SE 10, which belong to the
'Crown and Scale' group, see pp. 32-3 above.
Found 2 m. below the surface.

100. ND 7664: Corridor E
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Phoenician style Hathor Heads

Plate 17

Fragment from top of plaque, sides and bottom broken off.
Some surface f~agments missing. Plain frame at top. Back
striated.
H. as preserved 3.1 em. W. as preserved 1.6 em. Th. 0.4 em.

98. ND 7627: Corridor E
Plate 17
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 59.
107.16: Nicholson Museum, Sydney, 59.1 I
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modelled. The panels of this group probably belong to the
Phoenician tradition, see pp. 34-9 above.

Only the head and shoulders of a figure facing right
survive. The stump of the left arm is raised, that of the
right lowered across the body. On top of the head is the
end of a curl, with another feature in front, presumably
meant to represent some type of crown, set on a lappet wig.

Found on the floor.
I.L.N., January 17, 1959. N. & R. II, Pl. V.
Plate 18
103. ND 8005: Room S 10
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA
59.107.18

Probably from an Intermediate school. For a partially
similar example from SW 37, see /.N. IV, no. 303.
Found 2 m. below the surface.

Fragment from right side and centre of an openwork, lady
at the window panel, top, left side and bottom broken off.
Some surface fragments missing. Partially burnt. Only
part of the right side of the window frame with its four
recesses survives, together with two of the four voluted
columns supporting the balustrade. The lady's head, shown
full-face, is seen above the balustrade. Her hair falls in
ringlets from a centre parting and is bound by a fillet with
a central flower. Pupils of eyes drilled . Back poorly
preserved, probably originally smooth.
H. as preserved 7.2 em. W. as preserved 7.2 em. Th. 1.3 em.

Corridor E, not found
ND 7873: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Concave fragment, carved in high relief, burnt. Cloisonne:
the sun disc, wings and collars were inlaid. Winged sphinx
strides to left over griffin against a floral background. H.
10.8 em.

ROOMS 10

One of a set of seven, Nos. 102-8. The modelling of the
lady's head and the carving of her hair is exceptionally fine.
N. & R. II, pp. 584 and 587, fig. 555.

Phoenician style Hathor Head
101. ND 7803: RoomS 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62685

Plate 17
104. ND 8015: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment, no original edges. Burnt black. Back, curved and
striated.
H. as preserved 2.2 em. W. as preserved 2.6 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Fragment from top and centre of an openwork, lady at the
window panel, sides and bottom broken off. Some surface
fragments missing, surface cracked and pitted. Lightly
burnt. Most of the top of the window frame with its four
recesses survives, together with some of the balustrade and
parts of the capitals of three of the four voluted columns.
The lady's head, shown full- face, is seen above the
balustrade. Her hair falls in ringlets from a centre parting
and is bound by a fillet with a central flower. Pupils of
eyes drilled . Back, .smooth but poorly preserved.
H. as preserved 7.9 em. W. as preserved 7.4 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Hathor-like female head, represented frontally. The ears
are pointed. The hair is long and falls in deep curls by the
chin. A necklace of two strands can be seen between the
curls.
A modelled version of the inlaid No. 98 from Corridor E.

Phoenician Ladies at the Windows
102. ND 7754: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61875

Plate 18

Plate 18

One of a set of seven, Nos. 102-8.
105. ND 7967: RoomS 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62676

Openwork, lady at the window panel. Fragments from
window-sill and surface missing. The top and sides of the
panel are formed by a window frame with four, rather than
the usual three, recesses. There is no frame at the bottom.
Four voluted columns support the balustrade, above which
can be seen the lady's head, shown full-face. Her hair falls
in ringlets from a centre parting and is bound by a delicate
fillet with a central flower. Pupils of eyes drilled.
H. 9.3 em. W. 10.9 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Plate 19

Fragment from top and centre of an openwork, lady at the
window panel, sides and bottom broken off. Some surface
fragments missing, some surface pitting. Burnt black.
Only a little of the recessed window frame at the top
survives, together with part of the balustrade and three
capitals of the voluted columns. The lady's head above the
balustrade is shown full-face. Her hair falls in ringlets
from a centre parting and is bound by a fillet with a central
flower. Pupils of eyes drilled. Back, smooth, with
horizontal lines incised to indicate place of window :
fitter's mark between these lines.
Fitter's mark: reversed nun?
H. as preserved 7.5 em. W. as preserved 3.9 em. Th. 1.3 em.

No. I 02 is the best preserved of a set of seven panels, Nos.
102-8. These elegant and fragile panels are unusual in a
number of ways: in the frame with four recesses instead of
the usual three and the absence of a bottom rail and
tenoning. The ladies also differ in a number of ways: their
ears are concealed by their attractive hairstyle, held in
place by simple, floral fillets. Their faces are finely

One of a set of seven, Nos. I 02-8.
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106. ND 8007: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

The smooth round face of this lady is well carved,
although its placing, covering part of the balustrade with
the chin and hair, is unusual. The effect of this rather heavy
face crowded onto the balustrade, the five fat columns and
the solid recesses all suggest that this piece was made in a
North Syrian school, possibly the 'Round-cheeked and
Ringletted' group, see p. 30 above.

Plate 19

Fragment from an openwork, lady at the window panel,
similar to Nos. 102-8. Burnt black. Only part of the
lady's head survives - her ringlets are damaged. As usual
she is shown full-face, her hair falling in ringlets from a
centre parting and bound by a fillet with a central flower.
Pupils of eyes drilled.
H. as preserved 3.0 em. W. as preserved 2.4 em.

Found on the floor.

Wig and Wing' Lady at the Window

One of a set of seven, Nos. 102-8.

107. ND 7802: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

110. ND 7739: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61875

Plate 19

Tenoned, lady at the window panel, fragmentary, right side
broken off and restored in wax, fragments missing from
bottom left and surface. Surface pitted and cracked. Burnt
black. The window frame has triple recesses, the inner
edges of which are outlined with incised lines, and a
narrow plain frame at the bottom. Top tenon broken off,
only part of bottom tenon survives. The lady's head,
shown full-face, is seen above the balustrade, which is
supported by four voluted columns with ornate capitals.
A rectangular jewel with long pendants is placed on top of
her head; her hair is arranged in tied locks, which are
looped behind her ears with their hooped earrings and
pendants.
H. with tenons 10.1 em. H. ofpanel9.0 em. W. as restored
9.7 em. W. of fragment 6.3 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Fragment from an openwork, lady at the window panel.
Only the lady's head survives. As usual she is shown fullface, her hair falling in ringlets from a centre parting and
bound by a fillet with a central flower. Pupils of eyes
drilled.
H. as preserved 3.6 em. W. as preserved 3.3 em.
The carving is relatively crude compared to other examples
of this set, Nos. 102-6 and 108. Indeed, the variation
between the faces of this group again suggests that sets of
panels were carved by teams of craftsmen. The poor
quality of No. 107 when compared to the others is further
evidence that the teams were of varying ability. No. 107
may have been the work of an apprentice.

108. ND 8147: RoomS 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 19

This panel is essentially identical to a set found at
Khorsabad [Khorsabad II, Pis. 51-2, Nos. 29-36] and
belongs to the 'Wig and Wing' group, see pp. 30--2 above.

Fragment from an openwork, lady at the window panel,
similar to Nos. 102-7. Only part of the lady's head
survives - the ringlets on her right are damaged. Her neck
is broken off. As usual she is shown full-face, her hair
falling in ringlets from a centre parting and bound by a
fillet with a central flower. Pupils of eyes drilled.
H. as preserved 3.2 em. W. as preserved 2.9 em.

Found on the floor.

Insets and Fragments from Ladies at the Window

111. ND 7637: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 20

Rectangular plaque, an inset belonging to a lady at the
window panel. Top left corner and surface fragments
missing, surface pitted and burnt black and brown. The
inset consists of the lady's head and a balustrade supported
by four columns with voluted capitals: the window frame
is not shown. The lady's head is shown full-face. She
wears a short, Egyptian-style wig with a rectangular
jewel on top of her head. The jewel is decorated with a
criss--cross design and four pendants. Her ear is revealed:
there is no earring. The balustrade has been excised and is
lower than the rest of the plaque: it probably once held an
inlay. The elaborate columns have three zones of
decoration at the top, a moulding, a row of petals and the
voluted capitals. Back, striated.
H. 5.3 em. W. 3.5 em. Th. 1.1 em.

North Syrian Lady at the Window

109. ND 7800: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61875

Plate 20

Plate 19

Top and centre of openwork, lady at the window panel,
sides broken off and restored in wax. Surface pitted and
cracked. Burnt black and brown. The window frame,
preserved only at the top, has three recesses: there is a
narrow plain frame at the bottom. Remains of short
tenons at top and bottom. Five voluted columns, partially
restored in wax, support the balustrade, above which can be
seen the lady's head, shown full-face. A rectangular jewel
with pendants is placed on the top of her head, and her hair
is arranged in tresses on either side. The tresses are looped
back behind her large ears with their triple-armed, hooped
earrings.
H. with tenons c. 10.8 em. H. of panel 10.0 em. W. as
restored 11.6 em. W. of fragment 5.3 em.

Nos. Ill and the fragmentary 112 are similar in size, style,
and subject and probably formed parts of the same set.
Identical examples were found at Arslan Tash (Arslan
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Tash, PI. XXXV, nos. 52-4). Similar insets of varying
types were found in Room SW 37: /.N. IV, no. 409-17.

between his spread wings. Squatting on a papyrus flower
growing from this column is a Ma'at figure, also crowned
with a sun disc set upon a lappet wig.

Found in the burnt fill.

112. ND 7746: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

One of a set of four, Nos. 115-18, similar in size, style and
subject. The characteristic wing scales and the form of the
crowns suggest that these panels were products of the
'Crown and Scale' school. The tenoning and mitreing on
the back of the panel is similar to that of two other
'Crown and Scale' panels, Nos. 328 and 329. See pp. 32-3
above.

Plate 20

Top of rectangular plaque, bottom broken off, forming the
top of an inset belonging to a lady at the window panel.
Surface fragments missing, surface pitted and burnt black.
All that survives is the lady's head, shown full-face. She
wears a short, Egyptian-style wig with a rectangular
jewel with four pendants on top of her head. Her ears are
revealed. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 3.9 em. W. 2.5 em.

116. ND 8030: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Tenoned panel, fragmentary, sides broken off. Fragments
missing from top left, top centre and surface, surface
pitted and cracked, poor preservation. Frame at top and
sides not preserved, trace of plain frame at bottom;
remains of short tenon at bottom with fitter's mark on
front. Back, poorly preserved and covered with gauze.
Fitter's mark: two light, horizontal strokes.
H. with tenon as preserved 9.4 em. H. of panel 8.9 em. W.
as preserved 4.3 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Nos. 111-2 probably formed parts of the same set, see
above.

113. ND 8148: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 21

Fragment from panel, no original edges. All that survives
is part of the head of a lady, shown full-face. She wears a
short, Egyptian-style wig with a central, rectangular
jewel with five pendants.
H. as preserved 2.3 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em.

114. ND 7874: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Winged male figure advances left, right arm and wing
raised, left arm and wing lowered across body, both hands
holding lily flowers (right wing-tip and hand not
preserved). Only part of the disc and one uraeus survives
of the crown, which is set on a version of a lappet wig. He
wears a long, open overskirt with a fringed edge. Traces of
a short underskirt can be seen between the overskirt and the
wing, and traces of a Ma'at figure squatting between his
wings.

Plate 21

Fragment from panel, no original edges, poorly preserved,
surface worn and pitted overall. Burnt black. All that
survives is part of the head of a lady, shown full-face, part
of the balustrade and the capital of one voluted column.
H. as preserved 3.8 em. W. as preserved 2.7 em. Th. 1.1 em.

One of a set, Nos. 115-18, belonging to the 'Crown and
Scale' school, see above.

117. ND 7805: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

'Crown and Scale' Panels
115. ND 8150: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 21

Plate 21

Plate 21
Fragment from a tenoned panel, left side and bottom
broken off. Fragments missing from top tenons, left side,
bottom, and surface. Burnt creamy-brown. Lower surface
poorly preserved. Frame at top and right side: remains of
short tenon. Back has clear marks of the chisel on the
basically smooth surface, as well as a fitter's mark. Top
edge mitred, right edge striated.
Fitter's mark: a flower, see Millard, Iraq XXIV, p. 49,
Fig. 2e. W. Rollig, Neue Ephemeris fur Semitische
Epigraphik 2, pp. 50-1, nos. I 0-11.
H. with tenon as preserved 9.1 em. H. of panel as preserved
9.0 em. W. as preserved 3.6 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Tenoned panel, fragmentary, left side, bottom of panel and
surface fragments missing, some surface pitting. Burnt
brown. Narrow frame with short tenon at top. Back,
striated with mitred right side. Fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: possibly part of a drawing.
H . with tenon as preserved 8.8 em. H. of panel as preserved
8.5 em. W. as preserved 4.2 em. Th. 0.6 em.
Winged male figure advances right, left arm and wing
raised, right arm and wing lowered across body, both hands
holding lily flowers. The wings curve gracefully, and the
wing-scales are outlined. The area behind the figure is
broken off, as is his lower body - only the fringe at the
front of his long open overskirt survives. He is crowned
by a sun-disc, flanked by uraei, set on a version of a lappet
wig. A half-floral column ending in half a voluted
palmette flower can be seen on the right edge of the panel

Winged male figure advances left, right arm and wing
raised (most of wing and lower arm missing), left arm and
wing lowered across body (back and tip of wing and hand
missing). The lily held by the missing right hand can be
seen in front of the face. He is crowned with a sun-disc,
flanked by uraei, set on a version of a lappet wig. He wears
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a long, open overskirt with a fringed edge, poorly
preserved.

register: similar to top register, except that the male
figures have no beards. The garments worn by the figure on
the right are well preserved. They consist of a long, open
coat with elbow-length sleeves, loosely belted, worn over
a knee-length under-skirt. An elaborate usekh collar is
worn round the shoulders, and the material of both coat
and under-skirt is richly decorated, the coat with a beaded,
diamond design and fringed borders, and the under-skirt
with pleating and a beaded hem.

One of a set, Nos. ll5-18, belonging to the 'Crown and
Scale' school, see No. 115 above.

118. ND 8010: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62674

Plate 20

Tenoned panel, fragmentary, left side broken off. Panel
poorly preserved overall, many surface fragments missing,
much of design barely preserved. Frame at top, right side
and base, left side not preserved. Remains of short tenons
at top and bottom. Back, poorly preserved, traces of
fitter's marks, illegible.
H. with tenons as preserved 10.0 em. H. of panel as
preserved 9.1 em. W. as preserved 5.7 em.

Nos. 119-20 are similar in style, subject and design, the
principal difference between the two panels being that the
bearded figures of No. 119 occupy the upper register and
the youths the lower, while they are reversed on No. 120.
The two undoubtedly formed parts of the same object.
However, once again, minor differences between them
suggest that they were carved by different hands. Despite
its fragmentary condition, it is possible to see that the
carving of No. 119 is exceptionally delicate, crisp and fine.
This is evident on the garment in the bottom register right:
note the carving of the collar and the patterning of the
coat. A less competent hand has carved No. 120: compare
the carving of the faces and wigs, and the patterning of the
coats. Even the guilloche bands of the two pieces differ
slightly: those of No. 119 are carved with subtle,
sweeping curves, while those of No. 120 have raised ridges.

Traces survive of a winged male figure advancing left,
right arm and wing raised, hand holding a lily flower, left
arm and wing lowered across body, hand holding a second
flower. Only traces survive of the crown, lappet wig and
overskirt of the winged figure and of the Ma'at figure
squatting between his wings.
One of a set, Nos. 115-18, belonging to the 'Crown and
Scale' school, see No. 115 above.

Similar fine work to that of No. 119 can be seen on the pair
of equally fragmentary and over-restored panels, Nos.
123-4. They may have formed parts of the same set or been
made in the same workshop, as may Nos. 125-6 and
possibly No. 121. It is noteworthy that none of these
pieces were held in place by tenons but had striated backs
and would have been fixed by adhesive. For further
discussion, see pp. 33-4 above.
N. & R. II, pp. 436,578-9, fig. 539. Barnett, C.N.l., p. 237,
Supplement 52, Pl. CXXXVI.

'Collar and Crown' Panels
119. ND 8200: Room S 10
British Museum, London, BM 132938

Plates 22-3

Fragmentary, rectangular panel, made up in wax. In two
registers. Much of upper register and centre, left and
bottom edges of lower register are restored. Left side
pitted and burnt pale brown: fragments of right side
better preserved and burnt darker brown. A fragment of
gold overlay survives on the beard and neck of the figure on
the right of the upper register. Each register is framed at
the top by borders of uraei, represented frontally, and at
the bottom by a guilloche band, with plain frames at the
sides: ·there was probably an additional guilloche frame at
the top, see No. 120: Eyes excised for inlay.
H. as restored 29.0 em. W. 9.9 em.

120. ND 8201: RoomS 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plates 24-5

Fragmentary, rectangular panel, heavily restored in wax.
All edges and many fragments throughout are restored.
Burnt black overall. In two registers, each register
consisting of a principal design of men saluting a tree, with
borders of a row of uraei, represented frontally at the top
and a band of guilloche at the bottom: there is another
guilloche band at the top. A plain frame surrounds the
panel. Eyes excised for inlay.
H. as restored 32.0 em. W. as restored 10.3 em.

Top register: relatively little of the original survives, just
a strip in the centre, with the uraei at the top, the
elongated stylized tree, the guilloche at the bottom, and
parts of the two men. The tree consists of a long trunk
with a voluted palmette flower at the top and three sets of
flowers, two from the trunk and the third from the
palmette flower: the top two sets are lilies, the bottom,
voluted palmette flowers. Of the figure on the left, the
hands, part of the central body and the leading leg survives.
Of that on the right, the head, chest, upper arms and raised
right hand are original. The design once showed two
bearded males flanking the central tree and holding the
stalks of flowers growing from it. They wear short,
Egyptian-style wigs and long coats, loosely belted at the
waist, better preserved on the lower pair of males. Bottom

Top register: much of the guilloche band at the top
survives, although only a few of the uraei in the band
below, one on the left and three on the right, are preserved.
The principal scene shows two youths grasping the stalks
of lilies growing from a slender, stylized tree in the
centre. Many surface fragments are missing from this
central area. The tree consists of a long trunk with a
voluted palmette flower at the top and two sets of lilies.
There is a problem with the restoration of the upper lilies
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123. ND 8169B: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

which seem to have two stalks each. Two youths flank the
tree, their outer arms flexed and raised, their inner arms
lowered, hands holding flower-stalks. They are cleanshaven and have short, Egyptian-style wigs. They wear
decorated collars and long, sleeved coats over short, thighlength skirts. The coats are made of material with a
beaded, diamond design; that of the skirt is vertically
pleated: both garments have decorated borders. The loose
belts end in volutes. Bottom register: the centres of the
bands of guilloche and uraei are restored, as is much of the
central tree, together with the back and leading foot of the
man on the left, and the body, arms and feet of the man on
the right. The design is similar to the one above, except
that it is slightly squashed: it only measures 10.5 em. in
height instead of 11.8 em. The men are similar to those in
the top register, except that they are bearded.

Fragmentary, rectangular panel, much restored in wax.
Burnt light grey-black. Top frame, top left corner,
including crown, bottom frame and lower hindleg
restored. Plain frame at sides and bottom. Back, traces of
striations .
H. as restored 5.6 em. W. as restored 6.4 em. Th. 0.5 em.
Winged, human-headed sphinx, couchant to the right, the
forelegs shown as human arms, flexed and raised, both
hands grasping a lotus flower. The sphinx wears the
Egyptian double crown (restored) upon a headcloth,
decorated with fine vertical stripes (mostly restored), and
a finely-carved usekh collar with beading and chevrons.
The tail passes between the hindlegs and curls up on the
flank.

Nos. 119-20 are similar in style, subject and design, the
principal difference between the two panels being that the
youths of No . 120 occupy the upper register and the
bearded men the lower, while in No. 119 they are reversed.
The two undoubtedly formed parts of the same piece of
furniture, although they were probably carved by different
hands, see above. Nos. 119-20, 121 and 123-6 may have
formed parts of the same set or been made in the same
workshop, see above.
121. ND 8027: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

The confronted sphinxes of Nos. 123-4 form a pair. In
neither panel is the crown original. The fine work suggests
that they form part of the 'Collar and Crown' group, see
comment on No. 119 and pp. 33-4 above.
124. ND 8169A: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plates 22-3

Fragmentary, rectangular panel, top of panel broken off
and restored in wax. The top frame, most of the head
except for the mouth and chin, most of the wing except for
the base, and the top of the back are restored. Burnt creamdark grey. Plain frame at sides and bottom. Back, finely
striated.
H. as restored 5.9 em. W. as restored 6.8 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Plate 23

Top left corner only from a rectangular panel, centre, right
side and bottom broken off. Gold overlay: both the
guilloche frame and the wig are overlaid with gold sheet.
This has been applied in several pieces and moulded onto
the ivory, overlapping as necessary to achieve coverage.
Guilloche frame at top and left side. Back, criss-cross
striations.
H. as preserved 6.7 em. W. as preserved 4.1 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Winged, human-headed sphinx, couchant to the left, the
forelegs shown as human arms, flexed and raised, both
hands grasping a lotus flower. Traces survive of the finely
striped headcloth and usekh collar. The tail passes
between the hindlegs and curls up on the flank. Three lines
are incised on the front of the hindleg.

All that survives is the back of the head and the back of the
neck of a male figure facing right. He wears a short,
Egyptian-style wig and a beaded collar. The wig is
overlaid with gold sheet, but the ear, neck and background
are left plain. The collar may once have been overlaid with
gold.

A pair with No. 123, see above.
125. ND 7740: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61874

The amount of gold surviving on this piece is unique on the
Fort Shalmaneser ivories: for discussion of the technique
of overlay, see I.N. IV, p. 58. No . 121 may have formed
part of the same set as Nos. 119-20, although too little
survives of the panel for this to be more than a possibility,
see comment on No. 119 above.
N. & R. II, p. 574, fig. 532, and p. 576.
122. ND 7749: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61877

Plate 22

Plate 24

Top of panel, bottom and right side broken off. Surface
discoloured with some fragments missing. Eyes excised
for inlay. Plain frame at top and left side.
H. as preserved 5.3 em. W. as p~:eserved 15.2 em. Th. 0.6 em.
The top left corner of a panel showing winged, ram-headed
sphinxes flanking a central stylized tree, a voluted
palmette flower at the top. Of the sphinx on the left, the
head, part of the neck and the wing survive; of that on the
right only the head. The elaborate crowns consist of a
version of the crown of Upper Egypt with a rosette in its
centre, flanked by plumes and set on a pair of branching
horns . The crown is set upon a headcloth decorated with

Plate 25

Fragment of guilloche frame, broken at ends, and overlaid
with gold. Slightly burnt. Similar to No. 121 .
L. as preserved 4.4 em. W. 1.2 em. Th. 0.5 em.
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fine vertical stripes. The sphinx's horns are decorated with
incised chevrons. A voluted palmette flower and a lily
bloom above the wing of the sphinx on the left.

a. Fragment from centre top of panel, sides and bottom
broken off. Many surface fragments missing, surface
cracked, pitted and poorly preserved. The surviving frame
at the top curves down to the right.
H. as preserved 19.8 em. W. as preserved 8.8 em. Th. 0.4 em.
b. Fragment from bottom of panel, sides and top broken
off. Sqme surface fragments missing. Frame at bottom.
H. as preserved 11.2 em. W. as preserved 5.8 em. Th . 0.4
em.

This fragment is similar to panels from Room SW 37, I.N.
IV, nos. 623-34, pp. 152-3, Pis. 150-53, and could even
form part of the same set. Compare the rams' heads and
crowns with those on Nos. 623-4, and the wing feathering
with Nos. 623 and 634. The SW 37 panels form part of the
'sharply curved collar' group, see ibid., pp. 15 and 152, now
re-named the 'Collar and Crown' group, see pp. 33-4 above.
Other possible members of the group from S 10 are Nos.
119-21, 123-4 and 126. Compare the striped headcloths of
Nos. 123-5, the central trees of Nos. 119-20 and 125, and
the form of the flowers. Note also the degenerate
Egyptianizing motifs and fine work. All these pieces had
striated backs and were fixed by adhesive rather than
tenons.

126. ND 8022: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Winged, human-headed sphinx advances right. All that
survives is the head, the chest and the bottom of the
sphinx's wing on fragment a, and the hindquarters, with
rear hindleg and tail missing, on fragment b. The sphinx
wears an Egyptian double crown upon a nemes headcloth
and an usekh collar, with five rows of decoration, the
outermost being a line of droplets, the inner lines not
preserved. The curving line outlining the chest is decorated
with pairs of incised lines. Of the uraeus once hanging
from the chest all that survives is the tail, part of the head
and the sun disc with which it was crowned. Beside the
wing on the body, just before the fracture, can be seen pairs
of incised lines. These join to lines on the back of fragment
b. The back is decorated with six pairs of curving lines
with chevrons, looking like some sort of blanket. From
the back of these, hanging down the haunch, is a rectangular
element decorated with vertical rows of chevrons, three
pairs of horizontal lines and a final line of droplets .

Plate 25

Two fragments from a rectangular panel. Eyes excised for
inlay: faint traces of blue in one eye. Guilloche border at
side of Fragment a and base of Fragment b. The centres of
the guilloches are cut with a centred bit.
a. Fragment from right side of panel, top, left side and
bottom broken off. All that survives of the design is the
lowered head of a bull advancing right, its horn overlying
an elaborate and unique type of plant. This is oval in form
and grows from two crossed stalks: the body of the plant
is covered with stems with stylized leaves.
H. as preserved 5.4 em. W. as preserved 6.4 em. Th. 0.5 em.
b. Fragment from bottom of panel, top and sides broken
off. Of the design only parts of two bulls advancing right
survive: of the leading bull, one foreleg, part of his body
and his hindquarters survive; of the second, only his
lowered head, horn overlapping the haunch of the leading
bull and one foreleg are preserved. On the leading bull, the
ribs and the tendons on the hindleg are indicated and the
end of the tail is incised and curled. The bulls have crisscross patterns on the nose, the facial and neck musculature
is indicated, and the edge of the neck is scalloped.
H. as preserved 6.8 em. W. as preserved 12.7 em. Th. 0.5 em.

The original form of this panel can be seen on the
similarly-shaped No. 95. See also I.N. IV, nos. 949-51,
Pis. 248-9. When complete, it must have measured about
25 em. in height and in width considerably more than the c.
15 em. preserved. The panel finds its closest parallel with
two fragments from Arslan Tash (Arslan Tash, Pl.
XXXII , Nos. 37-8). Partially similar features to that
along the sphinx's back can be seen on I.N. IV, nos. 620 and
622, pp. 151-2, Pis. 148-49, no. 638, p. 153, Pl. 154, and no.
655, p. 156, Pl. 160: also on two sculptures from
Carchemish, Water Gate Relief No. I, Woolley,
Carchemish II , Pl. B 28, and a Basalt Relief from the
Temple Courtyard, Woolley, Carchemish III, Pl. B 48a.
These fragments were probably carved in an Intermediate
School. For further comment, see p. 34 above.

The form of the guilloche frame is similar to that on Nos.
119-20: the deeply excised eyes and fine musculature of
the bulls can be compared with those of the ram-headed
sphinxes on No. 125. These pieces probably belong to the
'Collar and Crown' group, see pp. 33-4 above.

128. ND 8021: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment from left side of a large panel, carved on thin
ivory, top, right side and bottom broken off. Many surface
fragments missing, some surface pitting. Plain frame at
left. Back striated.
H. as preserved 8.9 em. W. as preserved 6.3 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Large Sphinx Fragments
127. ND 8021: RoomS 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 63909

Plate 27

Plates 26-7
All that survives of the design is the wing-tip and the end
of the curving tail of, presumably, a winged sphinx
advancing right. The tip of the tail is decorated with a
criss-cross pattern. Probably part of a panel similar to
No. 127.

Two fragments from a large panel, carved in low relief on
thin ivory. Wide, plain frame . Backs, diagonal, criss-cross
striations, widely separated.
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although it is not possible to see all the backs since some
are obscured by hardboard backings. They are similar to
some SW 37 panels, I.N. IV, Nos. 744-5 and 748-58,
sharing proportions, methods of fixing and fitter's marks,
and to panels from Arslan Tash (Arslan Tash, Pis.
XXXVII- XXXIX, Nos. 63, 67 and 65). See also pp. 38-9
above.

Assorted Fragments

129. ND 7801: Room S 10

Plate 27

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Openwork fragment, broken at top and bottom. In high
relief. Burnt black.
H. as preserved 7.5 em. W. as preserved 2.2 em.

133. ND 8204: Room S 10
Plate 28
City Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham, 131'61

Front of human-headed sphinx, shown full-face, forelegs
missing. The sphinx is wearing an Egyptian double crown
(damaged) upon a headcloth, the ends of which fall over
the usekh collar.

Fragmentary, rectangular, openwork panel, mounted on a
hardboard backing. Tail, lower legs and bottom frame
restored in wax. Some surface fragments missing, some
surface pitting. Carved in high relief with the outer legs in
the round. Burnt brown. Traces of tenon slots can be seen
between the ivory and its hardboard backing, as on Nos.
134--6.
H. as restored 4.9 em. L. 8.3 em. Th. 1.3 em.

An unusual fragment.

130. ND 8009: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 27

Openwork fragment, broken at side, some surface
fragments missing. An uraeus, shown frontally, crowned
with a sun disc: probably originally shown hanging from
the chest of a sphinx.
H. as preserved 3.1 em. W. as preserved 1.7 em.

131. ND 8009: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, which faces the opposite direction.
One of a set of five, Nos. 132--6, see above.

Plate 27

134. ND 8014: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61880

Fragment from panel, carved nearly in the round, broken at
top and bottom. All that survives is the trunk and residual
branches of a tree.
H. as preserved 9.2 em. W. as preserved 1.7 em.

Fragmentary, rectangular, openwork panel. Lower tail,
much of legs and bottom frame broken off, some surface
fragments missing, some surface pitting. Carved in high
relief with the outer legs in the round. Burnt black. Back
smooth, with two rectangular tenon slots cut down from
the top of the back. Between the slots, two fitter' s marks.
Fitter's marks: daleth, waw?
H. as preserved 4.5 em. L. 8.3 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Cows and Calves of the Intermediate Tradition

132. ND 8203: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 63698

Plate 28

Plate 28

A cow, standing to the left, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, which faces the opposite direction.

Fragmentary, rectangular, openwork panel, mounted on a
hardboard backing. Tail, plant, lower legs and bottom
frame restored in wax. In high relief, outer legs in the
round, right hindleg broken off. Many surface fragments
missing. Burnt black, uneven. Traces of gold on the ribs of
the COW.
H. as restored 5.1 em. L. 8.9 em.

One of a set of five , Nos. 132--6, see above.

135. ND 8016: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 28

Openwork fragment. Only the head and body of the cow
survive, tail, legs and calf broken off, many surface
fragments missing, some surface pitting, poorly preserved.
Burnt black. Back, poorly preserved with two rectangular
tenon slots cut down from the top of the back. Between
the slots traces of fitter's marks.
Fitter's marks: illegible.
H. 3.2 em. L. as preserved 8.1 em. Th. 1.2 em.

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head back to lick the
tail of her suckling calf. The calf faces the opposite
direction. A plant with entwined stems ending in fronds
grows up in front of the cow.
One of a set of five openwork panels, Nos. 132--6. This set
shares a number of distinctive features. The cows all have
relatively long and lean bodies, their eyes are modelled
rather than excised and inlaid, and plants grow in front of
them. Their calves' tails, where preserved, curl down over
their own bodies. They are fixed by rails at the bottom and
by tenon slots cut down from the top, and they usually
have fitter's marks incised on the backs of the panels,

A cow, standing to the left, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, not preserved. Two horns are shown rather
than the usual one. The neck musculature and the ribs are
indicated.
One of a set of five, Nos. 132--6, see above.
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136. No. uncertain: RoomS 10

Plate 28

Openwork fragment from a contest frieze. All that
survives is the front of a hunting dog, lower forelegs and
hindquarters broken off. The dog seizes its prey, of which
only part of the hindquarters have survived. In high relief.
The dog is running to the right, its jaws are open, teeth
indicated, pupil of eye drilled, ear back, hair drawn on neck.
The hair is covered with gold. Burnt grey. Back, lightly
striated .
L. as preserved 7.0 em. H. 2.8 em. Th. 1.0 em.

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Openwork fragment. Only the head and body of the cow
and the calf survive, some surface fragments missing.
Burnt black. Back, poorly preserved, one rectangular tenon
slot cut down from the top of the back, second broken off.
To the right of the slot, fitter's marks.
Fitter's marks: 3 vertical strokes, sideways zayin?
H. as preserved 4.4 em. L. as preserved 7.5 em. Th. 0.9 em.

A unique piece. Contest scenes are a typical North Syrian
subject. T.he drilled eye links it to the SW 37 'drilled eye'
group, see p. 29 above.
N. & R. II, pp. 436 and 582, fig . 547.

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf. The calf is too large for this panel and
originally belonged to a different one.
One of a set of five, Nos. 132-6, see above.

Phoenician style Bird's Nest Bowl Palette

140. ND 7648: Room S 10

Stags

137. ND 8202: RoomS 10

Plate 29

Palette, bird's nest bowl type, with rectangular handle.
Fragments missing from bottom of bowl, right side of
bowl and handle, bottom left comer of handle and surface.
Burnt black. The underside is convex: the bowl end is
decorated with two birds, their wings outstretched along
the rim, their heads rising above it and peering outwards.
The rim of the bowl is decorated with concentric rings and
incised rectangles. The left edge of the handle is decorated
with half a stylized tree, a half-voluted palmette flower
at the top and a lily growing from the bottom.
Approaching the tree is a winged, human-headed sphinx,
the right paw raised: its right hindleg and tail are missing.
It has an Egyptian double crown upon the nemes headcloth.
The collar consists of paired lines, and the wing curves
upward.
H. c. 11.2 em. W. as preserved 5.0 em.

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 63697
Long, rectangular panel, fragmentary, heavily restored in
wax and mounted on board. Burnt black. Plain frame on
four sides.
L. as restored 52.0 em. H. 5.5 em. Th. 0.7 em.
Four grazing stags are arranged as opposed pairs, separated
by plants. The stags are simply carved with divided
antlers. The musculature is not marked. Plants growing
between the opposed stags consist of two taller stems
flanking a shorter central one. The stems end in fronds.
A unique piece belonging to the North Syrian tradition, see
pp. 30 and 39 above. For a similar stag see Arslan Tash, Pl.
XXXVII, no. 61.

138. ND 8217: RoomS 10

The nearest parallels to this unique piece have been found
at Sultantepe in a destruction level dated between 648-610
B.C. An ivory palette of similar form was decorated with
a couchant sphinx and with papyrus flowers rather than
birds peering over the rim. It is rather larger than the
Nimrud example (R.D. Barnett, 'Assyrian Objects from
Room M2', Anatolian Studies III (1953), p. 48, fig. 8, pl.
v). Found with the ivory palette was a typical, North
Syrian style ivory head, and a collection of delicate glass
and stone inlays, possibly from a wooden object,
Egyptianizing in style (Joe. cit.). A fragment of a similar
stone version was also found (S. Lloyd, 'Sultantepe Part
II', Anatolian Studies IV (1954), pp. 104 and 107, fig. 4 on
p. 105).

Plate 29

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Openwork fragment. Only part of the neck, the body and
the stumps of three legs, two forelegs and one hindleg of a
cervid advancing left survive. Burnt to a pale grey. Carved
nearly in the round. The shoulder is finely modelled. Back,
partially striated, with the stump of a plant stem.
H. as preserved 3.8 em. L. as preserved 6.5 em. Th. 2.5 em.
This fragment resembles a piece from Room SW 37, see
I.N . IV, no. 580, p. 146, Pl. 136. Such stags may have
formed parts of panels similar to one found in Well AJ,
see Well AJ lvoriesd, No. 22, Pl. 71, where the stag is
shown standing in front of a background, oval in form, of
entwining, fronded branches.

A fragment from a stone bowl, Ass. 22832, found in
Konigsgruft I at Assur, has a bird, much more formally
carved, looking over the edge of the bowl (A. Haller, Die
Graber und Griifte von Assur, W.V.D.O .G. 65, Berlin
1954, Pl. 41).

North Syrian Hunting Dog

139. ND 7806: Room S 10

Plate 30

Nicholson Museum, Sydney, 59.04

Plate 29

Circular stone cosmetic bowls, though without handles,
were found at Samaria. Some are decorated in the same way

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 6 I 897
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beak. Also preserved is its chest and raised right forepaw
resting on a bud. Beside the wing can be seen part of a petal.

on the rims. References to the Samaria bowls and to
relevant Palestinian parallels will be found in J.W. and
G.M. Crowfoot, K.M . Kenyon, Samaria-Sebaste Ill, The
Objects from Samaria (London, 1957), p. 463, fig. 116, Pl.
XXVI 1-3.
N. & R. II, pp. 436 and 574-5, fig. 529.

A pair with No. 141, belonging to the same set as Nos.
143-4, see above.

143. ND 8172: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 30

Trapezoidal Plaques of the Phoenician Tradition

141. ND 8170 and 8162: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Two fragments from the top of a trapezoidal plaque, most
of left side, centre and bottom broken off. Some surface
fragments missing. Burnt grey. Double frame at top, half
lily flower at top left and half papyrus flower at top
right. Mitred side. Back, vertical striations.
a. H. as preserved 2.0 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.7
em.
b. H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. as preserved 2.2 em. Th. 0.8
em.

Plate 30

Curved trapezoidal plaque, fragmentary, right side and
bottom left broken off. Some surface fragments missing,
some surface pitting. Burnt dark grey. Double frame at
top, pl ain frame at bottom . Mitred left side and base.
Back, vertical striations, preserved only on upper fragment.
H. 6.1 em. W. as preseJVed 3.6 em. Th. 0.7 em.

All that survives on fragment a is half a lily flower and
the head, and, on fragment b, the wing of a winged, humanheaded sphinx facing left and half a papyrus flower. The
sphinx is crowned with a sun disc set on a headcloth with
vertical striations.

A winged 'hero' slaying a griffin : only the head, upper
body, one wing and the leading leg of a winged male figure
facing left survive. Striding beside him is a winged griffin,
also only partially preserved. The hero grasped the griffin
by its comb and twisted its head to thrust a spear into its
beak. He wears a short Egyptian-style wig. A trace of his
skirt survives on his upper thigh. The stump of his left
arm is raised, the hand (not preserved) holding the spear or
sword. His right arm is held out in front of him , the hand
(not preserved) gripping the griffin's comb. His right
wing curves up to the top left corner. Of the griffin, most
of the head with the exception of the beak, and the
forequarters are preserved, as is the leading wing. The
second wing and the hindquarters are broken off. The
griffin's leading foreleg is raised, the paw resting on a
papyrus flower, the stalk of which has not survived.

Part of the same set as Nos. I4 I-2 and I44, see above.

144. ND 8151: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Three fragments from the top, the left side and the bottom
right corner of a curving trapezoidal plaque. Some surface
fragments missing. Burnt grey except for the raised
elements of the tree which were whitish , suggesting
staining. Double frame at top , wide , plain frame at
bottom. Mitred right side and base.
a. H. as preseJVed 3.0 em. W. at top 2.2 em.
b. H. as preseiVed 2.5 em. W. as preseJVed 1.1 em.
c. H. as preseJVed 3.1 em. W. as preseiVed 2.0 em.

Nos. 141-2, together with Nos. 143-4, probably all belong
to the same set. For more complete versions of the scene
on Nos. 141-2 from SW 37, see I.N. IV, nos. 79, 81-6, Pis.
17-19. Of these No. 86 is the closest to our Nos. 141-2 and
may have been made in the same workshop, although it
obviously belonged to another set. The SW 37 plaque
shows the hero advancing towards a stylized tree similar
in form to No. 144. Similar plaques include Nos. 230-5
from SE 10 and the SW 37 plaques, /.N. IV, nos. 34-6, 4951 and 53 . However, all these have double frames at both
top and bottom rather than just at the top .

142. ND 8162: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 30

Stylized tree, fragmentary, probably originally consisting
of two sets of branches. Only the topmost set of branches,
part of a branch from the left side and the branch growing
from the bottom survive. Fronds grow from the voluted
ends of the upper branches and lilies from the ends of the
lower branches. The base of the trunk is in the form of a
voluted flower.
Probably part of a set with Nos . 141-3, see above. For
similar plaques from SW 37, see I.N. IV, nos. 174-82.

Plate 30

Fragment from left side of plaque, top, right side and
bottom broken off. Some surface fragments missing.
Burnt grey. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preseJVed 3.3 em. W. as preseJVed 2.0 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Sphinxes Trampling Men

All that survives is the front of a griffin standing to the
left. Its leading wing is raised and its head twisted to face
the hero, not preserved. Part of the spear is visible in the

Two fragments from a curving, trapezoidal plaque, one
from the top right, the other from the centre and bottom
right. Some surface fragments missing. Burnt. In two

145. ND 8163: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad
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Plate 31

registers: plain frame between registers. Mitred side and
base. Back, vertical striations.
a. H. as preserved 1.6 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em.
b. H. as preserved 4.7 em. W. as preserved 3.9 em.

Curved rectangular plaque, virtually complete except for a
few surface fragments. Burnt grey. In two registers.
Plain frame at top, double frame at sides and between
registers. Mitred sides. Back, vertical striations.
H. 3.4 em. W. 1.9 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Upper register: a winged sphinx advances left, striding
over a prostrate male figure. Of the sphinx, the head, the
centre of the wings and the left foreleg are missing. The
right foreleg is raised, resting on the head of the prostrate
male. The sphinx was presumably crowned, for much of
the nemes headcloth has survived. Its tail is curved over
the back. Of the male, all that survives is his raised head,
on which the sphinx rests a leg, and his lower legs and feet,
visible behind the sphinx's right hindleg. Lower register:
a floral frieze of alternate lily flowers and buds.

Upper register: an aegis with a hawk head. The head is
crowned with a sun disc upon a lappet wig and faces right.
Lower register: a floral frieze consisting of a central lily
flanked by buds.
ND 8097, a similar but slightly larger version of this
plaque, allocated to the Iraq Museum, Baghdad, has not
been found. It measured 5 x 2.6 em.

Scarah Beetle

Nos. 145 and 146 are similar in size, style and subject and
probably formed parts of the same set. For complete
examples of this design, see I.N. IV, nos . 87-97. The SW
37 plaques lack the secondary floral frieze .

146. ND 8171: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

149. ND 8100: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Curved rectangular plaque, top broken off. Some surface
fragments missing. Burnt grey. Double frame at sides and
bottom, top not preserved. Mitred sides. Flat back with
vertical striations.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. 1.8 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Plate 31

Fragment from bottom left of a curving, trapezoidal
plaque. Some surface fragments missing. Burnt grey. In
two registers. Plain frame between registers, narrow
frame at left. Mitred side and base.
H. as preserved 3.7 em. W. as preserved 2.8 em.

A four-winged scarab beetle grasps a sun disc between its
hindlegs.

Youth

Upper register: of the winged sphinx advancing left and
striding over a prostrate male, only the forepaws survive,
one resting on the head of the male, the other standing
beside his body. The front of the male survives, his raised
head in profile, and his chest shown frontally. His right
arm is flexed, the raised hand resting on the frame at the
side: only traces survive of his left arm. Lower register: a
floral frieze of alternate lily flowers and buds.

150. ND 8099: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62767

Plate 31

Miniature plaque, wider at the top than the bottom, broken
at top and bottom. Burnt grey--cream. Fragments missing
from bottom right. Remains of two registers survive.
Double frame on edges. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preserved 3.1 em. W. at top 1.8 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Probably part of the same set as No. 145, see above.

Griffin
147. ND 8164: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 31

Top register: only traces survive of a floral festoon.
Bottom register: youth in Egyptian double crown kneels
to the right, both hands raised. He wears a garment with
shawl-sleeves and a knee-length skirt, belted at the waist.

Plate 31

Fragment from centre and bottom right of a curving
plaque. Top and fragments from bottom left and surface
missing. Surface poorly preserved on right. Fine carving.
Burnt light grey. In two registers. Traces survive of a
double frame at top, left side and bottom and single frame
between registers. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preserved 3.3 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em. Th. 0.7 em.

'Collar and Crown' Circling Women

151. ND 8096: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 31

Upper register: winged griffin advancing to the left, right
forepaw raised, resting on a bud. Lower register: one lily
from the floral frieze survives.

Curved rectangular plaque, bottom broken off. Fragments
missing from edges and surface. Burnt grey. Traces of gold
overlay survive on the lower right edge. In two registers.
Double frame at top, sides and between registers, bottom
not preserved. Sides mitred. Back, vertical striations.
H. 5.7 em. W. 1.8 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Aegis and Floral Frieze
148. ND 8098: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Upper register: a female figure in a long robe faces right.
Her damaged, left arm is flexed, the hand holding the stalk
of a papyrus flower which falls across her shoulder: her

. Plate 31
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The fragments belonged to plaques with female figures
facing right. All that survives are part of the wig, a
lowered right arm, the back of a figure , parts of loose,
ankle-length dresses and the feet. The dresses are
decorated with vertical incised lines with bands of
horizontal lines at the hem.

right arm is at her side, the hand closed. She wears a
striated, lappet wig and a loose, ankle- length dress of a
flimsy material which reveals the contours of the body.
The dress is decorated with vertical, incised lines and a
wide band of horizontal, incised lines at the hem. Lower
register: a floral frieze of five flowers, three with disc
heads, alternating with lilies.

Similar in design to Nos. 151-3 above.
The fragments, Nos. 152-4, also depict circling women and
are similar in form and style, but not in size. For
comparable examples from Room SW 37, see /.N. IV, nos.
57-72. These fragments may form part of the 'Collar and
Crown' group, see pp. 33-4 above.

152. ND 8165: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Flora

155. ND 7738: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62725

Panel, top with sloping, mitred edge to front. Poorly
preserved, much of surface deteriorated, many surface
fragments missing, restored in wax. Carved in high relief
with the background cut back to leave the stems freestanding: most of the stems restored in wax. Back
smooth.
H. as preserved 9.6 em. W. 9.2 em. Th. 1.4 em.

Plate 31

Fragment from the top of a curved, rectangular plaque, top
right corner and bottom broken off. Burnt grey. In two
registers: double frame at top, left side and between
registers, not preserved at right. Back, vertical striations.
H. 2.1 em. W. as preserved 1.8 em. Th. 0.4 em.

The design covers the surface and consists of three rows of
voluted palmette flowers with intertwining stems.

Upper register: floral frieze with a central voluted
palmette flower flanked by buds, right bud not preserved.
Lower register: the head and raised hand of a female figure
facing right and wearing a lappet wig with vertical
striations.

For an incised and stained version of this unusual design see
No. 360. For a similar fragment from the North West
Palace, see Barnett, C.N.I., Pl. VII, G 6c: for a partially
similar design, see Khorsabad II, Pl. 55, no. 57. It is
possible that this panel belongs to the Assyrian tradition,
see p. 27 above.
N. & R. II, p. 436.

Compare Nos. 151-3.

153. ND 8146: Room S 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

156. ND 8205: RoomS 10
Plate 32
City Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham, 132'61

Plate 31

Fragmentary, openwork panel, bottom broken off, many
surface fragments missing, heavily restored in wax. Burnt
black. Trace of double frame at top and tenon.
H. as restored 6.8 em. W. 5.9 em. Th. c. 0.4 em.

Fragment from the top of a curved, rectangular plaque,
bottom broken off. Surface pitted. Burnt grey. Double
frame at top, half floral columns at sides. Back, vertical
striations .
H. 2.5 em. W. as preserved 2.4 em.

Palmette from a running frieze of palmettes, bottom of
trunk missing, much of festoon at top restored. The
hanging branches are carved into six angled ridges, the
festoons are feathered . Treble chevrons at the top,
quadruple chevrons between the branches, four ribs at the
top of the trunk, which is decorated with a design of linked
diamonds.

The head and upper body of a female figure facing left,
wearing a lappet wig with vertical striations and a
garment of a pleated material. Left arm , as preserved, at
her side, right not preserved.
Compare Nos. 151-3.

154. ND 8166: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 32

Friezes of running palmettes were a popular motif, which
were carved in numerous versions, see, for instance, /.N. IV,
nos. 810-53, pp. 174--80, Pis. 212-23. No. 156 is finely
worked, and the design, although belonging to the genre,
has unique details, such as the patterned festoons and trunk.

Plate 31

Three fragments from two plaques. Back, vertical
striations.
a. Two fragments from the top and bottom left. Burnt
black. Trace of frame at left, probably belonging to a half
floral column. Back, vertical striations. 1.9 x 1.5 x 0.5 em.
and 1.9 x 1.5 x 0.5 em.
b. Fragment from centre bottom. Burnt grey. 3.1 x 1.9 x
0.5cm.

157. ND 8177: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 32

Four fragments from an openwork, tenoned panel showing
parts of a palmette from a running frieze of palmettes.
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_,

Burnt black. The remains of the festoons and branches are
'feathered'. Backs, smooth.
a. Fragment from top of panel, part of plain frame and
tenon preserved. Tenon has remains of dowel hole at top.
Of the palmette all that survives are the four fronds at the
top, a trace of the left festoon, most of the festoon on the
right, the central chevrons and the beginning of the hanging
branches. Back, chisel markings clearly visible.
H. as preserved 9.4 em. H. of panel as preserved 8.4 em. W.
as preserved 5.0 em. Th. 1.1 em.
b. Fragment from the hanging branch on the right.
H. as preserved 7.1 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em. Th. 1.1 em.
c. Two fragments from hanging branch.
H. as preserved 3.8 em. W. as preserved 2.6 em. Th. 1.1 em.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. as preserved 2.7 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Winged Disc

161. ND 8025: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 33

Fragment from top of panel, sides and bottom broken off.
Many surface fragments missing, surface cracked. Burnt
black. Worked in cloisonne: traces of a fragment of gold
in a cloison beside the central disc, other fragments in
cloisons on the right edge. Triple frame at top.
L. as preserved 16.9 em. W. as preserved 6.0 em. Th. 0.7 em.
All that survives of the winged disc is part of the large
central disc, the beginnings of the wings on either side
with hooks, scales and feathering, and a decorative feature
above the disc.

Similarto/.N. IV,no.816,p. l75, Pl.214.

158. ND 8175: RoomS 10

Elements from Statuettes in Assyrian (?) Style

Plate 32

162. ND 8215: RoomS 10

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 34

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragments, mostly burnt, with incised designs . Some
traces of red staining. Described from left to right.
a. Fragment with part of rosette, 2.1 x 1.0 em.
b. Fragment with part of rosette, 2.1 x 1.5 em.
c. Fragment with parts of lotus and rosette, 1.6 x 1.5 em.
d. Fragment with part of lotus, 2.4 x 1.4 em.
e. Fragment with parts of two lotus flowers and one
rosette, 2.9 x 1.8 em.
f. Fragment with guilloche within frame of incised lines,
3.5 x 2.1 em.
g. Fragment with part of guilloche and triple frame, 2.2 x
1.8cm.

Fragment from the left side of a head, carved in the round.
Burnt black, with painted detail turned white by the heat.
Of the left side of the face, part of the eye and both nose
and mouth have been lost. The ear is carefully represented.
The hair on top of the head is waved: around the forehead it
is arranged in a scallop pattern. Immediately above this, a
thick and heavy fillet encircles the head . The painted areas
consist of the hair and eyebrow, while the eye itself is also
outlined. The pupil appears to have been hollowed for
inlay.
H. as preserved 3.6 em. W. as preserved 1.6 em. Th. 2.4 em.
Possibly part of a statuette in Assyrian style, see p. 25
above. The fillet around the head suggests that this
fragment is part of the head of a lady.

Champ-/eve Fragments

159. ND 8173: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 33
163. ND 8216: Room S 10

Fragment with one curving edge, other edges not original.
Burnt brown-black. Champ-leve: the design was excised
and filled with inlays - traces of green survive. Back
poorly preserved. On the oval edge, two deep dowel holes,
D. 0.3 em., one of which perforates the panel. The wide
border is decorated with a floral frieze of alternate lotus
flowers and buds, separated by a plain border from what
was presumably a second similar band, only a few petals of
which survive.
L. as preserved 10.0 em. W. as preserved 3.5 em. Th. 1.3 em.

160. ND 8173: Room S 10

Plate 34

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Part of a lower arm, flexed at the elbow, hand broken off.
Burnt black. Around the wrist is a bracelet decorated with
a ten-petalled rosette, originally painted but turned white
by the heat. The flat area above the elbow is perforated by
a dowel hole, D. 0.6 em. Fitter's marks beside dowel hole.
Found with No. 162.
Fitter's marks: gimel and taw.
L. as preserved 3.2 em. W. 1.2 em. Th. 1.4 em.

164. ND 8153: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 33

Plate 34

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Right hand, carved in the round, broken off at the wrist,
some surface fragments missing. Burnt light and dark
grey. The hand is clenched and holds a cylindrical object.
L. as preserved 2.1 em. W. 1.6 em. H. 1.6 em.

Three edge fragments, rest not preserved. Burnt brownblack. Champ-leve: the inlays, traces of which survive,
were 'pegged' in position with deep drill holes. The design
consists of a series of rosettes. Back, striated.
a. 2.4 X 3.1 X 0.6 em.: b. 2.7 X 2.5 X 0.4 Cm.: C. 2.8 X 1.9 X
0.4cm.

165. ND 8154: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plate 34

The front of a right foot, set on a pedestal. Burnt black.
The foot is broken off shortly behind the toes. The nails
are indicated. The pedestal is plain.
L. as preserved 1.5 em. W. as preserved 1.7 em. H. 1.3 em.
166. ND 8152: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 34

Right foot , ankle and lower leg broken off, set on a
pedestal. The pedestal has a long tenon. Burnt black.
Surprisingly, the inside of the foot appears to be on the
curving edge of the pedestal.
L. 4.1 em. W . 1.6 em. H. with tenon 3.8 em . H. without ·
tenon 1.7 em.
167. ND 8008: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 34

The front of a right foot , set on a pedestal. Burnt black.
The foot is broken off shortly behind the toes, which are
sensitively carved, with a crooked first toe. The nails and
joints are indicated. The pedestal has a raised plain frame at
the top and bottom.
L. as preserved 3.7 em. W. as preserved 3.1 em. H. 2.0 em.

a. In two pieces. Six letters remain on the convex face, z y
h q r h, which may be interpreted as part of a dedicatory
inscription in Aramaic zy hqrh. This may be' ... X offered .. .'.
The phrase finds a parallel in the inscription on a cylinder
seal of the seventh century B.C.: l'krhn hr ghrd srs' zy hqrh
lhdd. 'Property of Ekur-bani, son of Gabr-Ad, the eunuch,
who made offering to Hadad' or ' ... which he offered to
Hadad ...'. (Corpus lnscriptionum Semiticarum II, no. 75.)
L. as preserved 2.5 + 2.5 em. H. as preserved 1.3 em. Th. 0.2
em.
b. Traces of four letters.
L. as preserved 2.7 em. H. as preserved 1.7 em. Th. 0.2 em.
c. Small fragment from the upper edge of a flat plaque.
The polished surface bore an inscription of which the
letters h ' survive .
L. as preserved 2.7 em. H. as preserved 1.5 em. Th. 0.2 em.
d. Tails of descending strokes of two letters.
L. as preserved 2.1 em. H. as preserved 0.9 em. Th. 0.2 em.
Millard, Iraq XXIV , pp. 43--4. Rollig, Neu e Ephemeris
f iir Semitische Epigraphik 2, 50, 51, nos. 10-11.

Room S 10, not found
Fe/ine Leg ji"om Statuette
168. ND 8218: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

ND 7801: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment, burnt, of male figure wearing Egyptian double
crown and with tresses of hair falling over the front of the
shoulders. H. 7-8 em.

Plate 34

A feline right foreleg and paw. Some surface fragments
missing. Burnt blackish-grey. Elbow and end of mane
above elbow indicated , claws originally inlaid. End
jointed into body. Base flat.
L. 8.2 em. H. 2.4 em. W. 2.3 em.

ND 7807: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Boss, convex face , circular dowel hole for fitment. 3.5 x
2.5cm.
ND 7875: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment, burnt. Bewigged head and torso of a youth
facing left. L. 4.0 em.

For partially similar paws, see I.N. IV, nos. 1406-14,
1426--8, Pis. 368-70 and 374.

Fragment of a Capital
169. ND 8176: Room S 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

ND 8028: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragments depicting bewigged human facing left, with
incrustations and gold leaf overlay of which many small
fragments survive. Part of head. 4.4 x 2.2 em.

Plate 35

Fragment of a column capital, top , bottom and sides
broken off: only part of the moulded area survives. The
curving and moulded upper area is divided by pairs of ribs
into compartments, the central feature of which are more
ribs framing excised circles with pegged centres ,
presumably for inlays. Below this feature is an area of
vertical ridges, like a pleated skirt.
H. as preserved 4.0 em. W. as preserved 4 . 1 em . Th. as
preserved 1.8 em.

ND 8069: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Plaque fragment, 7.2 x 7.0 em. High relief. Parts of two
opposed, winged sphinxes, palmette flowers in their hands.
Between the wings, damaged remains of Maat?
ND 8095: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment, burnt. Lady at window type in three quarter
relief. Flat back. 3.2 x 3.0 em.
ND 8097: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Miniature panel fragment, burnt. Hawk-headed Horus in
relief, lily and buds. For a similar example see No. 148.
5.0 x 2.6 em.

Aramaic Inscription
170. ND 8184: RoomS 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 35

Four fragments from a thin curved strip, burnt whitish
grey and warped and twisted by the heat of the fire . Each is
inscribed with a few Aramaic signs. Backs striated.

ND 8149: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Plaque fragment, burnt. Carved in high relief. Kneeling
youth to left, saluting palmette tree. 5.8 x 3.4 em.
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Back of a female head, carved in the round. Some surface
fragments missing. The hair is arranged in thick, twisted
braids over the top and down the head. Around the top of
the head is a 'crown' consisting of five bands, the lowest of
which is beaded. It is possible that the top band was also
beaded, but it is poorly preserved. These bands were held
together by rectangular beaded elements: the one on the
right is relatively complete, although only traces survive
of that on the left. Parts of both ears survive. Back,
striated, with a square tenon slot, 0.4 em . square, and a
shallow dowel slot drilled up from the bottom. The
bottom of the piece is flat with a fitter' s mark.
Fitter's mark: zigzag crossed by straight line.
H. 5.3 em. W. 3.2 em. Th. 1.0 em.

ND 8206: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Running palmette, fragmentary, similar to No. 156. 9 x 6
em.
ND 8207: allocation unknown
A large, fragmentary panel, heavily restored . Burnt deep
chocolate brown. The decoration of the panel takes the
form of three identical groups , each composed of a hero
slaying a rampant lion. With his left hand the hero, facing
right, grasps the lion, facing left, by the throat, and with
his right hand he plunges a sword into its chest. The hero
wears only a short, divided, thigh-length kilt of pleated
material, hem decorated with fringe. Behind the hero
projects the scabbard of his sword. Heads of all three
figures are missing. The lions are rearing, their tails curled
between their hind paws; jaws parted, tongues protruding
and ears flat. Between the left hand group is a twobranched flowering tendril. The sides and lower edge of
the panel were originally decorated with guilloche bands,
now fragmentary and missing on the right edge.
L. as restored 32.6 em. H. as restored 11.7 em.

For other examples of this familiar, North Syrian type, see
I .N. IV, nos. 1277-9, particularly no. 1278, pp. 237-8, Pl.
333. See also Barnett, C.N.I., Pl. LXX, S 183.

ROOMS 48
174. ND 11144: RoomS 48
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

ROOMS 74

Fragment from panel, one original edge with segmented
frame. Cloisonne, part of the design was inlaid. Back,
vertical striations.
H. as preserved 4.7 em. W. as preserved 1.3 em. Th. 0.7 em.

North Syrian Bust
171. ND 11142: RoomS 74
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 35

All that survives are two circular elements, one carved in
relief, the other inlaid, possibly part of an uraeus.

Rectangul ar plaque, virtually complete, carved in high
relief.
H. 2.9 em. W. 2.1 em. Th. 1.3 em.

175. ND 11143: RoomS 48
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

The head and chest of a lady represented frontally, her arms
folded and crossed on her waist. She wears a drum-shaped
hat decorated with an incised herringbone pattern; her hair
is arranged in side-locks, segmented by horizontal and
parallel grooves, and held back by her ears. Her simple
dress has a high, V-shaped neckline.

ROOMS 53
176. ND 9543: Room S 53
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

EAST OF ROOM S 20
Plate 35

Plate 35

The front of a human right foot, heel broken off. The foot
is set on a rectangular pedestal, which projects slightly at
the front but is the same width .
H. as preserved 1.8 em. L. as preserved 1.8 em. W. 1.3 em

Female head represented frontally and wearing a short,
Egyptian-style wig. Some surface fragments missing.
Pupils of eyes drilled. Back, flat and striated with raised
area at centre bottom. Found in the upper fill.
H. 3.1 em. W. 3.1 em. Th. 1.8 em.

ROOMX3
Winged Youth of the 'Ornate Group'

ROOMS 22

177. ND 8068: Trench X
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61883

North Syrian Head
173. ND 9394: Room S 22
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 35

Fragment from a lion's jaw. Preserved are part of the nose
and a massive projecting fang, carved partly in the round.
At the top three rows of tiny circular hollows, above four
raised bands, each with a curved section.
H. as preserved 3.8 em. L. as preserved 3.2 em. Th. 0.7 em.

A unique piece, probably belonging to the North Syrian
tradition, see p. 30.

172. ND 7645: E. of Room S 20
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61892

Plate 35

Plate 35

Plates 36-7

Fragment from top and centre of openwork, tenoned panel,
left side, bottom right and bottom broken off. Some
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surface fragments missing. Cloisonne: the wig, eye,
collar, wings and garment borders and the neck, body and
wings of the bird and the petals of the palmette flowers
were inlaid. Many traces of red and blue survive: the eye
was blue, otherwise the two colours seem to have been
used alternately. Double frame at top, with tenon. The end
of the frame at the right is pierced horizontally with a
dowel hole, D. 0.3 em., to fix the adjoining piece of frame.
The dowel was secured by a pin, vertically, D. 0.1 em. Back,
flat, now covered in gauze and wax, through which can be
seen two fitter's marks.
Fitter's marks: mim, he (sideways)
H. with tenon as preserved 25.0 em. H. of panel as
preserved 24.2 em. W. as preserved 10.0 em. Th. 1.1 em.

The upper side is convex. Instead of a regular scarabbeetle, there is a panel engraved in low relief. Between the
winged disc at the top and the basket at the bottom, one
may just see (vertically) the traces on the edge of the break,
of [twin] plume[s] and [disc] over a [cartouche] whose right
vertical edge is just visible. Hence, restore the very
common motif of small disc and plumes over a vertical
cartouche (probably containing the king's nomen,
'Taharqa'). Such a layout would be strictly symmetrical so, restore a matching winged uraeus-serpent with sundisc and shen-sign at left, facing the one at right. For full
restoration, see drawing. (Plumed cartouche, cf. already
I.N. IV, no. 952, Pl. 250.) [K.A.K.]
H. 3.8cm.

Winged, male figure advances left, part of raised right
wing, lower right arm and hand, left wing-tip, left hip and
leg and lower right leg and foot broken off. The right arm
and wing are raised, the left lowered across the body, the
hand holding a papyrus flower. The youth wears a short,
Egyptian-style, pegged wig, a collar with pendent
droplets, a tassel down the back and a short, thigh-length
skirt under an open, ankle-length skirt. The garments are
only partially preserved; the surviving borders are inlaid.
Two flowers and a bud from a plant can be seen on either
side of the youth. Perched on the bud between the youth's
outstretched wings is a hawk, facing left. The hawk's
wings stretch downwards, and a flail can be seen between
the bird's body and the youth's right wing.
Part of a large and attractive group of openwork panels
with cloisonne decoration, known as the 'Ornate Group',
see pp. 35-6 above. Many examples were found in Room
SW 37, see /.N. IV, nos. 1049-105, pp. 207-15, Pis. 272-87,
and discussion on pp. 20-1. No. 177, with its polychrome
inlays, can be compared with ibid., nos. 1056-8.

There is another, larger ivory scarab belonging to Taharqa
in the Dresden Museum. See alsop. 37 above.
Found c. 10 em. below the surface, against theW. Wall of
the Residency, with the top pottery level.
N. & R. II, p. 599, fig. 583.

Found on the floor in late debris.
N. & R. II, p. 554, colour plate VIII, fig. 493.

ROOMC7

NEAR WEST WALL

179. ND 6355: Room C 7
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Half-scarab ofTaharqa (c . 690-664 B.C.)

178. ND 7624: West Wall
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 38

Plate 38

Fragmentary, approximately rectangular plaque, restored
in wax. Burnt, cream to grey. Fragments from top left and
surface missing. Pupils of eyes drilled.
Max. H. 4.4 em. W. 4.8 em. Th. 1.8 em.

The left side of a scarab, right side broken off: carved on
both sides. The base preserves in full the 'Son of Re' title
and nomen-cartouche 'Taharqa', over d_t, 'forever'. Just
visible before the break are: left end of 'heaven'-sign (~).
the rear end of the bee-sign of the title '[King of Upper and
Low]er (Egypt)', the vertical edge of the prenomencartouche, space for a [sign-group], and left end of basketsign under the whole. Hence, we may restore the right half
here as right end of 'heaven'-sign, then the full title nswbh , then the prenomen-cartouche, itself followed by the
group [di' r nh] . 'given life', which ties in with dt, 'forever', as
most commonly under such pairs of cartouches. See
drawing for full restoration.

An inset plaque with a lady's head shown full-face. Her
hair is arranged in braided, shoulder-length tresses. A
beaded line at the neck indicates a necklace. Short stumps
protrude above the head and below the neck. Found in ash
of the Assyrian level on the burnt floor below the
window.

Assyrian Style

180. ND 7642: Room C 7
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plate 38

Silhouette of figure, fragmentary, carved in relief. Lower
body and wing-tips broken off. Back flat.
H. as preserved 4.9 em. W. as preserved 1.9 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Only the lower body, right leg missing, of a male figure
advancing right survive. He is wearing a calf-length open
overskirt, loosely belted at the waist. A lily flower
grows in front of him.

The head and body, wing-tip and hindlegs missing, of a
winged, human-headed sphinx shown rampant to the left,
head represented frontally. The right foreleg is raised, the
left lowered across the body. The hair is arranged in a
curled frieze across the forehead and ends in a curl just
below the ear.

Found with Nos. 181-2.

THE SOUTH EAST QUADRANT

Oates, Iraq XXI, p. 115. See No. 223 for a partially similar
bearded figure and p. 26 above for discussion.

ENTRANCE TO THE RESIDENCY
ROOMS SE 8 AND 9

Found in the lower fill.

CORRIDOR C, S. OF ROOM SW 12
Probably Rooms C 3-5

(

181. ND 6442: S. of Room SW 12
Plate 38
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from top of tenoned panel, bottom broken off.
Fragments missing from top left comer, tenon and surface.
Burnt. Cloisonne: the wing was inlaid, no trace of inlays
survive. Plain frame at top, and stump of short tenon .
Back, originally smooth, pitted, with fitter's marks:
Fitter's marks: a taw and a feather or leaf pattern.
H. with tenon as preserved 4.8 em. H. of panel as preserved
4.3 em. W. 4.2 em.

I

Only the wings and curled tail of a winged sphinx (?)
advancing right survive. Above the wings, a lily flower
and part of a bud.
Nos. 181-2 form parts of a set. They were found in a
corridor south of Room SW 12, presumably Rooms C 3-5.

Fig . 3. The South East Quadrant: Ivories were found only
in the numbered rooms

182. ND 6442: S. of Room SW 12
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Assyrian Style Silhouette

Plate 38

184. ND 7646: Room SE 8
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment from left side of panel, top, right side and
bottom broken off. Surface pitted and burnt. Cloisonne:
the wing was inlaid, no trace of inlays survive. Plain frame
at left.
H. of panel as preserved 2.0 em. W. 4.7 em.

Plate 39

Fragment of silhouette or inlay, bottom and fragments
from head, arms, wings and surface missing. Incised.
H. as preserved 3.5 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em. Th. 0.3 em.
The head and chest of a· winged, human-headed genie in a
homed crown facing left.

Only parts of the wing and the curled tail of a winged
sphinx (?) advancing right survive.

For a complete example, see No. 220 from SE 2. For
further comment see p. 26 above.

It forms part of the same set as No. 181, see above, with
which it was found.

Found on the floor.
I.N. II, p. 48, no. 175, Pl. XLI.

183. ND 6442: S. of Room SW 12
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 38
Assyrian Style Narrative Scenes

Fragment from plaque, no original edges. Some surface
pitting, surface burnt. Back, criss-cross striations.
H. of panel as preserved 5.0 em. W. 3.7 em.

185. ND 7576: Room SE 9
Plate 39
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA
59.107.22
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Fragmentary, long, rectangular panel, sides broken off,
fragments missing from top, left and edges. Partially
restored in wax. Incised. Pierced by a dowel hole at
bottom left.
H. 2.8 em. W. as preserved 15.7 em. Th. 0.3 em.

III. What is unusual about the example on No. I 85 is that
it looks like a stool, for the seat struts protrude at front
and back, but it has a straight back. A typical chair would
have had a straight line from the back down to the leg.
I.N. II, no. 7, p. 18, Pl. V.

A banquet scene formed essentially of four elements, the
king and his attendants, the cook on the left and two sets of
courtiers on the right. The principal figure is that of the
king, centre left. He sits on a high-backed throne, facing
right, and balances a bowl on the fingertips of his right
hand: his left hand rests on his knee. He wears his usual
crown and shaw led garment and the scabbard of his sword
can be seen behind him. The table in front of him is covered
with a cloth, has leonine feet and a stretcher and is set on a
pedestal base A beardless attendant stands behind the
table, holding a fan/flywhisk in his raised right hand and a
scoop in his left. A cloth hangs over his left shoulder.
Two beardless courtiers behind the king hold bows in their
left hands and maces in their right hands. Behind them, a
beardless attendant, presumably a cook, faces left, his right
hand holding a fan (?) over a multiple pot-stand with three
leonine feet and a vertical back, acting as a wind shield. His
left hand rests on his sword-hilt.

186. ND 7575: Room SE 9
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, AM 1959.20f

Plate 39

Fragmentary, long, rectangular panel , sides broken off,
large fragment towards bottom right missing, partially
restored in wax. Poorly preserved. Design incised. Frame
at base. Back, lightly striated.
H. 3.0 em. L. as restored 15.3 em. L. as preserved 14.7 em.
Th. 0.2cm.
Part of a procession. The Assyrian usher, advancing left,
introduces a line of eight tributaries, of whom the usher
and the last three tributaries are only partially preserved.
The usher's head, leading shoulder and hand, and leading leg
are m1ssmg.
He makes the standard gesture of
introduction, wears the usual shawled garment and carries
a sword. The tributaries are bearded and wear garments
with short sleeves and fringed, ankle-length skirts under
fringed and belted coats. The leading tributary is bareheaded, while the others wear soft, floppy hats or fillets.
The leader has his hands clasped in front of him with
thumbs raised, the gesture of submission or respect. The
next three are carrying tusks over their left shoulders and
handled vessels or buckets in their right hands. The fifth
to seventh balance shallow bowls on their raised hands. In
the bowls are triple-armed and crescent-shaped earrings,
not drawn to scale. Only the heads, shoulders and hands of
the sixth and seventh tributaries survive. The eighth and
last, whose feet are missing, has both hands raised behind
his head, but what he was carrying is lost.
l.N. II, no. 100, p. 37, Pl. XXIX.

The four Assyrians of the first group on the right sit on
stools on either side of a table with an attendant standing
behind it. Of the four, only the one nearest the king, the
Crown Prince, wears a diadem. He is bearded and balances a
bowl on the fingertips of his right hand. The figure beside
him raises his right hand. The second pair are less well
preserved, and it is difficult to see what they are doing:
one hand is raised, another rests on the knee. The table is
similar to the king's but lower. The attendant offers an
enigmatic object to the Crown Prince and his companion.
Of the second group, only the first pair of courtiers are
preserved. Their hands are raised, one holding up a vessel.
Only part of their table survives. The garments worn by
the king, his attendants and the Crown Prince are decorated
with ovals, mostly forming rosettes.

187. ND 7574: Room SE 9

Plate 39

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, ROM 959.91.7b

Attendants waving fans over tables with pots are illustrated in camp scenes on Slab B 7a, BM 124548, in Room B
of the North West Palace (Budge, ASBM, Pl. XVI, I) and
on the Balawat Gates (King, Balawat Gates, PI. XXXV
upper register).

Fragment, right side and bottom broken off, partially
restored in wax. Incised.
H. as restored 2.4 em. W. as restored 6.5 em.
Four Assyrians, the last of whom introduces a tributary,
advance right. The first Assyrian, probably an attendant
fanning the king, is only partially preserved: traces
survive of the cloth over his shoulder. The second, the
Crown Prince, has a diadem and is bearded: he has one hand
raised, the other by his side. The third is beardless and has
his hands clasped in front of him. The last, the usher, also
beardless, introduces the tributary, who has a soft, floppy
hat and a garment with short sleeves and a fringed skirt.
His hands are clasped in front of him , the thumbs
uppermost.

Some early examples of stools and chairs are listed below.
Assur-nasir-pal II sits on a stool on the reliefs of the N. W.
Palace (see, for instance, Budge, ibid., PI. XXX, Barnett,
Assyrian Sculpture, Pl. 9) and Shalmaneser III sits on two
types of stools at Balawat (King, ibid., Pis. XX and Lll),
while an inspector at Balawat sits on a slightly higher
stool (ibid., PI. LXIV). A high-backed chair can be seen on
the earlier White Obelisk, together with tables with lion
feet, which of course continue in use (J.E. Reade, Iraq
XXXVII, Pl. 31a), and a chair is also shown being carried
on the Broken Obelisk (C.J. Gadd, Stones of Assyria
(London, 1936), Pl. 6). The chair is, of course, a standard
item of royal equipment from the reign of Tiglath Pileser

Possibly forming part of the same panel as No. 188.
I.N. II, no. 102, p. 37, Pl. XXIX.
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188. ND 7574: Room SE 9

Plate 39

Royal Ontario Museum , Toronto, ROM 959.91.7a

A horned sheep or goat kneeling to the right. The shoulder
pad and ribs are indicated.
I.N. II, p. 42, no. 134., Pl. XXXIV .

Fragment, right side and most of bottom broken off,
partially restored in wax . Incised.
H. as restored 2.7 em. W. as restored 8.3 em. Th. 0.4 em.

Assorted Ivories

192. ND 7570: Room SE 9
A procession of tributaries advance right: parts of five
survive, although only traces of the first. They wear shortsleeved and belted garments with fringed skirts. The
leader appears to be carrying a wide platter on hi s head,
probably containing earrings; the others carry handled
cauldrons, upside-down, on their heads.

Four fragments with a guilloche design, broken at sides,
part of a frame. Design incised, centre cut with centred bit.
Plain frame at top, bottom and left side of one fragment.
Pierced by dowel holes. Cf I.N. IV, nos . 1237-8.
H. 1.9 em. L. as preserved 7.2, 6.0, 5.8 and 4.3 em.

Possibly part of the same panel as No. 187.
/.N.II, no. 101, p. 37, Pl. XXIX.

193. ND 7566: Room SE 9
189. ND 7571: Room SE 9

Plate 40

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, and British School of Archaeology
in Iraq

Plate 39

Plate 40

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from openwork , tenoned panel , left and most of
right sides and bottom broken off. Some surface fragments
missing . Plain frame at top. Scratches on the front of the
top tenon might be fitter's marks but are not legible. Back,
smooth.
H. with tenon as preserved 11 .3 em. H. of panel as
preserved 9.8 em. W. as preserved 9.8 em.

Fragment from bottom left corner, made up in wax .
Incised. Pierced by a dowel hole. Back, poorly preserved.
H. as preserved 2.1 em. W. as preserved 2.4 em. Th. 0.3 em.
A small section of the wall s, gate and crenellated
battlements of a walled city. In the foreground, rough
ground and water.
I.N. II, no. 98, p. 36, Pl. XXVIII.

190. ND 7575: Room SE 9
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Part of the head, wings and chest of a winged, humanheaded sphinx advancing left. Face , leading foreleg ,
bottom left corner of apron, lower left foreleg and rest of
body mi ssing. The sphinx wears the sun disc probably
flanked by uraei (only the one on the right survives) upon
the nones headcloth , an usekh collar and an apron
decorated with vertical rows of chevrons and a fringe of
droplets . On either side of the curving wings are voluted
palmette flowers.

Plate 39

Fragmentary panel, sides broken off, partially restored in
wax. Design incised. Frame at bottom. Pierced by dowel
hole, D. 0.3 em ., at top right.
fl. as restored 3.0 em. W. as restored 12.5 em. Th. 0.4 em .

194. ND 7567: Room SE 9

Part of a file of cattle and horned sheep with a drover
advancing right. Only the hindquarters of the leading pair
of cattle survive. They are followed by a second pair,
behind whom is the drover. He is bearded , wears a shortsleeved garment with a fringed, wrap-over skirt, belted at
the waist, and carries a short stick in his raised right hand.
He is followed by two pairs of sheep, their fleecy coats
carefully drawn.

Fragment from top of openwork, tenoned panel, sides ,
centre and bottom broken off. Some . surface fragments
missing. Double frame and tenon extending width of
fragment . Back, smooth, with edges of figures bevelled.
H. with tenon as preserved 6.1 em. H. of panel as preserved
4.9 em. W. as preserved 5.2 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Files of animals being driven off after an Assyrian
conquest can be seen on Slab B5 of Room B of the North
West Palace, BM 124552 (Layard, Mons . I, Pl. 20; Budge,
A .S .B .M ., Pl. XXIII) , and on the Balawat gates (King,
Balawat Gates, Pis. 67-8).
I.N. II, no. III, p. 39, Pl. XXXI.

Only the top of the head of a figure facing left and , behind
it, two fronds belonging to a plant are preserved.

North Syrian Contest Scene

195. ND 7573: Room SE 9
Metropolitan Museum of Art , New
59. 107.14

Assyrian Style Sheep

191. ND 7572: Room SE 9

Plate 40

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 41
York, MMA

Plate 40

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Panel, sides broken off. Some surface fragments missing,
much surface pitting. Plain frame at top and bottom .
Indentation on top edge . Remains of dowel hole on right
edge. Back, horizontal striations, poorly preserved.
H. 9.7 em. L. as preserved 17.0 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Rectangular panel, surface cracked. Design incised. Frame
around edges. Pierced by dowel hole, D. 0.3 em ..
H. 2.3 em. W. 3.5 em. Th. 0.5 em.
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god.) The outlining of the horizontal crosspiece of the
ankh may betray a non-Egyptian origin. [K.A.K.]
Barnett, C.N.I., p. 237, Supplement 56, Pl. CXXXVII; N.
& R. II, p. 558, fig. 496; Barnett, B .M .Q ., 1963-4, pl.
xxxviia, p. 82.

Part of a contest scene showing a bull being attacked by a
lion and a griffin. Much of the bull survives, although his
head and left hindleg are broken off. Of the lion attacking
his front, only one paw survives on the bull's neck. Of the
griffin attacking the bull's rear, only the head survives. It
is upside-down with the beak piercing the bull's flesh. The
bull's neck is decorated with wavy lines, his ribs are incised
and a tendon is marked on the hindleg. The griffin has two
curls.

Room SE 9, not found
ND 7569, Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Plaque with a row of palmettes festooned over a row of
volutes. 13 x 5 x 0.7 em.

No. l96 may have formed part of this panel. The fragments
were found in the same room, are of the same scale and have
similar narrow frames and striated backs, not illustrated
as poorly preserved. The contest scene is generally
considered to be a motif belonging to the North Syrian
tradition, see p. 29 above. Other contest scenes from Fort
Shalmaneser include the hunting dog from S 10, No. 139,
the fine pair of panels from NE 1, Nos. 308-9 and
examples from Room SW 37, I.N. IV, nos. 669-700. None
of these are closely comparable to No. 195.
N. & R. II, p. 584, fig. 552.

196. ND 7565: Room SE 9
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

THE BARRACK ROOM, SE 5
Assyrian Style Fragments

198. ND 7647: Room SE 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Two fragments from different vertical panels. In two
registers. Design incised.
Fragment a shows part of a design from a vertical panel in
two or more registers. All that survives is part of an
ornate frame separating the registers, with above the
sandalled feet and bottom of the skirt of a figure facing
right. The frame consists of a central guilloche band with
festoons of buds above and below.
H. as preserved 6.0 em. W. as preserved 3.4 em.

Plate 40

Fragment from bottom of panel, sides and top broken off.
Some surface fragments missing, some surface pitting.
Plain frame at bottom. Back, horizontal striations, poorly
preserved.
H. as preserved 5.6 em. L. as preserved 11.3 em. Th. 0.7 em.

The same frame can be seen on the rather worn Fragment b,
from the right side of a panel. Above the frame there are
traces of a sandalled foot to left. Near the top, a dowel
hole.
H. as preserved 7.4 em. W. as preserved 1.9 em.

All that survives is a raised semi-circle with five fronds.
This plant may have formed part of No. 195.
Egyptianizing

197. ND 7568: Room SE 9
British Museum, London, BM 132917

Plate 42

Nos. 198-9 may have 'spread' from SE 8.

Plate 41

199. ND 7647: Room SE 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment, no original edges. Some surface fragments
m1ssmg. Cloisonne: much of the central scarab, the
crowns, lower faces, and ankh symbol were inlaid with
large, individually-shaped pieces of inlay, now lost. Back,
poorly preserved, horizontal striations.
H. as preserved 7.2 em. W. as preserved 13.4 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Plate 42

Four fragments, no original edges. Design incised.
Fragment a shows part of a sleeve with a decorated hem
and an embroidered panel containing a rosette.
H. as preserved 1.1 em. W. as preserved 1.2 em.
Fragments b and c are enigmatic.
H. as preserved 0.9 em. Ws. as preserved 2.0 and 2.7 em.
Fragment d shows part of a floral motif, a rosette or a
palmette, the petals decorated with chevrons.
H. as preserved 0.6 em. W. as preserved 1.9 em.

In the centre a scarab beetle, holding a sun disc between its
forelegs and a second disc or shen sign between its
hindlegs. The two flanking leonine heads bear towering,
everted plumes that suggest the god Bes. At the right, the
ankh sign of 'life' and the upraised hand and arm of some
adorer, now lost. Most likely, a similar, symmetrical
group is lost at the left.

The 'Ornate Group'

200. ND 7617: Room SE 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62665

A unique piece. The scarab is cut in a style rather like I.N.
IV, no. 991, Pl. 256. Similar plumes occur on an unusual
fragment from SW 37, ibid., No. 1125, Pl. 293 . Could it be
that the scene was set in a boat (cf. ibid., nos. 989-93, Pis.
225-6)? The overall concept is the adoration of the rising
sun at dawn (Khepri was the morning-form of the sun-

Plate 42

Openwork fragment, no original edges. Most of the
sphinx survives, although the top of the head, wing-tips,
Some surface
lower legs and tail are broken off.
fragments missing. Cloisonne: remains of blue in wig and
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collar; wings, alternate red and blue. Back, smooth,
fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: traces of lightly scratched letters from
previous use of ivory. 'Aleph and shin are clearly visible.
H. as preserved 8.0 em. W. as preserved 6.7 em. Th. 1.2 em.

204. ND 7652: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Lower right arm and hand, rest of arm broken off. Carved
in the round, burnt creamy-brown. Right hand closed and
perforated to hold some object, now missing. Round the
wrist, a bracelet with rosette.
L. as preserved 3.3 CO). W. 1.5 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Winged, human-headed sphinx advancing left, top and
front of head, lower legs, wing-tips and tail missing. It
wears a short, Egyptian-style wig and an usekh collar
with droplets.

Possibly part of the same statuette as Nos. 203 and 221.

Nos. 200 and 201 belong to the 'Ornate Group', see pp. 356. Compare No. 200 with IN. IV, nos. 1054-5.

201. ND 7865: Room SE 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

'Flame and Frond' Head

205. ND 7561: Room SE 1
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65190

Plate 42

Plate 43

Female head of a sphinx, carved nearly in the round.
Fragments missing from her left lock of hair and left side
of collar. Burnt grey. Cloisonne: the crown, fringe and
collar were inlaid, the crown with pegged inlays, only a
few holes of which are visible. Back of head flat with
large, rectangular dowel hole.
H. as preserved 12.4 em. W. as preserved 6.9 em. Th. 5.9 em.
The sphinx has a crown shaped like an inverted vase or
bowl. The hair is arranged in two long, heavy curls passing
behind the large ears and curling onto the collar. She has
large eyes, the pupils of which are drilled, a beaky nose and
a small mouth and chin. The stumps of the forelegs can be
seen below the large, curving collar.

Fragment from top of openwork tenoned panel, right side
and bottom broken off. Burnt grey. Cloisonne: traces of
red stain. Double frame and tenon at top. Back, smooth
with fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: 'aleph.
H. with tenon as preserved 4. 7 em. H. of panel as preserved
3.9 em. W. as preserved 3.0 em. Th. 0.8 em.
Top only of a stylized tree: part of the top set of branches
survive.
Compare I.N. IV, nos. 1077-8, for similar 'Ornate Group'
trees from SW 37 and see pp. 35-6 above.

A unique piece, which forms part of the North Syrian
tradition of ivory carving and probably belongs to the
'Flame and Frond' school, see p. 28 above and Herrmann,
Iraq Ll, pp 85-109. Note the pegged inlays typical of and
unique to that group and the similar physiognomy. The
unusual form of crown is partially similar to crowns
worn by sphinxes from Rooms SW 37 and SW 12, see I.N.
IV, nos. 1130--3, and Iraq Ll, Pl. 16c, and to those worn by
the 'vase-hat' men on panels from SW 7, I.N. III, Nos. 3840 and 43.

THE RAB EKALL/'S SUITE, ROOM SE 1
Assyrian Style

202. ND 7653: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 43

Plate 43

Top of panel only, bottom broken off. Fragments missing
from edges and surface. Burnt grey. Incised. Plain frame
at top and sides. Remains of dowel holes in top frame.
H. as preserved 2.5 em. W. 2.6 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Found in the fill of SE I.
N. & R. II, p. 558, fig. 499.
'Crown and Scale' Lion

The head, neck, shoulders and raised right hand only of an
eagle-headed genie, facing left, cone in right hand.

206. ND 7562: Room SE 1
British Museum, London, BM 132697

See pp. 24-8 above.

Plate 44

Finely modelled fragment of male head, no original edges.
Top and left side missing. Pupil of eye drilled.
H. as preserved 1.9 em. W. as preserved 1.6 em.

Lion's head, carved almost in the round. Top left corner,
centre, top right and right side broken off, some surface
fragments missing. Unevenly burnt, light and dark grey.
Eyes excised for inlay. Orange stain outlining muzzle and
nostrils and in bristle holes. Back of head flat, lower
section stepped. Deep tenon slot, 1.5 x 1.0 em., cut into
thickness of ivory vertically. Dowel hole in base, D. 0.4
em., and cut into right side of head.
H. 10.4 em. W. as preserved 8.0 em. Th. 7.0 em.

This fragment may have formed part of the same statuette
as No. 204 and No. 221 from SE 2.

The head only of a lion, shown full-face, with a sun disc
and uraei crown. The sun disc is damaged, and only the

IN. II, no. 190, p. 51, pl. XLIII.

203. ND 7622: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 43
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referred to by R.D. Barnett in 'Early Greek and Oriental
Ivories', J.H.S. LXVIII ( 1948), p. 14, note 78: one piece is
illustrated on pl. VIIIg. The sherds will be published in
an article by J.E. Curtis and G.H. in the near future.

uraeus on the left survives. The right ear is missing, only
the stump of the left ear is preserved. The whiskers are
incised and there are holes for bristles on the upper lip and
chin. The mouth is closed. The oval shaped eyes are excised
for inlays, the eyebrows are pointed and long. A ruff is
marked around the neck.

The 'Ornate Group'

The form of the crown suggests that this lion belongs to
the 'Crown and Scale' group, see pp. 32-3 above.
Oates, Iraq XXI, p. 110; N. & R. II, pp. 422 and 580, fig.
542. Barnett, C.N.I. , p. 237, Supplement 55, Pl. CXLI;
Barnett, B .M.Q. 27, 1963-4, pl. xxxivc, p. 82 ..

208. ND 7661: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment from top of panel, sides and bottom broken off.
Surface, heavily pitted and poorly preserved. Burnt brown.
Cloisonne: the sun disc, wig, collar, and pendant petals of
the lily were inlaid. Plain frame at top. Back, poorly
preserved, traces of striations.
H. as preserved 6.7 em. W. as preserved 3.9 em. Th. 0.4 em.

Intermediate Winged Figure

207. ND 7656: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

Plate 45

Fragmentary, tenoned panel, top left, top centre, and part
of right side not preserved. Fragments missing from
centre and surface. Burnt black. Remains of plain frame at
top, plain frame at bottom. Remains of tenon stump at
top. Back, flat , with base chiselled to form a narrower
edge.
H. c. 7.6 em. W. as preserved 5.6 em. Max Th . 0.8 em. Th.
at base 0.5 em.

The upper body only of a lady , or Hathor/lsis figure,
survives. Only part of her crown, wig, face and upper body,
facing right, survive. She wears the sun disc and horns of
the crown of Hathor, a lappet wig and an usekh collar.
Only the top of her right arm is preserved, her left is
flexed, the hand holding a lily with long, hanging tassels
over her left shoulder. Trace of inlaid waist-band at waist,
probably the top of a long skirt enfolded by a pair of
wings. At the top left, the remains of a rectangle once
containing hieroglyphs.

Winged, male figure advancing left, part of crown, wig,
much of face and neck and most of raised right wing and
part of lowered left wing missing. Four wings frame the
figure. The arms are extended to either side, the hands (left
hand missing) holding uraei crowned with sun discs: the
uraeus held in the left hand is only partially preserved.
Only part of the man's crown survives. This was a
composite crown and probably consisted of the atef crown
flanked by uraei mounted on a pair of ram's horns. Traces
survive of an Egyptian-style wig. He has a beaded collar
and is wearing a thigh-length undertunic and open, anklelength overskirt, fastened by a belt at the waist. The edges
of the overskirt are beaded and fringed, the tunic hem
beaded. A long tail can be seen behind the near leg.

This panel is similar to examples found in Rooms SW 12
and SW 37, while an almost identical example was found
in SW 7: I.N. 1!1, no. 88, p. 107, Pl. XCV. An SW 12 panel,
ND 11101 (N. & R . II, p. 548, fig. 480), shows a similarly
dressed lady, while some fragments from SW 37 (I.N . IV,
nos. I 035-6 and . I 039-40) are also closely similar to No.
208. Others from SW 37 (I.N. IV, nos. 1032-4) are similar
in subject and style, although the ladies are differently
dressed, wearing long, loose dresses instead of tightfitting, winged skirts . The form of the inlays and the
frequent repetitions of the design suggest that this panel
belongs to the 'Ornate Group', see pp. 35-6 above.

For partially similar subjects, see I.N. IV, nos. 49-53 and
324-6: on these examples the figures hold winged uraei in
their lowered hands and plants in their raised ones: see
also ibid., no. 384, for a similar design, although the style
differs markedly . This panel probably belongs to the
Intermediate Tradition, perhaps to the 'Wig and Wing'
Group, see pp. 30-2 above.

Fragments of Heads

209. ND 7618: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq.

Plate 45

Fragment, no original edges, of a head represented
frontally and wearing a crown, only traces of which
survive, and a braided wig, the bottom of which is broken
off. The remains of the crown suggest it may have been a
sun disc flanked by uraei. Burnt, light grey-brown. Trace
of orange stain on parts of wig.
H. as preserved 3.1 em. W. as preserved 3.0 em.

A slightly larger but otherwise almost identical version
of the design of No. 207 can be seen on some clay plaques
which are attached to sherds of a large vessel now in the
British Museum. Some eight rim fragments, BM 9224852, 122110, RM 649-650, survive from a pottery vessel
ornamented with incised designs showing small rosettes
and a lotus-and-bud frieze. A number of panels with
moulded decoration are attached to the vessel. These
sherds were apparently found in the Kidmuru Temple at
Nimrud by Hormuzd Rassam in 1878. They have been

Small heads such as Nos. 209-13 might either have formed
parts of lady at the window panels, see for instance Nos .
102-14, or might have formed parts of sphinx panels, such
as No. 219 or 243. They also resemble the head of No. 242.
See also No. 99.
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210. ND 7619: Room SE 1
Plate 45
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Downing
Street, Cambridge

voluted palmette flower at the left and part of the head
and crown of a lion, represented frontally. Only part of
the sun disc and one uraeus survive of the crown.
H. as preserved 1.7 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Fragment, no original edges, of a head represented
frontally and wearing a braided wig, the bottom of which
is broken off. Burnt. Back, flat.
H. as preserved 2.6 em. W. as preserved 4.0 em.
211. ND 7620: Room SE 1
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Nos. 214 and 215 probably belong together, see above.
216. ND 7621: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

Fragment, sides and bottom broken off. Burnt grey. Part
of a lion's head, shown frontally . Of the lion, all that
survives is the face, the right ear, part of the ruff decorated
with chevrons, and part of the crown. This once consisted
of a sun disc flanked by uraei, themselves crowned. Of this
only part of the central sun disc and one uraeus survives.
Back flat.
H. as preserved 1.9 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Fragment, no original edges, of a head represented
frontally and wearing a braided wig, the bottom of which
is broken off. Burnt. Poorly preserved. Back, flat.
H. as preserved 1.7 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em.
212. ND 7674: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

Compare Nos. 214-5.

Head, represented frontally, fragmentary, no original
edges. All that survives is the face, right ear missing, part
of the braided wig, and a line at the top, part of a crown or
frame. Burnt cream, traces of orange stain on hair. Back
not preserved.
H. as preserved 2.1 em. W. as preserved 1.0 em.
213. ND 7623: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

217. ND 7674: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

218. ND 7654: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

Fragment, no original edges, burnt brown. An aegis, a
feline head, facing right, with a sun disc, lappet wig and
collar. Back, criss-cross striations.
H. as preserved 2.8 em. W. as preserved 1.9 em. Th. 0.4 em.

Fragments of Lions
Plate 45

Wig and Wing' Sphinx
219. ND 7676: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment, no original edges, burnt whitish grey. Part of a
lion's head shown frontally. Whiskers and eyebrows
indicated by dots. Traces of orange stain in right eye.
H. as preserved 1.4 em. W. as preserved 1.7 em.

Plate 45

Four fragments belonging to an openwork, tenoned panel
or panels, showing a winged, human-headed sphinx
advancing left, head shown frontally . Burnt grey and
black.
a. Head, chest and apron of sphinx advancing left, with head
shown frontally , top of head broken off. The sphinx wears
a wig with tied locks, a simple, beaded collar, and an apron
decorated with chevrons. Back smooth. with remains of
fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: only half a circle survives.
H. as preserved 7.3 em. W. as preserved 2.7 em. Th. 2.0 em.
b. Wing fragment , with remains of stalk of plant attached
to upper edge and curl of tail on lower edge.
H. as preserved 3.1 em. W. as preserved 4.4 em. Th. 1.2 em.
c. Fragment of hindquarters with stump of tail.
H. as preserved 3.3 em. W. as preserved 3.1 em. Th. 1.3 em.
d. Fragment from bottom of panel with plain frame , lower
hindleg and part of plant.
H. as preserved 3.6 em. W. as preserved 3.4 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Three fragments provide an idea of part of the original
design. No. 216 shows a more complete version of a
similar leonine head: its pointed ear and distinctive ruff
can be paralleled on the bottom right corner of No. 215,
which may have formed part of No. 214. even though there
is not a direct join. Originally, the design would have
shown a leonine head , represented frontally. with sun disc
and uraei crown , and with a voluted palmette flower to
the left.
215. ND 7674: Room SE I
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

All that survives is part of the left side of a braided wig
and part of a cloisonne pectoral.
H. as preserved 3.2 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Face, represented frontally, fragmentary , top and sides
broken-off. Back not preserved.
H. as preserved 1.0 em. W. as preserved 1.3 em. Th. 0.5 em.

214. ND 7674: Room SE 1
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

Plate 45

Fragment from top of panel . sides and bottom broken off.
Some surface fragments missing. Burnt creamy grey. Plain
frame at top. Back flat. All that survives is part of a
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These fragments probably belonged to one or more similar
panels forming parts of the same set. For similar sphinxes
see Nos. 226 and 406 of the 'Wig and Wing' group, see pp.
30--2 above.

Fragment of an openwork cow with head turned to her
calf, now missing. All that survives is the head and body
of the cow, to the left, head turned back. Tip of horn, left
edge of neck, legs and tail not preserved, hindquarters much
damaged. Heavily burnt.
H. as preserved 3.4 em. W. as preserved 8.0 em. Th. 1.3 em.

Room SE 1, not found

Many examples of this popular subject have been found in
Fort Shalmaneser, see, for instance, Nos. 132-6 and 381-9
and I.N. IV, nos.744-5. Numerous examples, mostly
unpublished, were found in Room SW 12. For further
discussion, see p. 38 above.

ND 7650, Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Female head, burnt, almost in the round, flat back. Headcloth on forehead and elaborately woven strands of hair.
Perhaps the head of a flywhisk. C. 4.4 x 3.0 em.

THE RAB EKALL/'S SUITE, ROOM SE 3

ND 7657, Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment of column with floral capital, perhaps once part
of a chair leg. L. 6.2, overall c. 6 em.

Assyrian Style Ivory

223. ND 7662: Room SE 3
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

ND 7665, Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Female head, burnt, almost in the round, flat back. She has
a crown consisting of a sun disc flanked by uraei and a
cloisonne pectoral. Tenon and perforation for fixing. H. of
head 3.5 em. D. of pectoral c. 4.7 em.

Fragmentary silhouette, carved in relief. Lower forelegs
and lower body broken off. Surface worn and poorly
preserved. Back flat.
H. as preserved 3.9 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em. Th. 0.6 em.

THE RAB EKALL/'S SUITE, ROOM SE 2

The head and forequarters of a winged, human-headed
sphinx, rampant to the left, with head represented
frontally . The figure has chin-length hair ending in a curl
and a long, spade-shaped beard. The further foreleg is
raised, the nearer is held across the chest.

Assyrian Style Ivories

220. ND 7584: Room SE 2
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 46

Plate 46

Compare No. I 80 from Room C 7 and seep. 26 above.

Silhouette or inlay, virtually complete. Incised.
H. 4.0 em. W. 2.6 em.

The 'Ornate Group '

Winged, human-headed genie in homed crown, kneeling to
the left, right arm flexed and raised, left arm resting on
body, hand open on knee. He has shoulder-length hair, is
bearded and wears a short-sleeved, ankle-length, shawled
garment.

224. ND 7589: Room SE 3
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61894

Openwork, tenoned panel, left side and top tenon and frame
broken off. Fragments missing from double crown, and
surface overall. Cloisonne: the Red Crown, eye and
eyebrow, collar, garment borders, belt and bracelets were
finely inlaid. Many traces of pale blue in the crown and
slight traces in other inlaid areas. Double frame at bottom.
Short tenon with fitter's mark at bottom. Back, smooth.
Fitter's mark: a vertical stroke crossed by an oblique one,
and four vertical strokes.
H. as preserved with tenon 8.5 em. H. of panel as prese1ved
10.4 em. W. as preserved 6.4 em. Th. 1.0 em.

For a fragment of a similar figure see No. I 84 from Room
SE 8. See p. 26 above.
221. ND 7651: Room SE 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 6 I 885

Plate 46

Lower left forearm and hand, carved in the round . Burnt
light brown. Dowel hole, D. 0.3 em ., in elbow, for
attachment to rest of statuette. Left hand closed and
perforated to hold some object. Round the wrist, a bangle
probably with a rosette ornament, damaged.
L. as preserved 4.9 em. W. 1.5 em. Th. 1.0 em.

A male figure , kneeling to the left, arms flexed and raised.
He wears an Egyptian double crown, front spiral not
preserved, a double ribbon down the back, usekh collar, and
garment with shawl sleeves and a short, close-fitting skirt,
belted at the waist. The garment borders and belt were
inlaid. Inlaid bracelets round each wrist.

Probably part of the same statuette as Nos. 203-4 from SE
I.
Cow and Calf Panel

222. ND 7861: Room SE 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 46

This elegant panel belongs to the 'Ornate Group', see pp.
35-6 above. Many examples were found in Room SW 37,
see I.N. IV, nos. 1049-50 for similar kneeling boys, while

Plate 46
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Fragment from top of openwork, tenoned panel in poor
condition. All that survives is part of the tenon, part of
the plain frame at the top and the head and neck of a figure
facing left. Surface poorly preserved. Back, flat,
originally smooth.
H. with tenon as preserved 3.0 em. H. of panel as preserved
2.6 em. W. as preserved 1.6 em. Th. 1.0 em.

the fragments, Nos. 1081-4 are as finely worked as No.
224. Other panels and panel fragments of this group were
found elsewhere in the Fort, see, for instance, Nos. 177,
333-45, 471, 479-82, 484, and 496, as well as in SW 12,
most of which have not yet been published.
N. & R. II, p. 524, fig. 431.
Egyptianizing Wedjat Eye
225. ND 7871: Room SE 3
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 46

The head and top of the shoulder of a figure facing left and
wearing a lappet wig.

Right side of rectangular tenoned panel, top, bottom and
left side broken off. Poorly preserved, many surface
fragments missing and much surface pitting. Cloisonne:
most of the design was inlaid. Chamfered right side with
short tenon.
H. as preserved 4.8 em. W. with tenon as preserved 6.9 em.
W. of panel as preserved 5.9 em.

228. ND 7640?: Room SE 3
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 45

Fragment, body only of a calf advancing right, upper neck,
head, tail and most of legs not preserved, from a panel once
showing a cow suckling her calf. Of the cow all that
survives is part of her leading hindleg. Back, horizontal
striations.
L. as preserved 4.3 em. H. as preserved 1.9 em. Th. 0.5 em.

The remains of a winged, taloned wedjat-eye with uraeus
crowned with sun disc, standing on a nub sign. In front of
the wedjat-eye traces survive of a column, perhaps a djed
column.

Although the number on this piece is clear, the description
in the register does not match the object. It is, however,
included with the ivories found in SE 3, although with a
query.

This poorly preserved fragment is similar to pieces found
in Room SW 37, l.N. IV, p. 197, and nos . 984-6. A
comparable example was found at Samaria (Samaria, Pl.
III, 2). See pp. 36-7 above.
Found at the south end of the room.
'Wig and Wing' Sphinx
226. ND 7872?: Room SE 3
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

THE RAB EKALLI'S SUITE, ROOM SE 10
Plate 46

Assyrian Style Ivory
229. ND 7764: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Openwork fragment, burnt black and grey. Only the head,
body and part of the wings and legs of a sphinx advancing
left survive. Wrongly restored: the fragment of apron is
attached too far to the left, and the wing joins look
questionable. Some surface fragments missing. Pupils of
eyes drilled.
H. as preserved 7.6 em. W. as preserved 8.4 em. Th. 1.5 em.

Two fragments from a long panel. Burnt. Design incised.
Frame at top and bottom.
Fragment a, on the left, top and sides broken off, fragment
missing from edge at bottom right.
H. as preserved 1.3 em. W. as preserved 4.1 em.
Fragment b, sides broken off and fragments missing from
bottom left, centre top and bottom right.
H. 2.0 em. W. as preserved 11.2 em. Th. 0.3 em.

The head, body and parts of three legs of a winged, humanheaded sphinx advancing left, head turned full-face. The
sphinx wears a long, Egyptian-style wig, which partially
covers the usekh collar.

Winged bulls kneel on either side of clumps of stylized
'pomegranate flowers': there are additional clumps behind
the bulls. On Fragment a, only part of one clump and the
lower front of a bull kneeling to the left survive. On the
larger Fragment b, the upper hindquarters of a bull to the
left, perhaps belonging to the one on Fragment a, two
clumps of pomegranate flowers with between them a bull,
nearly complete, kneeling to the right, and the head of a
third bull on the right of the panel, survive.

Although the number on this piece is not preserved, it fits
the description in the register and is therefore included
with the ivories found in SE 3, although with a query. The
sphinx is similar to Nos. 219 and 406, and to one from
Room SW 37, I.N. IV, no. 534, p. 140, Pl. 122: compare the
face, eyes and wig, and note the identical modelling on the
haunch. They all probably belong to the 'Wig and Wing'
group, see pp. 30--2 above.
Openwork Fra[?ments
227. ND 7663: Room SE 3
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 47

For a similar panel , although with the bulls replaced by
cervids, see No. 94. Relevant but less closely comparable
are Nos. 351-2 and 355. See pp. 24-7 above.
I.N. II, no. 127, p. 41, Pl. XXXIII.

Plate 47
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H. 5.9 em. W. at base as preserved 4.3 em. Max Th. 1.2 em.
D. of base c. 12.0 em.

Trapezoidal Plaques
230. ND 7582: Room SE 10
Plate 47
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, ROM 959.91.14

Winged, human-headed sphinx advances left, left forepaw
stands on a lily apparently growing from the base, while
the raised right forepaw rests on a lily with a longer stalk,
also growing from the base. It wears the Egyptian double
crown upon the nemes headcloth, the usekh collar and an
apron decorated with vertical rows of chevrons.

Curved trapezoidal plaque, complete except for a few
surface fragments. Some surface pitting. Burnt. Double
frame at top and bottom, narrow frame at left, half
papyrus column at right. Mitred base and sides. Back,
vertical striations.
H. 5.2 em. W. at top 4.0 em. W. at base 5.3 em. Th. 1.0 em.

No. 233 probably formed part of the same set as No. 232.
For plaques with similar subjects from Room SW 37, see
I.N. IV, nos. 98-126, and No. 230 above.

Winged griffin advances right, beak stretched up to touch
the top of the papyrus column. The griffin's right forepaw
stands on a papyrus bloom apparently growing from the
base, while the raised left forepaw rests on a lily flower
with a longer stalk, also growing from the base. An apron
hangs from the raised left elbow.

233. ND 7760: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61878

Trapezoidal plaque, fragmentary. Left side and centre
bottom broken off. Some surface fragments missing.
Burnt black. Double frame at top and bottom. Back
striated.
H. 5.9 em. W. as preserved 3.6 em.

Nos. 230 and 231 form a pair. Similar in style although
belonging to different sets are the human-headed sphinxes
of Nos. 232 and 233, and the youths of Nos. 234 and 235.
The double frames and roughly striated backs of these
plaques occur on plaques from Room SW 37, see I.N. IV,
nos. 34-6, a set of Pharaoh figures grasping flowers
growing from stylized trees; ibid ., no . 37, similar in
design to No. 234; ibid., nos. 49-51, a set of winged figures
with flowers and uraei saluting stylized trees; and ibid.,
no. 53, a larger version of nos. 49-51 but with a winged
youth. Comparable plaques from S 10 include Nos. 141-4
above. They were probably all made in the same
workshop/centre. Note, among much else, the patterning
on the papyrus blossoms.

231. ND 7583: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Winged, human-headed sphinx advances right, raised right
forepaw resting on a lily flower, left foreleg, body and
hindquarters not preserved. It wears the Egyptian double
crown upon the nemes headcloth, the usekh collar and an
apron decorated with ver~ical rows of chevrons.
A pair to No. 232. Found on the upper floor.
234. ND 7773: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 47

Right side of plaque, left side and fragment from bottom
broken off. Some surface pitting. Burnt dark brown.
Double frame at top and bottom, half bud column at right.
Mitred side and base. Back, criss-cross striations.
H. 6.3 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Plate 47

Curved trapezoidal plaque, virtually complete. Burnt.
Double frame at top and bottom, half papyrus column at
left. Mitred base and sides.
H. 5.2 em. W. at top 4.3 em. W. at base 5.5 em.

Male figure advancing left, right arm and leg and left foot
not preserved. The left arm is flexed, the hand holding a
papyrus flower which extends above his left shoulder. The
figure is crowned with a sun disc, has a beaded collar and is
wearing a skirt with a hem sloping from thigh to ankle and
decorated with a line of beading. A belt is knotted round
the waist, the ties hang down over the skirt.

Winged griffin advances left, beak stretched up to touch
the top of the papyrus column. The griffin's left forepaw
stands on a papyrus bloom apparently growing from the
base, while the raised right forepaw rests on a lily flower
with a longer stalk, also growing from the base. An apron
hangs from the raised right elbow.

This fragment is similar in size and style to No. 235 and to
one from Room SW 37, see I.N. IV, no. 37. See comment on
No. 230 above.

A pair to No. 230.

232. ND 7628: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 47

Plate 47

Found on the upper floor.
235. ND 7755: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 117019

Curved trapezoidal plaque, top left corner and fragments
from top, bottom and surface missing. Some surface
pitting. Burnt brown. Double frame at top and bottom,
narrow frame at right. Mitred base and sides. Back flat,
criss-cross striations.

Plate 47

Curved trapezoidal plaque, fragments missing from top
left, partially restored in wax, bottom right and surface.
In poor condition, surface pitted. Burnt black. Double
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frame at top and bottom, narrow frame at left and right;
trace of half-bud at top on right. Mitred base. Back flat,
striated.
H. 6.4 em. W. as preserved 4.4 em. Th. 0.8 em.

stalks of a papyrus plant or stylized tree: two stalks bend
down and end in flowers with ridged edges. Touching the
curving stalk of the flower on the right is the edge of a
wing belonging to a second figure, no longer preserved.

Winged boy advancing left, right arm and wing raised, hand
holding lily, left lowered, hand damaged. The boy wears a
short, Egyptian-style wig with pendant tassels, a short
tunic with a beaded edge and a long, sloping skirt, reaching
the ankle. Two papyrus plants grow in front of him.

The design probably consisted of a pair of winged figures
framing a central plant, see No. 236 above. See also Arslan
Tash, Arslan Tash, Pis. XIX-XXIV, nos. 1-13.

Comparable in size and style to No. 234. Found on the
upper floor.

238. ND 8208: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

236. ND 7783: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61876

Lightly curved plaque, fragments missing from top left
and surface. Some grey speckling. Plain frame at top.
Sides mitred. Back and bottom, striated.
H. 3.0 em. W. 3.9 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Found on the upper floor.

Plate 48

Bottom of trapezoidal plaque, top m1ssmg, centre and
bottom right section restored in wax. Burnt black. Plain
frame at bottom and sides. Back, flat with criss-cross
striations. Left side mitred, right damaged.
H. as preserved 3.4 em. W. as preserved 9.9 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Part of a frieze of linked aegis-motifs, lion-headed,
crowned with sun discs on lappet wigs. Their collars are
mounted on voluted stems to link them. The central aegis
is complete: on either side a half-aegis.

Two winged figures, preserved only from the hips down,
stand facing each other on either side of a stylized tree. The
tips of their wings touch. The better-preserved figure on
the left wears an ankle-length coat, cut open to reveal the
leading leg to above the knee. The garment borders are
beaded. A 'tail' nearly reaches the ground behind the leg.
The base of the tree has been incorrectly restored: lily
flowers grow from the trunk just above the wings.

'Pharaoh' figures

239. ND 7750: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 48

Fragment from top right of panel, left side and bottom
broken off. Some surface fragments missing. Iron stain.
Design incised. Plain frame at top and right side. Dowel,
D. c. 0.2 em., pierces panel at lower right.
H. as preserved 4.0 em. W. as preserved 5.4 em.

The trunk of the tree originally grew out of the base of the
plaque: the coat of the figure on the right has also been
incorrectly restored. This piece is probably a betterpreserved version of No. 237. Panels, rather than plaques,
with this design occur at Arslan Tash, see Arslan Tash, Pis.
XIX-XXIV, nos. 1-13.

The head and upper body of a male figure facing left and
wearing the Egyptian double crown, a ribbon down the
back, and a plain collar round his neck. His left arm is
flexed and raised in front of him in salutation: his right is
not preserved.

Found on the upper floor.

237. ND 7756: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 48

The classic pose of a pharaoh in double crown (with rear
streamers), hands raised in adoration, as seen in numberless
temple scenes. Traces of a vertical bouquet before him?
[K.A.K.] The design was probably originally stained. For
incised and stained examples from Room SW 37, see I.N .
IV, nos. 1215-21. Found on the lower floor.

Plate 48

Two fragments from a trapezoidal plaque, one showing the
head of a figure facing right and the other the leading foot
and part of a stylized tree. Some surface fragments
missing. Burnt creamy-grey. Plain frame at left side and
bottom . Left side and base mitred. Back, criss-cross
striations.
Top fragment, H. as preserved 1.8 em. W. as preserved 2.3
em. Th. 0.5 em.
Bottom fragment, H. as preserved 1.9 em. W. as preserved
5.2 em. Th. 0.5 em.

'Crown and Scale' Panels

240. ND 7563: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum , Baghdad, IM 62661

Plate 49

Tenoned panel. Fragments missing from tenons, bottom
left and right corners and surface. Surface pitted. Partly
restored in wax. Burnt black. Plain frame on all four
sides. Most of the top tenon survives, but only stumps of
the bottom tenon: they extended the width of the panel.
Back, slightly curved.
H. with tenon 10.9 em. H. of panel 9.7 em. W. 6.0 em. Th.
1.0 em.

A male figure advances right; all that survives is the head,
wearing a short, Egyptian-style wig, and the leading lower
left leg and foot with the edge of an open, ank le-length
skirt in front of the leg. In front of the foot are three
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Male figure, advancing left, grasps a winged griffin by its
comb, twists its head and thrusts a spear or long sword
into its beak. His raised right foot rests on the griffin's
neck. He is wearing a provincial version of the Egyptian
double crown, with a heavy volute at the front. His hair is
arranged in twisted ringlets. He wears a pleated coat with
short sleeves over a short kilted skirt: the hems and edges
are beaded. The coat is belted at the waist. The sword has a
crescentic pommel, and the blade passes behind the man's
head but in front of his right shoulder. The griffin has
apparently been caught in flight, its forequarters pinned to
the ground while the hindquarters are still in the air. Its
wings frame the hero. The griffin has a beaded collar, an
usekh collar and wears a short apron. A plant flowers by
the man's face and behind his back leg.

Tenoned panel, fragmentary, left side and bottom .broken
off. Some surface fragments missing, some surface pitting.
Burnt. Plain frame at top and right side. Remains of tenon
at top.
H. as preserved c. 9.5 em. W. as preserved c. 4.7 em.

Nos. 240 and 241, found nearby, form a pair. Other
versions of this motif are the almost identical No. 328
from NE 59 and the four panels from Room SW 37, I.N.
IV, nos. 316-9. The heroes in the SW 37 panels wear short
tunics rather than the coats and tunics of Nos. 240-1 and
328. All seven panels belong to the 'Crown and Scale'
school, see pp. 32-3 above. Found on the upper floor.

This panel, unfortunately only fragmentary, is partially
paralleled by one from Room T 10, unpublished. The style
of the figure and its clothes, and of the frame and tenons,
suggests that it belongs to the 'Crown and Scale' school,
see pp. 32-3 above.

241. ND 7564: Room SE 10

The head, shoulders and left arm of a male figure
represented frontally, the rest of the body broken off. The
left arm is flexed upon the chest, the hand holding the
stalk of a palmette flower which can be seen beside the
crown. The figure is crowned with the sun disc flanked by
uraei, of which only one survives. The hair is arranged in
twisted ringlets. He is wearing a pleated garment with
short sleeves, the collar and sleeve edge are beaded. A
second palmette flower blooms below the left elbow.

Found on the lower floor.
N. & R. II, p. 584, fig. 554.

Plate 49

University Museum, Philadelphia, Pa.61.3.1.

243. ND 7588: Room SE 10

Tenoned panel, fragmentary, made up in wax. Much of top
frame and tenon, a large fragment from the centre right
edge, the bottom of the panel and some surface fragments
missing. Some surface pitting. Burnt grey. Remains of
plain frame on three sides, bottom not preserved but
restored. Remains of tenon at top extending width of
panel. Back, poorly preserved.
H. with tenons as restored 11.2 em. H. of panel as restored
9.4 em. W. 6.0 em.

Tenoned panel, fragmentary, fragments missing from top
and bottom left. Burnt. Cloisonne: the sun disc and apron
were inlaid. The head was carved separately and attached to
an oval area at the front by means of a semicircular hollow
and drill hole, the area around which was striated. Back
smooth with fitter's marks.
Fitter's marks: four vertical strokes.
H. as preserved with tenon 9.4 em. H. of panel 9.0 em. W.
4.1 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Male figure, advancing left, grasps a winged griffin by its
comb, twists its head and thrusts a spear or long sword
into its beak. His raised right foot rests on the griffin's
neck. He is wearing a provincial version of the Egyptian
double crown, with a heavy volute at the front. His hair is
arranged in twisted ringlets. He wears a pleated coat with
short sleeves over a short skirt: the hems and edges are
beaded. The coat is belted at the waist. The hilt of the
sword is poorly preserved: it may be east-on to the blade,
which has a central mid-rib. The blade passes behind the
man's head but in front of his right shoulder. The griffin
has apparently been caught in flight, its forequarters
pinned to the ground while the hindquarters are still in the
air. Its wings frame the hero. The griffin has a beaded
collar and an usekh collar. Voluted palmette flowers
bloom in front of the man's face and behind his leg.

The front of a winged sphinx advancing right, head, not
preserved, carved separately and represented frontally.
Only part of the sphinx's crown survives, part of the
central sun disc and one of the flanking uraei, crowned
with a sun disc. The sphinx wears the usekh collar and an
apron decorated with vertical rows of chevrons. An
uraeus, crowned with a sun disc, is suspended from the
chest.
Nos. 243, 329 and a panel from Room SW 37 (/.N. IV, No.
1127) are almost identical, although there are minor
variations: the heads are attached differently, the collar of
No. 243 is not inlaid and there is no lily growing between
the forelegs as on the other two. Nevertheless the three
are so close that they must have been carved in the same
workshop/centre. They belong to the 'Crown and Scale'
school, see pp. 32-3 above.

A pair to No. 240. Found on the upper floor.
N. & R. II, p. 586, fig. 558.

242. ND 7786: Room SE 10

Plate 49

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 49
Found on the lower floor.

Nicholson Museum, Sydney, 59.12.
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Assorted Fragments

244. ND 7748: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

The head and part of the upper body of a male figure facing
right. He wears a short, Egyptian style wig and a collar.
His right arm is held down across his body, hand not
preserved.

Plate 48

Fragment from panel, sides and bottom broken off. Burnt.
All that survives is a trace of the frame at the top and a
human head represented frontally . In high relief. Back,
flat.
H. as preserved 5.6 em. W. as preserved c. 2.7 em.

Found on the upper floor.

248. ND 7777: Room SE 10

Openwork panel fragment, no original edges, some surface
fragments missing. Burnt, dark grey. Cloisonne: the
pegged wig, the eye and the collar were inlaid, traces of
whitish paste survive. Back, flat.
H. as preserved 3.9 em. W. as preserved 1.8 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Only the head, part of the collar and chest and the base of
the wing of a human-headed sphinx advancing left are
preserved. The head is shown frontally and is crowned
with a sun-disc flanked by uraei, of which many parts are
missing. The sphinx wears an Egyptian style wig with an
uraeus in the centre. The collar is double-stranded.

The head and part of the upper body of a figure facing left.
He wears a short, Egyptian-style wig and a collar. The
stump of his left arm is held across his body.

Nos. 244 and 245 probably formed parts of a set.

245. ND 7767: Room SE 10

Plate 48

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Found on the upper floor.

Plate 48

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

249. ND 7772: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment, no original edges, with a human head. Burnt.
Pupils of eyes drilled.
H. as preserved 3.4 em. W. as preserved 2.8 em.
All that survives is a human head represented frontally,
probably belonging to a sphinx, cf. No. 244 above. It is
wearing an Egyptian-style wig with an uraeus in the
centre.

Fragment, burnt, no original edges. Part of mask of male
head, with fleshy nose and mouth.
H. as preserved 2.2 em.
Found on the upper floor.
Couchant Sphinxes

Nos. 244 and 245 probably formed parts of a set.
Found on the upper floor.

246. ND 7775: Room SE 10

Plate 48

250. ND 7782: Room SE 10

Plate 48

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 6 I 873

Plate 48

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Panel, fragmentary, restored in wax. The better preserved
sphinx on the right was found on the lower floor.
Fragments belonging to the sphinx on the left were found
on the upper floor. The pieces have been restored as one.
Burnt: the sphinx on the right was burnt grey to white,
while the fragments found on the upper floor were burnt
black. Pupils of eyes drilled. Plain frame at top and
bottom.
L. as restored 14.5 em. H. as restored 4.5 em.

Fragment from top left corner of panel, right side and
bottom broken off. Fragments missing from top left
corner and surface. Colouring: the hair is stained a bright
orange colour. Burnt grey. Plain frame at top and left side.
Back, lightly striated.
H. as preserved 4.3 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.6 em.
Parts of the crown, head and right shoulder of a figure
facing right survive. The crown originally consisted of
three atef crowns set on a pair of ram's horns. The man
wears a short, Egyptian-style wig and a garment with a
beaded collar.

Plate 48

Two winged, human-headed sphinxes, couchant, flanking a
stylized tree in the centre. They wear versions of the
Egyptian double crown with elongated volutes rising
from the front, nemes headcloths and usekh collars. Their
forelegs are shown as human arms, flexed and raised to the
tree. The tree consists of a short plain trunk with a single
set of voluted branches at the top enclosing four central
petals.

Fragment from left side of openwork panel, top, right side
and bottom broken off. Burnt dark grey. Inlaid: alternate
beads in the collar were inlaid. Plain frame at right. Back,
the outline of the figure is roughly indicated.
H. as preserved 4.2 em. W. as preserved 2.2 em. Th. 1.1 em.

For similar examples from Room SW 37, see I .N. IV,
nos.645-53. That fragments from a single panel were
found on the lower and upper floors of Room SE 10 proved
'the common origin of the two layers of debris'. As Oates
wrote, the collapse in SE 10 seemed 'to have taken place in
two stages, separated by a brief period in which the first

Found on the upper floor.

247. ND 7776: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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253. ND 7781: Room SE 10

layer of rubbish was levelled off about 35 em. above the
original floor, and a mud-brick bench built on it by
squatters who took shelter in the ruins until a second
collapse rendered the room finally uninhabitable': Oates,
Iraq XXI, p. 109.
N. & R. II, p. 584, fig. 556.

Two fragments from a lady at the window panel. Burnt
light and dark brown. Backs, smooth.
Fragment a, from the bottom left, consists of part of the
frame at the bottom left and part of a column. Trace of
tenon at bottom.
H. as preserved 3.5 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Lady at the Window Panels

251. ND 7780: Room SE 10

Plate 50

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 50

Fragment b, no original edges, consists of part of a head,
part of a balustrade and the top of a column with a voluted
capital. Only part of the lady's head survives, top and
bottom left broken off. The hair is ringletted, and the left
ear has an elaborate earring
H. as preserved 3.8 em. W. as preserved 2.4 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Two fragments from a lady at the window, tenoned panel,
one from the top and one from the right side. The top
fragment consists of most of the head of the lady, part of
the triple recessed frame and part of the tenon at the top.
The second fragment consists of part of the triple recessed
frame from the right side. Both fragments are burnt. Back
smooth.
H. of top fragment as preserved 5.8 em. W. as preserved c.
3.7cm.
H. of side fragment as preserved 3.7 em. W. as preserved
2.9cm.

Nos. 253 and 254 probably belonged to the same set. For a
similar example from Room SW 37, see l.N. IV, no. 400.
Found on the lower floor.

254. ND 7781: Room SE 10

Plate 50

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from a lady at the window panel, top and sides
broken off. Burnt light and dark brown. All that survives
is part of the right side, showing one of the outer frames,
one side of the head, and parts of two columns supporting
the window. Plain frame at top, right side and between
lady and columns. Remains of tenon at bottom. Back,
smooth with tool marks.
H. as preserved 6.9 em. H. of panel as preserved 6.4 em. W.
as preserved 2.7 em. Th. 0.8 em.

One side of the lady's face is not preserved. Her hair is
arranged in ringlets. She has a rectangular jewel with five
pendants on top of her head and a hooped earring with
droplets. The window-frame had three recesses.
Fragments from lady at the window panels, Nos. 251-8,
and related panels lacking the lady, Nos . 259-62, were
found in SE I0. Panels with this popular design have been
found in a number of rooms in Fort Shalmaneser, see Nos.
102-12 from S 10, Nos. 467-70 from NW 15, /.N. IV, nos.
400-17 from SW 37, as well as in the North West Palace,
and at Khorsabad and Arslan Tash. For discussion see p. 34
above.

Of the lady all that survives is part of the left side of her
head , with the ear with its triple armed earring and some
ringlets. Part of one balustrade column with a voluted
capital and just half a capital of a second survive.

Found on the lower floor.

Similar to No. 253, see above. Found on the lower floor.

252. ND 7757: Room SE 10

Plate 50

255. ND 7774: Room SE 10

Plate 50

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 6.379

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment from a lady at the window panel: only the head
and a fragment above the head, which lacks the surface,
survive. Burnt black: hair an ochre colour. Pupils of eyes
drilled.
H. as preserved 4.2 em. W. as preserved 2.9 em. Th. 1.5 em.

Fragment, no original edges, of lady's head, probably from
a lady at the window panel. Burnt. Pupils of eyes drilled.
Part of the hair and the face survive, together with part of
the rectangular jewel on the forehead.
H. as preserved 2.8 em. W. as preserved c. 2.7 em.
Found on the upper floor.

The lady has a rectangular jewel with six pendants on top
of her head and a hooped earring with droplets. Her hair is
braided.

256. ND 7766: Room SE 10

Plate 50

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

As far as the state of preservation allows comparison, this
head is similar to No . 251 and probably formed part of the
same set. Note the similar fine carving, central jewel and
hair braiding.

Fragment, no original edges, of lady's head, probably from
a lady at the window panel. Burnt. Pupils of eyes drilled.
Part of the hair, the face and the rectangular jewel with
pendants worn on the top of the head survive.
H. as preserved 2.5 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em.
Found on the upper floor.

Found on the lower floor.
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257. ND 7769: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragmentary, rectangular panel, top left, right side and
bottom left corner broken off, fragments missing from
top and surface. Surface pitted and burnt grey. Wide frame
at top, the surface of which is not preserved, at left side and
above floral frieze; narrow frame with strongly mitred
edge sloping to the back at bottom. The frame is decorated
with pairs of incised lines. Back, smooth, with traces of
tool marks.
H. of front 7.9 em. H. of back 8.5 em. W. as preserved 5.2
em. Th. 0.8 em.

Plate SO

Fragment, no original edges, of lady's head, probably from
a lady at the window panel. Burnt. Pupils of eyes drilled.
Part of the hair and face survive.
H. as preserved 2.0 em. W. as preserved 1.5 em.
Found on the upper floor.
258. ND 7771: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate SO

Two registers separated by a wide border: the upper
register is deeply excised and left empty. The lower
register is decorated with a papyrus flower and bud frieze .

Fragment, no original edges, of lady's head, probably from
a lady at the window panel. Burnt. Pupils of eyes drilled.
Part of the hair and the face survive, together with an
element above the head.
H. as preserved 3.2 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em.

One of a set of four panels, see No. 259 above.
261. ND 7784: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Found on the upper floor.

Top left corner of panel, rest broken off. Fragments
missing from left frame and surface. Surface pitted and
burnt grey . Wide frame at top and above floral frieze,
traces of frame at left. The frames are decorated with pairs
of incised lines. Top edge mitred, slope to back, with
dowel hole .
H. of front as preserved 5.4 em. H. of back as preserved 6.0
em. W. as preserved 4.7 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Four 'Window' Panels
259. ND 7784: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 51

Right side of panel, left broken off. Fragments mi ssing
from right side and surface. Surface pitted and burnt black.
Wide frame at top , right side, and above floral frieze;
narrow frame at bottom. The frames are decorated with
pairs of incised lines. Top and bottom edges strongly
mitred, slope to back. Back, smooth.
H. of front 7.6 em. H. of back 8.3 em. W. as preserved 4.0
em. Th. 0.8 em.

Two registers separated by a wide border: the upper
register is deeply excised and left empty, while the lower
register is decorated with a papyrus flower and bud frieze,
only the top of which survives.
One of a set of four panels, see No. 259 above.

Two registers separated by a wide border: the upper
register is deeply excised and left empty, perhaps for an
inlay, while the lower register is decorated with a papyrus
flower and bud frieze.

262. ND 7784: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 51

Fragments from bottom of panel, top, sides and most of
centre not preserved. Burnt black. Traces of the wide
frame above the papyrus and bud frieze and of the frame at
the left survive. These are decorated, as usual, with incised
paired lines. Narrow frame with mitred edge at base, slope
to back. Back, part of an incised flower and bud design is
carved on the back, not illustrated. All that survives is one
bud, the festoon and the base of the flower.
H. as preserved 5.1 em. W. as preserved 5.4 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Fragments of three similar panels, Nos. 260-2, were found
with this piece, as well as a number of small fragments. A
slightly smaller example, No. 437, was found in Room
NW 2 I. Similar designs occur on trapezoidal plaques in
SW 37, see I.N. IV, nos. 239-41, although on these
examples the standard triple frame is retained. Balusters
in the form of papyrus flowers also occur on the SW 37
plaques, although there the design is incised rather than
modelled . Despite the omission of the lady, this design is
presumably a version of the familiar lady at the window
motif.

One of a set of four panels, see No. 259 above.

Plaques, mainly Floral
263. ND 7763: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

A version of a lady at the window from Samaria (Samaria
Pl. XIII 2) has the ba lustrade supported on papyrus
flowers and buds like Nos. 260-2. However, the area above
is filled with a crudely carved head.
260. ND 7784: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 51

Plate 50

Fragment from vertical plaque, left side and bottom
broken off, some edge fragments missing. Burnt. In two
registers . Plain frame at top and between registers , narrow
frame at right. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 3.6 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em.

Plate 51
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269. ND 7763: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Upper register: part of a row of papyrus flowers and buds.
Parts of two flowers and one bud survive. Lower register:
design not preserved.

264. ND 7763: Room SE 10

Fragment, top, right side and bottom broken off. Burnt. A
lotus and bud frieze consisting of a flower flanked by a
half bud on the left, bud on right and base of design not
preserved. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. 2.5 em.

Plate 50

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment from vertical plaque, top and bottom broken off,
some edge fragments missing. Burnt. In two registers.
Plain frame between registers and at right. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 3.5 em. W. 2.6 em.

270. ND 7778: Room SE 10

Fragment from vertical plaque, top, bottom and left side
broken off. Design incised and probably originally stained.
Burnt to a cream colour and twisted. A stylized tree
consisting of pairs of voluted branches set one above the
other, with petals in the centres. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preserved 4.2 em. W. as preserved 1.8 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Plate 50

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

271. ND 7778: Room SE 10

Fragment from vertical plaque, top, bottom and right side
broken off. Design incised, originally stained. Burnt grey,
the coloured areas burnt to a whitish shade. Frame of two
incised lines at right edge. A stylized tree consisting of
pairs of voluted branches set one above the other, with
petals in the centres. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preserved 4.3 em. W. as preserved 2.9 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Top register: the base of a floral festoon. Centre register:
a lotus and bud frieze consisting of a central flower
flanked by half buds. Bottom register: the top of a
stylized tree or floral festoon.

272. ND 7778: Room SE 10

Plate 50

Fragment from vertical plaque, top, right side and bottom
broken off. Design incised, originally stained. Burnt grey,
the coloured areas burnt to a whitish shade. Frame of four
incised lines at left edge. Only one voluted branch
growing from the frame and a. half-set of petals survives of
the stylized tree. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preserved 3.1 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Fragment from a vertical plaque, top and bottom broken
off. Burnt. In three registers. Plain frame between
registers. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 3.3 em. W. 2.5 em.
Top register: design not preserved. Centre register: a
lotus and bud frieze consisting of a central flower flanked
by half buds. Bottom register: design not preserved.

273. ND 7778: Room SE 10

Plate 50

Plate 51

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment from vertical plaque, no original edges. Design
incised, originally stained. Burnt grey, the coloured areas
burnt to a whitish shade. The left edge is decorated with a
guilloche band and a pair of incised lines. Only traces of
the edge of the stylized tree survive. Back, vertical
striations.
H. as preserved 3.0 em. W. as preserved 1.7 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Fragment, sides broken off. Burnt. Plain frame at bottom.
A lotus and bud frieze consisting of a central flower
flanked by half buds, buds only partially preserved. Back,
striated.
H. as preserved 2.2 em. W. as preserved 2.9 em.

268. ND 7763: Room SE 10

Plate 51

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

267. ND 7763: Room SE 10

Plate 51

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment from a vertical plaque, top and bottom broken
off, some edge fragments missing. Burnt. In three
registers. Plain frame between registers, narrow frame at
right. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 6.1 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em.

266. ND 7763: Room SE 10

Plate 51

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Upper register: the base of a floral festoon. Lower
register: the head, chest and wings of a human-headed
sphinx to the right. The sphinx is wearing the Egyptian
double crown upon the nemes headcloth and a collar.
Traces survive of an apron.

265. ND 7763: Room SE 10

Plate 50

Plate 50

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

274. ND 7778: Room SE 10
Fragment, top and bottom broken off. Burnt. Trace of
frame at right side and top. A lotus and bud frieze
consisting of a central flower flanked by half buds, base of
design not preserved. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. 2.5 em.

Plate 51

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from vertical plaque, top, left side and bottom
broken off. Design incised, originally stained. Burnt grey,
the coloured areas burnt to a whitish shade. Frame at right,
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280. ND 7778: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

a guilloche band and two incised lines. The centres of the
guilloche were drilled through the panel. Only traces of
the edge of the stylized tree survive. Back, vertical
striations.
H. as preserved 2.2 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em. Th. 0.3 em.

275. ND 7778: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment, top and sides broken off. Part of a floral frieze:
part of the festoon at the bottom and part of one bud and a
lily? flower survive. The incised frame at the bottom
consists of two lines. Back, criss-cross striations.
H. as preserved 1.5 em. W. as preserved 2.7 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Plate 52

Panels with Stylized Trees
281. ND 7785: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Edge fragment, probably belonging to vertical plaque.
Incised design, originally stained. Burnt grey, the coloured
areas burnt to a whitish shade. A guilloche, the centres of
which were drilled through the panel, within pairs of
incised lines. A trace remains of the design of the stylized
tree. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preserved 4.9 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.3 em.

276. ND 7778: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 52

282. ND 7785: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 52

283. ND 7785: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 53

Bottom of openwork, tenoned panel, top broken off.
Burnt. Plain frame at bottom, with short deep tenon. The
bottom of a stylized tree, with a wide flat trunk, three
rows of scales at the base and a single lily flower growing
out from it. Back, fine striations.
Fitter's mark: waw?, with bar across stem.
H. as preserved 3.5 em. W. 2.1 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Plate 52

284. ND 7785: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Edge fragment. Top and bottom broken off. Incised
design, originally stained. Burnt grey, the coloured areas
burnt to a whitish shade. The design consists of an incised
line and a guilloche. The centres of the guilloche were
drilled through the panel. Back, vertical striations.
H. as preserved 1.2 em. W. as preserved 1.8 em. Th. 0.3 em.

279. ND 7778: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 53

Bottom of openwork, tenoned panel, top broken off.
Burnt. Plain frame at bottom, with narrow tenon
extending width of panel. The bottom of a stylized tree,
with a flower growing from the base and a second flower
growing from the set of downward curving volutes on the
trunk. Back, trace of tool marks and fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: he sideways.
H. as preserved 6.1 em. W. 1.9 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Edge fragment, probably belonging to vertical plaque.
Top, bottom and one side broken off. Incised design,
originally stained. Burnt grey, the coloured areas burnt to
a whitish shade. A guilloche, the centres of which were
drilled through the panel, within incised lines. Back,
vertical striations.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. as preserved 1.0 em. Th. 0.3 em.

278. ND 7778: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 53

Top of openwork, tenoned panel, bottom broken off. Burnt
black. Fine triple frame at top, with narrow tenon
extending width of panel. The top set of voluted branches
with a central fan of petals from a stylized tree. Back, fine
diagonal striations.
H. as preserved 4.5 em. W. 3.2 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Edge fragment, probably belonging to vertical plaque.
Top, one side and bottom broken off. Incised design,
originally stained. Burnt grey, the coloured areas burnt to
a whitish shade. A guilloche, the centres of which were
drilled through the panel, within incised lines. Back,
vertical striations.
H. as preserved 3.2 em. W. as preserved 1.2 em. Th. 0.3 em.

277. ND 7778: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 51

Plate 53

Bottom of openwork, tenoned panel, top broken off.
Burnt. Plain frame at bottom with tenon extending width
of panel. The bottom of a stylized tree, with a pair of
palmette flowers growing from the base of the wide trunk
and a single pair of voluted branches above. Back, fine
striations and fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: beth, sideways.
H. as preserved 3.7 em. W. 3.6 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Plate 51

Fragment, sides and bottom broken off. Incised design,
originally stained. Burnt grey, the coloured areas burnt to
a whitish shade. Part of a floral frieze: part of a lotus
flower survives. Frame at top, single line. Back,
horizontal striations.
H. as preserved 1.7 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em. Th. 0.3 em.

285. ND 7785: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 53

Fragment from top of openwork panel, left side and
bottom broken off. Burnt. Cloisonne: the petals were
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Slightly curved, hemi-cylindrical beading, some surface
and edge fragments missing. There are four parallel
grooves at one end of the hemi-cylinder. Base flat, with
two dowel holes, D. 0.4 em.
Fitter's mark between dowels, gimel.
H. 1.1 em. W. 1.5 em. L. 4.2 em.

inlaid. Plain frame at top. One voluted palmette flower
from a plant or stylized tree. Back, traces of striations.
H. as preserved 2.6 em. W. 2.3 em. Th. 0.8 em.
286. ND 7785: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 53

Fragment from centre of openwork panel, carved on both
sides. Top and bottom broken off, burnt · black. An
entwined floral tree, as in Nos. 41-6 from S 4 and 5, see
above.
H. as preserved 3.0 em. W. 1.8 em. Th. 1.0 em.
287. ND 7753: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Room SE 10, not found:
ND 7655: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Cow, couchant, head turned back. Burnt. Dowelled at base.
Lower floor. L. 6.6. H. c. 4.0 em.

Plates 52-3

ND 7758: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Miniature head, burnt, facing left, wearing kleft headdress.
Lower floor. H. 2.0 em.

Six fragments from a furniture moulding?, half-oval in
section ..When complete, the moulding measured c. 28 em.
in length ~. The oval sides and ends are decorated with rows
of rosettes, arranged in registers, the registers separated by
frames of single or double incised lines. Burnt. The base is
flat and striated and contained at least one deep tenon slot,
L. 2.5 em., fixed by a dowel drilled through the piece.
a. End of moulding, rest broken off (Plate 52).
L. as preserved 7.2 em. H. as preserved 4.1 em. W. as
preserved 4.6 em.
b. Fragment from centre. Striated base with tenon slot,
dowel hole, D. 0.4 em., and one register of design (Plate
53).
L. as preserved 8.7 em. H. as preserved 2.5 em. W. as
preserved 2.4 em.
c. Fragment from centre top (Plate 53).
L. as preserved 7.0 em. W. as preserved 3.1 em.
d. Fragment from top end.
L. as preserved 6.1 em. W. as preserved 4.1 em.
e. Fragment from decorated surface.
L. as preserved 4.5 em. W. as preserved 2.2 em.
288. ND 7630: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

ND 7759: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment of head, almost in round with flat back. Burnt.
Ears missing, base of neck terminates in wide plain margin.
Lower floor. H. 2.3 em.
ND 7765: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragments of columns with convex faces and flat backs.
Cloisonne: traces of blue frit and coloured paste. Lower
floor. D. of largest frag. 3.3 em.
ND 7768: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Head, fragmentary, facing left. Ht. 4.1 em.
ND 7770: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Head, fragmentary. Burnt. Nose, mouth and chin. Upper
floor. 1.8 x 1.9 em.
ND 7779: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Burnt strips, incised and coloured. Concentric gradines,
rosettes. Upper floor. Longest fragment c. 4.9 em.

Plate 52

Fragment from a polygonal cylinder, decorated in
horizontal bands with incised designs consisting of a row
of lozenges, seven incised lines, a row of rosettes with
drilled centres and another band of six lines. Elements of
the design were probably originally stained. Burnt grey
with stained areas whitish. The fragment is pierced by a
dowel at the top right, D. 0.2 em.
H. as preserved 4.4 em. W. as preserved 5.5 em. Th. 1.5 em.
289. ND 8209: Room SE 10
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Room SE 11, not found
ND 7856: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment of large lion's head All that survives is part of a
nozzle, whiskers, eye and mane. There are large T-shaped
and rectangular tenon holes on the base, and a deep incised
cut at the back of the head. Overall c. 13.5 x 12.5 em.

Plate 52

THE GATE-CHAMBER, ROOM SE 13

Fragment, broken at sides, carved in low relief. Decorated
with a curving petal motif, framed above with a beaded
border and below by a raised plain frame.
H. 2.6 em. W. as preserved 1.8 em. Th. 1.2 em.
290. ND 8210: Room SE 10
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Egyptiani:ing Panels
291. ND 7658: Room SE 13
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 52

Plate 54

Tenoned panel, fragmentary, in poor condition, top left
corner broken. Surface cracked, with many surface
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fragments missing. Cloisonne: the facial features, wig,
collar and belt were inlaid. Short tenons on sides,
perforated by dowel holes, D. 0.2 em. Dowel in situ in left
tenon. Back, curved with slice cut down to tenon.
H. 5.8 em. W. with tenons 14.5 em. W. of panel 12.2 em.
Th. 2.0cm.

H. of lion as preserved 4:2 em. W. as preserved 3.5 em. Th.
1.1 em.
Two fragments showing a hero fighting a lion. All that
survives of the hero are the head and shoulders. The head is
turned to one side, the body is shown frontally - only
stumps of the arms survive. The figure has a curled fringe
and hair arranged in long, curly locks falling onto the chest
and back. The locks on the shoulders are longer than those
on the back. Traces of a lion's paw can be seen on the torso.
Only the head and neck survive of the lion, whose mouth is
shown open. The mane is incised and ends in a ruff round
the face. The hero's hand can be seen grasping the back of
the lion's neck.

A pair of male figures kneel, facing each other. Each holds
a pair of notched palm branches, from which ankh signs
probably once hung. They wear falcon headdresses ,
crowned with sun discs, usekh collars, and belted, closefitting, pleated skirts. Their feet are stretched out behind
them. They probably represent Heh-figures, representing
'million' as of years, or eternity. Below their outer elbows
can be seen oval, tripartite objects, probably intended for
the sign sa or magical protection.

A slightly larger fragment of a hero, No. 297, was found
in Room NE 2. These fragments obviously once formed a
pair. A fragment from a second lion, No. 294, was found
with No. 293 in SE 13. The fine carving and the working in
the round, among other factors, suggest that these pieces
belong to the 'N .E. 2 Group', see p. 37 above for further
comment.

Nos. 291 and 292 are more or less identical:. the same
subject was also shown on panels in Room SW 37, see J.N.
IV, nos. I 005-6, although these figures are not wearing
falcon headdresses. See also Samaria, Pl. II. Among the
relatively small number of panels recognized as belonging
to the Egyptianizing school, it is rare for a design to be
repeated Nos. 291 and 292 are, therefore, atypical. See also
pp. 36-7 above.
N. & R.ll , p. 566, fig. 510.

292. NO 7659: Room SE 13
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

The unusual hairstyle of the heroes is reminiscent of that
on fragments from SW 37, I.N. IV, nos. I I 17-8. Compare
the long curled fringe and the locks falling onto the
shoulder and back. Compare also the features and the
excised eyes and eyebrows.
N. & R. II, pp. 580-2, fig. 545.

Plate 55

Panel, fragmentary, in poor condition, top left corner,
right side and bottom broken off. Partially restored in
wax. Surface cracked and pitted with many surface
fragments missing. Cloisonne: the facial features, wig and
collar were inlaid. No trace of inlays survives.
H. as restored 6.6 em. H. as preserved 6.2 em. W. as
restored 13 .0 em. W. as preserved 11.5 em .

294. NO 7634: Room SE 13
Nicholson Museum, Sydney, 59.05

Fragment, the head and neck of a roaring lion, carved in the
round. Burnt black. Some surface fragments missing. Eyes
excised for inlay. The head and neck of a lion, mouth open,
teeth bared, ear back, mane indicated on neck.
H. of lion as preserved 5.0 em. W. as preserved 3.7 em. Th.
l .Ocm.

A pair of male figures kneel, facing each other. Each holds
a pair of notched palm branches, the tops of which are
incorrectly restored: they should curve inwards. See No.
291 for a slightly better preserved version of this scene.
The figures wear falcon headdresses, crowned with sun
discs, usekh collars, and belted, close-fitting, pleated
skirts. Their feet are also incorrectly restored, compare
No. 291 where they are stretched out behind the figures.

Possibly from a piece similar to No. 293 above.
N. & R. II, p. 582, fig. 546.

Plate 54
295. NO 7625: Room SE 13
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Downing
Street, Cambridge

A pair with No. 291, see above.

Lion's head, fragmentary, lower jaw missing. Carved in the
round. Burnt black. Mane: cloisonne, with traces of gold .
Eyes excised for inlay.
4.1 x 3.8 em.

The 'N.E. 2 Group'
293. NO 7641: Room SE 13
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 62664

Plate 54

Plate 54

296. NO 7870: Room SE 13
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Two fragments, carved in the round. Only the head and
shoulders of the hero and the head and neck of the lion
survive. Some surface fragments missing. Burnt black.
The eyes and eyebrows were inlaid.
H. of hero as preserved 5.2 em. W. as preserved 3.8 em.

Plate 54

Top of openwork, tenoned panel, top left corner and
bottom of panel broken off. Some surface fragments
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was slightly stained. The eyes and eyebrows were excised
for inlay. Top of head flat, with stump of tenon.
H. as preserved 7.5 em. W. 4.6 em. Th. 1.3 em.

mrssmg. Surface pitted. Plain frame and tenon extend
width of panel as preserved at top.
H. with tenon as preserved 4.8 em. H. of panel as preserved
4.1 em. W. c. 4.1 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Only the head, body, upper arms and upper right leg of a
youthful hero, and the forepaws of the lion which he was
fighting, survive. The head, hips and leg are carved in
profile, while the upper body is represented frontally. The
arms are raised. The angle of the stump of the left arm
suggests he was holding the hilt of a sword or spear above
his shoulder, while his right arm would have fended off
the lion. His right leg is flexed and raised: the left is not
preserved. He has a long, curled fringe and long hair, three
extra-long tresses of which fall onto each shoulder; it is
slightly shorter at the back. The blade of the sword or
spear can be seen passing behind his head and right shoulder.
He wears a tightly-fitting loin-cloth, decorated with zigzags and a cable hem. One of the lion's large forepaws rests
on the youth's raised right forearm, while the other holds
him round his waist.

The topmost branches from a stylized tree, with a
palmette flower growing from the lower volute on the
right: the matching flower on the left does not survive.
Four central petals.
A similar fragment was found in Room SW 37, I.N. IV, no.
774.

Room SE 13, not found
ND 7660: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment of panel, in poor condition, possibly part of No.
292. W. as preserved 7.2 em.

The fragmentary head from SE 13, No. 293, is almost
identical to No. 297, as noted in Turin Catalogue, p. 392,
and must have formed part of the same set, together with
the leonine heads of Nos. 293-4. These fragments almost
certainly form part of the same style-group as the six
statuettes from NE 2, Nos. 298-303, with which No. 297
was found . The high standard of carving, the working in
the round, and many other details, such as the carving of the
eyes, are comparable, see p. 37 above.

THE NORTH EAST QUADRANT

The hunters of Nos. 297 and 293 can be compared with the
SW 37 panels, /.N. IV, nos. 1117-8. Similar features
include hairstyles, the patterned kilt of no. 1117, and the
method of carving the eyes. They may have belonged to the
same style-group as ibid., Nos. 78-9.
Found in the niche in the south wall, with ND 9301-3 and
9306.
N. & R. II, p. 534, and fig. 450. Turin Catalogue , no. 165,
colour plate on p. 325, pp. 392-3, and fig. on pp. 394-5.

Statuettes of the 'NE 2 Group'

298. ND 9301: Room NE 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65217
Fig . 4. The N01:th East Quadrant: Ivories were found only
in the numbered rooms

Group of three, a man, a monkey and a gazelle. Carved in
the round: parts of the man's left arm and the gazelle's
head and legs missing, together with some surface
fragments. Burnt. The eyes and eyebrows, and the jewels
of necklace and armlet were excised for inlay. The man and
the gazelle are standing on a thin, tenoned plinth, pegged
by dowels to a long, rectangular plinth, to which the other
five figures of this set, Nos. 299-303, were once also
probably fixed.
H. of standing figure, 13.2 em. Max. width of group, c. 6.5
em. H. including base 16.5 em. L. of base as preserved 13.5
em. H. 3.0 em. Th. 1.9 em.

ROOM NE 2
The 'NE 2 Group'

297. ND 9398: Room NE 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65221

Plate 56

Plate 55

Fragmentary, openwork figure, carved in the round. Top,
sides and bottom broken off. Burnt grey. The hair is
coloured an orange-yellow: it is possible that the body
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from horns and rest of surface, restored in wax. Traces
survive of the area excised for the inlaid jewel on the upper
left arm. Gazelles' eyes excised for inlay. The thin plinth,
on which the group is standing, is reasonably well
preserved: the tenon, perforated by dowel holes, runs the
length of the plinth.
H. of standing figure as restored c. 13.5 em. Max. Width
5.3 em. Th. at waist 1.5 em.

A man walks to the right, leading a gazelle: a monkey sits
on his shoulder. His lower body is shown in profile, while
the head and upper body are rendered frontally . The left
arm, only partially preserved, is held down, the hand round
the gazelle's neck: the right arm is flexed, the hand, held
on the chest, grasping the rope tied round the gazelle's
neck. His face appears to be Negroid in type, with high
cheekbones, a flattened nose and thick lips. The hair is
short and curly. The necklace and armlet on the left upper
arm once contained circular beads. He wears a closefitting, kilted skirt, tied at the waist by a sash, the long
ties of which fall down the front of the skirt. The design
of the richly-decorated material of the skirt is divided into
eight panels, each with a different pattern, squares, zigzags, eight- and four-pointed rosettes, and circles. The feet
are bare.

A man walks to the right, carrying a gazelle on his
shoulders and leading another. His upper body was poorly
preserved and is restored after Nos. 298 and 300: he is
shown in a similar stance, although the arms are arranged
differently, being held on the chest. One hand holds the
lead of the led gazelle, the other grasps the feet of the
gazelle on the shoulders. The arrangement of the patterns
decorating the skirt also differs slightly.

The monkey sits on the man's right shoulder, holding on
with both hind feet and the front right forepaw . The left
forepaw is raised to the mouth. The tail hangs down the
man's right arm. Its mane and coat are shown by incised
work. It is held by a rope, tied round the right hind leg,
which passes across the man's chest and under his wrist to
his belt. The male gazelle walks to the right, held by a
rope round its neck. The nose, left ear, parts of the legs and
tail are broken.

The gazelle on the shoulders turns its head, the other
walks to the right behind the man. The long, curving horns
of the led gazelle can be seen in front of the man's skirt.
One of a set of four Africans and two Asiatics, Nos. 298303, see above.
Found in eastern niche on south wall.
N. & R. II, pp. 528, 530--3, and fig. 447.

Nos. 298-303 form a set, four of which were found still in
the eastern niche on the south wall of NE 2, while the
other two, Nos. 301 and 302, were found in the fill below
the niche. They were, presumably, once all attached to a
rectangular ivory rail, still partially preserved on No. 298,
and fixed in the niche. The dowel holes on this rail indicate
that the figures followed each other closely. No evidence
survives to indicate their original order.

300. ND 9302: Room NE 2

Group of three, a man, a monkey and a gazelle. Carved in
the round: fragments missing from top of man's head,
right arm and legs; gazelle's ears, body, hindlegs and tail ;
leopard skin and surface, all restored in wax. The eyes, and
jewels of necklace and armlet were excised for inlay.
Traces of orange-red paint on hair. Parts of the thin,
tenoned plinth, on which the group was standing, survive
under the man's feet.
H. of standing figure 13.4 em. Width as restored 7.6 em.
Th. 2.0cm.

Four of the six, Nos. 298-30 I, have Negroid features and
short curly hair, while the other two, Nos. 302-3, have
Asiatic features and long hair arranged in ringlets. The
four Africans wear short skirts and jewelled collars and
armbands, while the Asiatics wear longer, open skirts but
lack jewellery.
Both the subject and the style of these figures are unique at
Nimrud. They are exceptionally well carved, fully in the
round. The fragment, No. 297, found in the niche with
them, and the similar No. 293 from SE 13, may belong to
the same style-group. These are similar not only in being
carved in the round but also in the method of carving the
eyes and eyebrows, the hair and the zig-zag pattern of the
garments. For further discussion see p. 37 above.
N. & R. II, pp. 528, 530--1 , pl. VII and fig. 443.

299. ND 9303: Room NE 2

Plate 58

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA
60.145.11

A man walks to the right, leading a gazelle. A small
monkey sits on his shoulder. He is similar to the men of
Nos. 298-9 and 30 I, although his arms are arranged
slightly differently. The left arm is extended, the hand
grasping the horns of the gazelle : the right is not
preserved. The design of the material of the skirt also
differs slightly: in addition to the panels of squares,
zigzags, eight- and four-pointed rosettes and circles, there
is a panel with two full-length uraei, shown one above the
other and facing in opposite directions. The hem is
decorated with a design of incised rectangles. Draped over
the right shoulder is a leopard skin, partially restored . in
wax. The head has a 'di sc and flanking crescents' motif
similar to those on the lion masks, I .N. IV , Nos. 1341-7.

Plate 57

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65218
Group of three, a man and two gazelles. Carved in the
round, poorly preserved: the man's head was shattered and
has been restored in wax after No. 300. Fragments missing

The monkey sits on the man's shoulder, resting hi s
forepaws on the man's head, his tail hanging along the
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man's left arm . His coat is indicated by incised flicks. The
gazelle walks to the right behind the man.

A man walks to the right, a lion on his shoulders and a
gazelle at his side. He is similar in stance to the Negroid
figures of Nos. 298-30 I, although his features , hairstyle
and dress are entirely different. His straight hair is parted
in the centre and arranged in ringlets on either side of his
face. The forehead is high, the nose hooked, and he has a
moustache and short beard. His skirt, open from the waist,
is calf-length: the wide sash has tasselled ties. The
material of the skirt is decorated with a similar range of
patterns to those on the preceding four pieces, squares, zigzags, eight- and four-pointed rosettes and circles, and
antithetic uraei. The feet are bare. He holds the lion's lead
in his raised left hand, while his right grasps the horns of
the gazelle.

One of a set of four Africans and two Asiatics, Nos. 298303, see above.
Found in eastern niche on south wall.
N. & R. II, pp. 528, 530-3, fig. 446.

301. ND 9305: Room NE 2
British Museum, London, BM 132915

Plate 59

Group of three, a man with two animals . Carved in the
round. Burnt and poorly preserved, heavily restored in
wax. The head and neck of the animal on the shoulder was
not preserved and has been restored as a gazelle. Much of
man's body, right lower arm and legs broken off, many
fragments missing from surface, restored in wax . The eyes,
eyebrows and jewels on the armlets were excised for inlay.
H. as preserved, 13.7 em. Max. Width 7.6 em. Th. 1.9 em.

The lion appears to crouch on the man's shoulders, its head
turned to the front. Both fore and hindlegs are tied
together in front of the man's chest and behind his back.
The mane forms a triangular cap over the head and a heavy
ruff around the face . The lion is held by a double lead from
the chin. The gazelle, held by the tip of its long horns,
springs to the right. All four legs were broken.

A man walks to the right, an animal on his shoulders,
leading a bovine. He is similar to the men of Nos. 298-300,
although the arms are arranged slightly differently: both
are flexed, the hands grasping the forelegs of the poorly
preserved animal on his shoulders. He has jewelled
armlets on both upper arms instead of just the left. The
arrangement of the patterns decorating the skirt also
differs slightly from the others.

The men of No. 302 and 303 presumably represent Asiatics
rather than the Africans of Nos. 298-30 I, see above. The
lion's cap resembles that of No. 295 from SE 13.
Found in the fill below the eastern niche on south wall.
N. & R. II, pp. 528, 530-3, and fig. 444, prior to restoration.

303. ND 9306: Room NE 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65220

Only the head and part of the bovine's body were preserved:
the rest is restored. The animal walks to the right behind
the man and is held by a collar round the neck, the lead of
which is attached to the man's sash. The head is relatively
small compared to the body and has a small eye. The horns
are not preserved.

Group of three, a man, a goat and an ostrich. Carved in the
round. Burnt. Fragments missing from the goat's horns,
the rear wing and legs of the ostrich, the man's lower legs
and feet, most of the plinth and the surface, restored in
wax. The eyes and eyebrows were excised for inlay.
Remains of the plinth survive under the ostrich's leading
leg. The piece has been set on a new base.
H. as preserved, 14.4 em. Width 7.7 em. Th. 1.5 em.

One of a set of four Africans and two Asiatics, Nos. 298303, see above.
Found in the fill below the eastern niche on south wall.
R.D. Barnett, B.M.Q. 27, 1963-4, p. 82, pl. xxxviiia. N. &
R. II, pp. 393, 528, 530-3, fig . 448, prior to restoration and
note 121 on p. 656. Barnett, C.N.I., p. 237, Supplement 54,
pl. CXXXVIII .

302. ND 9304: Room NE 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65219

Plate 61

A man walks to the right, carrying a goat on his shoulders
and leading an ostrich, which he grasps by the neck. He
resembles the Asiatic of No. 302 and has similar long
straight hair, moustache and beard. He wears a similar,
open, calf-length skirt with a wide sash and tasselled ties,
the patterns of which differ from those of No. 302. The
arms are flexed, the right hand grasping the goat's legs,
while the left encloses the ostrich's neck. He has jewelled
armlets on both arms.

Plate 60

Group of three, a man, a lion and a gazelle. Carved in the
round. Burnt. The man's lower right arm and fragments
from his body, skirt, left leg, the gazelle's horns and legs,
the lion's lead, and surface missing, restored in wax. The
eyes and eyebrows were excised for inlay. Traces of the
plinth survive under the man's feet. The piece has been
restored onto a thick base.
H. as preserved c. 12.8 em. Width c. 6.3 em. Th. c. 1.3 em.

The goat is held on the man's shoulders, the tips of its
horns originally attached to the man's head. The tail is
upturned. The ostrich walks to the right beside the man.
Its beak is open, the front wing held upward in a fluttering
position, while the rear wing, now broken, was held
downwards behind the left leg.
The feathers are
represented by an incised design.
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One of a set of four Africans and two Asiatics, Nos. 298303, see above.
Found in the eastern niche on south wall.
N. & R. II, pp. 528, 530-3, and fig . 445 . Turin Catalogue, n.
164, colour plate on p. 324 and p. 164 and illustration on p.
165.

The motif is relatively common, occurring at Nimrud,
Samaria and Salamis: I.N. IV, nos. I005-6, Samaria, Pl. II,
and Karageorghis, Salamis III, Pis. LXVII-LXVIII. The
work of this piece is, however, relatively crude and
provincial. See also p. 37 above.
N. & R. II, p. 534, fig. 451 .

Lady's Head in North Syrian Style

304. ND 9400: Room NE 2

striated, lappet wigs and tightly-fitting, pleated skirts,
belted at the waist. They hold curving, notched palm
branches in their outstretched hands.

Plate 56

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65216
Only the head, represented frontally, and part of the frame
at top from an openwork panel survive. Most of left ear
and some surface fragments missing, particularly on her
left. Eyebrows excised and pupil drilled . Plain frame,
perforated horizontally by a dowel hole, D. 0.3 em. Back,
smooth with keyhole slot, L. 2.5 em.
H. as preserved 5.6 em. W. 3.9 em. Th. 1.9 em.
The face and neck only of a woman shown frontally. The
hair is smooth, parted in the centre, hooked behind the large
ears and arranged in a long, curling tress on either side. The
eyes are large, the nose straight and somewhat pointed. The
mouth is smiling. A groove round the neck may indicate
either a collar or the neck of a garment. A coved feature
above her head curves up and out to join the frame .

306. ND 9495: Room NE 2

Plate 55

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65223
Rectangular panel, poorly preserved, some restoration in
wax. Fragments missing from edges, centre, bottom left
and surface. Many details no longer visible. Plain frame
on all four sides.
H. 8.9 em. W. 9.8 em. Th. 0.8 em.
Winged, male figures flank a central plant, only partially
preserved. Their inner wings and arms are raised, the hands
probably holding flowers. Their outer wings and arms are
lowered, the wing-tips touching and overlapping the stem
of a pl ant, only the bottom of which survives. Traces of
the better preserved figure on the left indicate that they
were wearing Egyptian double crowns , Egyptian-style
wigs and long skirts with beaded edges, open at the front
to expose the leading legs. The poorly preserved area
between the upper and lower wings show Ma'at figures
squatting on papyrus flowers, which grow from the
central plant. Lily flowers curve down to the base.

There are resemblances with a head from the Nabu Temple,
NO 4203, and with the 'Ugly Sister', NO 2549, from Well
NN of the North West Palace (N. & R. l, p. 133, fig . 733 ,
and p. 254, fig. 224). Also comparable are the ladies on the
recently discovered bronze frontlet from Samos:
Kyrieleis, Athenische Mitteilungen I 03, pp. 37 ff. and Pis.
9-15. No. 304 belongs to a North Syrian school, possibly
the 'Flame and Frond' school , see p. 28 above.

Better-preserved versions of this scene, Nos . 115-8 and
393, were found in S I 0 and NW 21. A panel in an even
worse state, No. 320, was found in Court NE 35.
Although Nos. 306 and 320 are too poorly preserved to be
assigned to a specific school , they probably belong to the
Intermediate tradition . See also I.N. IV , no. 324, Pl. 74,
and Arslan Tash, Pis. XIX-XXV.

Found at the west end with No. 307.
N. & R . II, p. 530, fig. 449. Kyreileis, Athenische
Mitteilungen I03, Pl. II, 2.

Panel with Kneeling Figures

305. ND 9405: Room NE 2

Winged Figures of the Intermediate Tradition

Plate 57
Ol~ject

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, ROM 961 . 13.4

Plain

Long, rectangular panel, probably the side of a box .
Fragments missing from tenons, edges and surface. The
register records that the flat edge at the top was inlaid
with small rectangles of blue, red and green glass ,
alternating with rectangles of ivory . Only a few pieces of
green inlay, together with a few traces of blue, survived in
1984. Plain frame at top and bottom. The short ends are
mitred and striated; stumps of narrow tenons survive in
the centres of the mitred ends. Back, smooth except for a
narrow groove running the length of the lower edge , into
which the base would have been fitted.
H. 2.1 em. L. 12.0 em. Th. 0.4 em.

307. ND 9399: Room NE 2

Plates 58-9

Iraq Museum , Baghdad
Oval saucer, fragmentary but virtually complete. Plain.
Found with No. 304 at the west end.
L. c. 12.3 em. W. c. 8.5 em. Depth c. 1.5 em.

Room NE 2, not found
ND 9401: Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65194
Stopper with an oval , convex head and loop , broken,
dowelled into the centre. H. 2.7 em. D. c. 2.5-2.9 em.

Four representations of the Egyptian god Heh , two
kneeling to the left, two to the right. The figures wear

ND 9402: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Traces of two lions survive above and behind the griffin.
The hindleg of the lion on the left is pierced by the hom of
the bull, itself being attacked from the rear by another
lion. The combat continues on Panel b, of which only the
lower half survives. A griffin bites up at the lion (head on
Panel a) and is itself gored by a bull, which is also under
attack. At the broken left end, the head and back of an
inverted bull, facing left and attacked by a lion, of whom
only the jaws and paws survive.

Lentoid object, one surface decorated with an incised
rosette, the other plain. A counter or decorative knob. D.
2.5 em. Th. 1.4 em.
ND 9403: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Knob, fragmentary, squat, rounded and plain. The base is
flattened and pierced by a large dowel hole. D. 3.0 em. H.
2.0cm.
ND 9404: Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65246
Saucer-shaped container, fragmentary, with a solid, low
ring base, D. 2.8 em. Part of the outer edge of the rim has
been squared off, showing the root of a handle(?) Interior
diameter c. 3.4 em. D. c. 6.3 em. Depth 1.8-2.0 em.

Nos. 308 and 309 formed parts of a single long panel. Such
a panel forms the bottom rail of Assur-bani-pal's couch in
the famous Garden Scene (E. Strommenger, Art of
Mesopotamia, Pl. 241). The carving of the animals can be
compared with some from SW 37. The pupils of the eyes
of the lions and bull at the right are formed of a central
drill hole with a circular rim: the hull's eye is further
defined by some short incised lines, while those of the
lions are set within a wider frame, a pointed oval in form.
The base of the hull's horn is marked by a line of serrations.
These stylizations can be matched on the 'drilled eye'
group from SW 37, see I.N. IV, pp. 17-8 and nos. 667-73,
677-~, 695, 697, 700, and the panels with bulls, ibid., nos.
723-38 and 743. Similar stylizations can also be seen on
bulls from SW 7 (I.N. III, no. I, pane19, and no. 104), and
on one from the Burnt Palace (Barnett, C.N.I., Pl. XXXV,
S 51 a-h). For further comment, see p. 29 above.
N. & R. II, p. 534, fig. 452.

ND 9514: Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65245
Openwork panel, fragmentary, carved in high relief.
Winged lady advances right, her left arm and wing raised,
her right lowered, the hand grasping some object, no longer
preserved. She is wearing an Egyptian double crown, an
Egyptian-style wig and a long, close-fitting garment with
a decorated hem. Part of a lotus flower survives, attached
to the lower edge of her upper wing. Parts of the frame are
preserved behind her shoulder, below her feet and above her
left hand. Tenon at top, and dowel hole in the outer edge of
the raised wing. H. 7.4 em. W. as preserved 2.8 em. Th. 0.9
em.

ROOM NE 1

309. ND 9397: Room NE 1
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65242

Contest Scenes of the North Syrian Tradition
308. ND 9396: Room NE 1
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65241/1 and 2

Plates 62-3

Part of a long, rectangular panel with No. 308. Upper left
section not preserved, broken at left. Some edge and
surface fragments missing, surface pitted. Pupils of eyes
drilled. Wide frame at top and bottom, straight edge at
right.
L. as restored 32.8 em. H. 8.2 em.

Plates 63-5

Fragments from a long, rectangular panel, originally
measuring c. 1.0 m. in length, restored as two pieces.
Panel a is shown in two, overlapping views at half life-size
on the right of Plate 63. Three, actual size, overlapping
details are shown on Plate 64 and the fourth, at the top of
Plate 65. Large fragment from top centre and left broken
off. Some edge and surface fragments missing, some
surface pitting and damage. Pupils of eyes drilled. Wide
frame at top and bottom, narrow frame at right edge,
straight edge at left, originally adjoining panel b.
L. as restored 57.0 em. H. 8.5 em. Th. 0.7 em.
Panel b is shown at half life-size on the centre left of Plate
63. Actual size, overlapping details are shown in the three
lower views of Plate 65. Only the lower half of this panel
survives, the top is broken off, and it is also broken at the
left. Some edge and surface fragments missing. Wide
frame at bottom, straight edge adjoining Panel a at right,
broken at left.
L. as preserved 43.6 em. H. as preserved 7.4 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Part of a long panel showing a continuous combat between
lions, bulls and griffins. The better preserved section on
the right shows two griffins and a lion. Only the lower
legs are preserved of the battling beasts on the left.
Probably a continuation of No. 308. The method of carving
the griffins' eyes, crest and curls on the neck, not so clearly
preserved on No. 308, is similar to that of the openwork,
tenoned panels from SW 37, J.N. IV, Nos. 542-5, although
the wing feathering is different. See also the griffins of
I.N. IV, nos. 1137-42.

Assorted
310. ND 9467: Room NE 1
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65256

Part of a long panel showing a continuous combat between
lions , bulls and griffins. Panel a: the better preserved
section on the right shows a pair of lions attacking a bull,
as in I.N. IV, No. 667. The hindquarters of the lion on the
left are being attacked by a griffin, lying on the ground.

Plate 61

Arm from a statuette. The arm is straight, and the fist is
clenched, with the thumb pointing downwards. A dowel
for fixing is set horizontally into the shoulder.
L. 9.4 em. W. at shoulder 1.8 em. W. of hand 1.3 em. Th.
with tenon 1.0 em. Th. without tenon 1.2 em.
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311. ND 9549: Room NE 1
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 61

ROOM NE 26
Miniature Plaques

Rectangular plaque, one end broken. Some surface
fragments missing, some surface pitting. Narrow frame on
three sides, fourth not preserved, fine double frame
between rosettes.
L. as preserved 3.3 em. W. 2.4 em. Th. 0.4 em.

314. ND 9407: Room NE 26
Plate 66
Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels, 0.3480
Miniature trapezoidal plaque with a slightly curved front.
Some surface fragments missing, particularly in the head
area of the beetle. Plain frame at top and bottom. Mitred
sides, flat base. Back, flat, lightly striated.
H. 3.2 em. W. at top 1.7 em. W. at base 2.7 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Two eight-petalled rosettes, one complete, the other only
partially preserved, separated from each other by two fine
frames. Centre of rosette perforated by a dowel hole, D.
0.2cm.

A four-winged scarab beetle holds miniature sun discs
between its front and back legs. The upper wing-tips are
cut by the edge of the plaque and would have been carved on
the adjacent plaque, see No. 316.

ROOM NE 6 and COURT NE 9
312. ND 9548: Room NE 6
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Nos . 314-6 were found together in the south-west corner
of NE 26, one metre below the surface. They presumably
formed parts of the same small casket. Flanking the
cartouche of No. 316 are the wing-tips of the beetles.

Plate 67

Moulding of crescentic form . Surface worn, with
fragments missing. Four parallel grooves run the length
of the convex surface. One flat surface is striated and
perforated by a wide dowel hole.
L. as preserved 6.8 em. W. 1. 1 em. Th. 1.3 em.

315. ND 9408: Room NE 26
Iraq Museum , Baghdad, IM 65195

Miniature trapezoidal plaque with a slightly curved front.
Some edge and surface fragments missing, surface pitted.
Plain frame at top and bottom. Mitred sides, flat base.
Back, flat, lightly striated.
H. 3. 1 em. W. at top 1.8 em. W. at base 2.6 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Egyptianizing Fragment
313. ND 9300: Court NE 9
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 66

Plate 66
A four-winged scarab beetle holds miniature sun discs
between its front and back legs. The upper wing-tips are
cut by the edge of the plaque and would have been carved on
the adjacent plaque, see No. 316.

Fragmentary panel with a slightly tapering left side:
right side, part of centre and bottom left missing . Surface,
poorly preserved with many fragments missing and details
no longer visible. Cloisonne: much of the design was
inlaid. Fragments of green inlay were found with this
piece. Traces of plain frame at top, bottom and left side.
H. 7.5 em. W. as preserved 12.2 em. Th. 0.6 em.

A pair to No. 314, see above.
316. ND 9409: Room NE 26
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Left side only of a panel. A man kneels in a boat, facing a
central element, only partially preserved, probably a
scarab beetle, cf. No. 197 and /.N. IV, no. 991 . The boat has
papyrus prows (only the prow on the left is preserved) and
a sun disc resting on the prow. The male figure, kneeling to
the right, has both arms flexed and raised, the right hand
saluting the was sceptre, held in the left. The crown,
damaged, is presumably a version of the Egyptian double
crown, although unusually the whole surface seems to
have been inlaid in an un-Egyptian manner. Traces of a
collar survive. He is wearing a close-fitting, pleated skirt,
belted at the waist.

Plate 66

Miniature trapezoidal plaque with a slightly curved front.
Some surface pitting. Plain frame at top and bottom.
Mitred top and sides, flat base. Back, flat, poorly
preserved, traces of light striations.
H. 3.5 em. W. at top 1.7 em. W. at base 2.7 em. Th. 0.6 em.
A cartouche surmounted by sun-disc and plumes and
supported on a nub sign. Flanking the cartouche are two,
poorly-preserved wing-tips, which almost certainly
belonged to scarab beetles, see Nos. 314-5.
317. ND 9410: Room NE 26
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

For other boat scenes, see I.N. IV, Nos. 989-93 , and for
kneeling figures ibid., nos. 1003 and 1006. See. pp. 36-7
above ..

Plate 66

Miniature trapezoidal plaque with a slightly curved front.
The lower edge is cut diagonally. Some surface pitting. In
two registers. Plain frame at top and bottom of upper

Found just above floor.
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register.
register is
flat base.
H. 4.1 em.

Only one element of the design of the lower
carved on the ivory as preserved. Mitred sides,
Back, flat, lightly striated.
W. 2.7 em.

Rectangular panel, fragmentary. Top and left side broken
off, many surface and edge fragments missing, surface
pitted and poorly preserved. Possible traces of frame at
top, plain frame at right and bottom, left side not
preserved. Back, not preserved.
H. as preserved 8.8 em. W. as preserved 4.3 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Above: a cartouche surmounted by sun-disc and plumes
and supported on a nub sign. Flanking the cartouche are
three wing-tips, two on the left (above and below) and one
on the right (above). These probably belonged to scarab
beetles, see Nos. 314-6. Below: part of the design of the
lower register, not recognizable.

Winged male advances left, left arm and wing lowered
across body, object in hand not preserved. The right arm
and wing would almost certainly have been raised: only
the stump of the right arm survives. He wears a flattened
version of the Egyptian double crown on a short, Egyptianstyle wig, a double ribbon down the back, a short skirt and
a long skirt with a beaded and fringed edge, open at the
front and exposing the leading leg.

No. 317 was found with Nos. 314-6 in the south-west
comer of NE 26, one metre below the surface.

Sphinx Plaque
318. ND 9406: Room NE 26
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

This panel is similar in design to Nos. 115-8, 306 and 393.

Plate 66

Found on the south side of the court.

Trapezoidal plaque with curved front. Fragments missing
from edges and surface. Surface pitted and poorly
preserved. Plain frame at top and bottom, bud column at
left. Mitred base and sides. Back, flat, lightly striated.
H. 4.3 em. W. at top 2.6 em. W. at base 3.9 em. Th. 0.7 em.

THE WORKSHOP, ROOM NE 50
Winged Genie in Assyrian Style
321. ND 10328: Room NE SO
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65274

Winged, human-headed sphinx seated to the left. It is
crowned with a sun disc upon a headcloth, represented as
blocks of hair. It wears an apron.

Openwork panel, fragmentary. Fragments missing from
raised right hand, right foot and surface. Plain frame at
bottom.
H. 11.7 em. W. 6.0 em.

Champ-lew! Fragments
319. ND 9544-6: Room NE 26
Plate 66
Iraq Museum, Baghdad and British School of Archaeology
in Iraq

Winged, eagle-headed genie advances left, right arm flexed
and raised, presumably holding a 'cone', left arm held down
across body, the hand holding a bucket. The genie has a high
crest, and two ringlets falling onto the shoulder. The beak
is closed. Around the neck is a necklace of seven strands.
The genie is wearing a short, kilted skirt with a fish-tail.
The fish-tail edge is fringed, and the hem and edge are
decorated with rectangular plaques.

Three fragments of irregular outline, broken and poorly
preserved. Champ-leve: the petals of the rosettes were
excised for inlay. At the bottom of the excised areas are
fine pin holes into which to peg the inlays. Some traces of
blue and greenish/turquoise beddings survive. Backs,
deeply striated.
a. NO 9544: Design partly incised and partly inlaid. The
incised work is badly worn and the design cannot be made
out. The champ-leve decoration consists of a few petals
. belonging to two rosettes and a rectangular shape. There is
a dowel hole with the remains of the dowel within it.
H. as preserved 4.4 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em. Th. 0.7 em.
b. NO 9545: Petals belonging to parts of some five
rosettes. There are peg holes in the base of each petal. No
trace of inlays survive. Surface pitted.
H. as preserved 4.7 em. W. as preserved 2.2 em. Th. 0.6 em.
c. NO 9546: Petals of a series of rosettes. Surface pitted.
H. as preserved 5.3 em. W. as preserved 2.7 em. Th. 0.6 em.

A modelled panel with a similar genie was discovered in
Well AJ (Well AJ ll'ories, No . 79, IM 79589), and the top
of a panel with an incised genie, No. 202, in SE I. The
upright crest, hanging lock, closed beak, and necklace are
comparable, although the dress of the Well AJ panel is
different, the genie wearing the typical, ninth century
cloak. The skirt with a fringed tail as on No. 321 is worn
by soldiers on the reliefs of Tiglath Pi Ieser III, cf. Barnett
and Falkner, The Sculptures of Tiglath Pi Ieser III, Pis. 38,
40, 58, 69-70, etc., and at Khorsabad, G. Loud, Klwrsahad I,
Exca1•ations in the Palace and at a City Gate (Chicago ,
1936), fig. 55. The skirt without the cloak is typically
eighth century, as is the decoration of rectangular plaques,
which can, for instance, be seen on the sculptures of Tiglath
Pileser III. This panel can, therefore, be dated to the eighth
century. For Urartian versions of genies see T. Ozgi.ic,
A/tin Tepe ll, figs . 36, 37 on p. 39, and p. 79, and Barnett,
C.N.I .. Pl. CXXXI, W 13-4, for examples from Toprak
Kale.

COURTNE35
Winged Figure of the Intermediate Tradition
320. ND 9547: Court NE 35
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 67

Plate 67
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Found on the floor.
N. & R. II, fig. 575, and discussion on p. 594, notes 202-8.
I.N. II, pp. 50-I, PL. XLIII, no. 189.

Plate 67

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65273

From the floor at the west end.

Face only; top and back of head carved separately. Some
surface cracking, the outer corner of left eye damaged, and
some fragments missing. The eyes and eyebrows were
excised for inlay, the brows meeting in the centre. The
nose and cheeks are relatively fleshy , the mouth is finely
modelled, the chin is double. Top, flat; back slightly
curved.
H. 3.9 em. W. 3.5 em. Th. 1.7 em.

323. ND 10527: Room NE SO

Plate 67

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MFA 65 .926.

Plate 67

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, and British School of Archaeology
in Iraq
Two 'leaves' of ivory, fragments from heavy furniture
mouldings similar to I.N. IV, no. 1454.
a. Fragments missing from sides. 3.7 x 3.7 em.
b. Fragments missing from surface and sides. Back, not
preserved: curved area cut out at top. 3.7 x 3.5 em.

ROOM NE 59
'Crown and Scale' Panels

328. ND 10314: Room NE 59

Plate 68

City Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham, 451 '65e
Tenoned panel. Fragments missing from tenons, frames
and surface. Plain frame on all four sides. The two top
tenons and the bottom right tenon survive, the one at the
bottom left is broken off. Back, smooth, chamfered to top,
bottom and left edges. Fitter's marks , one centre back, one
near bottom.
Fitter's marks: taw, shin.
H. with tenons I 0.2 em. H. of panel 8.8 em. W. 5.1 em. Th.
1.3 em.

From the floor at the west end.

'Ornate Group' Fragment

Plate 67

Iraq Museum , Baghdad, IM 65470
Fragment from top of openwork panel , sides and bottom
broken off. Double frame at top. Trace of tenon(?)
H. as preserved 1.9 em. W. as preserved 3.8 em.

A male figure, advancing right, grasps a winged griffin by
the comb, twists its head and thrusts a spear or long sword
into its beak. His raised left foot rests on the griffin's
neck. He is wearing a flattened, provincial version of the
Egyptian double crown. His hair is arranged in twisted
ringlets . He wears a short-sleeved, ankle-length coat over
a short skirt. Both are made of a pleated material with
beaded hems. The coat is belted at the waist. The sword
has a crescentic pommel and 'east-on' hilt: the point is
forced into the griffin's beak. The griffin has apparently
been caught in flight. Its forequarters are pinned to the
ground, while the hindquarters are still in the air. Its
wings frame the hero. It wears the usekh collar, and an
apron.

An Osiride crown consisting of atefpiumes set on a pair of
ram's horns, flanked by uraei. The rest of the figure is not
preserved.
From the floor at the west end. For a similar fragment
from SW 37, see I.N. IV, no. I 066.

Assorted
325. ND 10523: Room NE SO

327. ND 10525-6: Room NE SO

From the fill and floor at the west end.

Face only; top and back of head carved separately. Most of
the nose, left cheek and ear are missing, surface worn and
pitted. The eyebrows and eyes were excised for inlay, the
brows meeting in the centre. This piece is less competently
carved than the last. The proportions are unusual, the huge
eyes dominating the face with its small chin and lopsided
mouth. A large, rectangular tenon projects upwards from
the rear of the upper surface. Top and back, smooth.
H. with tenon as preserved 5.5 em. H. of head 4.7 em. W. as
preserved 4.2 em. Th. 2.5 em.

324. ND 10528: Room NE SO

Plate 67

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Rectangular plaque, the edges decorated with two incised
frames. Fragment missing from one long side. Convex
front, flat back.
H. 2.8 em. W. 2.2 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Faces

322. ND 10327: Room NE SO

326. ND 10524: Room NE SO

Plate 67

Iraq Museum , Baghdad
Rectangular plaque, edges decorated with two incised
frames. Fragments missing from one short side. Surface
pitted. Convex front, flat back.
H. 2.9 em. W. 2.2 em.

One of seven hero and griffin panels, including Nos. 240-1
from SE 10 and four from SW 37, see I .N. IV , Nos . 316-9.
These belong to the 'Crown and Scale' group, as do Nos .
329 and 330, see pp. 32-3 above.

From the floor at the west end.
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329. ND 10329: Room NE 59

Plate 68

palmette flowers can be seen under the sphinx's belly and
between its forelegs.

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65275
Tenoned panel. Fragments missing from top tenon, frames
and surface. Some surface pitting and discolouration.
Cloisonne: the sun discs, collar, apron and beginning of
wing were inlaid. One piece of blue inlay survives in the
collar, while traces of the red and blue bedding survive in
the cloisons of the apron, and traces of red in the sun-disc
crowning the uraeus. The head was carved separately and
attached to an oval area at the front by means of a keyhole
slot, the area around which was striated. Plain frame at
top and bottom. One short tenon at top, stump of a second
tenon at bottom, together with a tenon slot, L. 1.1 em., and
dowel hole, D. 0.2 em., in the right side. Back, poorly
preserved, smooth with chamfered left edge and with
traces of fitter's marks on back and chamfered edge.
Fitter's marks: parallel lines and scratches.
H. with tenons 8.9 em. H. ofpanel7.8 em. W. 4.0 em. Th.
0.8cm.

The scales on the base of the wing, the method of
representing the eye (cf. I.N. IV, No. 480), the general
proportions and the flowers link this panel with the
'scaley wing' group of SW 37 (ibid., p. 14 and nos. 475-93,
and 1127-9), now renamed the 'Crown and Scale' group, to
which the preceding two panels also belong, see above.

Panel with Opposed Sphinxes

331. ND 10459: Room NE 59

Panel, fragmentary. Bottom of panel and top left corner
broken off. Surface, poorly preserved with fragments
missing, some pitting. Plain frame at top, narrow frame at
right, trace of half-stylized tree at left, bottom not
preserved. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 6.1 em. W. 15.3 em. Th. 0.5 em.

The front of a winged sphinx advancing left, head carved
separately and now missing. The missing head would have
been represented frontally, as is the usekh collar. The
sphinx is crowned with a sun disc flanked by uraei,
themselves crowned with Hathor crowns , horns
containing discs. The sphinx wears an apron decorated
with vertical rows of cloisons. An uraeus, crowned with a
sun disc, is suspended from the chest. Half a frond can be
seen at the top right edge, and a lily grows between the
forelegs .

Two winged, falcon-headed sphinxes advance towards a
central, stylized tree. Both sphinxes wear flattened
versions of the Egyptian double crown, nemes headcloths,
usekh collars and aprons decorated vertically with rows of
chevrons. Uraei crowned with sun discs are suspended
from their chests. Papyrus flowers bloom above their
wings and traces of others survive under their bellies. The
central tree consists of two sets of voluted branches, with
fronds growing from most of the volute ends, although
buds grow from the upper set of downward curving ends:
the base of the tree is broken off. Traces of a second tree
can be seen on the left edge of the panel.

No. 329 is so similar to No. 243 from SE 10 and to ND
10522 from SW 37 (I.N. IV, no. 1127, pl. 293) in technique,
style and tenoning that they are likely to have been made in
the same workshop. Minor differences between the panels
are that the SW 37 piece is fixed to the adjoining panel by
dovetail slots rather than the tenon slot of No. 329, and
the collar of No. 243 was not inlaid. These panels form
part of the 'Crown and Scale' group with Nos. 328 and 330,
see above

330. ND 10331: Room NE 59

Plate 69

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

No. 331 probably belongs to the same workshop group as

I.N. IV, no. 619. Also comparable are ibid., nos. 615-6 and
618.

Browsing Stag

332. ND 10421: Room NE 59

Plate 68

Plate 69

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65468

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary, most of top frame
broken off. Tail, parts of legs, uraeus suspended from
chest, plants and surface fragments missing, surface pitted.
Traces of frame at top, plain frame at base. Tenon with
two tongues along the bottom.
Fitter's mark on tenon: possibly resh .
H. as preserved 10.5 em. H. ofpane19.7 em. W. 9.0 em. Th.
0.9cm.

Openwork panel, fragmentary. Fragments missing from
antlers, nose, tail , legs, flora, surface and bottom rail.
Surface pitted and poorly preserved. Eye excised for inlay,
a few lines incised above eyebrow and on neck. Plain frame
at bottom. Back, most of surface flaked off; traces of
keyhole slot survive.
H. as preserved 6.3 em. W. as preserved 11.1 em. Th. 0.9 em.
Browsing stag advances to the right. A plant, much of
which is not preserved, grows between its legs: one lily
and one papyrus flower bloom between the front and hind
legs respectively.

Winged, ram-headed sphinx advancing right, tail broken
off. The sphinx is crowned with a sun disc, probably
flanked by uraei (only traces of which survive), upon the
nemes headcloth. It wears the usekh collar and an apron
decorated with vertical rows of chevrons. A plant,
fragmentary, grows between the sphinx's legs . Voluted

For other examples of browsing stags see Nos. 368-80 and
391-2 from NW 21, although the best comparisons are
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with C 35 from the North West Palace, Barnett, C.N.l.,
Pl. II, C.35, and a stag from Assur, VA 5869, Barnett,
J.H.S. LXVIII, Pl. Ila. See pp. 38-9 above.

'Ornate Group' Fragments

From the north end.

335. ND 9515: Room NE 18

The 'Ornate Group'

Fragment from the top of an openwork, tenoned panel.
Cloisonne: wig, eye and collar inlaid. The wig has raised
pegs to hold the inlays. Double frame and tenon at top.
H. as preserved 5.1 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em. Th. 0.6 em.

333. ND 10576: Room NE 59

ROOM NE 18

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 69

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
The head and part of the chest of a youth facing right. On
his head a 'bun', presumably representing a sun disc. He
wears a short, Egyptian-style wig and a collar.

Fragment from openwork panel, top, sides and bottom
broken off, some surface fragments missing, some surface
pitting. Cloisonne: the collar, wings, garment borders and
parts of the flower were inlaid. Traces of blue survive.
Back, smooth.
H. as preserved 6.8 em. W. as preserved 5.3 em. Th. 1.1 em.

The fragments, Nos. 335--45 belong to the 'Ornate Group',
see pp. 35--6 above.
From the south end.

Winged male advances left. Head and neck, right wing and
arm and lower legs missing. The left arm and wing is held
across the body, the hand, damaged, holding some object,
not preserved. Remains of a ribbon from a wig or crown
fall down the back. He wears an usekh collar, a short skirt
and a long, open cloak or overskirt with inlaid borders. He
has a beaded armlet.

336. ND 9515: Room NE 18

Fragment from the top of an openwork, tenoned panel.
Cloisonne: wig, eye, wing and petals of flower inlaid.
Traces of blue: a single piece of blue glass inlay survives.
Double frame and stump of tenon at top.
H. as preserved 4.5 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em. Th. 0.5 em.

No. 333 belongs to the 'Ornate Group', see pp. 35-6 above,
and can be compared to some panels from SW 37, I.N. IV,
Nos. 1081--4 and pp. 20 and 50-I. The work of this subgroup is exceptionally fine : the cloisons of the collars are
outlined by thin ribs.

334. ND 10330: Room NE 59

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Part of the head and the raised left arm and wing of a youth
facing right. Above the wing, a voluted palmette flower,
presumably held by the youth.
One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335--45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

Plate 69

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 61.197.9

337. ND 9515: Room NE 18
Face only; top and back of head carved separately. Some
surface fragments missing. Raised ridge divided by incised
lines into rectangular blocks round forehead, with plain
area above. Part of the wig can be seen on either side of the
cheeks: it consisted of raised pegs which once held
cylinders of blue paste, set on a blue bedding. A few of the
cylinders and some of the blue bedding survive. When
found, these parts of the head also showed minute
fragments of displaced gold foil. The eyebrows and eyes
were excised for inlay: traces of blue bedding survive.
This beautiful face is well proportioned with a fine nose,
slim cheeks and modelled mouth. Top and back striated.
H. 2.6 em. W. 3.0 em. Th. 1.8 em.

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment from the top of an openwork, tenoned panel.
Cloisonne: wig and eye inlaid. Double frame at top.
Condition poor.
H. as preserved 3.1 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.4 em.
The head of a youth facing right, front of face missing. On
his head a 'bun', presumably representing a sun disc. He
wears a short, Egyptian-style wig.
One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335--45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

No. 334 can be compared to two faces found in SW 37, I.N.
IV, Nos. 1286-7, although the proportions on this
example are more pleasing. Similar pieces were found in
Rooms V and W of the North West Palace, Barnett,
C.N.I ., Pl. VI. These fine heads form part of the 'Ornate
Group', see above.

338. ND 9515: Room NE 18

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment from centre of openwork panel. Cloisonne:
wing and garment edges inlaid.
H. as preserved 4.2 em. W. as preserved 4.2 em. Th. 0.4 em.

From the lower fill.
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Fragment from centre of openwork panel. Cloisonne:
wing and flowers inlaid. Some pieces of blue glass inlay
survive. Back, smooth, with fitter's mark .
Fitter's mark: pe and other scratches.
H. as preserved 5.4 em. W. as preserved 3.0 em. Th. 0.4 em.

The lower wing and legs of a male figure advancing right.
He wore a short skirt, only the hem of which is preserved,
and a long, open skirt with inlaid edges. Below the wing,
part of a flower survives.
One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

339. ND 9515: Room NE 18

The head, forequarters and raised leg of a griffin rampant
to the left, set in a floral field, of which only two flowers
survive.

Plate 70

One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment from centre of openwork panel. Cloisonne:
wing and garment edges inlaid. Back, smooth.
H. as preserved 6.4 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.5 em.

343. ND 9515: Room NE 18
Part of the lowered right arm and wing, the lower body
and part of the right leg of a male advancing right. He
wore a short skirt and a long, open skirt with inlaid edges,
both only partially preserved.

Fragment from centre of openwork panel. Cloisonne:
wings inlaid. Traces of red and blue.
H. as preserved 7.1 em. W. as preserved 6.1 em. Th. 0.6 em.

One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group' .
From the south end.

340. ND 9515: Room NE 18

Parts of the wings and hindquarters of two sphinxes, set
back to back.
One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment from centre of openwork panel. Cloisonne:
garment edges and fragment of flower inlaid. Back,
smooth.
H. as preserved 6.4 em. W. as preserved 3.4 em. Th. 0.4
cm.The lower body and legs, feet not preserved, of a male
advancing right, set in a floral field. He wore a garment
with shawl sleeves, only a trace of which is preserved, a
short skirt and a long, open skirt with inlaid edges, belted
at the waist.

344. ND 9515: Room NE 18

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Three floral fragments from openwork panels, all
probably forming parts of stylized trees . Cloisonne:
parts of the trunk and flowers inlaid. Traces of blue.
a. Part of the trunk and one set of branches, ends broken off.
H. as preserved 3.9 em. W. as preserved 1.7 em. Th. 0.5 em.
b. Part of the trunk and one set of branches, ends broken
off.
H. as preserved 3.0 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.5 em.
c. Part of the trunk and one set of branches, ends broken off.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. as preserved 1.5 em. Th. 0.5 em.

One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

341. ND 9515: Room NE 18

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Three fragments from a collection, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

Two fragments from centre of openwork panel.
Cloisonne: wing inlaid. Traces of red and blue.
H. as preserved 5.3 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.6 em.
H. as preserved 2.2 em. W. as preserved 1.7 em. Th. 0.5 em.

345. ND 9515: Room NE 18

Parts of the raised right wing, lowered left arm and wing
and leading leg of a male figure advancing left, body not
preserved.

Floral fragment from top of openwork panel, double
frame at top. Cloisonne: flowers inlaid. Traces of red and
blue. Only a few flowers from a floral field survive.
H. as preserved 2.7 em. W. as preserved 2.4 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Two fragments from a collection, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'. From the south end.

342. ND 9515: Room NE 18

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335-45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'. From the south end.

Plate 70

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
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349. ND 10380: Room NW 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 6530 I

N.E. COURTYARD
Wing Fragment
346. ND 9717: NE Courtyard
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 71

Left hand and arm from just above the elbow. Carved in
the round . Part of the hand and some surface fragments
missing. Only the beginning of the hand survives, the inner
surface is striated for attachment. A dowel hole, D. 0.3
em., perforates the wrist. The arm is bent. A broken ,
copper/bronze pin is still in situ in the dowel hole, D. 0.5
em., bored into the thickness of the arn1 at the top.
L. 6.5 em. H. 2.4 em. Th. 2.2 em.

Plate 70

Fragment from a long rectangular panel, no original edges.
Cloisonne: the wing scales and feathers were inlaid.
L. as preserved c. 9.4 em. W. c. 4.1 em.
Part of the left wing of a winged disc , executed in the
Egyptian manner with uraei. No . 436, a partially similar
winged di sc, although with only alternate wing feathers
inlaid, was found in Room NW 21.
Parts of the wings and hindquarters of two sphinxes , set
back to back.

Similar to Nos. 347-8, although a left rather than a right
arm. From the floor at the south end.

One of a collection of fragments, Nos. 335--45, belonging
to the 'Ornate Group'.
From the south end.

THE NORTH WEST QUADRANT
ROOM NW 5
Parts of Human Statuettes
347. ND 10378: Room NW 5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 71

Right hand and arm from just above the elbow. Carved in
the round . Large fragment from lower base broken off,
including ends of fingers, palm of hand and part of surface.
The arm is held out straight, the fingers of the hand folded
over, the thumb extended with the nail carefully recorded.
There is a raised tendon in the upper arm from the elbow.
A dowel hole, D. 0.3 em. , perforates the piece in the wrist
area. A second deep dowel hole, D. 0.4 em ., is bored into the
thickness of the arm at the top.
L. 7.8 em. W. 2. 1 em. Th. 1.9 em.

Fig . 5 . The North West Quadrant: Ivories were found only
in the numhered rooms
350. ND 10381: Room NW 5
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
One side of a lower arm, from just
Carved in the round. Only one side
together with the hand, is broken off.
poorly preserved. A deep dowel hole is
into the thickness of the arm.
L. 5.1 em. W. 1.7 em.

Cf. Barnett, C.N.I ., Pl. CXXVII, U.3, for an example from
Balawat. From the floor at the south end .
348. ND 10379: Room NW 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65300

Plate 71

Plate 71

above the elbow.
survives , the rest,
Surface pitted and
bored from the top

Assyrian Style Sheep or Goats
351. ND 10498: Room NW 5
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65875

Right hand and lower arm , from just above the elbow.
Carved in . the round . Palm of hand and many surface
fragments missing , much surface pitting. The arm is held
out straight, the fingers of the hand folded over, the thumb
extended, as though carrying something by a handle. A
dowel hole, D. 0.3 em ., perforates the wrist area. A second
deep dowel hole, damaged, is bored into the thickness of
the arm at the top.
L. 7.6 em. W. 2.0. em. Th. 1.8 em.

Plate 72

Three fragments from a long, rectangul ar panel. Carved in
relief and pierced by dowel holes , some of which are
recessed. Plain frame at top and bottom. The principal
fragment , a , is broken at the left and is pierced by four,
unevenly spaced dowel holes, D. 0.3 em. Fragment b is
broken at both sides, while fragment c is broken at the left
and is pierced by a sing le dowel hole.
Lengths as preserved: a. 27.0 em.; b. 3.4 em .; c. 2.8 em .; H.
2.0cm.

Similar to No. 347. From the floor at the south end .
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Sheep or goats kneel on either side of stylized pomegranate
and bud motifs. Each pair is separated from the next by a
repeat of the plant motif. There are two repeats of the
complete design on Fragment a, with a final floral clump
at the right. Part of one animal kneeling to the right
survives on Fragment b, while on Fragment c part of a
floral clump is preserved. The animals have their further
forelegs extended, the nearer ones bent; their shoulder
pads are marked, as are the outlines of their rib cages, the
lower one having a distinctive 'fish-tail' appearance. The
plants consist of six stalks growing from a small hillock.
Three of the stalks end in 'pomegranate' flowers, three in
buds.

Four fragments from a long, rectangular panel, not all
illustrated, forming a single plain panel, similar to the
incised version above and forming the interior of the piece.
Some of the bronze nails fixing the panel to its wooden
backing were still in situ: L. 2.4 em., D. of head 0.9 em.
Light striations on back.
L. of panel as found - there is a piece missing in the centre 65.8 em. H. 2.4 em. Th. 0.5 em. Individual lengths as
illustrated, 8.5, I 1.5, I 2.2 and I 1.0 em.

No. 351 is a lightly modelled version of the Assyrian style
animal frieze. For incised versions, see Nos. 30-2, 34, 94,
229, 352 and 354-5; for discussion see pp. 24-7 above.
From the south end.
I.N. II, no. 163, Pl. XXXIX.

354. ND 10519: Room NW 5

352. ND 10519: Room NW 5

No. 353 was found lying roughly parallel to, and
approximately 4 em. apart from the incised strip, No. 352
above.

Plate 72

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragmentary panel, left side broken. Some surface
fragments missing. Surface deteriorated, poorly preserved.
Incised design. Frame at top and bottom. Part of dowel at
right edge, second dowel hole, D. 0.2 em., to left. Back,
only partially preserved, smooth with occasional vertical
striations.
L. as preserved 7.3 em. H. 2.1 em. Th. 0.2 em.

Plate 72

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragments from a long, rectangular panel. Design incised.
Plain frame at bottom . Pierced by dowel holes, some
counter-sunk, set at distances varying from 9.0 to 11.5 em ..
These were once pierced by dome-headed, bronze nails, one
of which survives in situ D. 0.8 em. L. 2.2 em. Some of
these nails were placed at the joins between the different
parts of the panel, to ensure that the ends were firmly held
down by the overlapping head of the nail. A rectangular
slot was cut out of the lower left edge.
L. of panel as preserved 72.0 em. H. 2.5 em. Th. 0.4 em.

A goat with an elongated body kneels to the left. Behind
it, on the edge of the panel, a circular floral motif
containing a rosette. The goat has the usual shoulder pad
and rib markings.
I.N. II, no. 137, Pl. XXXIV.

THE WORKROOM, ROOM NW 21
Assyrian Style Sheep or Goats

Sheep or goats kneel on either side of voluted palmette
plants. There are the remains of ten repeats of the design,
variously preserved, on the complete panel. The petals of
the voluted palmette plants are decorated with chevrons.
The animals are drawn with their fleece shown as a jagged
line on the lower edge of the neck, shoulder pads, ribs and
rudimentary flame markings on the haunches.

355. ND 10610: Room NW 21

Plate 73

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Seven fragments from a long, rectangular panel, six large
pieces and one small. The large fragments all show dowel
holes, D. 0.3 em., or traces of dowel holes at the edges, to
take the nails which once fastened the panels to their
backing. Design, incised.
Lengths vary from 9.7 em. to 1.4 em. H. I. 8 em.

This frieze is similar to No. 351, although there are
differences in the plant motifs and animals, as well as in
the technique: this panel is incised while No. 351 is
modelled. For variations on this familiar Assyrian theme,
see Nos. 30-2, 34, 94, 229 and 354-5 . See also pp. 24-7
above.

Sheep or goats kneel on either side of voluted palmette
plants. Their further forelegs are extended, their nearer
ones bent; their shoulder pads are marked, as are the
outlines of their rib cages, and there are markings on the
haunches. The petals of the voluted palmette plants are
decorated with chevrons.

No. 352 was found lying roughly parallel to, and
approximately 4 em. apart from the plain strip, No . 353 :
the incised strip was above the plain. The nails in the
respective strips were pointing towards each other
indicating that they were originally nailed on either side of
the same piece of wood.
I.N. II, no. 162, Pl. XXXVIII.

For variations on this familiar Assyrian theme, see Nos.
30-2, 34, 94, 229, 351-2 and 354 and pp. 24-7 above.
I.N . II, no. 161, p. 46 and Pl. XXXVIII.

Incised ll'ories, possibly Assyrian Style

353. ND 10520: Room NW 5

Plate 73

356. ND 10619: Room NW 21

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plate 73

Fragment, both ends broken off. Double frame at top and
bottom. Design, incised. Remains of dowel hole in the
centre of one side. Back, diagonal striations.
H. 1.4 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.2 em.

For a modelled version of the same design, see No. 155: for
a partially similar design see Khorsabad II, pl. 55, no. 57.
Possibly Assyrian style, see p. 27 above.
N. & R. II, fig. 441.

A trellis pattern, with circles at the crossing points. The
central circles contain lightly incised rays .

361. ND 10625: Room NW 21

357. ND 10628: Room NW 21

Fragments from a long strip or strips, ends and edges
broken or with fragments missing. Some surface pitting.
Design incised. A series of eight-petalled rosettes set at
equal distances.
L. of longest piece 7.3 em. H. 1.4 em.

Plates 73-4

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragmentary panel in poor condition , in two pieces.
Design, incised. Triple frame at top and bottom. An
interlocking diamond pattern, each individual diamond
subdivided into three, smaller diamonds.
a. Plate 73. L. as preserved 7.2 em. H. 4.3 em. Th. 0.3 em.
b. Plate 74. L. as preserved 10.8 em. H. as preserved 2.2 em.
Th. 0.3 em.

Cf. Samaria II, Pl. XXI, 6.

Plaques with Bulls

362. ND 10599: Room NW 21
358. ND 10627: Room NW 21

Plate 74

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 75

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 73

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Curved pl aque, virtually complete except for fragments
from bottom left corner, hull's outer foreleg, lower
hindlegs and surface. Surface pitted, some black speckling.
Excised eye. Carved in high relief, the hull's outer legs are
in the round. Plain frame at top and bottom. Flat top and
bottom, mitred sides. Back, horizontal striations.
L. 6.0 em. H. 4.6 em.

Panel fragment in poor condition, one side broken off.
Many surface fragments missing. Framed at top and
bottom by a guilloche border set within double frames. A
trellis pattern in the centre.
L. as preserved 9.6 em. H. 5.4 em. Th. 0.7 em.

359. ND 10629: Room NW 21

A massive bull with lowered head advances right. The
hull's horn and tail are carved on adjacent plaques. He has a
small head and fine short legs in relation to his massive
bulk. The ear ridges and neck muscles are shown. The hom
of the following bull overlaps his hindquarters.

Plate 74

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Long panel broken at right edge, with many edge and
surface fragments missing. Not all the panel is illustrated. Design, incised. Triple frame at top and bottom
enclosing a pattern of rows of interlocking, stepped
lozenges . The top and bottom rows consist of halflozenges, the centre of complete ones. Faint traces of
colour suggest it was originally stained. Associated with
the panel were two rows of miniature hemi-cylindrical
pieces set side by side and forming a fluted decoration. For
similar flutings attached to a guilloche band see No. 442
below.
L. of panel as preserved 41 .0 em. H. of panel 4.5 em. H. of
flutings, c. 1.6 and 2.9 em. respectively. Total height as
restored 9.0 em.

360. ND 10613: Room NW 21

Nos. 362-7 once formed a circle showing bulls striding
round in a continous file , see an example from SW 12,
which is reconstructed from five rather than the six
plaques found in NW 21, I.N. IV, pp. 10-1 I, Pl. 56. See
also ibid., nos. 258-67. These ivory circles may have been
used to decorate furniture legs rather than circular boxes,
as suggested in /.N. IV. They can be compared with the
curved furniture element with bulls from Corridor E, No .
96. For further discussion see p. 29 above.

363. ND 10600: Room NW 21

Plate 75
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 64.37.5

Plate 74

Curved plaque, virtually complete except for fragments
from left edge, top and bottom frames and surface. Carved
in high relief, the outer legs in the round. Excised eye.
Plain frame at top and bottom. Flat top and bottom,
mitred sides. There are small pin holes just above each of
the three, well-preserved hooves. Back, horizontal
striations.
L.6.1 em. H. 4.7cm. Th.0.9cm. D.c.l2.0cm.

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Panel of uncertain shape, possibly with a tongue projecting
from the right side. A large fragment is missing from the
top right and another from the centre. Surface pitted .
Design, incised and originally stained: traces of different
colours survive.
H. as preserved 6.5 em. W. as preserved 7.9 em.

A massive bull with lowered head advances right. The
hom and tail are carved on adjacent plaques, and the hom of
the following bull overlaps his hindquarters.

Three rows of voluted palmette flowers, their stalks
interlacing to form a continuous design.

Ill

Curved plaque, fragmentary. Right side with head and
front of bull not preserved. Large fragment from top, and
fragments from left edge and surface missing. Surface
heavily pitted, some black speckling. Carved in high relief,
the outer hindleg in the round. Plain frame at top and
bottom. Flat top and bottom, mitred sides. Back, horizontal striations.
L. as preserved c. 4.3 em. H. 4.6 em.

One of a set of six, see No. 362.

364. ND 10598: Room NW 21

Plate 75

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Curved plaque. Fragments missing from top and bottom
edges, bottom right comer and surface. Surface worn and
heavily pitted. Carved in high relief, the outer legs in the
round. Excised eye . Plain frame at top and bottom. Flat
top and bottom, mitred sides. Back, pitted and poorly
preserved with horizontal striations.
L. 6.2 em. H. 4.6 em. Th. 0.8 em.

The body and hindquarters of a massive bull advancing
right: the forequarters are not preserved. The tail is carved
on the adjacent plaque, and the hom of the following bull
overlaps his hindquarters.
One of a set of six, see No. 362.

A massive bull with lowered head advances right. The
hom and tail are carved on adjacent plaques, and the hom of
the following bull overlaps his hindquarters.

Browsing Stags the Intermediate Tradition

One of a set of six , see No. 362.

368. ND 10582: Room NW 21

Plates 76-7

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

365. ND 10596: Room NW 21

Plate 75

Openwork panel with two stags, the one on the left now
separated and not located. Frame at top left, parts of
plants and animal legs, including rear hindleg of leading
stag, some edge and surface fragments missing. Eyes
excised. Plain frame at top and bottom, fronded plant at
right, left edge not preserved. Dowel holes between
antlers and neck, by tail of leading stag and in the twisted
branches of the plants. Back, striated with keyhole slots in
backs of stags (only back of leading stag illustrated).
L. as found 19.0 em. H. 5. 7 em.

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Curved plaque, large fragment from centre bottom and
fragments from left edge, frames and surface missing.
Surface pitted with some black speckling. Carved in high
relief, the outer legs in the round. Excised eye. Plain
frame at top and bottom. Flat top and bottom, mitred
sides. Back, pitted and poorly preserved with horizontal
striations.
L. 6.0 em. H. 4.6 em.

Two stags, one behind the other, browsing to the right.
Heads lowered, mouths open, eating fronds growing from
the plants in front of them . Antlers with serrated bases
and numerous, paired, short prongs . Ears back, neck
musculature indicated. Plants grow up in front of the
stags and twining versions with triple branches under their
bellies

A massive bull with lowered head advances right. The
horn and tail are carved on adjacent plaques, and the hom of
the following bull overlaps his hindquarters. The leading
foreleg is broken off.
One of a set of six , see No. 362.
N . & R. II, p. 526, fig. 438.

366. ND 10597: Room NW 21

There are at least seven examples of stags browsing to the
right, Nos. 368-74 and 380a, some of which are
fragmentary and/or poorly preserved. There are also some
five stags, browsing to the left, Nos . 375-8, and the
fragments, Nos. 379 and 380b. The two stags of No. 368
suggest that stags facing the same way were mounted one
behind the other, those facing to the left forming one long
openwork panel, while those to the right formed a
matching panel. If a set of seven made up a panel, such a
piece would have measured over 60 em. in length.

Plate 75

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Curved plaque, right side and fragments from edges and
surface missing. Surface cracked and pitted. Carved in high
relief, the outer legs in the round. Eye excised. Plain
frame at top and bottom. Flat top and bottom , mitred
sides. Back, horizontal striations.
L. 5.8 em. H. 4.6 em.
A massive bull with lowered head advances right. The
hom and tail are carved on adjacent plaques, and the hom of
the following bull overlaps his hindquarters. The leading
foreleg is broken off.
One of a set of six, see No. 362.

The stags are similar in style, technique and method of
fixing to the cows and calves of Nos. 381-9: compare the
serrations at the base of the horns (not present on stags
browsing to the left), excised eyes, neck musculature,
frames and keyhole slots. The stags and cows probably
belong to the Intermediate Tradition, see p. 38 above.
N. & R. II, p. 526, fig. 435.

367. ND 10595: Room NW 21

369. ND 10587: Room NW 21

Plate 75

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plates 76-7

with little original surface surviving. Trace of excised eye.
Plain frame at top. Back, poorly preserved, traces of
keyhole slot.
L. as preserved 9.2 em. L. of stag as preserved 8.4 em. H. 4.2
em. Th. 1.0 em.

Openwork panel, ends of frames broken. Antlers and
fragments from nose, legs, plant, frame and surface
missing; restored in wax. Eye excised. Plain frame at top
and bottom . Dowel holes between antlers and neck, by tail
and in the twisted branches of the plant. Back, lightly
striated with keyhole slot, 1.9 x 0.9-0.4 em ..
Fitter's mark on base, not illustrated: three strokes in the
form of a splayed trident, shin? (Not a letter at this
period.)
L. of frame as preserved 10.7 em. L. of stag 9. 1 em. H. 5.6
em. Th. I. I em.

Stag browsing to the right, head lowered , antlers and
muzzle not preserved, traces of ear and neck musculature.
See comment on No. 368.
373. ND 10606: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Stag browsing to the right, head lowered, antlers restored
in wax. Ear back , neck musculature indicated. A twining,
fronded plant with triple branches grows under the belly.

Openwork panel fragment, poorly preserved, bottom and
sides of panel broken off. Antlers, muzzle, part of neck,
tail , lower legs and plants not preserved; fragments
missing from surface, surface pitted. Eye excised. Plain
frame at top. Back, striated with two keyhole slots.
L. 8.7 em. H. 4.3 em.

See comment on No. 368.
370. ND 10586: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 76

Openwork panel, bottom and sides of panel not preserved.
Lower legs and plant broken off, fragments missing from
surface, surface pitted. Eye excised. Plain frame at top.
Trace of dowel hole by tail. Back, striated with keyhole
slot.
L. 11.4 em. H. 5.3 em.

Stag browsing to the right, head lowered, antlers and
muzzle not preserved, ear back, traces of neck musculature.
Nos. 373 and 377-8 have two rather than a single keyhole
slot.
See comment on No. 368.

Stag browsing to the right, head lowered, mouth open,
antlers with serrated base and numerous, paired, short
prongs. Ear back, neck musculature indicated.

374. ND 10602: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

See comment on No. 368.
371. ND 10605: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 78

Openwork panel fragment. All that survives is part of the
head and neck. Eye excised.
L. as preserved c. 3.4 em. H. as preserved c. 2.2 em.

Plate 76

Part of head and neck of stag browsing to the right with
head lowered; antlers and muzzle not preserved; serrated
base of antlers, ear back, frond against face.

Openwork panel, fragmentary. Most of top and bottom
frames and fronded plant forming right side not preserved.
Most of antlers, legs and fronded plant below belly
missing, together with fragments from surface, surface
cracked and pitted. Eye excised. Plain frame at top and
bottom, remains of fronded plant at right side. Dowel
hole between antlers and neck. Back, striated with keyhole
slot.
L. as preserved 8.9 em. H. 5.5 em.

See comment on No. 368.
375. ND 10584: Room NW 21
British Museum, London, BM 134321

Plates 78-9

Openwork panel. Much of left and right edges, part of
stag's head, twining plant and surface fragments missing.
Eye excised. Plain frame at top, right side and bottom;
remains of fronded plant at left. Dowel holes between
antlers and neck, by tail and in the twisted branches of the
plant growing under the belly. Back, striated with keyhole
slot, 1.4 x 0.8-0.5 em.
Fitter's marks on back: 'aleph stroke; and on base: 'aleph
stroke
H. 5.2 em. W. 9.9 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Stag browsing to the right, head lowered , base of antlers
with serrations, ear back, neck musculature indicated. One
frond from a twining , fronded plant survives between the
forelegs.
See comment on No. 368.
372. ND 10607: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 76

Plates 76-7

Stag browsing to the left , head lowered (bottom of head
missing), antlers with numerous, paired , short prongs, ear
back, neck musculature indicated. A fronded plant, bottom
of stem missing, grows up in front of the stag: a second,

Openwork panel fragment, poorly preserved , bottom and
sides of panel broken off. Antlers, muzzle, tail , lower
legs and plants not preserved; poorly preserved overall
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twining plant with triple branches, one missing, grows
under the belly.

Openwork panel, fragmentary . Bottom and sides of panel
not preserved; part of top frame, tail and legs of stag and
surface fragments missing. Some surface cracking and
pitting. Eye excised. Plain frame at top. Back, striated
with two keyhole slots, 1.5 x 0.9-0.4 em.
L. 8.5 em. H. as preserved 4.0 em. Th. 1.0 em.

One of several stags browsing to the left, see comment on
No. 368. The remains of the solid frame at the right
suggests that this stag would have been at the end of the
line.
Barnett, C.N.I ... p. 238, Supplement 59, Fig. 106, Pl.
CXXXVII. T.C. Mitchell, B.M.Q. 36, 1971-2, p. 140, pl.
LVIId.

376. ND 10583: Room NW 21
Cleveland Museum of Art, CMA 68.49

Stag browsing to the left, head lowered (bottom of head
missing), antlers with numerous, paired, short prongs. Ear
back, neck musculature indicated. Tail and lower legs not
preserved.

Plates 78-9

One of several stags browsing to the left, see comment on
No. 368. Nos. 373 and 377-8 have two rather than the
usual single keyhole slot.

Openwork panel. Left edge and bottom right comer, stag's
antlers, tail and right hindleg and surface fragments
missing, some surface pitting. Eye excised. Plain frame at
top and bottom. Dowel hole, D. 0.2 em., in the twisted
branches of the plant. Back, smooth with keyhole slot, 1.5
x 0.8-0.3 em.
L. as preserved 8.9 em. H. 5.3 em. Th. 0.8 em.

379. ND 10602: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment of head of stag to left. Eye excised, ear back.
L. as preserved 1.9 em. H. as preserved 2.2 em.

Stag browsing to the left, head lowered, mouth open with
large tongue curving out, licking the stem of the plant
growing by the leading hoof. Antlers broken off, ear back,
neck musculature indicated. A twining, fronded plant
with triple branches, one missing, grows under the belly.

380. ND 10621: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plates 78-9

Parts of frames from the bottoms of browsing stag panels:
a. Part of the frame, two hoofs belonging to a stag
advancing right and part of the twining plant survive.
Fitter's mark on the underneath of the frame.
Fitter's mark: shin?
L. as preserved 6.0 em., W. as preserved 1.8 em., Th. 1.0 em.
b. The frame, two hoofs belonging to a stag advancing left
and part of the twining plant, together with the broken off
stumps of other parts of the animal and plant, survive.
Fitter's marks on the underneath of the frame.
Fitter's marks: resh (or daleth?), waw?
L. as preserved 12.2 em., W. as preserved 1.8 em., Th. 0.9 em.

One of several stags browsing to the left, see comment on
No. 368. The carving of the eyebrows and the tongue is
unusual. This panel might have been carved by a different
hand.

377. ND 10588: Room NW 21
Plates 78-9
City Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham, 451 '65d
Openwork panel, fragmentary. Much of top rail, right
edge and fragments from stag's body and surface missing,
surface slightly pitted. Eye excised. Plain frame at top
and bottom, fronded plant at left. Dowel holes under tail
and in the twisted branches of the plant. Back, poorly
preserved, remains of two keyhole slots, c. l .8 x 1.0 em.
Fitter's mark on base: four vertical strokes, space, break,
one stroke.
L. as preserved 8.7 em. H. 5.6 em. Th. 1.3 em.

Cows and Calves of the Intermediate Tradition

381. ND 10578: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 80

Openwork panel. Ends of frames, cow's tail and surface
fragments missing. Surface pitted and worn. Eyes excised.
Plain frame at top and bottom. Back, striated with keyhole
slot, 1.4 x 0.3 em.
L. 9.7 em. H. 5.4 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Stag browsing to the left, head lowered, mouth open,
tongue licking the stem of the plant growing by the
leading hoof. Antlers with numerous, paired, short
prongs, ear not preserved, neck musculature indicated. A
twining, fronded plant with triple branches grows under
the belly, a second forms the left edge of the panel.

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, which faces the opposite direction. Horn with
serrated base, ear back, neck musculature and ribs indicated.
The calf, sucking vigorously, has its tail arched over its
back. Neck folds indicated, dewlaps scalloped.

One of several stags browsing to the left, see comment on
No. 368. Nos. 373 and 377-8 have two rather than the
usual single keyhole slot.

378. ND 10585: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 79

There are six examples of cows standing to the right, Nos.
381-6, some of which are fragmentary and poorly
preserved. Only two examples survive of beasts facing the
opposite direction, Nos. 388-9.

Plates 78-9
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The cows are similar in style, technique and method of
fixing to the stags, Nos. 368-80, found in the same room.
Compare the similar serrations at the base of the horns
(not present on stags browsing to the left), excised eyes,
neck musculature, and frames and keyhole slots. This set
of panels probably belongs to the Intermediate Tradition,
see p. 38 above.

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick her calf,
of which only a trace of the tail is preserved. Horn with
serrated base, ear back, neck musculature indicated.
See comment on No. 381 above.

385. ND 10609: Room NW 21

Plate 80

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

382. ND 10577: Room NW 21

Plate 80

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment from openwork panel. Only the hindquarters of
the cow and the body of the calf survive. Surface pitted
with some fragments missing. Calfs eye excised. Back,
striated with keyhole slot.
L. as preserved 10.3 em. H. as preserved 3.9 em.

Openwork panel. Bottom of panel, ends of top frame,
cow's tail, cow's and calfs lower legs and surface fragments missing. Some surface cracking and pitting. Eyes
excised. Plain frame at top. Back, striated with keyhole
slot.
L. 9.4 em. H. as preserved 5.0 em.

Part of the body and hindquarters of a cow, standing to the
right, and her calf, facing left and suckling.
See comment on No. 381 above.

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, which faces the opposite direction. Horn with
serrated base, ear back, neck musculature and ribs indicated.
The calf, sucking vigorously, has its tail arched over its
back. Neck folds indicated, dewlaps scalloped. The
curving fragment attached to the front of the cow's neck
may be part of the tail of the preceding cow.

386. ND 10601: Room NW 21

Plate 80

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment showing the hindquarters of a cow to the right.
Surface pitted with some fragments missing. Back,
striated with keyhole slot.
L. as preserved c. 5.9 em. H. as preserved c. 2.6 em.

See comment on No. 381 above.
N. & R. II, p. 526, fig . 436.

It is possible that Nos. 386 and 387 form parts of the same

383. ND 10580: Room NW 21

Plates 80-1

panel. See also comment on No. 381 above.

Cleveland Museum of Art, CMA 68.48

387. ND 10601: Room NW 21

Openwork panel. Bottom of panel, left end of top frame,
cow's tail, cow's and calfs lower legs and surface
fragments missing. Some surface cracking and pitting.
Eyes excised. Plain frame at top. Back, striated with
keyhole slot, c. 1.5 x 0.9 em.
L. as preserved 12.1 em. H. as preserved 4.5 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Plate 80

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment showing the body of a calf to the left. Surface
pitted with some fragments missing. Back, striated with
keyhole slot. .
L. as preserved c. 3.9cm. H. as preserved c. 1.8 em.

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, which faces the opposite direction. Horn with
serrated base, ear back, neck musculature and ribs indicated.
The calf, sucking vigorously, has its tail arched over its
back. The fragment attached to the front of the cow's neck
may be part of a frame or the tail of the preceding cow.

Nos. 386 and 387 may form parts of the same panel. See
also comment on No. 381 above.

388. ND 10581: Room NW 21

Plate 81

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
See comment on No. 381 above.

384. ND 10579: Room NW 21

Openwork panel. Most of bottom frame, cow's neck,
leading foreleg, lower legs and tail , calfs legs and surface
fragments missing. Surface pitted. Eyes excised. Plain
frame at top and bottom. Back, striated with keyhole slot.
L. 9.6 em. H. 5.0 em.

Plates 80-1

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Openwork panel, fragmentary . Bottom of panel, ends of
top frame, cow's hindquarters, tail and legs, all of calf
except for trace of tail , and surface fragments missing.
Some surface pitting. Eye excised . Plain frame at top.
Back, lightly striated with keyhole slot, 1.5 x 0.9-0.4 em.
L. as preserved I0.3 em. H. as preserved 4.0 em. Th. 0.7 em.

A cow, standing to the left, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, which faces the opposite direction . Two raised
lines at base of horn, ear back, neck musculature and ribs
indicated. The calf, sucking vigorously, has its tail arched
over its back. Neck folds indicated, dewlaps scalloped.
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bull is closer in style to the stag, No. 391, than to the cows
of Nos. 381-9: compare the carving and the musculature,
particularly that on the hindlegs. In addition to their
similarity of style and technique, Nos . 390 and 391 lack
top frames: they probably belonged to the same set.

See comment on No. 381 above. The ribbing at the base of
the horn is unusual. The calf has recently been separated
from the cow and is on exhibition in Mosul (in 1989).
N. & R. II, p. 526, fig. 437.
389. ND 10608: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 81
391. ND 10590: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Openwork panel, poorly preserved and heavily restored in
wax. Parts of both frames, the animals' legs, the cow's tail
and surface fragments missing. Surface poorly preserved
and pitted, partially restored in wax. Eyes excised. Plain
frame at top and bottom. Back, poorly preserved
L. as restored 11.5 em. L. of cow as preserved 8.8 em. H. as
restored 5.4 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Plate 82

Openwork panel. Fragments from frames at sides, part of
foreleg and surface fragments missing. Some surface
pitting. Eye drilled. Plain frame at left side and bottom
twining plant at right. Back, with guide-lines and keyhol~
slot, 1.5 x 0.8-0.4 em. Drill marks at bottom of slot. Two
fitter's marks on base, not recorded.
L. 9.6 em. H. 5.0 em. Th. 0.8 em.

A cow, standing to the left, turns her head to lick her calf,
facing the opposite direction. Many surface details lost,
neck musculature and ribs indicated. The calf, sucking
vigorously, has its tail arched over its back. Neck folds
indicated, dewlaps scalloped.

Stag browsing to the right, head lowered, mouth open,
eating foliage growing froin base of the twining, fronded
plant forming the right edge. Pupil of eye lightly drilled,
pair of antlers with triple prongs at top, ear back, neck
musculature, double line from ear to top of foreleg, four
light lines marking ribs, double 'V' marking on side in
front of haunch, a line down the backs of the forelegs, and
down front and back of the hindlegs are indicated. A
second fronded plant twines between the legs.

See comment on No. 381 above.
Bull and Stag

390. ND 10593: Room NW 21
Plate 82
British School of Archaeology in Iraq (present whereabouts unknown)

This stag differs from the more finely carved stags, Nos.
368-80, in a number of ways, including the absence of the
top frame and the method of representing the eyes, the
antlers and the musculature. It can be compared with the
bull, No. 390, with which it probably formed part of the
same set: see p. 39 above for further discussion.
N. &R. II, p. 526, fig..439.

Openwork panel, fragmentary. Fragments from bottom
frame, horns, top of head and body, tail, parts of forelegs
and left hindleg, upper stem of plant and surface fragments
missing. Surface cracked and pitted. Eye excised: traces of
blue bedding survive. Plain frame at bottom and possibly
traces at left; the plant on the right probably served as the
right frame.
L. 11.1 em. H. 5.5 em.

392. ND 10589: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 82

Bull browsing to the right, head lowered to twining plant
in front. Traces survive of the serrations at the bases of the
horn and laid-back ear. Musculature on neck, a heavy
double line from ear to foreleg, and lightly scalloped
dewlaps are recorded. The muscles on the legs are also
indicated: a line down the backs of the forelegs, and down
front and back of the hindlegs. The twining stems of the
plant end in palmette flowers, on one of which the bull is
browsing.

Fragment from openwork panel. Only part of the head,
neck and body survive. Some black speckling, iron stain on
hindquarters. Back, only partially preserved : remains of
keyhole slot.
L. as preserved 8.7 em. H. as preserved 3.7 em. Th.l.l em.

Files of cattle were a popular subject in the ivory-workers'
repertoire, see, for instance, Nos. 132-6, 381-9 and cf. I .N.
IV, Nos. 701-59. While this panel initially appears to be
similar to Nos. 381-9, there are, nevertheless, significant
differences which suggest that it was carved in a different
workshop or centre, see p. 38 above . Perhaps most
significant is the absence of a frame at the top.

This fragment is closer in style to the stags of Nos. 368-78
than to No. 391. However, it lacks the top frame of that
set: presumably it once belonged to yet another set.

Part of the head, neck and body of a stag browsing to the
left. The ear is long and pointed and is laid back. No
musculature is indicated.

Wig and Wing' Youths

393. ND 10616: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Other details that differ include the heavy, double rib from
ear to leg, the leg musculature and the plant. The
impression generally is of a clumsier piece of work. This

Plate 83

Right side of an openwork, tenoned panel, left side and
bottom broken off. Much of surface at bottom right
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398. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

missing, some surface wear and pitting. Plain frame at top
and right side. Remains of tenon at top. Back, poorly
preserved and pitted.
H. as preserved 8.9 em. W. as preserved 4.5 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Openwork fragment from top of panel. Only part of the
tenon and plain frame, the raised left arm and wing of a
figure facing right and a papyrus flower below the wing
survive. The figure holds a flower, damaged, in the right
hand. Some surface fragments missing.
H. as preserved 4.4 em. W. as preserved 4.4 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Winged, male figure advances left. Only the stumps of the
right arm and wing survive; they are raised. The left arm
and wing, wing-tip not preserved, are held down across the
body. The left hand, damaged, holds the stalk of a flower,
not preserved. The boy is crowned with a sun disc flanked
by a pair of uraei, shown frontally, and worn over a short,
Egyptian-style wig. He has a simple, beaded collar, a
double ribbon down the back. Traces survive of an open
skirt with fringed hem.

Part of a set with No. 393.
'Wig and Wing' Fragments

399. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

The fragments, Nos. 393-9, form a set. The crown of No.
393 is similar to that on No. 400, a fragment of the 'Wig
and Wing' group, to which group these fragments also
probably belong, see pp. 30-2 above.
394. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 83

This fragment may have formed part of the same or a
similar panel as No. 400.

Plate 83

400. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Part of a set with No. 393.
Plate 83

No. 400 may have formed part of the same or a similar
panel as No. 399: compare the shawl sleeves with beaded
edges. This fragment can be compared to a panel found in
the Nabu Temple at Khorsabad, which forms part of a
coherent group belonging to the 'Wig and Wing' school
(Khorsahad II , Pl. 52, Nos. 38-40, particularly No. 38:
compare the carving of the ends of the lappet wigs). It
seems probable that No. 393, and the similar fragments
Nos. 393-9, belong to the same group, see pp. 30-2 above.

Openwork fragment from the centre of a panel, burnt to a
grey-white. Only the head (top broken off), most of the
raised right arm and wing, part of the lowered left arm and
the upper body of a figure facing left survive. The figure
wears a short, Egyptian-style wig and an usekh collar.
H. as preserved 3.7 em. W. as preserved 4.1 em.
Part of a set with No. 393.
397. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum , Baghdad

Plate 83

Fragment from centre top of panel. Burnt grey. Part of
the frame and tenon at the top, together with part of a
winged figure facing left, survive. Only the upper back
section of the figure is preserved. This includes part of the
sun disc crown, flanked by uraei themselves crowned by
sun-discs (only one uraeus survives), worn over a lappet
wig, a shawl sleeve with beaded hem, and the stump of the
lower wing. Back smooth.
H. as preserved 6.8 em. W. as preserved 1.6 em. Th. 1.4 em.

Openwork fragment from a tenoned panel. Only a trace of
the plain frame, the raised right arm and wing of a figure
facing left and a voluted palmette flower below the wing
survive. The surface is poorly preserved overall.
H. as preserved 4.4 em. W. as preserved 3.2 em. Th. 0.6 em.

396. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 83

Fragment with background from centre of panel, no
original edges. All that survives is the raised right arm
and wing, the hand holding a voluted papyrus flower, and
part of a second flower below the wing, presumably held
in the left hand. The beaded edge of the shawl sleeve is
visible on the right arm. The figure would have been facing
left.
H. as preserved 5.0 em. W. as preserved 3.8 em. Th. 1.3 em.

Openwork fragment from a tenoned panel. Only part of
the plain frame at the top and the raised right arm and wing
of a figure facing left survive. Probably part of a set with
No. 393.
H. as preserved 4.5 em. W. as preserved 4.1 em. Th. 0.7 em.
395. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 83

Plate 83
Youth (Jf'the Intermediate Tradition

Openwork fragment from centre of panel. Only part of the
body, the stump of the raised right arm and wing and part
of the lowered left arm and wing of a figure facing left
survive. The surface is pitted. Traces survive of the boy's
collar and long, open, fringed skirt.
H. as preserved 3.9 em. W. as preserved 2.2 em. Th. 0.7 em.
Part of a set with No. 393.

401. ND 10591: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 84

Rectangular panel, fragmentary. Fragments missing from
edges, centre and surface. Some surface pitting. Plain
frame on all four sides. Pupil drilled .
H. 15.7 em. W. 6.0cm.
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Male, advancing right, holds an ankh at his side in his right
hand. His left arm, only partially preserved, must have
been flexed on his chest, the hand holding a lily-flabellum
falling over his shoulder. He is crowned with a flattened
sun disc flanked by a pair of uraei upon a short, Egyptianstyle wig. He wears a collar and a thigh-length skirt under
an open, ankle-length skirt, made from a pleated or striped
material with fringed edges. A plant grows beside his
leading left foot. In front of his face is an empty
cartouche, surmounted by ate/feathers.

Fragment from top left of a long panel, right and bottom
broken off. Some surface fragments missing and some
surface pitting. In high relief.
Plain frame at top and left. Back, smooth.
H. as preserved 5.0 em. W. as preserved 6.1 em. Th. 0.9 em.
Part of a file of figures: only the head, upper body and
raised right hand survive of the leading figure, facing left.
Traces survive of the Egyptian double crown set on a
lappet wig. He wears a garment with long sleeves made of
a pleated or striped material. The top of a bud can be seen
beside his decorated sleeve hem. Of the following figure ,
only the raised hand and traces of the outline of the head
survive.

The misunderstood Egyptianizing motifs and the wellfilled panel suggest that No . 401 belongs to the
Intermediate tradition. With relatively few points of
direct comparison, however, it is hard to say whether it
belongs to the 'Wig and Wing' group or to the 'Crown and
Scale' group. The presence of so many 'Wig and Wing'
pieces in the room would support an attribution to the
former group. However, the form of the crown and hair
seem closer to the 'Crown and Scale' types, cf. for instance,
No. 242. See p. 33 above for further discussion.
N. & R. II, fig . 440.

These two presumably formed part of a file of figures
advancing left, with their hands raised in salutation. For
files of partially similar figures from SW 37 see I.N. IV,
nos. 940-1.
404. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Fragment from bottom of panel, top and left side broken
off. Much black speckling, some surface fragments
missing from front and back. Plain frame at right. Large
dowel hole, D. 0.6 em., perforates panel at left. Back, crisscross striations.
H. as preserved 3.3 em. W. as preserved 3.1 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Wig and Wing' Fragment
402. ND 10612: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 84

Openwork fragment , top, left side and bottom broken off,
some surface fragments missing. Carved in high relief,
nearly in the round, but not intended to be viewed from the
back.
H. as preserved 15.7 em. W. as preserved 2.7 em . Th. as
preserved 2.7 em.

All that survives of the design is the beaded hem of a short
tunic and the bare legs of a figure advancing left.
405. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

The left side of a standing man, the head and chest
represented frontally, the trunk twisted to show the leg in
profile, striding to the left. Of the head, only part of the
ear and some of the hair, arranged in long, tied locks,
survive. The upper body is bare, except for a pair of plain
armlets on the upper arm The left hand, held at the side,
holds a bird. He wears a skirt which reaches the calf but is
cut high at the front to reveal the front of the leg. Thi s is
made of a wavy , pleated or striped material with a beaded
fringe. Hi s belt is decorated with pairs of chevrons. The
bird's head is crested, the beak slightly hooked, the body
decorated with a criss-cross design, and the legs hanging
down.

Plate 84

Thin, warped fragment from centre of panel, no original
edges.
H. as preserved 2. 1 em. W. as preserved 3.7 em. Th. 0.3 em.
All that survives is the body of a figure advancing right,
head, hands and legs broken off. Traces survive of the ends
of a lappet wig and of a double tassel down the back. The
figure probably wore a thigh-length skirt, belted at the
wai st, under a sleeved, open, ankle-length coat, cf. I.N . IV,
no. 25, for a similar figure . The garment hems are outlined.
The right arm is held up across the body, while the left is
held down in front, grasping the stalk of a papyrus, only
partially preserved.

This unique, and unfortunately fragmentary, piece may
have formed part of a set with the sphinxes, Nos. 406-7.
The method of representing the hair, with locks tied with
double bands, occurs on Nos. 402, 406 and some sphinx
panels from SW 37, I.N. IV , Nos. 538-41, Pis. 122-3.
These panels probably belong to the 'Wig and Wing' group,
see pp. 30-2 above.

Wig and Wing' Sphinxes
406. ND 10594: Room NW 21
Plate 85
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 64.37. 1
Openwork panel , fragmentary . Carved in high relief.
Much of the top frame, parts of the uraeus framing the sun
disc, most of the tail, parts of the legs , nearly all the
associated plant and all the bottom frame, together with
surface fragments, are missing. Plain frame at top. Pupil

Assorted Fragments
403. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 84

Plate 84
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of eye drilled. Back, mostly smooth, some light striations
or saw marks.
H. 8.9 em. W. 10.0 em. Th. 2.0 em.

410. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Openwork fragment: probably the hindquarters of a
sphinx, advancing left. Only part of the body, the genitals
and the tops of the legs are preserved.
H. as preserved 3.0 em. W. as preserved 2.9 em. Th. 1.3 em.

Winged, human-headed sphinx advancing right, head
represented frontally . It is crowned with a sun disc
framed by uraei (heads missing) upon a long, Egyptianstyle wig, the locks of which are regularly tied. The ends
of the wig partially cover the simple, beaded collar round
the neck . The chest is outlined by a line with incisions:
suspended from it is an uraeus, crowned with a sun disc.
The sphinx wears an apron with vertical rows of chevrons
and a beaded and fringed border. The base of the curving
wing is decorated with scales. The remains of flowers can
be seen under the apron and against the rear hindleg.

Similar to No. 406, see above.

Seated Sphinxes
411. ND 10592: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Winged sphinx seated to the right: head not preserved,
although the ends of the lappet wig indicate that it was
represented frontally. The collar consists of four plain
strands above a row of large droplets. The apron is
decorated with vertical rows of chevrons . The tail is
wrapped round the hindleg. The stems of a plant grow
between the fore and hindlegs, although none of the
flowers are preserved.

Plate 85

Fragment from the bottom right of an openwork, tenoned
panel, carved in high relief. Some surface fragments
missing. Plain frame and tenon at bottom. Back, smooth .
Fitter's mark on front of tenon.
Fitter's mark: he.
H. as preserved 8.6 em. W. as preserved 3.8 em. Th. 1.1 em.

No. 411 is unique. The form of frame, with narrow raised
ribs at the edges and an unusually deep tenon, is rare. It
occurs on some openwork panels with human figures from
SW 37, see f .N . IV, Nos. 297-302. Similar collars are
worn by ibid., Nos. 298-300. They may have been products
of the same workshop.

The apron and leading foreleg of a winged sphinx advancing right. The apron is decorated with vertical rows of
chevrons and a fringed border. A voluted palmette flower
blooms under the apron. Suspended from the chest is the
tail of an uraeus, the rest of which is broken off.

412. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 85

Fragment from bottom of openwork, tenoned panel with
double frame: tenon extends the width of panel as preserved. All that survives are the hindquarters of a sphinx
or lion seated to the right.
H. as preserved with tenon 3.6 em. H. of panel as preserved
3.1 em. W. as preserved 4.5 em. Th.l.4 em.

Nos. 406 and 407 probably formed parts of the same set,
see above. No. 408 may have been part of the uraeus of No.
407.
408. ND 10619: Room NW 21
Plate 85
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
The head and front of an uraeus, probably from No. 407.
H. as preserved 2.0 em. W. as preserved 0.9 em. Th. 0.8 em.
409. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum , Baghdad

Plate 85

Centre and bottom of an openwork, tenoned panel. The top
frame and tenon, and the sphinx's head, upper wings, and
leading hoof are missing. Some surface pitting. Wide
frame with raised rims at bottom. Deep tenon extends
most of width of frame.
H. as preserved 8.0 em. H. of panel as preserved 6.1 em. W.
as preserved 8.0 em. Th. 1.3 em.

Nos. 406- 7 are similar to Nos. 219, 226 and perhaps to
Nos. 244--5, as well as to some from SW 37 (/.N. IV, nos.
534-41 ). They also closely resemble panels from
Khorsabad (Khorsahad II, nos. 42-54). These belong to the
'Wig and Wing' group, see pp. 30-2 above. Similarities
with the fragmentary male, No. 402, particularly the wigs
with the distinctive, double tying of the locks, may
suggest that they formed parts of the same set.
N. & R. II, fig. 442
407. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 85

Sphinx and Tree Fragments
413. ND 10614: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 85

Plate 86

Openwork panel , fragmentary , left side, bottom left and
top right corners broken off, some surface fragments
missing, some pitting. Plain frame , mitred and striated, at
top and bottom. Right side striated. Back, deep, irregular
striations.
H. of back of panel 9.5 em. H. of front 8.9 em. W. as
preserved 5.0 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Two fragments, burnt grey, showing part of the wing and
part of the hindquarters of a sphinx advancing right.
5.3 x 2.8 x 1.4 em. and 3.0 x 2. 1 x 1.3 em. respectively.
Possibly part of the 'Wig and Wing' group, see pp. 30-2
above.
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The hindquarters of a winged, male sphinx advancing right,
tail tightly curled. Lower rear hindleg and part of tail
missing . Two 'petal' marks on the base of the wing and
unusual modelling on hindquarters. Voluted palmette
flowers blossom between the hindlegs.

Openwork wing fragment from a sphinx advancing right.
Crisp, fine carving. The base of the wing is formed of a
criss-cross design within a raised and outlined area.
Attached to this are three 'petals' decorated with incised
chevrons.
H. as preserved 2.7 em. W. as preserved 6.1 em. Th. 1.4 em.

The relatively crude work is similar to that of the
fragment No. 414, which probably formed part of the same
set.

Part of a set with Nos. 415-6 and 418-24.

414. ND 10619: Room NW 21

418. ND 10620: Room NW 21

Plate 86

Plate 87

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

The left side only of an openwork panel, rest broken off.
Plain frame at top, left and bottom: top frame mitred and
striated. Back, deep, irregular striations.
H. 9.5 em. W. as preserved 1.4 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Openwork wing fragment from a sphinx advancing right.
Crisp, fine carving. The base of the wing is formed of a
criss-cross design within a raised and outlined area.
Attached to this are three 'petals' decorated with incised
chevrons.
H. as preserved 2.0 em. W. as preserved 4.1 em. Th. 0.7 em.

The trunk and the springings of the branches of half a
stylized tree. Originally there were two sets of voluted
branches. The junctions of branches and trunk were marked
with raised triangles on the trunk. There are two 'petals' at
the top.

Part of a set with Nos. 415-7 and 419-24.

419. ND 10620: Room NW 21

Crudely carved. Probably part of a set with No. 413.

Openwork wing fragment from a sphinx advancing left.
Crisp, fine carving. The curl from the end of a misunderstood pharaonic headcloth can be seen at the bottom
left. The base of the wing is formed of a criss-cross design
within a raised and outlined area. Attached to this are
three 'petals' decorated with incised chevrons.
H. as preserved 2.5 em. W. as preserved 4.7 em. Th. 1.4 em.

'Finely Carved' Sphinx and Tree Fragments

415. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Plate 87

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 87

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Openwork wing fragment from sphinx advancing right.
Crisp, fine carving. The base of the wing is formed of a
criss-cross design within a raised and outlined area.
Attached to this are three 'petals' decorated with incised
chevrons. Stumps of stems are attached to the wing.
H. as preserved 5.5 em. W. as preserved 2.8 em. Th. 1.3 em.

Part of a set with Nos. 415-8 and 420-4.

420. ND 10620: Room NW 21

Plate 87

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Similar framing of the base of the wings and 'petals' can be
seen on the thin panel from SW 37, I.N. IV , no. 622, a
finely worked panel with an unusual, triple frame. Such a
frame also occurs on Nos. 422-3. Nos. 415-24 may have
formed parts of the same set. These pieces probably all
belong to the 'Finely Carved' group, which forms part of
the Intermediate Tradition, see p. 34 above and No. 281 .

416. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Openwork fragment, burnt black. Only the head, represented frontally, survives. It is poorly preserved with the
lower part defaced. The figure is wearing a headcloth,
outlined with lines of beading. The eye is carefully drawn ,
the pupil lightly drilled .
H. as preserved 4.0 em. W. as preserved 2.6 em. Th. as
preserved 1.6 em.

Plate 87

Part of a set with Nos. 415-9 and 421-4. A partially
similar fragment was found in SW 37, I.N. IV , no. I 136.

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Openwork wing fragment from a sphinx advancing right.
Crisp, fine carving. The base of the wing is formed of a
criss-cross design within a raised and outlined area.
Attached to this are three 'petals' decorated with incised
chevrons. Stumps of stems are attached to the wing.
H. as preserved 4.8 em. W. as preserved 2.6 em. Th. 0.9 em.

421. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Fragment of openwork panel, no original edges. burnt
black. All that survives is part of an apron and the stump
of a leg. probably from a sphinx advancing right. The
apron is finely worked and decorated with vertical rows of
chevrons. At the left can be seen the remains of a long,
pleated tassel. Back. smooth.
H. as preserved 4.2 em. W. as prese1ved 3.3 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Part of a set with Nos. 415 and 417-24.

417. ND 10620: Room NW 21

Plate 87

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 87

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
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426. ND 10617: Room NW 21

Part of a set with Nos. 415-20 and 422-4. Similar finelyworked aprons and tassels occur on two better-preserved
examples from SW 37, l.N. IV, nos. 620 and 622. These are
probably products of the same centre.

422. ND 10620: Room NW 21

Top of panel with curving front, mitred sides and flat back,
perforated vertically by a tenon slot, 1.0 x 0.3 em.
Cloisonne: the sun discs, atef plumes and volute ends were
inlaid. Base striated, back smooth.
H. 1.1 em. W.4.0cm. Th. 1. 1 em.

Plate 87

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment from bottom of openwork, tenoned panel. All
that survives is part of a finely carved, triple frame at the
bottom and the leading hindleg of a sphinx advancing
right. Claws finely delineated. Some surface pitting.
H. as preserved 7.1 em. W. as preserved 2.5 em . Th. 1.2 em.

The top of a vertical composition, the rest of which was
carved on another panel below. All that is carved on thi s
section is the top of an Egyptian atef-crown consisting of
three plumes, topped by sun discs and flanked by sun-discs:
the latter once almost certainly crowned uraei. Flanking
the top of the crown are the voluted ends of a pair of
voluted branches.

Part of a set with Nos. 415-22 and 423-4. Cf. I.N. IV, no.
622.

423. ND 10620: Room NW 21

This piece probably formed the top of a panel with
outward-curving sides, of which several examples were
found in SW 37, see I.N. IV, nos. 1251-65, particularly no.
1253, where the design is topped by a sun-disc flanked by

Plate 87

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

uraei.

Fragment from bottom of openwork, tenoned panel. All
that survives is part of a finely carved, triple frame with
tenon at the bottom and the leading lower foreleg of a
sphinx advancing left. Claws finely delineated. In front
of the foot, the base of a twining plant. Some surface
pitting.
H. as preserved 4. 1 em. W. as preserved 3.2 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Flora

427. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Plate 86

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from top of openwork , tenoned panel with
double frame and tenon, both tenon and frame partially
made up in wax. Cloisonne: the branches were delicately
worked, the cloisons overlaid in gold, of which traces
survive, as well as traces of blue inlays.
H. with tenon as preserved 3.2 em. H. of panel as preserved
3.0 em. W. as preserved 3.2 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Part of a set with Nos . 415-22 and 424.

424. ND 10620: Room NW 21

Plate 86

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 87

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Fragment of openwork panel once showing a stylized tree.
Only part of one set of voluted branches together with a
double trunk above and below survives. The central tloral
motif consists of a fan of petals rising above a criss-crossed
base.
H. as preserved 5.0 em. W. as preserved 3.9 em. Th. 1.3 em.

The top of a stylized tree, much restored in wax : only the
top set of volutes with the central petals missing , survive.
Below the branches are two palmette flowers.

428. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Plate 86

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
The work is fine and resembles that of Nos. 415-23 above.
The fragments probably formed parts of the same set of
panels.

Two adjoining fragments from top of openwork, tenoned
panel with double frame. One fragment shows the tips of
the central petals , the other the end of a voluted branch
with adjacent flower. Cloisonne : many traces of blue
surv1ve.
H. as preserved 2.7 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em. Th. 0.6 em.
H. as preserved 1.3 em. W. as preserved 1.4 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Crown Fragments

425. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Plate 86
429. ND 10619: Room NW 21

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from top of openwork, tenoned panel with
double frame, broken at left. Tenon extends width of piece
as preserved.
H. with tenon as preserved 2.7 em. H. of panel as preserved
2.2 em. W. as preserved 4.6 em. Th. 1.5 em.

Plate 86

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from top of openwork, tenoned panel with
double frame , broken at right. Tenon extends width of
panel. Some surface pitting. All that survives are two
shell-like versions of the voluted palmette flower and
part of their stalks.
H. with tenon as preserved 4 . 1 em . H. of panel as preserved
3.7 W. as preserved 4.4 em. Th. 1.6 em.

All that survives is an elaborate crown consisting of a sun
disc and two pairs of uraei set on a branching pair of ram's
horns.
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430. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Plate 86

H . with tenon as preserved 2.2 em. H. of flower as
preserved 1.9 em. W. 4.0 em. Th. 1.2 em.

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from top of openwork panel. All that survives
is part of the plain frame at the top and one of the pair of
double voluted branches forming the top of a stylized tree.
Attached to the branches is a single voluted palmette
flower. Top edge mitred. Back, not preserved.
H. as preserved 3.3 em. W. as preserved 2.0 em.

431. ND 10621: Room NW 21

Fragment, Sphinx Trampling Human

435. ND 10619: Room NW 21

Fragment from bottom of plaque, sides and top not
preserved. All that survives of the design is the bent leg,
foot missing, of a human figure lying prone. A trace of a
paw can just be made out beside it. This fragment almost
certainly once formed part of a design showing a sphinx
walking over a fallen human figure, see /.N . IV, Nos . 8796. Plain frame. Mitred base. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 3. I em. W. as preserved I .8 em. Th. 0.6 em.

Plate 86

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Fragment from bottom of openwork panel. All that
survives is part of the plain frame at the bottom and part
of the trunk of a stylized tree. Scales adorn the bottom of
the trunk, and there are three ribbed lines at the top.
Growing from the base are two lily flowers. Back, lightly
striated with fitter's mark. Shallow slot cut in bottom of
frame , stump of tenon behind.
Fitter's mark: 'aleph .
H. as preserved 2.8 em. W. as preserved 2.6 em. Th. 1.0 em.

432. ND 10620: Room NW 21

Winged Disc

436. ND 10623: Room NW 21

Plate 87

Long, rectangular panel, fragmentary , sides broken off, top
and bottom edges damaged; many surface fragments
missing, preservation poor. Cloisonne: alternate sections
of the wings were excised for inlay. Plain frame at top and
bottom. Two dowel holes, D. 0.3 em., pierce the sun-discs
crowning the uraei: there may have been a third dowel
hole in the central disc. Back, poorly preserved.
L. as preserved 27.2 em. L. from centre of disc to left edge
as preserved 14.8 em. H. 7.2 em. Th. 0.4 em.

Only the left side of an openwork panel survives. Plain
frame at top, left side and bottom. Of the design all that
survives are the twining stalks of a papyrus plant and two
flowers. Back, striated.
H. 5.7 em. W. as preserved 1.6 em. Th. 0.7 em.

Plate 86
A central sun-disc is flanked by a pair of uraei crowned
with sun-discs: their tails wave out along the top of the
wings . The sun-disc is surmounted by five petals, possibly
belonging to a lotus flower. The wing-scales are outlined
with a raised rim. The long, wing feathers are alternately
of raised ivory with raised rims and of inlays, no longer
preserved.

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Openwork, tenoned panel, bottom of panel broken off.
Bottom of trunk not preserved, fragments mi ssing from
tenon, frame and surface, surface pitted. Double frame,
with tenon extending width of panel at top . Back, poorly
preserved, smooth.
H. with tenon as preserved 5.8 em. H. of panel as preserved
5. I em. W. 4.5 em. Th. 0.9 em.

This type of long, thin panel was presumably used on a
piece of furniture such as a chairback and can be compared in
general design to panels discovered in Room SW 7, see /.N .
III, Nos . I (Pl. I), 97-8 (Plate L) and 99-102 (Pis. CICIII). However, wh ile, it is similar in type , this particular
winged disc differs significantly in details of style from
those discovered in SW 7. The SW 7 winged di scs are
typical North Syrian types, while No. 427 is more
Phoenician in style and can be compared to representations
on panels from SW 12, e.g. ND 11035 , seeN. & R. II, p.
549, fig. 48 I. The method of inlaying alternate segments
occurs on two SW 37 fragments, I .N. IV, Nos. I 156-7. A
fragment from a similar panel, No. 346, was found in the
N.E. Courtyard, although it was inlaid differently.

One palmette from a running frieze of palmettes, bottom
of trunk not preserved. The festoons and hanging branches
are outlined with raised ribs, the chevrons are single. There
are three central petals, and frond s grow between the
branches and festoons.
This type of panel must have been almost 'mass-produced',
see I.N. IV, pp. 18 and nos . 810-53. There are numerous
variations on the basic theme , although No . 433 is
essentially identical to ibid. , nos. 827-30.

434. ND 10621: Room NW 21

Plate 88

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Iraq Museum, Baghdad

433. ND 10618: Room NW 21

Plate 87

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 87

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Openwork papyrus flower, fragmentary, bottom broken
off. A short tenon , perforated vertically, D. 0.5 em. ,
protrudes at the top. Back, smooth, with fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: resh, stroke.

Panels with Windows

437. ND 10611: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad
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Plate 89

Tenoned panel, poorly preserved, many surface fragments
missing. In two registers. Wide frame at top, sides and
above floral frieze, narrow frame at bottom. The frames
are decorated with pairs of incised lines, only partially
preserved on the bottom frame. Part of the top tenon
survives, but only stumps of the bottom tenon. Back,
poorly preserved, originally smooth, with fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark, 'aleph.
H. as preserved 7.4 em. H. of panel 6.2 em. W. 6. 7 em. Th.
l.Ocm.

Fitter's mark: cross.
H. as preserved 3.8 em. W. as preserved 1.6 em. Th. 0.6 em.
See No. 438 above.
441. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Fragment of a lady's head from a lady at the window panel.
Only the central jewel, braided hair and upper face survive.
The pupils of the eyes are drilled.
H. as preserved 2.2 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em.

In two registers. Above, a narrow and empty recess.
Below, a row of four papyrus flowers and three buds, only
partially preserved.

See No. 438 above.

Fragments from similar panels were found in SE I 0, see
Nos. 259-62. Similar designs occur on trapezoidal plaques
in SW 37, I.N. IV, nos. 239-41, although on these examples
the frame retains the triple recesses of the typical window,
see ibid., nos. 400-7. The papyrus flower frieze occurs on
the SW 37 trapezoidal plaques, loc. cit. , although the
flowers are incised rather than carved. Despite the omission of the lady, this design is a version of the lady at the
window motif.

Guilloche Strips
442. ND 10626: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 89

For similar flutes see No. 359 above.

Fragment from top left corner of tenoned panel. Part of
the tenon and some of the triple recessed frame survive.
The frames are outlined with a fine line. Some surface
pitting.
H. with tenon as preserved 4.8 em. H. of panel as preserved
3.5 em. W. as preserved 4.0 em. Th.l.3 em.

443. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 89

Fragment of guilloche frame, ends broken. Incised double
frame at top and bottom. Back, horizontal striations.
L. as preserved 3.3 em. H. 2.0 em. Th. 0.3 em.

The fragments, Nos. 438-41, may have been made up into a
single panel, showing a lady at the window. A complete
version of a panel with a similar, outlined frame was found
in S 10, see No. 110. The S 10 panel is essentially identical
to some from Khorsabad (Khorsahad II, nos. 29-36, pis.
51-2), which belong to the 'Wig and Wing' group.
439. ND 10621: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 88

Part of a panel, ends broken off, decorated with a guilloche
design; an incised frame at top and bottom. Associated
with it are a series of miniature, hemi-cylindrical pieces,
which, set side by side, form a composite, fluted band of
decoration below the guilloche.
L. as preserved 8.9 em. H. ofpanell.4 em. H. of'flutes' 2.7
em. Th. 0.3 em.

Lady at the Window Fragments
438. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 89

444. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 89

Fragment of guilloche frame, ends and one edge broken,
some surface fragments missing. Back, horizontal striations.
L. as preserved 5.3 em. H. as preserved 1.6 em. Th. 0.4 em.

Plate 89

445. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 88

Corner of panel, burnt grey, back broken off. Some of the
triple recessed frame, outlined with a fine line, survives.
Some surface pitting. Many fragments missing.
H. as preserved 4.4 em. W. as preserved 5.1 em.
See comment above.

Two fragments of guilloche frame, ends broken, some
fragments missing. One side cut. Back, diagonal striations.
L. as preserved I0.3 and 4.8 em. H. 1. 1 em. Th. 0.4 em.

440. ND 10621: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

446. ND 10620: Room NW 21
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 89

Fragment from the centre of a lady at the window panel.
Part of the wide sill, a baluster and part of a second, and
some of the plain frame at the bottom survive. The back,
though pitted, still preserves part of a fitter's mark.

Plate 89

Two fragments of guilloche frames , cut at bottom, ends
broken. Back, diagonal striations.
a. L. as preserved 10.0 em. H. 0.9 em.
b. L. as preserved 4.4 em. H. 1.0 em.
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An uraeus crowned with horns and sun disc, virtually
complete. Back, striated, with two dowel holes, D. 0.3 em. ,
one at base and the other in the thickness of the snake's
head, and two fitter's marks.
Fitter's marks: he and taw.
H. 6.3 em. W. 2.0 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Assorted
447. ND 10615: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 90

Plain wedge with curved outer surface, presumably a
filler, used in the construction of a chair leg or something
of the sort.
L. as preserved 5.6 em. H. 1.9 em. W. 2.3 em.
448. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

One of a pair with No. 450. Found at the south end.

N. & R. II, p. 570, fig. 520.

Plate 90

Burnt 'claw', carved in the round . Flat base, two triangular
excisions in wide area at back of base.
L. as preserved 3.6 em. W. 2.3 em. H. 1.7 em.

ROOM NW 18
Assyrian Style Ivory

449. ND 10619: Room NW 21
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 88

452. ND 10420: Room NW 18
Iraq Museum , Baghdad, IM 65321

Plate 90

Rounded pin with pointed head and incised lines, broken at
one end.
L. as preserved 4.8 em. D. 0.4 em.

Rectangular plaque, bottom broken off. Burnt. Design
incised. Pierced by two dowel holes.
H. as preserved 6.4 em. W. 3.8 em.

Room NW 21, not located

Winged genie stands to the left, holding the cone and
bucket. He wears a knee-length tunic with a fringed hem
and an ankle-length cloak, also fringed . On his head he
wears a horned crown surmounted by a fleur de lys
ornament.

ND 10603: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Collection of small fragments possibly including pieces
of Nos. 362-7.

See pp. 24-7 above. Found at the south end.
I.N. II, p. 48, Pl. XLI, no. 174.

ND 10604: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Collection of small fragments

Pseudo-Hieroglyphic Plaque

ND 10622: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Series of fragments , both carved and plain, with fitter's
marks.

453. ND 10396: Room NW 18
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65311

ND 10624: Iraq Museum , Baghdad
Frame with guilloche pattern. 2.0 x 12.5 em.

Trapezoidal plaque. Top and bottom right corners and
some edge and surface fragments missing. Half papyrus
column at left and probably also at right. Back, criss-cross
diagonal striations.
H. 8.3 em. W. at base as preserved 2.9 em.

ROOM NW 19
450. ND 10460: Room NW 19
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 65339

Plate 90

Plate 90

One of a pair with No. 451. Found at the south end.

Five hieroglyphs set vertically. The topmost appears to be
the squatting child, thumb to/in mouth, as used in the
iconography of the young sun-god rising at dawn fr<;>m the
primeval lotus (cf. /.N. IV, nos . 995-6, Pl. 257). Then
comes the letter h and an obscure vertical sign, like a mace
(as mn), followed by the owl m and ankh. No clear
meaning can safely be read into this sequence. If the
obscure vertical sign were an error for the arm '(a yin),
tipped on end, then this might rather fancifully render the
whole as 'Horus , rejoicing in life' (Hr( ? ), h i m nh) .
[K.A.K.]

451. ND 10470: Room NW 19
Plate 90
City Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham, 126'61

Similar but not identical panels were found in SW 37, see
I.N. IV, Nos. 200-7. Found at the south end.

An uraeus crowned with horns and sun disc, virtually
complete. Back has two dowel holes, one at base and the
other in the thickness of the snake's head, and two fitter's
marks.
Fitter's mark: taw.
H. 6.2 em. W. 1.7 em.
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ROOM NW 15
Four 'Flame and Frond' Panels

454. ND 6379: Room NW 15

Plates 92-3

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60533
Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary. Carved on front
and back with the same design, although the carving on the
back is less detailed. Bottom right corner of panel broken
off, base of stylized tree, stag's lower hindlegs, some plant
stalks and fragments missing from surface; some surface
pitting, iron stain on haunch. Pupil of eye drilled through
panel. Plain frame at top and bottom, half-stylized tree at
right, trunk missing, papyrus flower and bud columns at
left. Tenon, perforated by dowel hole, D. 0.2 em., extends
part of width of panel at top, only stump of tenon preserved at bottom. Back, carved.
H. with tenon as preserved 12.8 em. H. of panel 11.4 em.
W. 11.5 em. Th. 1.5 em.
A stag, advancing left, turns his head back to browse on a
frond growing from the half-stylized tree behind him. The
musculature is highly stylized and detailed. The face and
neck musculature is marked, the shoulder is outlined with
double oval lines, a line with pendant, short lines is incised
along the back, there are lines in front of the tail, a double
'V' marking on its side in front of the haunch and flame
markings on the hindleg. A plant grows between the front
legs and provides a background of twining stalks ending in
fronds. Many of the branches are broken: a frond can be
seen between the hindlegs. Only the top survives of the
half-stylized tree on the right. It consists of one set of
voluted branches at the top, with fronds growing between
the branches and from the volute ends, and with three
central fronds. Back: the same design in reverse, with the
stalks of the plant growing in front of the stag's body.

A gazelle, advancing right, turns his head back to browse
on a frond growing behind him. The musculature is highly
stylized. The face and neck musculature is marked; the
shoulder is outlined with double lines and contains a Y
mark; a line with pendent, short lines is incised along the
back; there are lines in front of the tail; the ribs are
modelled; there is a double 'V' marking on its side and a
circle in front of the haunch; and flame markings on the
hindleg. The base of the plant growing between the front
legs is not preserved, although the background of twining
stalks ending in fronds survives. Only the top survives of
the half-stylized tree on the right: it consists of one set of
voluted branches at the top, with fronds growing between
the branches and from the volute ends, and with two
central fronds. Back: the same design in reverse, with the
stalks of the plant growing in front of the gazelle's body.
A 'Flame and Frond' panel, forming part of a set with Nos.

454 and 456-7. More crudely carved than No. 454, see
above.

N. & R. II , p. 518, and fig. 423: Herrmann, Iraq Ll, p. 92,
Pl. XV.

456. ND 6349: Room NW 15

Plates 94-5

British Museum, London, BM 132258
Openwork, tenoned panel, nearly complete except for
fragments from plant stems, edges , tenons and surface.
Carved on both sides, the front being more detailed than
the back. Pupil of eye drilled, modelled on the reverse.
Plain frame at top and bottom, half-stylized tree at right,
three flower and bud columns at left. Tenons extend part
of width of panel at top and bottom, top tenon perforated
by dowel hole. Back, carved.
H. with tenon 14.0 em. H. of panel 11.5 em. W. 11.0 em.

Despite varied subjects and differences in the competence
of the carving, Nos. 454-7 once formed parts of a set.
Common elements include the panels being carved on both
sides, the characteristic musculature and the similar frames
at the sides. These panels belong to the 'Flame and Frond'
school of carving, see Herrmann, Iraq LI, p. 89 f. and p. 28
above. The carving of No. 454 is outstanding, while that
of its pair, No. 455, is relatively crude. This difference in
quality presumably reflects the fact that No. 454 was
carved by the hand of a master craftsman as opposed to that
of an apprentice.

Th. I.Ocm.
Lion seated to the right, facing the stylized tree. He is
crowned with the sun-disc, has pointed, dog-like ears and
wears a lappet wig and usekh collar, shown frontally and
decorated with crescents and droplets. The left forepaw is
raised and rests on a lily flower with a central frond. A
line with pendent, short lines is incised along the back; the
ribs are indicated; traces survive of plaiting along the
backs of the forelegs and of tlame markings on the haunch.
The tail is curled back between fore and hindlegs. Growing
from the base of a tree is a plant with branches twining in
front of and up behind the lion. The twining stalks end in
fronds and lilies with fronded centres. The half-stylized

Found over the top of the panel was a fragment of a guilloche strip with a dot centre, as shown above and below
No. 456. This measured 17.2 x 1.7 em.
N. & R. II, pp. 518-20, 404-5 and fig. 422; Herrmann, Iraq
Ll, p. 92, Pl. XV.

455. ND 6314: Room NW 15

detailed than the back. Parts of the top frame and tenon,
the bottom right side, bottom frame and tenon, most of the
gazelle's legs, the base of the tree and some surface
fragments missing; surface poorly preserved in some areas.
Pupil of eye drilled. Plain frame at top and bottom, halfstylized tree at right, three flower and bud columns at
left. Remains of tenon extends part of width of panel at
top, not preserved at bottom. Back, carved.
H. with tenon as preserved 12.8 em. H. of panel 11.5 em.
W. 11.8 em. Th. 1.1 em.

Plates 92-3

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 58.31.3
Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary, partially restored
in wax. Carved on front and back, the front being more
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tree on the right consists of one set of voluted branches at
the top, with fronds growing between the branches and
·from the volute ends, and with three central fronds. Back:
the design of the front is repeated in a simplified manner
with the wig, collar and incised details omitted. The plant
stems cross in front of the body of the lion.

the wig, collar and incised details omitted.
stems grow in front of the lion.

A pair with No. 456, although, like Nos. 454 and 455, it
seems probable that Nos. 456 and 457 were carved by
different hands: compare the faces, musculature, and flora.
The two lion panels formed parts of the same 'Flame and
Frond' set as Nos. 454 and 455.
N. & R. II, pp. 404-5,516-8 and fig. 421: Herrmann, Iraq
LI, p. 92, Pl. XV.

The craftsman was unable to solve the problem of how to
represent the usekh collar. Usually, when the head is in
profile, the collar is shown as a pattern drawn on the chest.
When on the other hand, the head is shown frontally, so
also is the collar, as can be seen for instance on Nos. 226,
243, 329, 406 and 411. In Nos. 456 and 457, however, the
collar is the only element seen from the front and makes
visual nonsense. The two lion panels formed part of the
same set as Nos. 454-5, see above.

458. ND 6345: Room NW 15

Plates 92-5

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Four fragments from a guilloche frame, ends broken, found
with No. 457. Frame at top and bottom. Traces of dowel
holes. This unusually wide guilloche strip is finely carved,
the edges of the guilloche being emphasized by raised
bands, each one containing a carefully modelled rosette
with a drilled centre. Back, fine, horizontal striations.
Ls. as preserved 18.2, 14.8, 12.5 and 5.7 em. H. 3.0 em. Th.
0.3cm.

The guilloche framing panel, shown as part of No. 456, was
found with No. 454, lying over the top. However, the
guilloche with rosettes of No. 458 was found dowelled to
No. 457.
Mallowan, I.L.N .. June 15 and November 30, 1957, pp.
1,000, 936-7, figs.6 and 9. N. & R. II, pp. 404-5,516-8 and
fig. 420: Barnett, C.N.I., p. 238, Supplement 58, Pl. CXL.
Herrmann, Iraq LI, p. 92, Pl. XV.

'Wig and Wing' Griffins

459. ND 6433: Room NW 15
457. ND 6350: Room NW 15

The plant

Plate 96

University Museum, Philadelphia, Pa. 6 I .3.3

Plates 94-5

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60557

Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary, restored in wax.
The bottom of the panel, parts of the body of the griffin on
the right, their lower legs, the base of the tree, and some
surface fragments missing, now restored. Some surface
pitting. Plain frame and tenon, perforated by dowel hole,
extend the width of panel at top, bottom restored. Back,
poorly preserved and mostly restored, probably originally
smooth.
H. of panel with tenons as restored 7.8 em., as preserved 6.2
em. H. of panel as restored 6.6 em., as preserved 5.3 em. W.
as restored 7.9 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary. Carved on both
sides, the front being more detailed than the back. The
bottom left corner and the right side are broken off; the
lion's right foreleg and tail, some plant stems and surface
fragments are missing. Pupil of eye drilled, modelled on
the reverse. Plain frame at top and bottom, half-stylized
tree at left, right edge not preserved. Tenons extend part
of width of panel at top and bottom; a sloping tenon at
top. bottom tenon perforated by a dowel hole, and
dowelled to a guilloche frame 2 I .5 em. in length and 2.2
em. in width, see No. 458. Back, carved.
H. with tenon 12.4 em. H. of panel I I. I em. W. as
preserved 9.2 em. Th. 1.4 em.

Two rampant, winged griffins flank a central tree, whose
petals they nibble. They rest their outer forelegs on
palmette flowers growing from the base of the tree
(restored): their inner forelegs are raised and rest on the
flower forming the top of the tree. Their crests curl up to
the frame, and their long curls curve down their necks and
end on their wings, which curve gracefully. They wear
rudimentary collars decorated with raised ribs. Pairs of
palmette flowers grow from the base of the plant and
from about half-way up.

Lion seated to the left, facing the stylized tree. He is
crowned with the sun-disc, has pointed, dog-like ears and
wears a lappet wig and usekh collar, represented frontally
and decorated with crescents and droplets. Only the stump
of the raised right forepaw is preserved. A line with
pendent, sloping lines is incised along the back; the ribs are
indicated; and traces of plaiting survive around the face
and along the backs of the forelegs, and of flame markings
on the haunch. The base of the tree is not preserved, and
only a few stalks and flowers of the plant growing in its
vicinity survive. One flower is fronded, the other is a lily
with a fronded centre. Only the top of the half-stylized
tree survives: it consists of one set of voluted branches,
with fronds growing between the branches and from the
volute ends and with three central fronds. Back: the
design of the front is repeated in a simplified manner with

The remains of at least eight of these delicate, openwork
panels. Nos. 459-66, were found in NW 2 I, some in a
broken and fragmentary state. It is possible that the
griffins also belong to the 'Wig and Wing' group like the
ladies of Nos. 467-70, see pp, 30-2 above. Note the carving
of these fragile panels, compare the eyes and the marks on
the front of the tenons. The paired lines on the chest,
replacing the usual usekh collar, are similar to those on the
Arslan Tash sphinxes, Ars/an Tash, Pl. 27, no. 22. See also
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the griffins on some SW 37 trapezoidal plaques, I.N. IV,
nos. 143-7.
N. & R. II, p. 522, fig. 428.
460. ND 6434: Room NW 15
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 96

Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary , partially restored
in wax. Much of bottom right and left comers, part of the
body of the griffin on the right, most of their hindlegs, and
some surface fragments missing. Some surface pitting.
Plain frames and tenons extend the width of panel.
Fitter's mark on front of bottom tenon. Back, poorly
preserved and mostly restored, probably originally
smooth.
Fitter's mark : three vertical strokes and triangle
(daleth ?).
H. of panel with tenons 8.0 em. H. of panel 6.8 em. W. as
preserved 8.5 em. Th. 1.1 em.

flowers and surface fragments m1ssmg. Some surface
pitting. Plain frame and tenon, perforated by dowel hole,
at top. Back, poorly preserved, probably originally
smooth.
Fragment on left: H. of panel with tenon as preserved 6.4
em. H. of panel as preserved 5.3 em. W. as preserved 6.3
em. Th. 0.8 em.
Fragment on right: H. with tenon as preserved 6.4 em. H.
of panel as preserved 5.6 em. W. as preserved 2.9 em. Th.
0.8cm.
Two rampant, winged griffins flank a central tree, whose
petals they nibble. The griffin on the left rests its raised
inner foreleg on the flower forming the top of the tree; its
lower legs are not preserved. Its beak is broken, its crest
curls up to the frame and long curls curve down its neck.
It wears a rudimentary collar decorated with raised ribs.
Only part of the front of the griffin on the right survives.
Part of a set with Nos. 459-66, see above.

Two rampant, winged griffins flank a central tree, whose
petals they nibble. The griffins rest their outer forelegs on
palmette flowers growing from the base of the tree: their
inner forelegs are raised and rest on the flower forming the
top of the tree. They nibble fronds growing from the tree's
centre. Their crests curl up to the frame and their curls
curve down to end on their wings . They wear rudimentary
collars decorated with pairs of incised lines. Buds grow
from about half-way up the stylized tree and support the
raised elbows of the raised, inner forelegs.

463. ND 6433: Room NW 15
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Openwork, tenoned panel , fragmentary, heavily restored:
frames and tenons , left side, centre and bottom of panel
restored in wax . Preservation of original fragments pitted
and poor.
H. of panel with tenons as restored 8.2 em. H. of panel as
restored 6.7 em. W. as restored 8.2 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Part of a set with Nos. 459-66, see above.
461. ND 6433: Room NW 15
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 96

All that survives is the head, neck and chest of the griffin
on the left, and the head, neck, wings, body, tail and stumps
of legs of the griffin on the right. The griffins once
flanked a central tree, see above.

Plate 96

Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary ; photographed
prior to restoration, now heavily restored in wax. Top left
and bottom right corners broken off. The head and upper
wing of the griffin on the left, parts of both griffins' legs,
part of the trunk of the tree and surface fragments missing.
Surface poorly preserved and pitted. Plain frames and
tenons at top and bottom: bottom tenon perforated by
dowel hole. Back, poorly preserved, probably originally
smooth.
H. of panel with tenons as restored 8.5 em. H. of panel as
restored 7. 1 em. W. as restored 7.7 em. Th. 0.8 em.

Part of a set with Nos. 459-66, see above.
464. ND 6434: Room NW 15
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Plate 96

Three fragments from an openwork, tenoned panel
showing two rampant, winged griffins flanking a central
tree, cf. Nos. 459-63 above.
a. Top left corner of panel with frame, tenon and upper
body and wing of a griffin facing left.
H. as preserved 5.5 em. W. as preserved 3.6 em.
b. Fragment from bottom centre of panel with frame ,
tenon and part of the trunk of the tree. A flower grows
from the trunk. Fitter's mark on front of tenon.
Fitter's mark: in determinate.
H. as preserved 4.7 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em.
c. Top right corner of panel with frame, perforated tenon
and head, body and wing of a griffin facing right.
H. as preserved 6.2 em. W. as preserved 2.8 em.

Two rampant, winged griffins flank a central tree, their
lower forelegs are not preserved. Traces survive of their
long curls and rudimentary collars. A flower forms the
top of the tree, and a pair of palmette flowers grows from
the bottom of the trunk.
Part of a set with Nos. 459-66, see above .
462. ND 6434: Room NW 15
Plate 96
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 6190 I
Fragments from openwork, tenoned panel , bottom of panel
broken off. Part of the body and wing of the griffin on the
right, most of the griffins' lower legs, the lower tree and

Part of a set with Nos . 459-66, see above.
465. ND 6433: Room NW 15
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plate 97

Fragment from openwork, tenoned panel once showing
two rampant, winged griffins flanking central trees, cf.
Nos. 459-64 above. Only part of head, body and wing of a
griffin facing right survive. Surface pitted and poorly
preserved.
H. as preserved 3.6 em. W. as preserved 3.3 em. Th. 0.8 em.

466. ND 6433: Room NW 15

balustrade is supported on four columns with elaborate
capitals. Tenons at top and bottom, perforated and extending the width of panel at top.
H. with tenons as restored 8.2 em. H. of panel 6.8 em. W.
7.8 em. Th. 0.9 em.
Nos. 468-70 formed parts of two collections of
fragments, NO 6436 and 6435. No. 468 forms a set with
Nos. 467 and 469-470, see above.

Plate 97

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

469. ND 6435: Room NW 15

Fragment from openwork, tenoned panel once showing
two rampant, winged griffins flanking central trees, cf.
Nos. 459-64 above. All that survives is part of the chest,
the raised foreleg and the stump of the other foreleg of a
griffin facing right.
H. as preserved 2.8 em. W. as preserved I .0 em. Th. 0.9 em.

Tenoned panel, originally openwork. Fragmentary and
poorly preserved, now heavily restored in wax and
mounted on a hardboard backing. Surface, where surviving,
pitted and in poor condition. The window frame has triple
recesses at the top and sides, with a narrower, single frame
at the bottom. The lady, shown full-face, wears her hair in
tied locks with a small, central jewel. Her ears are
revealed . The window balustrade is supported on four
columns with elaborate capitals. Tenons at top and
bottom extend the width of panel, partially restored.
H. with tenons as restored 8.0 em. H. of panel 6.9 em. W.
8.4cm.

Wig and Wing' Ladies at the Windows

467. ND 6316: Room NW 15

Plate 97

Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels, 0.3479

Plate 97

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60500
Openwork, tenoned panel, virtually complete. Fragments
missing from bottom left corner, bottom tenon and
surface. Some surface cracking and pitting. The window
frame has triple recesses at the top and sides, with a
narrower, single frame at the bottom. Two short tenons at
top, tenon extending the width of panel at bottom. The
lady, shown full-face, wears her hair in tied locks with a
small, central jewel. Her ears are revealed. The window
balustrade is supported on four columns with elaborate
capitals. Fitter's mark on front of bottom tenon. Back,
smooth with 3, probably originally 4, fine drill holes, D.
0.2cm.
Fitter's mark: gimef (?).
H. with tenons 8.2 em. H. of panel 6.9 em. W. 8.0 em. Th.
0.9cm.

Part of a set with Nos. 467-468 and 470, see above.

470. ND 6436: Room NW 15

Plate 97

Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Tenoned panel, originally openwork. Fragmentary and
poorly preserved, now heavily restored in wax and
mounted on a hardboard backing. Fragments missing from
frame, tenons, balusters and surface. Surface heavily
pitted. The window frame has triple recesses at the top and
sides, with a narrower, single frame at the bottom. The
lady, shown full-face, wears her hair in tied locks with a
small, central jewel. Her ears are revealed. The window
balustrade is supported on four columns with elaborate
capitals. Tenons at top and bottom, extending the width of
panel.
H. with tenons as restored 6.9 em. W. 7.2 em.

No. 467 is a finely carved and elegant example of this
attractive motif. It is one of a set of four with Nos. 46870, although the restoration of the other three on a
hardboard backing masks the fact that they are openwork.
Their faces are similar to those of the sphinxes of Nos. 219,
226 and 406 and the SW 37 sphinxes, I.N. IV , nos. 534-6.
These all belong to the 'Wig and Wing' group, see pp. 30-2
above.

Part of a set with Nos. 467-469, see above.

The 'Ornate Group'

Found near south wall in the lower rubbish.
N . & R. II, p. 522, fig. 429.

471. ND 6311: Room NW 15

Plate 98

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60506

468. ND 6436: Room NW 15

Plate 97

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM .. 902

Openwork panel, fragmentary. Most of top frame, top left
corner, left side, bottom and bottom frame are broken off.
Many fragments of the plants, the griffin's beak, lower
forelegs, lower left hindleg and surface fragments are
missing. Some surface pitting. Cloisonne: the eye and
wings were inlaid. Many traces of red and blue beddings
survive, as well as some pieces of glass inlay, mostly
deteriorated to a greenish colour. Some gold foil remains
on the cloison walls. Double frame at right side, and
remains of double frames at top and bottom. Bottom edge

Tenoned panel, originally openwork, poorly preserved,
now heavily restored and mounted on a hardboard backing.
Fragments missing from triple recesses, bottom tenon,
balusters, and surface. Some surface cracking, pitting and
speckling. The window frame has triple recesses at the top
and sides, with a narrower, single frame at the bottom. The
lady , shown full-face, wears her hair in tied locks with a
small, central jewel. Her ears are revealed . The window
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mitred. Back, pitted, originally smooth, with an incised
line across the panel, two dowel holes, and the end of a
volute, which formed part of an earlier design.
H. as preserved 13.5 em. W. as preserved 8.2 em. Th. 1.2 em.
Winged griffin, rampant, facing left, beak and lower legs
missing. Right foreleg raised. Some papyrus flowers, a
bud and some stalks survive between the hindlegs, and
above and below the wings.
An 'Ornate Group' panel which probably formed part of
the same set as Nos. 479-82, found in the nearby Gateway,
Room SW 2, see pp. 35-6 above. The floral 'doodle' on the
back is reminiscent of that on the winged boy from SW 37,
I.N. IV, no. 1081; see also ibid., Nos. 1054-5.
N. & R. II, pp. 520-2, fig. 427.

Cow and Calf

472. ND 6358: Room NW 15

Plate 90

Guilloche Frames

475. ND 6345/6: Room NW 15

Eight fragments of frame, ends broken, decorated with a
guilloche design, the guilloche running to the left. Backs,
fine horizontal striations.
H. as preserved 1.8 and 2.0 em. Varying lengths. Th. 0.3
em.

476. ND 6346: Room NW 15

Plate 91

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60516
Four fragments of frame, ends broken, decorated with a
guilloche design, the guilloche running to the right. Backs,
fine horizontal striations.
H. c. 2.0 em. Varying lengths. Th. c. 0.3 em.

477. ND 6345: Room NW 15

Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels. 0.2634

Plate 91

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 58.31.9,
13, I 5; Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60516

Plate 91

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 58.31.14

Fragment of openwork panel, carved in high relief. Sides
and bottom broken off, part of top frame, cow's and calfs
tails and lower legs and many surface fragments missing.
Surface heavily pitted and deteriorated. Eyes excised for
inlay. Back, smooth.
L. as preserved 7.8 em. H. as preserved 4.9 em. Th. 1.6 em.

Beading with one flat edge, the other rounded and
decorated with row of short, sloping lines. Back,
horizontal striations.
L. as preserved I 0.2 em. H. 1.0 em. Th. 0.4 em.

Room NW 15, not located

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick her calf,
which faces the opposite direction. Remains of musculature on neck, scalloped dewlaps and calf's ribs
indicated.

Fragment of a cow and calf similar to No . 472, but in
worse condition. W. 7.0 em.

For better preserved examples of this fami·liar motif,' see
Nos. 132-6 from S I 0 and 381-9 from NW 21 and p. 38
above.

ND 6351: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Swimming maiden fragment with disproportionately long
legs. Traces of flowing hair at back of head. L. 19.5 em.

ND 6359: Iraq Museum, Baghdad

ND 6378: Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60556
Sphinx Fragment

473. ND 8214: Room NW 15

Fragment with voluted palmette tree in high relief.
Volutes rise in tiers from the trunk of the tree. W. 6.8 em.

Plate 90

British School of Archaeology in Iraq

ND 8212: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Wing fragment from sphinx/ griffin. Finely executed. H.
7.8 em. W. 5.6 em. Th. 0.5 em.

Openwork fragment, showing chest and top of foreleg
only of a sphinx facing right. The front of the chest is
outlined by a raised area with incised lines. The usekh
collar is partially preserved.
H. as preserved c. 3.2 em . L. as preserved 2.1 em. Th. 0.6 em.

ND 8213: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Wing fragment from sphinx/ griffin. Finely executed. H.
2.1 em. W. 2.6 em. Th. 0.3 em.

Incised Diamond Design

474. ND 6345: Room NW IS
Metropolitan
58.31.21 a & b

Museum of Art,

Plate 91

ROOM NW 14

New York , MMA

478. ND 6322: Room NW 14

Plate 98

British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Two panels, ends broken, with incised diamond design.
Smaller diamonds are set inside the larger diamonds .
Narrow frame at top and bottom. Back, striated.
Ls. as preserved 7.0 and 5. 1 em. H. as preserved 1.3 and 1.4
em. Th. 0.3 em.

Openwork fragment, top, sides and bottom broken off.
Some surface fragments missing, some speckling. Back,
poorly preserved, originally smooth.
H. as preserved 6.8 em. W. as preserved 6.8 em. Th. 0.9 em.
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All that survives of the stylized tree is part of the central
trunk and part of one set of voluted branches. together
with two voluted palmette flowers. presumably growing
from long stalks from lower down the trunk, not
preserved.

THE SOUTH WEST QUADRANT

Group' . The work is exceptionally fine, as can be seen by
comparing it with typical examples of cow and calf panels,
such as Nos. 132-6 and 381-9: see pp. 35-6 and 38 for
further discussion.
No. 479 is one of four 'Ornate Group' panels found in SW 2,
see Nos. 480-2. Despite their varied subjects, the four
presumably formed parts of the same set. No. 471 from
NW 15 nearby also probably forms part of the set. For
examples from SW 37 , see l .N . IV, nos. 1049-104,
particularly the delicate Ncs. 1081-3.
N. & R. II, p. 520, fig. 426 and Pl. VI.

480. ND 6309: Room SW 2
Plate 99
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA 58.31.4

Fig. 6. The South West Quadrant: Ivories were found only
in the numbered rooms

Openwork, tenoned panel, fragmentary, bottom restored in
wax. Part of top frame and tenon, right side, lower legs of
youth, bottom of panel and surface fragments missing.
Surface pitted in some areas. Cloisonne: the hair was
inlaid with alternate cylinders of ivory and blue frit,
traces of which remain. The belt and garment hems were
also inlaid: faint traces of red survive in the loop of the
belt. Some fragments of gold foil survive on the shawl
sleeves above the belt: when found, faint traces of gold
could also be seen on the hair, the belt and the bottom of
the coat. Double frame and tenon extend the width of
frame, as preserved, at top.
H. as restored 11.3 em. H. of panel, excluding restoration,
9.5 em. W. as preserved 3.4 em. Th. 1.2 em.

Openwork, tenoned panel, virtually complete except for
fragments from surface, frame and bottom right. Some
black speckling and surface pitting. Cloisonne: the petals
of the flowers and the eyes were inlaid. When found, faint
traces of gold incrustation survived on the flowers .
Double frames and tenons extend the width of frames at
top and bottom.
H. with tenons 8.8 em. H. of panel 8.3 em. W. 8.4 em.

Youth strides to the right, the right arm held across the
body, the hand raised. Only the upper part of the left arm
survives; it was held out in froni:. He is crowned with a
sun-disc over a short, Egyptian-style, pegged wig with a
tassel down the back. He wears a garment with shawl
sleeves, a short skirt and an open, ankle-length skirt, which
leaves most of the legs bare. This skirt is misunderstood,
for it hangs from the sleeves down to the ankles, but also
has a decorated border apparently coming from under the
short skirt and continuing down the back leg, thus
apparently confusing two different types of garment; for
a similarly mis-conceived garment see /.N . IV , no. 1081.
The short skirt is fastened at the waist, the belt forming a
volute at the left edge. Behind the youth is a papyrus
flower. No trace survives of the plants which probably
also grew in front.

A cow, standing to the right, turns her head to lick the tail
of her calf, which faces the opposite direction . The calf,
sucking vigorously, has its tail raised, resting on the cow's
body. The base of the horns is serrated, the neck
musculature and the ribs indicated and the dewlaps
scalloped. The animals are set in a field of papyrus flowers
and buds.

A typical 'Ornate Group' panel, forming a set with Nos.
479 and 481-2, as well, probably, as No. 471 from NW 15.
For partially similar figures from SW 37, see / .N. IV, Nos.
I 049-50, I 056-8, I 060- I, and I 086-92. A note in the
register records that fragments , consisting of the base of
the skirt and one leg, were found of a second figure .
N. & R. II, p. 522, fig. 430.

This is the only example known to date of the popular cow
and calf motif carved in the distinctive style of the 'Ornate

481. ND 6453: Room SW 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60545

ROOM SW 2
The 'Ornate Group'
479. ND 6310: Room SW 2
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60504

Plate 99
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Plate 99

Bottom of openwork, tenoned panel. Some edge and
surface fragments missing from frame and tenon.
Cloisonne: most of design inlaid. Many traces of dark
blue inlays and some of the gold foil overlays survive.
Double frame and tenon extend the width of frame at
bottom. Back, poorly preserved, smooth, fitter's marks on
tenon arid trunk of tree.
Fitter's marks: on trunk, yodh reversed; on tenon, beth and
nun(?)
H. with tenon as preserved 5.7 em. H. of panel as preserved
5.3 em. W. 3.4 em. Th. 1.1 em.
The lower half of a stylized tree with one set of voluted
branches. The trunk and branches are delicately inlaid.
Voluted palmette flowers grow from the base of the
trunk and papyrus flowers from the volute ends.
An exceptionally finely worked example, a pair to the
poorly preserved No. 482. Both belong to the 'Ornate
Group' and form a set with Nos. 479-80, see above.
Found with No. 482 in rubbish on Floor 2 in the centre of
the room.
N. & R. II, p. 520, fig. 425.

One of a series which was probably almost 'massproduced', see l..N. IV, Nos. 1341-57, pp. 243-4, and Eric
Gubel, 'Phoenician Lioness Heads from Nimrod: Origin
and Function', Studia Phoenicia III (1985), pp. 181-202.
Gubel points out the parallel between these masks and the
heads of the lionesses on the famous pair of plaques, the
Lioness and the Ethiopian, from Well NN of the North
West Palace, Joe. cit. Since these plaques form part of the
'Ornate Group', it is possible that these masks belong to
the same group, see pp. 35-6.
Found with Nos. 481-2 in rubbish on Floor 2 in the centre
of the room.

Room SW 3, not located
ND 7796: Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61886
Fragmentary panel or plaque. Winged male figure facing
right, with a short, Egyptian-style wig and a long coat,
which exposes the leading leg. He holds a lily in the left
hand. Between the wings a winged uraeus. L. 8.2 em. W. c.
5.0cm.

ROOM SW 21
482. ND 6452: Room SW 2
Plate 99
City Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham, 275'58

The following two ivories were found in a room'S. of SW
3' and 'S. of SW 4' respectively. It is therefore assumed
that they were found in the partially excavated Room SW
21.

Openwork, tenoned panel, made up from four fragments,
heavily and incorrectly restored in wax. Cloisonne: much
of the design was inlaid. Traces of blue still survive,
together with remnants of gold overlay. Double frame at
top.
H. after restoration, 8.0 em. W. as restored 4.1 em.

The 'Ornate Group'
484. ND 6323: S. of Room SW 3
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60509

Fragments forming a stylized tree with flowers and a
central set of voluted branches.

Plate 101

Fragment of openwork panel, no original edges. Cloisonne: the griffin's eye, the base of the wing, and the floral
petals were inlaid. Traces of blue survive in the petals and
the griffin's eye. Back smooth, with remains of fitter's
mark, broken and not recorded.
H. as preserved 5.5 em. W. as preserved 3.8 em. Th. 0.5 em.

The top of this panel is wrongly restored, see the example
from SW 37, I.N. IV, No. 1078, for a more probable form.
No. 481, found with it in rubbish on Floor 2 in the centre
of the room, is a better-preserved example of the lower
half of the tree. Part of the 'Ornate Group', with Nos. 47981.

All that survives of the design is the head, neck and one
foreleg of a winged griffin facing left, its head and leg
raised, the paw resting on the remains of the stylized tree
in front of it.

Lion Mask
483. ND 6451: Room SW 2
Plate 99
Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels, 0.2636

This griffin can be compared with one from SW 37, see I.N.
IV,No.IIOI.

Lion mask silhouette, carved in low relief. The eyes,
eyebrows, central disc and flanking crescents are hollowed
out for inlays, of which no trace survives. Fragments of
gold survive on the surface above the forehead disc, beside
the right forehead crescent and by the right eye and
eyebrow. The central disc, D. 0.7 em., is perforated by a
dowel hole, D. c. 0.3 em.
H. 2.9 em. W. 3.1 em.

Sphinx Fragment
485. ND 6360: S. of Room SW 4
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60531

Plate 101

Fragment, no original edges, of the head and chest of a
human-headed sphinx to left. Surface, eroded and pitted.
H. as preserved 3.9 em. W. as preserved 3.4 em.
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Flora

ROOM SW 6

489. ND 6361: Room SW 6
British School of Archaeology in llraq

Furniture Elements

486. ND 6383: Room SW 6
British Museum, London, BM 132260-1

Plate 100

Rectangular plaque, fragmentar~. Top and sides broken
off, fragments missing from bottom left corner, bottom
edge and surface. Design incised. Surface pitted and poorly
preserved.
L. as preserved 6.5 em. H. as preserved 3.5 em. Th. 0.2 em.

One side only of a curved chair leg, rest not preserved.
Some surface fragments missing, surface cracked and
pitted, some restoration in wax. The leg is carved in a bowshaped curve and terminates in a lion's paw, resting on a
curving base with a guilloche design. Only one side of the
lion's paw survives and includes one toe, with the claw
incised and filled with a brownish stain. A trace of the
next ridge of the paw survives. The bottom is flat.
The centre of the leg is strengthened by a rib running the
full length: the edge is fretted. The leg is stepped at the
top to allow it to be inserted into the body of the chair.
About a third of the way from the top there is a circular
knob, covering a dowel hole cut through the leg into a
rectangular slot, 3.6 x 2.3 em., on the back. This fixing may
have joined the ivory leg to another piece of ivory or wood
forming the rest of the leg, or to a cross-piece. The surface
is nowhere original except in the base of the slot.
H. of leg 47.6 em. W. at top 4.0 em. W. at base as preserved
6.5 em. Max. Th. 4.0 em. H. of claw 5.1 em.
Found overlying the top of a wine jar.
Oates, Iraq XXI, p. 104; Mallowan, I.L.N. Nov. 23, 1957,
p. 874, fig . 15; N. & R. II, fig. 335, pp. 408-9; Barnett,
C.N.I., p. 237, Supplement 53, Pl. CXLII.

487. ND 6347: Room SW 6

Plate 102

Part of a lotus and bud frieze: one complete flower and
bud, and parts of a second flower and bud survive. Possible
traces of a guilloche band below.
1

For similar examples, see No. 51 from S 4/5 and l.N. IV,
nos. 1230-6, for examples from Room SW 37.

Palmettes

490. ND 6348: Room SW 6
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60522/3

Plate 102

Openwork panel, right side broken off. Some edge and
.surface fragments missing. Double frame at top and
bottom, perforated by dowel holes, 0.3 em. in diameter.
Back, lightly striated with sortie deeply incised lines,
perhaps from an earlier design.
H. 4.0 em. W. 7.1 em. Th. 0.6 em.
Two palmettes and part of a third from a running frieze of
palmettes. The festoons and hanging ribs are outlined with
raised ribs, the chevrons are double. Three central petals,
and fronds between branches and festoons .

Plate 101

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, ·AM 1962.227
Nos. 490-3 probably formed parts of the same or similar
friezes. For a larger example from Room SW 37, see I.N.
IV,no. 812.
I

A lion's claw in the round. Some surface and edge
fragments missing. A triangular section is outlined with
an incised line and coloured brown. Back, flat, poorly
preserved.
H. 5.6 em. W. 2.3 em. Th. 2.2 em.

491. ND 6347: Room SW 6
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, AM 1962.8

Almost certainly from a chair leg like No. 486.

Plate 102

Openwork panel. Fragments missing from top left,
bottom right and surface. Double frame at top and bottom,
perforated by dowel holes. Back, smooth, with fitter's
mark.
Fitter's mark: archaic kaph inverted.
H. 3.9 em. W. 8.1 em. Th. 0.5 em. I
Three palmettes from a running frieze of palmettes.

488. ND 6347: Room SW 6
Plate 101
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, MMA
58.31.16--20
Selection of five hemispherical knobs with flat backs.
Three of the knobs have dowel or peg holes in the centre of
the backs, the other two are striated. For a similar knob,
see No. 486 above.
a. MMA 58.31·.16: D. 1.8 em. Th. 0.8 em. D. of dowel 0.6
em.
b. MMA 58.31 .17: D. 2.0 em. Th. 0.8 em. Peg 0.5 x 0.6 em.
c. MMA 58.31 .18: D. 2.8 em. Th. 0.8 em. D. of dowel 0.6
em.
d. MMA 58.31.19: D. 2.1 em. Th. 0.7 em. Back, striated.
e. MMA 58.31.20: D. 1.9 em. Th. 1.0 em. Back, striated.

Nos. 490-3 probably formed parts of the same or similar friezes, see above.

492. ND 6347: Room SW 6
British Museum, London, BM 132262

Plate 102

Openwork panel. Some surface fragments missing, some
surface pitting. Double frame at top and bottom, perforated by two dowel holes at top and two more at
I
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bottom, each c. 0.3 em. in diameter. Back, smooth, with
fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: he or heth, with four bars.
H. 4.0 em. W. 8.8 em. Th. 0.4 em.
Three palmettes from a running frieze of palmettes.
Nos. 490-3 probably formed parts of the same or similar
friezes, see above.
N. & R. II, p. 560, fig. 503; Barnett, C .N.I., p. 238,
Supplement 57, pl. CXLIII, fig. 105.

493. ND 6347: Room SW 6
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 102

Openwork panel. Some surface fragments missing, some
surface pitting. Double frame at top and bottom,
perforated by two dowel holes at top and two more at
bottom, each c. 0.3 em. in diameter. Back, smooth, with
fitter's mark.
Fitter's mark: kaph (?)
H. 4.0 em. W. 9.4 em. Th. 0.4 em.
Three palmettes from a running frieze of palmettes.

and poorly preserved. Cloisonne: the sun disc of the
crown, the wig, wings , belt, and garment borders were
inlaid. Many of the cloison walls still retain their gold
foil overlays, and much of the inlay also survives. There
are many traces of dark blue bedding: some of the inlays
survive in the lower wings. In the sun disc of the crown
the inlay is a yellowish-green colour. Double frame at top
and bottom. Tenons extend the width of panel at top and
bottom, with fragment broken off from bottom left
tenon. Back, poorly preserved.
H. with tenons 11.6 em. H. of panel 10.8 em. W. 5.5 em.
Th.l.2cm.
Winged male with a falcon headdress advances right, left
arm raised, right arm flexed, the hand holding the stalk of
a flower or bud, which curves over the shoulder. His sun
disc and uraeus crown is set upon the lappet wig. He wears
a garment with a short skirt and a long, open overskirt, tied
by a double sash at the waist. The garment borders are
decorated. His four wings frame him symmetrically.
Flowers originally grew up beside him although only
stalks at the bottom and a palmette flower beneath the
left elbow survive.
An 'Ornate Group' panel, see pp. 34--5 above.

Nos. 490-3 probably formed parts of the same or similar
friezes, see above.

Found 1.2 em. below the surface west of Room SW 7.
N. & R. II, p. 524, fig . 434.

Miscellaneous

494. ND 6347: Room SW 6
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Room SW 8, not located

Plate 101 ·

Fragment of furniture component, carved on three sides,
fourth side broken off. It has a flat tongue and curved top
and may be part of a palmette. All that survives is part of
one curving branch and part of the chevron at the base.
Between the two, a frond.
H. as preserved 8.0 em. W. as preserved 2.6 em. Th. as
preserved 1.8 em.

495. ND 6348: Room SW 6
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60523b

ND 6384-5: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Collections of small burnt fragments from the filling of
SW 8, mostly of bulls and cows in high relief, as well as
fragments of palmette and guilloche strip. Oates, Iraq
XXI, p. 107.

ROOM SW 9
497. ND 6308: Room SW 9
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 102

Plate 103

Head, full face , in high relief. Some surface fragments
mtssmg. Figure wears short, Egyptian-style wig. Back,
concave. Tenon, with fitter's marks on front, extends from
base.
Fitter's mark: two strokes and a dot.
H. with tenon as preserved 4.6 em. H. of head 3.4 em. W.
3.4 em. Th. l.5 em.
Found in top rubbish.

Plain hemi-cylindrical beading. Surface, poorly preserved.
Base flat, with dowel hole, D. 0.7 em.
L. 3.9 em. H. 3.0 em. Th. 2.9 em.

WEST OF ROOM SW 7
The 'Ornate Group'
496. ND 6328: West of Room SW 7
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 60510

Plate 103

MISCELLANEOUS LOCATIONS

Openwork, tenoned panel. Some edge and surface fragments missing, plant stalks broken at sides. Surface pitted

498. ND 6303: N. range A 2
British School of Archaeology in Iraq
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Plate 103

Bottom of panel, top broken off. Wide plain frame at right
side and bottom. Back, striated.
H. as preserved 4.3 em. W. 4.4 em. Th. 0.5 em.
The lower body of winged human advancing left and wearing a plain, ankle-length garment with a beaded hem. Only
part of the lower wing survives.
The North range of Trench A 2 may be SW 6.

499. ND 6317: B 13
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 103

The front of a human foot, big toe and bottom of foot not
preserved.
L. as preserved 1.9 em. W. !.2 em.

The left side of a panel, the design of which was contained
within the enlarged curving branches of a stylized tree.
All that survives is part of one of these branches and some
wing-tips. Traces of floral motifs below the branch.
For a complete example of a similar piece from SW 37, see
l.N. IV, no. 1265.

503. ND 6445
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Assyrian Style

500. ND 12181: East Wall Cut
Iraq Museum, Baghdad

Left side only of a concave, unusually-shaped panel, left
edge, right and bottom broken off. Fragments missing
from top right and surface. Cloisonne: much of the design
was inlaid. The left, outer side is mitred and contains three
dowel holes. The right, inner side is striated and has two
dowel holes to join it to the rest of the panel. Back,
smooth and flat.
H. as preserved 6.6 em. W. as preserved 2.1 em. Th. 1.0 em.

Plate 103

Plate 104

Head only, no original edges, shown frontally .
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. as preserved 1.5 em.

Fragment, no original edges. Burnt white and warped.
Design incised.
H. as preserved 2.4 em. W. as preserved 2.4 em. Th. 0.2 em.

504. ND 6445
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

The design once showed a procession of courtiers advancing
right. All that survives is the scabbard of the sword of one
figure and part of the body of a second figure, wearing the
usual shawled garment, hands crossed.

Fragment from openwork, tenoned panel. All that survives is part of the double frame at the top, together with
the stump of a tenon, and the head of a youth facing left.
Cloisonne: the Egyptian-style wig and eye were inlaid.
H. as preserved 3.0 em. W. as preserved 2.3 em.

Plate 104

An 'Ornate Group' fragment.

MISCELLANEOUS AND
UNPROVENANCED PIECES
501. ND 6445
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, AM 1957.226

505. ND 7635
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 103
Fragment from openwork panel, pitted and poorly preserved. Part of the head of a youth facing right. Cloisonne:
the wig, eye and eyebrow were inlaid. The wig was pegged.
H. as preserved 4.4 em. W. as preserved 3.2 em. Th. !.3 em.

Right side of panel. Slightly tapering right side. Fragments missing from bottom left and right, and surface.
Cloisonne: the eye, eyebrow, wing and uraeus were inlaid.
Plain frame at top and right side. Back, horizontal
striations.
H. 4.2 em. W. 4. 7 em. Th. 1.1 em.

An 'Ornate Group' fragment.

506. ND 6325
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Winged wedjat-eye with uraeus. At the top left, part of a
sun disc(?), probably placed on top of a djed column. The
bottom of the panel is damaged, and the talons, if represented, do not survive. Neither does the nub sign on
which the wedjat-eye might have been standing. There is a
trace at the bottom right either of a frame or, more probably, the top of a nub sign, cf./.N. IV, Nos. 984-5.

Plate 104

Openwork fragment of a ram's head, top, left side and bottom broken off.
H. as preserved 1.8 em. W. as preserved !.8 em. Th.0.3 em.

507. ND 7590
Nicholson Museum, Sydney

For examples from SW 37, see I.N. IV, nos. 984-7. See
also pp. 36-7 above.

502. ND 6445
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. AM 1957.227

Plate 104

Plate 104

Fragment, no original edges, of a lion's head represented
frontally . Eyebrows, eyebumps and whiskers stippled.
Pupil of right eye drilled, left only partially preserved.
Back, flat.
H. as preserved 3.0 em.

Plate 103
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Th. 0.4cm.

N. & R. II, p. 580, fig. 543.

508. ND 7863
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 104

For similar pieces from SW 37, see I.N. IV, nos. 1244-5.

Part of a curved moulding, essentially hemi-cylindrical.
Burnt. Top broken off, some surface fragments missing. A
row of scallops or petals, moulded in high relief, occupy
most of the moulding. Above the petals, two horizontal
ribs, and below, two further sets of ribs with a curving
band between them. The back is flat, with a deep slot
through the centre vertically; original form not preserved.
Rectangular tenon slot at bottom

UNPROVENANCED, NOT LOCATED
ND 6446: Iraq Museum, Baghdad
Three fragments: a winged griffin, L. 5.8 em., a human arm
and a floral fragment.
ND 7591 : Iraq Museum, Baghdad, IM 61899
Lion's head, miniature, burnt. Flat back, high relief. 2 x 1.4
em.

H. as preserved 8.5 em. W. as preserved 6.2 em. Th. 3.4 em.
509. ND 6443
British School of Archaeology in Iraq

Plate 104
ND 7965: British School of Archaeology in Iraq
Segments of circular objects and some rectangular pieces,
all with parallel incisions along edges. Largest piece 6.2 x
5.2cm.

A diamond shaped piece: a beaded .frame contains four
diamonds. H. as preserved 2.6 em. W. as preserved 1.9 em.
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8016
8017
8018
8019
8020
8021
8021
8022
8023
8023
8024
8025
8027
8030
8068
8088
8096
8098
8099
8100
8146
8147
8148
8150
8151
8152
8153
8154
8162
8163
8164
8165
8166
8167
8168
8168
8168
8169
8169
8170
8171
8172
8173
8173
8174
8174
8175
8176
8177
8184
8193

9.
134.
104.
135.
136.
88.
93.
61.
92.
127.
128.
126.
23.
28.
12.
161.
121.
116.
177.
84.
151.
148.
150.
149.
153.
108.
113.
115.
144.
166.
164.
165.
142.
145.
147.
152.
154.
29.
52.
53.
55.
123.
124.
141.
146.
143.
159.
160.
48.
56.
158.
169.
157.
170.
73 .

Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
Room SE 2
Unprovenanced
Room SE 5
Room Se 13
Room SE 3
Room SE 3
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 4/5
RoomS 4/5
RoomS 4/5
Room S4/5
RoomS 4
RoomS 4/5

RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
RoomS
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4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/5
4
5
5
5
4/5
10
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
10
10
10
10
10
4/5
4/5
4?
4
4
4
4

RoomS 4
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 16
RoomS 30
RoomS 4
RoomS 30
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 5
RoomS 5
RoomS 5
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
Trench X
RoomS 3
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 5
RoomS 5
RoomS 5
RoomS 5
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 4/5
RoomS 4/5
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 5
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Index of Expedition (ND) Numbers with
Catalogue Equivalents and Locations
Field
No.

Catalogue No.
and Location

8200
8201
8202
8203
8204
8205
8208
8209
8210
8211
8214
8215
8216
8217
8218
9300
9301
9302
9303
9304
9305
9306
9394
9396
9397
9398
9400
9405
9406
9407
9408
9409
9410
9467
9495
9515
9515
9515
9515
9515
9515
9515
9515
9515
9515
9515
9542
9543
9544
9547
9548
9549
9717
10314
10327

119.
120.
137.
132.
133.
156.
238.
289.
290.
86.
473.
162.
163.
138.
168.
313.
298.
300.
299.
302.
301.
303.
173.
308.
309.
297.
304.
305.
318.
314.
315.
316.
317.
310.
306.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.
343.
344.
345 .
83.
176.
319.
320.
312.
311.
346.
328.
322.

RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Corridor D
RoomNW 15
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
Court NE 9
Room NE 2
Room NE 2
Room NE 2
Room NE 2
Room NE 2
Room NE 2
RoomS 22
Room NE 1
Room NE 1
Room NE 2
Room NE2
Room NE 2
Room NE 26
Room NE 26
Room NE 26
Room NE 26
Room NE 26
Room NE I
Room NE 2
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
Room NE 18
RoomS 3
RoomS 53
Room NE 26
Court NE 35
Room NE 6
Room NE 1
NE Courtyard
Room NE 59
Room NE 50

Field
No.

Catalogue No.
and Location

10328
10329
10330
10331
10378
10379
10380
10381
10396
10420
10421
10459
10460
10470
10498
10519
10519
10520
10523
10524
10525
10527
10528
10576
10577
10578
10579
10580
10581
10582
10583
10584
10585
10586
10587
10588
10589
10590
10591
10592
10593
10594
10595
10596
10597
10598
10599
10600
10601
10601
10602
10602
10605
10606
10607

321.
329.
334.
330.
347.
348.
349.
350.
453.
452.
332.
331.
450.
451.
351.
352.
354.
353.
325.
326.
327.
323.
324.
333.
382.
381.
384.
383 .
388.
368.
376.
375.
378 .
370.
369.
377.
392.
391.
401.
411.
390.
406.
367.
365.
366.
364.
362.
363.
386.
387.
374.
379.
371.
373.
372.
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Room NE 50
Room NE 59
Room NE 59
Room NE 59
RoomNW5
RoomNW5
RoomNW 5
RoomNW5
Room NW 18
Room NW 18
Room NE 59
Room NE 59
Room NW 19
Room NW 19
Room NW 5
Room NW 5
Room NW 5
Room NW 5
Room NE 50
Room NE 50
Room NE 50
Room NE 50
Room NE 50
Room NE 59
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21

Field
No.

Catalogue No.
and Location

10608
10609
10610
10611
10612
10613
10614
10615
10616
10617
10618
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10619
10620
-10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10620
10621
10621

389.
385.
355.
437.
402.
360.
413.
447.
393.
426.
433.
356.
394.
395.
396.
404.
408.
410.
412.
414.
415.
416.
421.
425.
427.
428.
429.
430.
435.
438.
444.
445.
448.
449.
397.
398.
399.
400.
403.
405.
407.
409.
417.
418.
419.
420.
422.
423.
424.
432.
441.
443.
446.
380.
431.

RoomNW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW2)
Room NW 21
Room NW21
Room NW21
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
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Index of Expedition (ND) Numbers with
Catalogue Equivalents and Locations
Field
No.

Catalogue No.
and Location

10621
10621
10621
10623
10625
10626
10627
10628
10629
11142
11143
11144
12181

434.
439.
440.
436.
361.
442.
358.
357.
359.
171.
175.
174.
500.

RoomNW21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
Room NW 21
RoomS 74
RoomS 48
RoomS 48
East Wall Cut
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APPENDIX 2
INDEX OF DISTRIBUTION
IVORIES IN IRAQ

Iraq Museum, Baghdad, or other museums throughout Iraq: Nos. 1, 3-6, 11-2, 14-6, 18-9, 23, 26-8,
30-2,35,37-8,40-1,45-7,52-3,55,57-8,61-2,72,83-4,87,89,92,95,99,101-2,105,107-10,
113, 115, 118, 120, 122, 125, 127-32, 134, 137, 139, 145, 147, 150, 152-3, 155, 158, 162-3, 171-2,
174-5, 177-8, 184, 192-4, 198-201, 205, 211, 221-2, 224-6, 229, 231, 233, 235-6, 239-40, 243-5,
249-52, 256-8, 263-9, 281-6, 289, 292-3, 297-9, 302-4, 306-12, 315, 317, 321-2, 324-5, 327, 32930, 335-46, 348-9, 351, 355, 358-62, 365-8, 370-1, 374, 379, 381-2, 385-8, 391, 397-403, 405,
407, 409, 411, 417-20, 422-4, 432, 437, 443, 446, 450, 452-4, 457, 460, 462, 464, 467-8, 470-1,
475-6,479,481,484-5,490,495-6,500
IVORIES IN BRITAIN AND EUROPE

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford: Nos. 44, 186, 487, 491 and 501-2.
Birmingham, City Museum and Art Gallery: Nos. 133, 156, 328, 377,451 and 482.
British Museum, London: Nos. 119, 197, 206, 301, 375, 456, 486, 492.
British School of Archaeology in Iraq: Nos. 7-10, 13,17, 21-2, 24, 33-4, 36, 39,48-51, 54, 56, 59-60,
63-71, 73-82, 85-6, 88, 90, 94, 100, 104, 106, 111-2, 114, 116-7, 121, 123-4, 126, 135-6, 138,
141-4, 146, 148-9, 151, 154, 157, 159-61, 164-70, 173, 176, 179-83, 189-92, 196, 202-4, 207-9,
212-20, 223, 227-8, 232, 234, 237-8, 246-8, 253-5, 259-62, 270-80, 287-8, 290-1, 296, 313, 316,
318-20, 326-7, 331-3, 347, 350, 352-4, 356-7, 364, 369, 372-3, 378, 380, 384, 389-90, 392-6, 404,
408, 410, 412-6, 421, 425-31, 433-6, 438-42, 444-5, 447-9, 458, 461, 463, 465-6, 473, 478, 489,
493-4, 497-9, 503-6, 508-9.
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Downing St., Cambridge: Nos. 210 and 295.
Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels: Nos. 469,472,483 and 314.
IVORIES IN NORTH AMERICA

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston: No. 323.
Cleveland Museum of Art, U.S.A.: Nos. 376 and 383.
Metropolitan Museum of Art , New York: Nos. 20, 29, 42, 91, 97-8, 103, 185, 195, 300, 334, 363,
406, 455, 474-5, 477, 480 and 488.
University Museum, Philadelphia: Nos. 241 and 459.
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto: Nos. 43, 96, 187-8,230 and 305.
IVORIES IN AUSTRALIA

Nicholson Museum, Sydney: Nos. 25, 93, 140, 242, 294 and 507.
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APPENDIX 3
INDEX OF IRAQ MUSEUM NUMBERS
Iraq Museum
Iraq Museum 60500
Iraq Museum 60504
Iraq Museum 60506
Iraq Museum 60509
Iraq Museum 60510
Iraq Museum 60516
Iraq Museum 60522/3
Iraq Museum 60523
Iraq Museum 60531
Iraq Museum 60533
Iraq Museum 60545
Iraq Museum 60557
Iraq Museum 61873
Iraq Museum 61874
Iraq Museum 61875
Iraq Museum 61875
Iraq Museum 61875
Iraq Museum 61876
Iraq Museum 61877
Iraq Museum 61878
Iraq Museum 61880
Iraq Museum 61882
Iraq Museum 61883
Iraq Museum 61885
Iraq Museum 61889
Iraq Museum 61892
Iraq Museum 61894
Iraq Museum 61897
Iraq Museum 61901
Iraq Museum 62196
Iraq Museum 62661
Iraq Museum 62664
Iraq Museum 62665
Iraq Museum 62674
Iraq Museum 62676

Catalogue Field
No.
467.
479.
471.
484.
496.
476.
490.
495.
485.
454.
481.
457.
250.
125.
102.
109.
110.
236.
122.
233.
134.
95.
177.
221.
41.
172.
224.
139.
462.
45.
240.
293.
200.
118.
105.

ND 6316
ND 6310
ND 6311
ND 6323
ND 6328
ND 6346
ND 6348
ND 6348
ND 6360
ND 6379
ND 6453
ND 6350
ND7782
ND7740
ND7754
ND7800
ND 7739
ND7783
ND 7749
ND 7760
ND 8014
ND 7559
ND 8068
ND 7651
ND 7671
ND 7645
ND 7589
ND 7806
ND 6434
ND7673
ND 7563
ND 7641
ND 7617
ND 8010
ND 7967

Iraq Museum
Iraq Museum 62677
Iraq Museum 62685
Iraq Museum 62725
Iraq Museum 62765
Iraq Museum 62767
Iraq Museum 63697
Iraq Museum 63698
Iraq Museum 63909
Iraq Museum 65190
Iraq Museum 65195
Iraq Museum 65216
Iraq Museum 65217
Iraq Museum 65218
Iraq Museum 65219
Iraq Museum 65220
Iraq Museum 65221
Iraq Museum 65223
Iraq Museum 65241
Iraq Museum 65242
Iraq Museum 65256
Iraq Museum 65273
Iraq Museum 65274
Iraq Museum 65275
Iraq Museum 65300
Iraq Museum 65301
Iraq Museum 65311
Iraq Museum 65321
Iraq Museum 65339
Iraq Museum 65468
Iraq Museum 65470
Iraq Museum 65875
Iraq Museum 6.379
Iraq Museum .. 902
Iraq Museum 117019
Iraq Museum 117580
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Catalogue Field
No.
40.
101.
155.
58.
150.
137.
132.
127.
205.
315.
304.
298.
299.
302.
303.
297.
306.
308.
309.
310.
322.
321.
329.
348.
349.
453 .
452.
450.
330.
324.
351.
252.
468.
235.
99.

ND7586
ND7803
ND7738
ND 8004
ND 8099
ND 8202
ND 8203
ND 8021
ND 7561
ND 9408
ND 9400
ND 9301
ND 9303
ND 9304
ND 9306
ND 9398
ND 9495
ND9396
ND 9397
ND9467
ND 10327
ND 10328
ND 10329
ND 10379
ND 10380
ND 10396
ND 10420
ND 10460
ND 10331
ND 10528
ND 10498
ND 7757
ND 6436
ND 7755
ND 7644
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APPENDIX 4
IVORIES NOT LOCATED
Field
No.
6351
6359
6378
6384
6385
6446
7569
7591
7650
7655
7657
7660
7665
7758
7759

Location
Room NW 15
Room NW 15
Room NW 15
Room SW 8
Room SW 8
Unprovenanced
Room SE 9
Unprovenanced
Room SE 1
Room SE 10
Room SE 1
Room SE 13
Room SE 1
Room SE 10
Room SE 10

Field
No.
7765
7768
7770
7779
7796
7801
7807
7856
7873
7875
7965
8028
8029
8069
8095

Location
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SE 10
Room SW 3
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
Room SE 11
Corridor E
RoomS 10
Unprovenanced
RoomS 10
RoomS 30
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
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Field
No.
8097
8149
8206
8207
8212
8213
9401
9402
9403
9404
9514
10603
10604
10622
10624

Location
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
RoomS 10
Room NW 15
Room NW 15
Room NE 2
Room NE2
Room NE 2
Room NE 2
Room NE 2
RoomNW21
RoomNW21
Room NW 21
RoomNW21
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Not to scale

4.

3.

1.

ND 7667

ND 8011

9.

ND 8013

ND 7744

5.

ND 7744

6.

ND 8011

7.

ND 8013

PLATE 1: Assyrian Style Ivories from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

2.

ND 7745

8.

ND 8013

10.

12.

ND 8006

11.

14.

13.

ND 8006 ·

ND 8006

ND 8006

15.

18.

ND 8024

ND 7751

19. . ND 7973a
16.

26.
25.

ND 8006

ND 8006

17.

ND 8006

27.

ND 7975

ND 7975

ND 7666

PLATE 2: Assyrian Style Ivories from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

20.

23.

ND 7973

24.

29.

ND 7973

ND 8167

PLATE 3: Assyrian Style Ivories from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

ND 7973

21.

ND 7973b

22.

ND 8023

28.

ND 8023

30.

ND 7978

34.

33.

31.

ND 7978

32.

ND 7978

35.

ND 8013

ND 7977

ND 8013

36.

40.

ND 7974

ND 7586

PLATE 4: Assyrian Style Animal Friezes, Floral and Geometric Ivories from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the
Residency.

37.

ND 7969

38.

ND 7969

39.

ND 7587

PLATE 5: Geometric Ivories, probably Assyrian Style, from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

41.

43.

49.
ND 7974
48.

so.
ND 7974

ND 8174

PLATE 6: Floral Ivories, probably Assyrian Style, from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

ND 7671

ND 7669

51.

ND 7974

44.

45.

52.

ND 8168

55.

ND 7673

ND 8l68

53. ND 8168

PLATE 7: Floral Ivories, probably Assyrian Style, from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

ND 7670

42.

ND 7668

54.

ND 7974

58.

ND 8004

PLATE 8: Floral Ivories, probably Assyrian Style, from Rooms S 4--5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

46.

ND 7675

59.

ND 7970

60.

ND 8012

47.

ND 7673

PLATE 9: Floral Ivories, probably Assyrian Style, from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

56.

ND 8174

57.

ND 7972

60.

ND 8012

63.

65.

ND 7976

70.

ND 7976

64.

ND 7976

66.

ND 7976

ND 7976

71.

ND 7974

62.

ND 7969

PLATE 10: Geometric designs, probably Assyrian Style, from Rooms S 4-5, the Principal Suite, the Residency.

67.

ND 7974

68.

73.

ND 8193

69.

ND 7976

72.

ND 7968

ND 7974

PLATE 11: Assorted designs from Rooms S ~5. the Principal Suite, the Residency.

74.

ND 7971

77.

80.

83.

NO 7971

75.

ND 7971

78.

ND 7971

81.

ND 7971

ND 7971

ND 9542

76.

ND 7971

79.

ND 7971

82.

ND 7971

84.

ND 8088

PLATE 12: Hemi-cylinders from Rooms S 4-5 and assorted ivories, Nos. 83-4, from the Bathroom, S 3, the Principal
Suite, the Residency.

89.

88.

87.

ND 7747

90.

ND 7672

86.

ND 8211

ND 8017

ND 7752

85.

PLATE 13: Assorted Ivories from Corridor D (Nos. 85--6), and RoomS 16 (Nos. 87-90), the Principal Suite, the
Residency: Nos. 87-9 are Assyrian style.

ND 7643

91.

95.

92.

ND 8020

ND 7743

ND 7559

93.

ND 8018

PLATE 14: Ivories from RoomS 30, the Principal Suite, the Residency: Nos. 91-3 are Assyrian style. No. 95 is an
angled view not to scale: for front view, see Plate 15 opposite.

95.

PLA1E 15: Intermediate 'Wig and Wing' Sphinx from RoomS 30, the Principal ~uite, the Residency.

ND 7559

94.

95.

ND 7742

ND 7559

PLATE 16: Assyrian style frieze, No. 94, and back of No. 95 (see Plate 15 for front view), from RoomS 30, the
Principal Suite, the Residency.

97.

ND 7585

100.

96.

ND 7560

98.

ND 7627

ND 7664

99.

ND 7644

PLATE 17: Assorted Ivories from Corridor E (Nos. 96-100) and RoomS 10 (No. 101), the Residency.

101.

ND 7803

102.

104.

ND 8015

ND 7754

103.

PLATE 18: Ladies at the Window belonging to the Phoenician Tradition from RoomS 10, the Residency.

ND 8005

109.

106.

ND 7800

ND 8007

108.

ND 8147

105.

107.

ND 7967

ND 7802

PLATE 19: Ladies at the Window from RoomS 10, the Residency: Nos. 105-7 belong to the Phoenician Tradition,
while No. 109 may belong to the North Syrian Tradition.

110.

111.

ND 7739

ND 7637

118.

112.

ND 8010

ND 7746

PLATE 20: Assorted Panels of the Intermediate Tradition from RoomS 10, the Residency: No. 110 belongs to the 'Wig
and Wing' Group and is identical to panels from Khorsabad.

116.

113.

ND 8030

ND 8148

114.

ND 7874

117.

ND 7805

115.

ND

;n5o

PLA1E 21: Assorted Panels of the Intermediate Tradition from RoomS 10, the Residency: Nos. 115-7 belong to the
'Crown and Scale' Group.

Scale 1:2

123.

ND 8169B

119.

ND 8200

124.

ND 8169A

PLATE 22: Panels from RoomS 10, the Residency, belonging to the Intermediate 'Collar and Crown Group'.

Scale 1:1

124.

119.

ND 8200

ND 8169A

121.

PLATE 23:

Panels from RoomS 10, the Residency, belonging to the Intermediate 'Collar and Crown Group'.

ND 8027

Scale 1:1

125.

PLATE 24:

ND 7740

Panels from RoomS 10, the Residency, belonging to the Intermediate 'Collar and Crown Group'.

122.
ND 7749

Scale 1:1

PLA1E 25:

120.

Panels from RoomS 10, the Residency, belonging to the Intermediate 'Collar and Crown Group'.

ND 8201

127.

PLATE 26:

Fragmentary Sphinx of the Intermediate Tradition from RoomS 10, the Residency.

ND 8021

128.

ND 8021

129.

127.

PLATE 27:

ND 8021

131. ND 8009 ·

Assorted Intermediate fragments from RoomS 10, the Residency.

130.

ND 7801

ND 8009

132.

ND 8203

134.

ND 8014

133.

135.

136.

PLATE 28:

Cows and Calves from RoomS 10, the Residency, belonging to the Intermediate Tradition.

ND 8204

ND 8016

ND 8016?

139.

138.

ND 7806.

ND 8217

Not to scale

Scale 1:1

PLATE 29:

137.

ND 8202

Assorted Panels from RoomS 10, the Residency: Nos. 137 and 139 probably belong to the North Syrian
Tradition, while No. 138 is more Intermediate in style.

140.

143.

ND 7648

ND 8172
144.

142.

141.

ND 8162

ND 8170 and ND 8162

PLATE 30:

Assorted Ivories from RoomS 10, the Residency, probably belonging to the Phoenician Tradition.

ND 8151

153.

150.

ND 8146

152.

ND 8165

ND 8099

154b.

154a.

151.

ND 8096

146.

ND 8171

145.

ND 8163

ND 8166

ND 8166

148. ND 8098

149. ND 8100

147.

ND 8164

PLATE 31: · Assorted Plaques from RoomS 10, the Residency.

156.

ND 8205
155.

157.

ND 8177

157.

ND 7738

ND 8177
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158.

PLATE 32:

Assorted Floral Ivories from RoomS 10, the Residency.

ND 8175

161.

159.

160.

PLATE 33:

Assorted Fragments from RoomS 10, the Residency.

ND 8173

ND 8025

ND 8173

162.

ND 8215
163.

165.

164.

ND 8153

167.

ND 8008

166.

ND 8152

ND 8154

168.

PLATE 34:

ND 8216

ND 8218

Assorted Ivories, parts of Statuettes, from RoomS 10, the Residency.

176.

173.

ND 9543

ND 9394

172.

Not to scale

170:

ND 8184

175.
174.

ND 7645

171.

ND 11142

169.

ND 8176

ND 11143

ND 11144

PLATE 35: Assorted Ivories from Rooms S 10, S 74, East ofS 20, S 22, S 48 and S 53, the Residency.

ND 8068

PLATE 36: The back of No. 177, see opposite, from Trench X 3, the Residency.

177.

PLATE 37: The 'Ornate Group' Winged Youth, No. 177, from Trench X 3, the Residency.

ND 8068

178.

182.

ND 6442

'·

180.

183.

ND 6442

ND 7624

179.

ND 6355

181.

ND 6442

ND 7642

PLATE 38: No. 178, the Taharqa Scarab, from near the West Wall: and Assorted Ivories from Room C 7 and Corridor
C, the Residency.

Not to scale

185. ND 7576

188. ND 7574

189. ND 7571

184. ND 7646

PLA1E 39:

187. ND 7574

190. ND 7575

186. ND 7575

Assyrian Style Ivories from Rooms SE 8 (No. 184) and SE 9, the Secondary Entrance to the Residency.

194. ND 7567

193. ND 7566

192. ND 7570

196. ND 7565

191. ND 7572

PLATE 40:

Assorted Ivories from Room SE 9, the Secondary Entrance to the Residency.

197. ND 7568

195. ND 7573

PLATE 41:

Assorted Ivories from Room SE 9, the Secondary Entrance to the Residency.

198. ND 7647

199. ND 7647

201. ND 7865

199. ND 7647

200. ND 7617

PLATE42: Assorted Ivories from the Barrack-room, SE 5; Assyrian Style, Nos. 198-9, and the 'Ornate Group', Nos.
200-1.

Not to Scale

205. ND 7561

202. ND 7653

203. ND 7622
204.

Not to Scale

ND 7652

205. ND 7561

PLATE 43: Assorted Ivories from Room SE 1, the rab ekalli's suite: Assyrian style, Nos. 202-4. No. 205 belongs to
the 'Flame and Frond' group of the North Syrian Tradition.

206. ND 7562

PLATE 44:

Lion's head from Room SE 1, the rab ekalli's suite, belonging to the Intermediate 'Crown and Scale' Group.

208. ND 7661
207. ND 7656

213. ND 7623
212. ND 7674
209. ND 7618

211. ND 7620
210. ND 7619
219. ND 7676

215.

ND 7674

218. ND 7654

228 .. ND 7640?

217. ND 7674
216.

PLATE 45:

ND 7621

Assorted Fragments from Rooms SE 1 and SE 3, the rab ekalli's suite: Nos. 207 and 219 belong to the
'Wig and Wing' Group.

220. ND 7584

221. ND 7651
223. ND 7662
224. ND 7589

225. ND 7871

226. ND 7872?

PLATE 46:

222. ND 7861

Assorted Ivories from Rooms SE 2 and SE 3, the rab ekalli's suite. Nos. 220-1 and 223 are Assyrian in
style, while No. 226 belongs to the 'Wig and Wing' Group, No. 224 to the 'Ornate Group' and No. 225 is
Egyptianizing.

229. ND 7764

230. ND 7582

231. ND 7583

235. ND 7755

227. ND 7663

PLATE 47:

234. ND 7773

233.

ND 7760

Assorted Ivories from Rooms SE 3 (No. 227) and SE 10, the rab ekalli's suite.

232.

ND 7628

249. ND 7772
246. ND 7775

247. ND 7776

248. ND 7777

244. ND 7748

250. ND 7782

245. ND 7767

237. ND 7756

239. ND 7750

PLATE 48:

Assorted Ivories from Room SE 10, the rab ekalli's suite.

240. ND 7563

242. ND 7786

PLATE 49:

Intermediate 'Crown and Scale' Ivories from Room SE 10, the rab ekalli's suite.

241. ND 7564

243. ND 7588

255. ND 7774

252. ND 7757
251. ND 7780
256. ND 7766

253.

257. ND 7769

258. ND 7771

ND 7781

254.

ND 7781

263. ND 7763

267. ND 7763
266. ND 7763

264. ND 7763

265. ND 7763

PLATE 50: Assorted Ivories from Room SE 10, the rab ekalli's suite.

268. ND 7763

269. ND 7763

261. ND 7784

. 262. ND 7784
270. ND 7778

260. ND 7784
271. ND 7778

272. ND 7778

279. ND 7778

274. ND 7778
273. ND 7778
280. ND 7778

PLATE 51:

Assorted Ivories from Room SE 10, the rab ekalli's suite.

287a.

ND 7753

276. ND 7778

277. ND 7778

275. ND 7778

Scale 1:2

287. ND 7753

288. ND 7630
289. ND 8209

PLATE 52:

Assorted Ivories from Room SE 10, the rab ekalli's suite.

290. ND 8210

287b.

287e.

ND 7753

287c.

ND 7753

287 d.

ND 77 53

ND 7753
286. ND 7785

281. ND 7785

285. ND 7785

284. ND 7785

PLATE 53:

283. ND 7785

Assorted Ivories from Room SE 10, the rab ekalli's suite.

282. ND 7785

293. ND

7641

295. ND 7625
296. ND 7870
294. ND 7634

291. ND 7658

PLATE 54: Ivories from the Gatechamber, SE 13: Nos. 293-4 belong to the Phoenician 'NE 2 Group', while No. 291
is Egyptianizing.

297. ND 9398

306. ND 9495

292.

ND 7659

PLATE 55: Ivories from Rooms SE 13 and NE 2: No. 292 forms a pair to the Egyptianizing No. 291, No. 297 is a
better preserved example of the 'NE 2 Group' No. 293.

298. ND 9301

304. ND 9400

PLATE 56: Ivories from Room NE 2: the Statuette, No. 298, belongs to the Phoenician 'NE 2 Group', while No. 304
is North Syrian in style.

Not to scale

299. ND 9303

305. ND 9405

PLATE 57:

Ivories from Room NE 2: the Statuette, No. 299, belongs to the Phoenician 'NE 2 Group', while No. 305
is provincial Egyptianizing.

300. ND 9302

307. ND 9399

PLATE 58: Ivories from Room NE 2: the Statuette, No. 300, belongs to the Phoenician 'NE 2 Group'.

301. ND 9305

307. ND 9399

PLATE 59: Ivories from Room NE 2: the Statuette, No. 301, belongs to the Phoenician 'NE 2 Group'.

Not to scale

PLATE 60:

Statuette of the Phoenician 'NE 2 Group' from Room NE 2.

302.

ND 9304

303.

Not to scale

310.

ND 9467

311.

PLATE 61:

ND 9306

ND 9549

Statuette of the Phoenician 'NE 2 Group' from Room NE 2, and ivories from Room NE 1.

No. 309.

PLATE 62:

North Syrian Contest Scene, No. 309, from Room NE 1, details, actual size.

ND 9397

309. ND 9397
Scale 1:2

Scale 1:2

PLATE 63:

308. ND 9396

North Syrian Contest Scenes from Room NE 1, No. 309 on left, the three joining pieces of No. 308 on
right. Scale 1:2.

No. 308.

PLATE 64:

North Syrian Contest Scene, No. 308, from Room NEl, three overlapping details, actual size.

ND 9396

No. 308.

PLATE 65:

North Syrian Contest Scene, No. 308, from Room NEl, four overlapping details, actual size.

ND 9396

314. ND 9407

315. ND 9408

316. ND 9409
317. ND 9410

318. ND 9406

319a.

ND 9544

319b.

ND 9545

319c.

313. ND 9300

PLATE 66:

Assorted Ivories from Court NE 9, No. 313, and Room NE 26. No. 313 is Egyptianizing in style.

ND 9546

327.

ND 10525 and 10526
322.

ND 10327

323.

ND 10527

321.

ND 10328
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326.

ND 10524

325.

ND 10523

. 312.

320.

ND 9548

ND 9547

PLATE 67: Assorted Ivories from Room NE 6, No. 312; Court NE 35, No. 320, and Room NE 50, Nos. 321 -7. Nos.
321-3 are Assyrian in style.

328. ND 10314

329. ND 10329

330. ND 10331

PLATE 68: Three Intermediate 'Crown and Scale' Panels from Room NE 59.

334. ND 10330

332. ND 10421

333. ND 10576

331. ND 10459

PLATE 69: Assorted Ivories from Room NE 59: Nos. 333-4 belong to the 'Ornate Group'.

345. ND 9515
337. ND 9515

336. ND 9515

335. ND 9515

338. ND 9515

339. ND 9515

340. ND 9515

342. ND 9515

343. ND 9515

344. ND 9515

341. ND 9515
346. ND 9717

PLATE 70:

'Ornate Group' Fragments, Nos. 335-45, from Room NE 18, and No. 346 from the N.E. Courtyard.

348. ND 10379

347. ND 10378

350. ND 10381

349. ND 10380

PLATE 71: Human arms from Room NW 5.
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351. ND 10498

PLATE 72:

Assyrian Style Animal Friezes, modelled and incised, from Room NW 5.

354. ND 10519

356. ND 10619

355. ND 10610

357. ND 10628

353. ND 10520

PLATE 73:

358. ND 10627

Assyrian Style Animal Friezes; Geometric Designs and plain panels from Rooms NW 5, No. 353, and NW
21, Nos. 355-8.

360. ND 10613

359. ND 10629

357. ND 10628

361. ND 10625

PLATE 74:

Geometric and Floral Panels, probably Assyrian Style, from Room NW 21.

362. ND 10599

365. ND 10596

363. ND 10600

366. ND 10597

364. ND 10598
367. ND 10595

PLATE 75:

A set of curving Plaques with Bulls from Room NW 21.

369. ND 10587

370. ND 10586

· 373. ND 10606

372. ND 10607

368. ND 10582

PLA1E 76:

Panels with Browsing Stags of the Intermediate Tradition from Room NW 21.

369. ND 10587

371. ND 10605

372. ND 10607

368. ND 10582

PLATE 77:

Panels with Browsing Stags of the Intermediate Tradition from Room NW 21.

374. ND 10602

376. ND 10583

377. ND 10588

378. ND 10585

380. ND 10621

PLATE 78:

Panels with Browsing Stags of the Intermediate Tradition from Room NW 21.

375. ND 10584

376. ND 10583

378. ND 10585
377. ND 10588

379. ND 10602
380. ND 10621

PLATE 79: Panels with Browsing Stags of the Intermediate Tradition from Room NW 21.

383. ND 10580

381. ND 10578

384. ND 10579

382. ND. 10577

385. ND 10609

387. ND 10601
386. ND 10601

PLATE 80:

Panels with Cows and Calves of the Intermediate Tradition from Room NW 21.

388. ND 10581

389. ND 10608

383. ND 10580

384. ND 10579

381. ND 10578

PLATE 81: Panels with Cows and Calves of the Intermediate Tradition from Room NW 21.

390. ND 10593

391. ND 10590

392. ND 10589

PLATE 82:

Panels with a Browsing Bull and some Stags from Room NW 21.

400. ND 10620
393. ND 10616

395. ND 10619
399. ND 10620

398. ND 10620
397. ND 10620

PLATE 83:

Intermediate 'Crown and Scale' Fragments from Room NW 21.

396. ND 10619
394. ND 10619

401. ND 10591
402. ND 10612

403. ND 10620

PLATE 84:

405. ND 10620

Assorted Intermediate Ivories from Room NW 21.

404. ND 10619

409. ND 10620
411. ND 10592

406. ND 10594

407. ND 10620

408. ND 10619
412. ND 10619
410. ND 10619

PLATE 85:

Sphinx Fragments from Room NW 21: Nos. 406-10 belong to the Intermediate 'Wig and Wing' Group.

445. ND 10619

436. ND 10623

, PLATE 88:

442. ND 10626

Fragmentary Panel with Winged Disc and pieces with Geometric Designs from Room NW 21.

449. ND 10619

437. ND 10611

441. ND 10620

440. ND 10621
438. ND 10619
439. ND . 10621

444. ND 10619

PLATE 89:

443. ND 10620

446. ND 10620

Assorted Fragments from Room NW 21: the fragments Nos. 438-41 belong to the Intermediate 'Wig and
Wing' Group.

472. ND 6358

453. ND 10396

450.

ND 10460

451.

ND 10470

452. ND 10420

448. ND 10619

473. ND 8214

447. ND 10615

PLATE 90: Assorted Fragments from Rooms NW 21, Nos. 447-8; NW 19, Nos. 450-1; NW 18, Nos. 452-3; and
NW 15, Nos. 472-3. No. 452 is Assyrian in style.

476.

ND 6346

476. ND 6346
475.

475.

ND 6345/6

ND 6345/6

476. ND 6346
476. ND 6346
475.

475.

ND 6345/6

ND 6345/6

475. ND 6345/6

474.

474. ND 6345

ND 6345

477.

PLATE 91:

Assorted Geometric Designs from Room NW 15.

ND 6345

455. ND 6314

454. ND 6379
458. ND 6345

PLATE 92: The backs of 'Flame and Frond' Panels from Room NW 15: for the fronts see Plate 93 opposite. The
guilloche strip, No. 458, was found with them.

455. ND 6314

458. ND 6345

454.

ND 6379

PLATE 93: Two 'Flame and Frond' Panels of the North Syrian Tradition from Room NW 15: for their backs see Plate
92 opposite. The guilloche strip, No. 458, was found with them.

456. ND 6349

458. ND 6345

457. ND 6350

PLATE 94: The backs of 'Flame and Frond' Panels from Room NW 15: for the fronts see Plate 95 opposite.

456. ND 6349

458. ND 6345

457. ND 6350

PLATE 95: Two 'Flame and Frond' Panels of the North Syrian Tradition from Room NW 15, for their backs see Plate
94 opposite. The guilloche strip, No. 458, was found with them.

. 459. ND 6433

461. ND 6433:

460. ND 6434

464. ND 6434
463. ND 6433

PLATE 96:

Panels with Winged Griffins, probably belonging to the Intermediate .'Wig and Wing' Group, from Room
NW 15.

469. ND 6435
467. ND 6316

468. ND 6436

470. ND 6436

465. ND 6433

PLATE 97:

466. ND 6433

Ladies at the Window and Griffin Fragments, all probably belonging to the Interniediate 'Wig and Wing'
Group, from Room NW 15.

478. ND 6322

471. ND 6311

PLATE 98: An 'Ornate Group' Winged Griffin, No. 471, from Room NW 15; and the fragment, No. 478, from Room
NW 14.

481. ND 6453

483. ND 6451

480. ND 6309

482. ND 6452
479. ND 6310

PLATE 99:

Assorted 'Ornate Group' Panels and Lion Mask from Room SW 2.

Not to scale

PLATE 100: Chair leg, No. 486, ND 6383, from Room SW 6. Not to scale.

485. ND 6360
484. ND 6323

494. ND 6347

495. ND 6348

487. ND 6347

488. ND 6347

PLATE 101: Miscellaneous Ivories: Nos. 484-5 from Room SW 21, and Nos. 487-8 and 494-5 from Room SW 6.

489. ND 6361

490. ND 6348

491. ND 6347

492. ND 6347

493. ND 6347

PLATE 102: Friezes of Running Palmettes and a Lotus and Bud Frieze from Room SW 6.

501

NF 6445

498.

ND 6303

499.

497.

500.

ND 6317

ND 6305

502.

ND 12181

496.

ND 6445

ND 6328

PLATE 103: Assorted Ivories: the 'Ornate Group' No. 496 from west of Room SW 7; No. 497 from Room SW 9, and
Nos. 498-500 from various locations, including unprovenanced, Nos. 501-2.

508. ND 7863
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503. ND 6445

509. ND 6443

504. ND 6445
507. ND 7590
505. ND 7635 ·
506.

PLATE 104: Unprovenanced Ivories from Fort Shalmaneser.

ND 6325

IVORIES FROM NIMRUD I, 2: EQUESTRIAN BRIDLE-HARNESS ORNAMENTS
by J.J. ORCHARD
45 plates including 206 photographs. A catalogue of one class of ornamental ivories, the majority of which were found in
Room SW 37. An essential companion to IVORIES FROM NIMRUD IV.

Published 1967.

IVORIES FROM NIMRUD II: IVORIES IN ASSYRIAN STYLE
by MAX MALLOW AN and LERI GLYNNE DAVIES
198 photographs on 111 plates and 14 line drawings. This handsomely illustrated volume contains the first complete
historical account of ivories in the Assyrian style.

Published 1970.

IVORIES FROM NIMRUD III: FURNITURE FROM SW 7 FORT SHALMANESER
by MAX MALLOW AN and GEORGINA HERRMANN
198 photographs on 111 plates and 14 line drawings. A unique series of ivory panels found stacked in Room SW 7, a
collection of chairbacks in the North Syrian tradition of ivory carving.

Published 1974.

IVORIES FROM NIMRUD IV: IVORIES FROM ROOM SW 37 FORT SHALMANESER
by GEORGINA HERRMANN with contributions by K.A. KITCHEN and A.R. MILLARD
In two volumes. 1, commentary and catalogue, 276 pp.; 2, 1,573 ivories illustrated on 422 pp. of plates. A consignment of
ivories carved in the West and stored in a single room illustrating the products of schools of the North Syrian, Intermediate
and Phoenician traditions.

Published 1986.

IVORIES FROM NIMRUD V: THE SMALL COLLECTIONS FROM FORT SHALMANESER
by GEORGINA HERRMANN
Commentary and catalogue, 160 pp., 509 ivories illustrated on 104 pp. of plates. The ivories were found either singly or in
relatively small collections throughout the Fort: they exclude those found in the four principal collections in SW 7, SW
11/12, SW 37 and T 10. In addition to those in Assyrian style, republished here in context, there are important groups from a
number of schools belonging to the three western traditions.

Published 1992.
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